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Preface 

The essays collected in this volume present the current research of nineteen 
contemporary French philosophers on one of the great motifs of modem philosophy: 
the critique or the deconstruction of subjectivity. 

The project was initiated by Ermanno Bencivenga, joint editor (with Enrico M .  
Forni )  o f  the intematio�al review of philosophy Topoi . Bencivenga wished to devote 
a special issue of Topoi to an important aspect of contemporary philosophical 
activity in  France. The organization of the project was entrusted to Jean-Luc Nancy ,  
who served as  guest edi tor of  the  September 1988 issue of  Topoi, in which a number 
of these essays first appeared,  and who proposed to organize the issue around the 
question "Who Comes after the Subject?" The following year a French edition of 
this issue of Topoi was published as the final number of Cahiers Confrontations (no. 
20, Winter 1989) , under the direction of Rene Major. The French version included 
new contributions by Etienne Balibar and Mikkel Borch-Jacobsen, plus the entirety 
of Nancy's interview with Jacques Derrida, only partially published in Topoi. In  
the summer of  1989, we approached Nancy about the possibi lity of  bringing out an  
American edition of  these and other essays addressing this topic. The present 
collection therefore includes all texts from the earlier English and French versions,  
together with previously unpublished essays by Sylviane Agacinski and Luce Iri
garay, and previously untranslated essays by Sarah Kofman and Emmanuel Levinas. 

We have sought to bring to each of the translations a single notion of consistency, 
even while respecting as much as possible the individual contributions of each 
translator. We want to thank each of the translators for their patience and help with 
this work . We would also like to thank Rene Major, Michel Delorme, and the D. 
Reidel Publishing Company for their cooperation. Finally, we would l ike to express 
our gratitude to William P. Germano for his enthusiasm and support. 

E. C .  and P .C .  





Introduction 

.Jean-Lue Naney 

Philosophy, today, world�wide: what migh t this mean? It would not mean a 

diversity of fields , schools , streams, or tendencies within philosophy . At least, it 
would not mean only this, or perhaps it would not mean this at all. This has been 
the traditional way .of looking at such a topic . Nowadays, it would rather mean: 
different ways of thinking about philosophy i tself. Different ways of understanding 
the word itself, and even ways of understanding that the thing it names is gone, or 
finished. Or different ways of inquiring about philosophy as something essentially 
linked to Western civilization, something with which other civilizations or a 
general shifting of cultures, also wi thin the Western area-now have to deal (and 

what does "to deal with" mean here? What between or beyond "praxis" and "theory" 
would this imply? Do we have a philosophical language for this task? ) . 

It is very likely that no one "philosophy"-if something like this still exists, and 
is not merely something shelved in our libraries-is able to grasp this si tuation , 
nor to think it through. It is very likely that there is no "Weltanschauung" for it. 
"Weltanschauungen" belong to the epoch when the world had not become the 

world, world-wide .  The becoming-world of the world does not mean what is usually 
called the "uniformization" of everything and everyone-even through technology, 
which one assumes to be essentially identical to itself. In many respects, world 

also differentiates itself, if it does not indeed shatter itself. The becoming-world of 
world means that "world" is no longer an object, nor an idea, but the place existence 
is given to and exposed to. This first happened in philosophy, and to philosophy , 
with the Kantian revolution and the "condition of possible experience": world as 
possibly of (or for) an existent being, possibility as world for such a bei n g. Or: 
Being no longer to be thought of as an essence ,  but to be given, offered to a world 
as to i ts own possibil i ty . 

Such a program (if we can use this word) is not to be completed in a day. It does 
not take "a long time ,"  but the totality of a history: our history. The history of 

philosophy since Kant (if not indeed since the remote condition of possibility of 
Kant himself at the beginning of the "Western" as such, of the Western "Weltan-
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schauung") is the history of the various breaks out of which emerges, out of the 
"possible worlds" (the "Anschauungen") , as well as out of a simple necessity of 
the world (another kind of "Anschauung"), the world as possibility, or the world 
as chance for existence (opening/closing of possibility, unlimitationldisaster of 
possibility). 

Each of these breaks is a break of philosophy, and not within philosophy. 
Therefore they are incommensurable with and incommunicable to one another. 
They represent a disarticulation of the common space and of the common discourse 
of "philosophy" (of what one assumes to have been such a commonplace). Their 
names (I mean their emblematic names up to the first half of this century) are well 
known: Marx, Nietzsche, Freud, Heidegger, Wittgenstein. 

We are the second half of the century. A "we" without "we ,"  a "we" without 
philosophical community (apart from the fake one of conferences, congresses, etc.) . 
Many lines of rupture traverse us-which does not necessarily imply any "hostility,"  
but which means this: philosophy separated from itself, outside of itself, crossing 
its own limits-which means, perhaps, discQYering that it never did have proper 
limits, that it never was, in a sense, a "property. " 

One of the most visible lines of rupture runs between two ensembles (each of 
which is itself heterogeneous). These ensembles are most often designated, espe
cially in Anglo-Saxon countries, in an ethnogeographic manner: "Anglo-Saxon 
philosophy, " "continental philosophy,"  and, more particularly, "French philoso
phy" (a kind of partitioning, therefore, of the Westen! itself). These appellations 
are, of course, extremely fragile. There is "Anglo-Saxon" philosophy in Europe, as 
there is "continental" and "French" philosophy in the Anglo-Saxon world (to say 
nothing of the one and the other in the rest of the world, nor of this rest itself, of 
this immense "rest" as the space of unimaginable possibilities for these philoso
phies, beyond each of them . . . ) .  

These names have no simple, absolute reference, nor pertinence, but their 
meaning is nonetheless not void. The ethnonational partitioning of "philosophy" 
(languages, cultures, institutions, etc . )  would require a very long and complex 
analysis. This collection of essays proposes nothing of the kind. In this regard, it 
simply proposes, at once under the name and on the name "French," a kind of 
practical exercise. 

These ensembles are also identified by "theoretical" names, the pertinence of 
which is no less problematic. One says "analytic philosophy," for example, which 
leads to a misconception about both the diversity of kinds of "analysis" with which 
it deals, and the variety of logical, linguistic, ethical, aesthetic, and political 
preoccupations within the "Anglo-Saxon" domain. One says, on the other hand, 
"post-structuralism"-which, in this case, is a baroque designation, because there 
has neyer been one structuralism, and because what it deals with did not come 
"after, "  nor as a "posterity." Moreover, what this word claims to cover is similarly 
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of a very great diversity. But the more than insufficient nature of these denominations 
is itself a testimony to the line of rupture-whose traces are complex, sinuous, 
sometimes difficult to grasp, multiple, or effaced. 

It must surely seem unfair to have restricted this collection to French thinkers: 
there is outside of France more than one thinking, more than one kind of work, 
that would answer to what "French" denotes here. But not only would the project 
have become excessive from a practical point of view, it  would moreover have been 
no less unfair to have blurred the contours of a French specificity recognizable in 
certain characteristic traits-although neither systematic nor even simply conver
gent-over the last thirty years (let us say, very broadly, since the closure , on the 
one hand, of a certain type of French "rationalism" and/or "spiritualism"-in this 
respect, "French" thought today proceeds in part from a "German" rupture with a 
certain philosophical "France" (which is also a rupture within a certain "Ger
manity"}-and on the other hand, since the close of the Sartrean enterprise). 

However, one will find no unity here . The differences are extreme, and opposing 
views are not lacking. The invitation to participate in this issue left entirely open 
the potential range of philosophical approaches. With one exception, brought about 
by the choice of the theme (for which 1 am responsible and the reasons for which 
1 will give later) , 1 did not send my question ("Who comes after the subject?") to 
those who would find no validity in it, to those for whom it is on the contrary more 
important to denounce its presuppositions and to return, as though nothing had 
happened, to a style of thinking that we might simply call humanist, even where 
it tries to complicate the traditional way of thinking about the human subject. If 1 
state that such a return stems in fact from the forgetting of philosophy, 1 am no 
doubt speaking only for myself. But it is no less true that I am also encouraged to 
say this by virtue of all the contemporary work witnessed in the authors brought 
together here. Those among them who challenge the terms of my question-and 
some do, as shall be seen-at least do not do so in the name of a return backward , 
something that has never had any meaning or sense , in philosophy or elsewhere. 

The reader of these essays will no doubt perceive their diversity, and , should he 
or she perceive also something that is neither a unity nor a homogeneity but 
something that partakes of a certain "tonality," this will be a kind of "French 
accent" in many different philosophical tongues. 1 sent out my invitations keeping 
in mind at once the work of each contributor in regard to the question asked (I 
accept responsibility for its arbitrariness-but it is a reasoned arbitrariness, as we 
shall see in a moment)-and the distribution of current research in France. 

One will recognize some of the principal axes at the source of this distribution: 
for example, the Husserlian, the Marxian, the Heideggerian, and the Nietzschean 
traditions. But one will not find anything like a "tradition" in the ordinary sense. 
Nobody here stands within a custom or a school. Each entertains a complex rapport 
to many of these traditions (and in such a way that it would be perfectly impossible, 
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short of a lengthy study , to endeavor to present them one by one : it is incumbent 

on the texts to do this). Several have already been recognized as what I would risk 

calling the inventors of a thinking . All are concerned i n  one way or another with 

an unreserved questioning of "philosophy" and its "traditions," with a determined 

reevaluation of the "philosophical" as such and not with variations of "Weltanschau
ungen. " All are the th inkers of an age in rupture . Which means also : they take 

responsibility for this age, because the questions they are discussing , and especially 

here , obviously engage all the ethical and polit ical challenges of our time (as well 

as the debates about what "ethics" and "politics" mean today) . 

I asked the question :  "Who comes after the subject? " to settle on one of the 

princ iple rupture lines. The critique or the deconstruction of subjectivity is to be 
considered one of the great motifs of contemporary philosophical work i n  Francc, 

tak ing off from, here again and perhaps especially, the teachings of Marx, Nietz

sche, Freud, Husserl, Heidegger, Bataille , Wittgenstein, from the teachings of 
linguistics , the social sciences , and so forth . (But one should not forget the practical , 
ethical, and poli t ical experience of Europe since the 1930s: the fascisms , Stalinism, 
the war, the camps , decoloni zation, and the birth of new nations, the di fficulty in  
orienting oneself between a "sp iri tual" identity that has been devastated and an 

"American" economism,  between a loss of meaning and an accumulation of s igns: 

so many instances for the investigation of the diverse figures of the "subject . ") The 

quest ion therefore bears upon the critique or deconstruction of interiority , of self
presence, of consciousness, of mastery, of the individual or collect ive property of 
an essence. Cri tique or deconstruc t ion of the firmness of a seat (hypokeimenon, 
substantia, subjectum) and the certitude of an authority and a value (the individual ,  
a people , the state,  h istory, work) . My question aimed in the first place to treat this 
motif as an event that had indeed emerged from our history-hence the "after"

and not as some capricious variation of fashionable thinking. But at the same time 

I wanted to suggest a whole range-no doubt vast-in which such a critique or 

deconstruction has not simply obliterated its object (as those who groan or applaud 
before a supposed "liquidation" of the subject would like to believe) . That which 
obli terates is  nihilism-itself an implicit form of the metaphysics of the su bjec t 
(self-presence of that which knows itself as the dissolution of its own difference) . 

There is nothing nihilistic in recognizing that the subject-the property of the se�f
is the thought that reabsorbs or exhausts all possibility of being in the world (all 
possibili ty of existence, all existence as being delivered to the possible) , and that 
this same thought ,  never simple, never closed upon itself withou t remainder , 
designates and delivers an entirely different thought: that of the one and that of the 

some one, of the singular existent that the subject announces, promises, and at the 
same t ime conceals . 

Moreover, one will see in the texts that follow at least two very different uses of 

the word "subject. " Sometimes it has the value of the metaphysical concept I have 
just recalled. sometimes (for example, for Granel or Ranc iere) it has the value of 
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a singular unum quid, less present to itself than present to a history, an e vent, a 

community, an oeuvre, or another "subject." 

Not only are we not relieved of thinking this some one-this some one that the 

subject has perhaps always pointed towards or looked for, and that brings us back 

to the same figures: the individual, a people, the state, history, production, style, 

man, woman, as well as "myself' and "ourselves" . . . -but it is precisely 

something like this thought that henceforth comes toward us and calls us forth. 
Such at least was the hypothesis I was following, thinking not to be too disloyal to 
a certain singularity of the era, common to all and particular to no one, circulating 

anonymously amidst our thoughts . This is what I tried to indicate with the verb 
"comes," and with the pronoun "who?": With which "one" have we henceforth to 
deal? 

I reproduce here the passage from my letter of inv itation (February 1986) that 
pres ents the qu estion: 

Who comes after the subject? This question can be explained as follows: one of 
the m ajor characterist ics of contemporary thought is the putting into question of 
the instance of the "subject," according to the structure, the meaning, and the 
value subsumed under this term in modern thought, from Descartes to Hegel , if 
not to Husserl. The inaugurating decisions of contemporary thought whether 
they took place under the s ign of a break with metaphysics and its poorly pitched 

questions, u nder the s ign of a "deconstruction" of this metaphysics, under that 
of a transference of the thinking of Being to the thinking of l i fe, or of the Other, 
or of language, etc .-have all involved putting subjectivi ty on trial. A wide 
spread discourse of recent date proclaimed the subject's simple liquidation. 
Everything seems, however, to point to the necessi ty, not of a "return to the 
subject" (proclaimed by those who would l ike to think that nothing has happened, 
and that there is nothing new to be thought, except maybe variations or modifica
tions of the subject), but on the contrary, of a move forward toward someone
.lOme one else in its place (this last expression is obviously a mere convenience:  
the "place" could not be the same). Who would i t  be? How would slhe present 
him/herself? Can we name her/him? Is the question "who" suitable? (My formula
tions seem to presuppose that none of the existing designations for example, 
Dasein or "the individual" would be suitable. But my intention of course i s  to 
leave open all possibi l i ties . )  

I n  other words: If i t  i s  appropriate to assign something like a punctual ity, a 
singularity, or a hereness (haecceitas) as the place of emission, reception, or 
transit ion (of affec t ,  of action, of language, etc.), how would one designate its 
spec ificity? Or would the question need to be transformed or is it in fact out of 
place to ask it? 

At this point I have fulfilled-at leas t I hope I have-my role as editor, and I wi!' 

let the texts speak. They are the "subjects" of this issue. 
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The role of editor, I must admit, has made me forget that I could and probably 
should, having asked the question ,  have wri tten a response myself. It's too late to 
do this now, and perhaps this is not such a bad thing. In the interview with Derrida, 
I make some observations that will perhaps serve to clarify my position. Bu t I will 
add a few words here to indicate the precise direction my answer might have taken. 

The dominant definition of the ph ilosophical (or "metaphysical") subject i s  to my 
way of thinking the one proposed by Hegel: "that which is capable of ma intain ing 
with in itself i ts own contradiction. " That the contradiction would be i ts own (one 
recognizes here the dialectical law) , that alienation or extraneousness would be 
ownmost ,  and that subjectity (following Heidegger here, and distingu ishing the 
subject structure from anthropological subjectivity) consists in reappropriating this 
proper being outside-of i tself: this is what the definition would mean. The logic of 

the s ubjectum is a grammar (cf. Nietzsche-but also Leibniz :  pmedicatum inest 
subjecto) of the subject that re appropriates to i tself, in advance and absolutely , the 
exteriority and the strangeness of its predicate. (A canonic Hegelian example , at 
least according to the way it is usually read: "The rational is actuaL") This 
appropriation i s made by the verb "to be. " "To be" thus has the function here of 
an operator of appropriation: in fact it means "to have" or "produce" or "understand" 
or "support , "  etc. In a rather hasty manner, I could endeavor to say i t is the 
technological interpretation of Being. 

Still, for this to be the case, i t  would be necessary that the subject be, absolutely 
and without predicate. It is at this poin t that the institution of the subject of 
modem philosophy begins :  ego sum. "To be" means then that which the Cartesian 
redundancy states : ego s um, ego existo . Being is the actuality of existence (or again, 
this "notion which belongs in an absolute way to all the individuals of nature"
Spinoza) . Existence as actuality "is not a predicate but the simple position of the 
thing" (Kant) ; existence is the essence of the subject to the extent that it is, pri or 
to any predication. (And this is why-again Spinoza-the essence of an infinite 
substance-or God-necessarily envelops existence . )  

Descartes, Spinoza, Kant-one could continue : metaphysics itself indicates that 
what is  posed here as the question of an "after" (in history) is just as much a 
question of the "before" (in the logic of being-but this would invite a different 
kind of retracing of history: that which comes to us has preceded us) .  Before the 
subject of a predication (let us say: before the subject-of) there is (il y a-this is 
Levinas's "word"-Heidegger's word is :  es gibt, it is given, it gives) the Being of 
the subject ,  or the subject without "of," the subject-being, existence. Metaphys ics , 
de-c onstructing i tself (th is is its logic and its history) , ind icates this "before" as 
"after": existence.  Not the subject of ex istence but existence subject: that to which 
one can no longer allot the grammar of the subject nor, therefore , to be clear, allot 
the word "subject. "  

But what existence? It i s  not an essence, it i s  the essence whose essence i t  i s  to 
exis t , actually and in fact, in experience , "hie et nunc . "  It is the existent (and not 
the exis tence a/ the existent). With thi s  in mind , the questi on asks "who?" Which 
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means that the question of essence-"What , existence?"-calls forth a "who" in 
response. The question was therefore a response to the question of existence, of  its 
"being" or its "meaning ,"  nothing more and nothing less. (But whenever one 
responds to a question with another question, what one does is defy the first question 
from ever coming to be asked . . . .  ) 

Every "what" that exists is a "who, " if "who" means:  that actual , existent "what , "  
a s  i t  exists, a factual (even material) punctuation o f  Being, the unum quid (and i t  
i s  not by chance that this is  Descartes's formula for the quasi-third substance that 
is the union of soul and body, the reality of human existence, as evident as the 
reality of the ego) . 

"Before/after the subject": who . This is first of all an affirmation: the being i s  
who. I n  a sense, i t  is Heidegger: Being is simply existing withdrawn from every 
essence of Being and from every being of essence. (But this still does not tell me 
if it is proper to determine this existent in the way Heidegger describes the Dasein
supposing that this description is sufficiently clear to us now. "After the subject" : 
men, gods ,  living beings , and what else? I would not go further than thi s . )  

But this is  also a question: who i s  who? I t  i s  not "What i s  who?"-it i s  not a 
question of essenc.e,  but one of identity (as when one asks before a photograph of 
a group of people whose names you know but not the faces: "Who is who?"-is 
this one Kant, is that one Heidegger, and this other one beside him? . . .  ). That 
is to say, a question of presence: Who is there? Who i s  present there? 

But what, presence? I t  is the presence of the existent: i t  i s  not an essence.  
Present is  that  which occupies a place. The place is  place-site , situation ,  dis
position-in the coming i nto space of a time, in a spacing that allows that something 
come into presence, in  a unique time that engenders itself in  this point in  space,  
as its spacing. (Divine places, where presence withdraws, places of birth ,  where 
presence presents itself, common-places, where places are shared, places of love, 
where presence comes-and-goes, historic places, geography of presences , etc . ) .  

There where there was  nothing (and no t  even a "there"-as in the "there i s  no 
there there" of Gertrude Stein), something, some one comes ("one" because i t  
"comes , "  not because of i t s  substantial unity: the she, he ,  or it that comes can be 
one and unique in  its coming but multiple and repeated "in i tself. " Presence takes 
place, that is to say it comes into presence. It is that which comes indefinitely to 
itself, never stops coming, arriving: the "subject" that is never the subject of itself. 
The "ipseity" of presence lies in the fact that it engenders itself into presence :  
presence to  itself, in  a sense ,  but  where this "self' itself is  only the to (the taking
place , the spacing) of presence. "I engender time" is the phrasing of Kant's first 
schema (schema: tracing, spacing) . Strictly speaking it means:  I engender "I, " I 
engender myself as the "a priori form of internal meaning" that is time. The 
"internal" engenders i tself as exteriority-in order to be the "internal" that i t  i s ,  
in  order to  exist. It is most  intimately in this coming into presence. Presence to: 
To what? To whom? To the world, but the world is the shared taking place of all 
places. Presence thus comes to presence, without being to its-self (this i s  why "to 
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engender oneself' is a poor metaphor for "to exist," which is thc metaphor for the 
carrying over of the self outside of the self before the self . . .  ). Presence to the 
world :  and the so called "technological" world should not be excluded from this, 
from the moment the technological interpretation of Being will have allowed some 
places to come about as the places of a presence to technology .  

This  presence to that i s  not  to itself is not a "contradiction ,"  and does not  imply 
a dialectical power that "would rctai n it within itself. " 1 can find no other name for 
this than the name of "freedom. " Not freedom as the property of a subject  ("the 
subject is free") ,  but freedom as the very experience of coming into presence, of 
being given up to,  necessarily/freely given up to, the to (the to of the "toward , "  of 
the "for, " of the "in view of, " of the "in the direction of, " of the "alongside ,"  the 
to of abandoning to, of the offering to of "to one's core ,"  of the "with regard to , "  
o f  the  " to  the limit ,"  and also of  the "to the detriment of, " "to the bitter end": 
freedom is wherever i t  is necessary to make up one's mind to . . .  ) . 

"I engender time" as the schema, the spacing of the place where I (who) takes 
place, where I comes into presence. (Who? I am coming-here I am) . The "I" does 
not preexist this schematization. I t  does not come after it  either; it "is" it ,  or it 
"exis ts" it, if one can (if "I" can) use the verb like this. If existence, as Heidegger 
insists , exists according to the lemeinigkeit, the "in each case mine ,"  it is not in 
the manner of an appropriation by "me , "  at each moment , of every taking-place. 
Freedom is  not a quality, nor an operation of the existent : it is her/his/its coming 
into the presence of existence. If presence is  presence to presence and not to self 
(nor of self) , this is because i t  is ,  in each case, presence in common. The coming 
into presence is plural , "in each case ours" as much as "mine. " This community 
wi thout the essence of a community, without .a common being, is the ontological 
condition of existence as presence-to. The plural coming is a singular coming
and this is not a prediction. But how could one say what it "is"? One (Who?) might 
try by saying: the plural liberates (or shares) the singular, the singular l iberates (or 
shares) the plural , in a community without subject. This is  what we have to think 
about. Who thinks , if not the community? 
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Another Experience of the Question, or 

Experiencing the Question Other-Wise 

Sylviane Agacinski 

What I hear in the question that has been put to me by someone is, first of all, 
an inqu iry as to the responsibility for, and of, the question: Who is asking it? Who 
is being asked? In order for there to be a question "on the subject of' a who, should 
there perhaps first of all be someone who questions and someone who is questioned? 
Should perhaps someone address himself (or herself) to someone else? Following 

this hypotheflifl, one could emphasize the questioning agency (who is it?), while the 
gesture with which the question turns to someone, with which it addre,�ses itself, 

 remain secondary. Another poss ibility, however, would be to stress, w ithin 
the structure of the question , the very gesture of address. In this case I will not ask 
myself what agency is even capable of questioning, and especially of questioning 
itself (for it would no longer be a subjec t), but instead "I" would feel surprised that 
a question should get through (to me) at all. Is not the possibility of calling on, or 
of being called on, to answer-or more s imply, of calling or being called-a more 
crucial matter than questions concern ing who or what? The different ph ilosophies 
of the subject (since it is clearly impossible to speak of the philosophy of the subject) 

always attribute to the subject the faculty of questioning itself, or asking itself 
questions, in such a way as to appropriate the alterity or obscurity that troubles it, 
either from "without" or from "within." In a sense, the status of the subject is 
inseparable from the status of the question, as well as of the origin of the question. 
The subject puts the question to itself. The claim of sub jectivc consciousness 
consists in believing that, essentially, it can question itself and answer for i tself. 

For this reason, and to anticipate slightly, I would argue that if it is possible to 
speak in terms of a "someone" who can "come" after the subject, this "someone" 
would be one who would have another experience of the question. That is to say, 
it would have an experience of the question that would not be an experience of 
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thought or of consciousness turning back on itself, but that would be a more radical 
experience of that which comes (to me) or happens (to me) or calls (me) .  How can 
the experience of the question be described? 

The philosophical question is not generally thought to imply a process of address; 
the question is not addressed to me by another, i t  is  not a foreign question from 
abroad ,  it is not conveyed by a call from another or an elsewhere. It cannot take 
me completely unawares or tear me away from myself (as one could say , for example, 
about being called by God ,  or about a cry of distress, or about a chance event). In 
its very necessity, the philosophical question is a product of my freedom : indeed, 
the question is posed as if it poses itself, it imposes itself on one's reflections , but 
i t  originates in the questioning thought that intends to answerfor its own question. 
This questioning thought is free,  in regard to the question i t  gives, or addresses , 
or sends to itself. It would thus exclude the process of address , in that this implies 
something that has come from afar. Questioning thought takes no responsibi lity for 
this coming-it takes no responsibility for, say , the question of the other, the 
question from the other. In this respect, philosophy's subject (meaning both the 
subject who questions philosophically, as well as the concept with which philosophy 
determines man in general) is a subject with a limited responsibility, if I may say 
so. It  makes great demands on itself, i t  obliges i tself to answer for its question, and 
this in turn obliges it to answer for itself. This is what Descartes sets out to do in 
the Meditations . But the thinker of questioning thought is also liable to remain deaf 
to the call of the other or to the question of the other, is liable to substitute "the 
other's question"-that is, the philosophical question that the philosopher puts to 
himself or herself about the other, about the question of the other, the question 
asked by another, that comes from the other, or rather from several others . Likewise, 
questioning thought runs the risk of substituting the "question of responsibility" for 
the "receptiveness" through which the timbre of another's voice could get through 
to i t ,  has always already gotten through to it .  

What I am challenging here is not simply the "logical egoism" about which Kant 
writes about in  his Anthropology (§2): "The logical egoist considers it unnecessary 
to test his judgment by the understanding of others ,  as if he had no need at all for 
this touchstone (criterium veritatis externus). 

,,
) Indeed , it is not only a question of 

confirming our own judgment on the basis of this receptivity, and of testing its 
exactness . All the more so since rightfully {and as Kant stresses later on in  the text 
I have just  quoted from} in philosophy we do not have to "appeal to the judgment 
of others to corro borate our own . ,,2 For me, it is more a matter of knowing whether 
subjective consciousness's gesture of self questioning, such as it functions in the 
cogito or such as i t  unfolds in Hegel's Phenomenology as the "experience of 
consciousness"-whether this gesture does not ,  from the outset, reject any possibil
ity of address or of receptivity-that is ,  does not reject an openness to the "question" 
of the other, of another. 3 Which I would not a priori presume to be necessari ly the 
same as me (another me, another subject, another "man ,"  another consciousness , 
even another Dasein). 
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For what seems remarkable in the questioning of the philosophical subject is 
that the "experience of the question," as an experience that consciousness would 

carry out on itself, remains an "inner experience"-thought's relationship to itself. 
(This of course has nothing to do with the paradoxical sense that Georges Bataille 
gives to the "inner experience,

,,4 and that we will have to come back to later .... ) 

Heidegger, for example, writes about this experience of consciousness turning upon 
itself: "Knowledge in  this experience retreats further and further behind itself.

,,5 

One could likewise say that consciousness as a questioning agency endeavors to 
no longer have anything "behind" or "in front of' it. For philosophies of the 

subject, if one understands by "philosophies of the subject" thinking that posits 
consciousness as the foundation of all beings, the question can only come from 
consciousness itself. It is its own need. But in this case it would be impossible to 
speak of an "experience" of the question, since in an experience the alterity of a 
given always emerges (even if this given is elaborated by the subject), whereas 
consciousness "questions" even "before" it can be "questioned." 

Moreover, the question can appear as something that takes the place of the gift 
or of a certain experience of the gift. In reading Descartes's address to the Deans 
of the Faculty of Theology, we could consider philosophical questioning, or the 
activity of the human mind "reflecting back on itself," as a substitute for the gift: 

it fills in for the lack of faith, which is "a gift of God. ,,6 One can, through reflection, 
show to those who have not received the gift of faith, that "everything that can be 
known about God can be made manifest by reasons drawn from a source none other 
than in ourselves, and which our mind alone is able to provide.,,7 With philosophy, 
God becomes a question, the question the mind puts to itself and to which it can 
alone reply. Descartes announces that the object of his Meditations will be the 

question of God and that of the soul. 
This, then, is the difference between the question that comes from the other and 

that presupposes an experience [epreuveJ of the gift, and the question of the other, 
a question that comes from me and is about the other. However, this does not 

mean that the other is necessarily God. (A parenthetical remark: the philosophical 
tradition would lead us to think that the question is bound up with the essence of 
thought, but this essence only appears historically with Socratic eironia, with the 
questioning that Socrates directed at others. At .that time, the question, in the 
course of a dialogue, presupposed a meeting with the other, and a partitioning of 

thinking: into several voices.) 
If I referred earlier to God's call as an example of a call from the other, it is by 

no means intended as an invitation to look back nostalgically to men of faith, or as 
a call for a return to religious thought. Religious thinkers can make us aware of the 
finite nature of experience, but this existence is at the same time condemned 0 
even sacrificed: finitude is only conceived of with a view to going beyond it. In 
particular, the religious bond, the common relationship of all mortals to the eternal 
(insofar as they all leave themselves in the hands of this great Other) always create 
a kind of united community, a community of those who are likeminded-the 
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community of the faithful-and always creates an exclusion of o thers, an excommu
nication. I thi nk that the question of the other is only possible if the other is 
irreduc ibly plural , if i t  is others ,  and if they are not though t of in the perspective 
of an us (a collective subjec t). If religious though t has always interested me , 

particularly while I was reading Kierkegaard,8 it is especial ly because of the 
resistance it offers to a kind of ph ilosophical thinking that only ever yields to itself: 
to its own reason, its own law ... . Job and Abraham are sublime in the humility 

and sacrifice of their intellec t, whereas the moral subject only makes sacrifices to 
its own princ iples . In his Religion Within the Limits of Reason Alone, Kant manages, 
with the concept of a purely rational fai th, to conflate the religious and the moral. 9 
I t  may be, however, t hat neither divine law nor moral law leaves any room for a 
tme experience of the other: that i s ,  an experience of the bond by which I am 
already "tied" to the other, already dependent on it prior to any question of 
coexistence or au tonomy . The "subject" only encounters the "problem" of the other 
and of coexistence because it has begun by detaching i tself (from the world and 
from others) ,  and by forgetting that it is, before anyth ing else , in- the-world and 
with others. Nothing is more remarkable than this operation by which thought  
wi thdraws into itself and d is engages itself from existence . 

This withdrawal has reached the limits of its possibilities with the transcendental 
subject or even with the Absolute Subject. "Afterward , "  for Kierkegaard or Heideg
ger, the difficulty will have been to "come back" to exis tence . It is tme that 
Kierkegaard speaks of the living being as a "subjectivity , " but it is never a matter 
of a consciousness that bel ieves it can begin with i tself, with i ts demands and 
questions, i ts freedom, or i ts autonomy. On the contrary, it is a question of an 
existen t that undergoes the experience of its birth , of its derivation (the experience 
of its filiation) and of the originary lag of consciousness behind existence. Existence, 
i t  seems to me, names everything that I must experience (the body , matter, lan
guages, others ,  responsibility , love . .. ), the thing behind which my consciousness 
cannot go or situate i tself in order to assure its re turn. Thus it is also grounds for 
a resistance to the subject's purely theoretical gaze. 

However, the same cannot be said of "subjectivistic" thought, where the phi lo
sophical question of the other righ tfu lly precedes the experience of the other. In  
this case one thinks of others on the basis of what consciousness d iscovers for i tself 
(by itself and about i t self) . Subjectivist morality implies respect for the other (for 
the other subjec t) by grounding itself first of all in the freedom of the subjec t and 
the autocracy of practical reason (this autocracy is also attributed to the other). 
Thus it is on the bas i s  of a rational being's subjective freedom that its relation to 
the other can be regulated, and not on the basis of its "empirical" encounter wi th 
others. The other can thus be my equal in terms of d igni ty and earn my respect 
because i t  is my equal. The subj ect essentially resolves the ques tion of the other 
within i tself, not with the other-for then it would have to begin with the experience 
of coexistence or commu nity. Aristotle said that "the experience of the th ings of 
l i fe" was "the point of departure and the object of the reasonings of political 
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science" (which the Ethics encompass). 10  Indeed, it i s  crucial for pol i t ical thought 
to know whether it begins with the questions consciousness puts to itself, or 
whether it  begins instead with the experience of communication-which is also the 
experience of my inadequacy . Furthermore , we have to clarify which communication 
we are talking about. 

If Habermas's theory of the communicative act , for example , asserts the irreduc
ibility of communication, i t  does not, for all that, break with a theory of the subject, 
that is ,  of an individual or communal thinking that coincides with itself. Thus 
Habermas writes in his "Preliminary Observations" to the Theory o/Communicative 
Action that the d iscourse of argumentation allows interlocutors to "overcome their 
merely subjective views" and to come together in  a "mutuality of rationally motivated 
convictions . " l 1  However, this approach to communication still presumes "initial 
subjective conceptions" (my emphasis), and thus presu mes an original atomization 
of subjects that are still isolated or capable of being isolated ( this would mean every 
subject for i tself, unshared and undivided: this wou ld mean indiv iduals) . One 
would ,  then, have to attribute these presumed initial "subjective conceptions" to 
subjects that would not yet have communicated , and, even , that would not yet have 
spoken ; for if this subj ectivi ty speaks , it is divided, different from itself, and its 
initial plenitude or adequacy is already shared .  Moreover: Would the discourse of 
argumentation be the only one to allow for an "unconditional union" and "consen
sus"? I t  is remarkable, to say the least, that in the aftermath of various manifesta
tions of fascism one can calmly claim to distinguish the "consensus bringing force 
of argumentative speech" from the "manipulation" of others . And it is difficult to 
see how the "yes" of acceptance uttered by actual interlocutors (however many of  
them there may be) , and i t s  "illocutionary success , "  could guarantee the "rational
ity" of arguments within  a given discourse. 1 2  Communicational rationality thus 
maintains a certain subjectivism (or initial atomism) , and , what is more , it cannot 
"go beyond" this subjectivism without recourse to the myth of a community of 
consensus-which is another form of subjectivity that is close to itself and that 
speaks with a si ngle voice . 

Aristotel ian empiricism, i n  the final analysis,  allows us to get closer to the 
kind of thinking that might begin with the experience of communication and the 
acknowledgment of the question of others , with the irreducible plurality of voices 
that such thought presupposes-with the impossibili ty of reducing coexis tence to 
a self-sufficient or undifferent iated unity (of the individual or of the community) . 
In this  respect, the way in which Aristotle broaches the idea of justice, if one 
compares it to the Kantian doctrines of morality and Right, is a good illustration of 
the difference between a form of empiricism (which is what we have to  rethink:  the 
experience of the other as the point of departme) and a form of  subjectivism 
(autonomy as the point of departure). 

On the one hand, we are dealing with a reflection on quest ions of sharing,  
distribution, the complex mix of powers and obligations , etc. Exchanges , links , 
and others are already i n  place: it may entail carefully mediating these relationships , 
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rather than creating or founding them in an absolute sense. On the other hand, the 
philosophical subject questions itself about the conditions of its freedom and of the 
compatibility of this freedom with that of other subjects which are just as abstract 
as it i s .  It endeavors to define, a priori , the conditions of the coexistence of free 
subjects .  Whence this powerlessness of the metaphysics of morals to free itself from 
legalism in order to concern itself with the singulari ty of actual cases , and the 
difficulty of conceiving of jurisprudence other than as an application of the law. 13 
Moreover, i t  is difficult to see what could prevent legislative reason from subordinat
ing singularity to the un iversality of the law, since legislative reason has already 
decided who the other is-it has decided that i t  is another rational subject that 
must necessarily have a passion for autonomy-and since it can determine in  
advance what others can  rightfully lay claim to. Even if legislative reason tells me 
what it is due, the law mediates a priori my relationship to the other. It is because 
the subject believes i t  can begin with itself, with its own unity and freedom, that 
i t  must also lay the foundations for any possible instances of sharing. The subject, 
this foundation, and the law are just so many figures of that which transcends the 
experience of communication and the experience of any form of "bond. "  If, on the 
contrary, the experience of coexistence entails an "encroachment" of existences 
and singularities on each other, then what articulates them, what binds, associates , 
or exposes them to each other, does not need to be founded, and, indeed, cannot 
be founded . (And "what binds them" should not here be conceived of as a bond 
between two sufficient beings who were originally separated . This bond could be 
"what tears them together," to borrow the expression Georges Batai lle uses in 
talking about Tristan and Y seu!t's love. t 

Thinking that concerns itself with justice, if it begins with coexistence and the 
experience of divis ion,  could be founded not on the law that a reasonable subject 
is able to make (for itself) , but, I would say, on complaints . The question would be 
one of knowing who is complain.in.g, and where these complaints come from.  
Met ing out  justicc would amount to finding acceptable compromises, to arbitrating, 
rectifying, settling, repairing (and not simply constraining or sanctioning). 

Even then , if one wants to make room for questions from others , one would have 
to be careful not to prejudge who has "the right" to complain (even if, in the judicial 
domain ,  complaints are necessarily a determined procedure) . Accounting for com
plaints must therefore precede the law. If the possibil ity of determining the law a 
priori (as an ethical or juridical imperative) precedes the complaint, then there will 
always be those who do not have the right to complain ,  because the law has not yet 
anticipated their case, because they were children, or women, or foreigners , or 
lunatics , or  animals .  As we know, the "Rights of Man" themselves cannot remain 
merely formal concepts: they must be applied to a humanity that is supposedly 
universal and in fact is  always determined . After all , the actual evolution of the 
Law has never been determined on the basis of the philosophical question of duty 
or of right ,  but on the basis of actual complaints, revolts , and struggles. Philosophy 
has always intervened to rationalize the legitimacy of these complaints, revolts, 
and struggles after the fact. 
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Indeed, sometimes one form of legitimacy (political , for example) i s  tolerable, 
acceptable , and agreed upon, while at other times this is no longer the case. The 
very same reality becomes unjust-just think of the condition of women,  whether 
from an economic,  legal , or political perspective . . . . But can we state here that 
there is a rational foundation to legitimacy, without stemming or arresting the free 
play of political life i n  the wider sense of the tenn, without limiting it to an 
ideological program, whose principles the more enlightened among us would be 
familiar with, and whose implementation we would then be able to ensure? If a 
political phi losophy were possible, if thinking alone could determine what it is that 
founds a community, it would destroy political experience and political life (or what 
we understand by democracy) .  And yet the experience of the question (coming) 
from the other is the experience of community :  it takes place every time several 
singularities happen to be traversed by the same "event. " Those who share are also 
divided among themselves. (I  would l ike to speak more at length and more rigorously 
about sharing, but Jean Luc Nancy, in response to the question for which I am 
answering in  this essay , has done it better than anyone else in  La communaute 
desoeuvree, 15 in which he shows in particular how singular existences are constituted 
by sharing, expos,ed as they are to one another . . .  ) 

It is also this theme of sharing and of en gagement that could allow us  to account 
for the experience of what we call "love , "  an experience that cannot be thought of 
in terms of a "bond" between two adequate subjects. If one of the features of the 
philosophical subject is to constitute itself as a consciousness which is  originally 
free, it seems that it  can only conceive of commitment as its own act, i ts decision, 
the act by which i t  agrees to enter into a contract , into a relationship ,  to associate 
i tself with others , etc. If one accepts that subjective consciousness is  that thought 
capable of resting upon itself, of always coming back to itself, of always appropriat
ing what is  outside i t  for i tself (a thought that thereby reveals its passion for 
autonomy or adequacy) , one can see how the subject is able to desire (the desire 
of the other as an object, or the desire for the desire of the other subject), bu t one 
can hardly , without laughing, imagine it loving, or worse yet , ''falling in love. " The 
English and the French expressions both say the same thing: a fall is involved , or 
rather, the experience of a weakness , through which existence would discover, or  
rediscover i tself, in the mode of  absence, the fact of  its non-presence to  itself. I t  
is as  i f  i t  found that, despite itself, it was entrusted to  the other, under the  keep 
of the other, pledged to the other. This experience is neither that of having  a hold 
over another, nor that of the gift, at least not of the gift of the self, of a self keeping 
its pride ,  and free either to "give itself' or not to do so .  Furthennore, at the same 
time as he (or she) would recognize his (or her) inadequacy , the person who loves 
also feels electively responsible for the other (even before any demands are made 
of him or her) and concerned about the other as only a finite, mortal, being can be  
concerned about another mortal. 

But the love relationship, if it is thought of within the horizon of subjectivity , 
implies either a sublation (A ujhebung) of sexual difference in marriage and the 
family (Hegel) , 16 or else demands that the lovers recover their "personali ty" through 
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marriage. Let us consider the strange way in which Kant demonstrates the necessi ty 
of marriage: "If the man and woman want to enjoy one another reciprocally , they 
must necessarily marry . . . . Indeed , sexual enjoyment [Ia jouissance} is  the natural 
use that one sex makes of the sexual organs of the other. 

, , 1 7  Kant continues: "This 
is therefore only possible under one condition: that is ,  that one person is acquired 
by the other as a thing . The first person acquires the other reciprocally in his or 
her turn; in effect he or she thus reconquers his or herself and reestablishes his or 
her personality" (my emphasis) . 1 8  I admit that I am not able to understand very 
well  exactly how the reciprocity of possession, the fact that the two spouses are 
things in each other's eyes according to a rigorous reciprocity guaranteed by a 
contract, can restore their personality. This would rather resemble a sort of mutual 
disrespect and a possible unleashing of a reciprocal and legal hold over one another. 
The experience of the commitment of those who are in love [l'engagement amoureux) 
could suggest something else: rather than a double mastery or hold over each other, 
it could be a shared weakness. 

Now, either weakness is  a sickness of the subject, a provisional crisis from which 
it can recover (alone) , or else i t  i s  a structure of existence, one that certain 
experiences or certain "events"-birth , love, death , procreation . . .  -bring to 
light. Weakness (and I should here refer to a certain number of texts that are 
li terary, phi losophical , or both, from Kierkegaard to Lacoue Labarthe) is ,  in fact ,  
the existent's experience that the mbjectum hides itself and that the existent is not 
therefore i ts own subject,  i t  does not rest upon itself, it is not its own foundation 
(if it were, it would have to duplicate itself, like the philosophical subject that 
redoubles i tself into an empirical and a transcendental subject). "To be" weak also 
means not beginning with oneself, it means · being born, experiencing the lag of 
consci ousness behind carnal existence,  knowing that a child is something that can 
happen to us and that death will necessarily surprise us. It is to hold (to remain ,  
t o  remai n  "standing," to be ,  t o  be  stable . . .  ) only t o  find  suppo11s o r  props 
"outside of the self " :  the earth, the mother, but also any form of support one 
can think of, including all the prostheses usually classed as technical objects or 
instruments. (Only God is supposed to rest upon himself absolutely . )  For example , 
to say that when one loves, one holds the other dear, is not a metaphor any more 
than what one calls collapse, which accompanies death or the loss of those whom 
one "holds" dear. It may seem paradoxical that weak beings could also support one 
another, but i t  is precisely because all are insufficient (all mortals , all l iving beings, 
all animals and vegetables) that they are like supports and supplements for one 
another. What is  more, the fact ofjinding oneselfby chance someone else's suport 
(as for so many of Victor Hugo's heros; for example, the young Gwynplaine in The 

Man Who Laughs, who ,  in the depths of despair and deprivation , takes into h i s  
care another childl9) gives a semblance of  necessity to  existence, o r  a t  least commits 
i t  to a certain resistance. 

This inadequacy of sexual and mortal existences i s  already the inadequacy of 
bodies , which a r e  less separate than i t  might seem and which are , before anything 
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else, excrescences of other bodies. This i n  turn brings u p  the question o f  borders , 
of the borderlines of property, of limits, of what is inside and what is outside organic 
existence (that existence which is repugnant to consciousness ; "to be repugnant 
to" meaning, in the fourteenth century, "to resist") . All mammals' infants graft 
themselves to, or "plug themselves into , " the body of their mothers while they 
breastfeed , such that each one is momentarily the organ of the other (and the infant 
is no less necessary to the breast than the breast to the infant) . This troubling 
connection (one that troubles the opposition of the self and the other in the same 
way that sexual relations also trouble it) cannot be described as a subject/object 
relationship ,  any more than i t  allows one to say who or what is active or passive. 
On the contrary, to relate to the body of the other as an obj ect that can be used , 
that one can instrumentalize or think of as a means, is a way for subjective 
consciousness to reappropriate this outside, to prevent the other's flesh from infring
ing on i ts own , to prevent its "own" body from spilling over onto 

'
another's . 

The concern with not allowing oneself to be overtaken by one's own body is a 
central concern of the philosophical subject: making the first move , getting ahead 
of the body, programming i t  oneself, being in command, and ,  in order to do that, 
representing to oneself if possible all the processes , foreseeing them, calculating 
them , setting them off or holding them in  check . . .  This is what constitutes the 
effort of consciousness, even that of the philosopher in his life ,  in his existence. 
There is something moving and comical , even pathetic (but here we all recognize 
ourselves) i n  the efforts Kant makes, in  his everyday existence , not to let himself 
be bothered or surprised by his body (I refer here especially to the account given 
by his last secretary, Wasianski) : a permanent vigilance , very strict rules for 
l iving-not to sweat, not to cough, not to sneeze, so to "breathe exclusively through 
the nose"-to d igest well , to be comfortable in his clothes (whence the i nvention 
of a suitable suspenders-belt) , etc. 20 So many examples of techniques capable 
of making this celibate philosophical machine function neatly (celibate or almost: 
his faithful and punctual servant was in a sense the i ndispensable supplement 
of this existence) .  One should ask , as a very serious question, why Kant tolerated 
neither coughing nor sneezing (and no doubt, in all l ikelihood any sort of 
spasm). Indeed , it seems clear that the autonomy of a subject that coughs i s ,  
if no t  gravely , at least distinctly weakened. A free subject must know how to  
prevent i tself from coughing. 

Here it would be necessary-and I will only touch upon this point-to pursue 
a reflection on the status of the organ and the status of technique in their relationship 
to consc iousness . One could say , roughly speaking, that the subject's thoughts 
conceive of technique as a calculation and an implementation of means toward an 
end that consciousness represents. The representation of th i s  end thus appears as 
the criterion of free action, that is to say, of human action . And because I earlier 
spoke of the mother and the child, I will quote what Spengler says about parental 
conduct in Man and Technics : "It is  not true that the female animal 'cares' for her  

young .  Care i s  a feeli ng that implies the projection of a mental vision i nto the 
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future, concern for what is to be . . . .  An animal can neither hate nor despair. Its 
parental activity is ,  like everything else above mentioned {Spengler here refers to 
generic techniques specific to certain species of animals] an obscure unconscious 
response to an impulse of the same order as that which underlies a great many 
forms of life. , ,21  

I do not wish to dwell on the question of despair, even though an animal, as we 
know, can allow i tself to die: but it can no doubt be argued that the animal does 
not know that i t  is despairing (any more than it  knows it is  going to die), whereas 
man knows it. And this situation,  for the very reason it  is desperate , sometimes 
saves him from dying of it. What I want to emphasize here above all i s  the opposition 
between the projection of a mental vision and the obscure unconscious response, 

which distingui shes men from animals ,  and which allows Spengler, good humanist 
that he i s ,  to say that the female does not care about her offspring. I t  i s  remarkable 
that Heidegger, who gives a completely different meaning to care , should neverthe
less make it a structure specific to human existence, and absent from animal l ife. 

As far as Spengler's theory is concerned, it  implies or presupposes a clear 
opposition between instinctive animal technique and human technique (human 
technique being "technique, "  in the proper sense of the term), the latter imp lying 
the primacy and authority of consciousness. The implications of Marcel Mauss's 
approach to the body's techniques (in Sociology and A nthropology) are another 
matter altogether. 22 As Mauss describes them, in  the course of a highly original 
argument, these tradi tional techniques of the body, examples of which he takes 
from human societies ,  call into question the primacy of consciousness and bring to 
l ight a technicity that precedes the traditional division between, on the one hand , 
the biological (a pure animality) and , on the ' other hand, the psychic, social , and 
technical "in the proper sense of the terms. " Organs or gestures are one of a number 
of technical apparatuses .  They are, one might say, natural prostheses, natural tools , 
just as parts of an animal's body can be ( in the case of an animal that swims, flies , 
hunts , etc . ) .  This would allow for a rapprochement of generic (animal) techniques 
and tradit ional (human) techniques. What is more, Mauss speaks of the body's 
techniques as "syntaxes of gestures that are traditionally effective ,"  such as the 
techniques of sleeping, erotic techniques, walking, swimming, grooming, eating 
techniques ,  etc. (Thus we come back to the infant and its mother. ) Now, these 
syntaxes of gesture are "physio-psycho sociological constructs in which psychologi
cal phenomena are simple 'cogwheels , '  " writes Mauss, who makes thought into a 
technical element , and not a consciousness that transcends and grounds the techni
cal process . 23 In the case of these bodily techniques , and at least in thi s case, 
subj ective  consciousness is  not the cause of the construct. Thi s  is  why, for example ,  
Mauss, as a swimmer who early on picked up th is  habit, continues to  swim while 

swallowing and then spitting out the water again :  "It's stupid, yet I sti ll have this 
habi t :  I can't rid myself of my technique. 

,,24 As for reflective thought, not only is 
it not the source or the cause of the gestural mechanism, but i t  i s  rather these 
mechanisms themselves , these techniques, that make it possible. "Nerves ,"  resis-
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tance, seriousness,  presence of mind, classically attributed t o  the control o f  subjec
tive consciousness,  would in fact be possible, for Mauss , only as a function of 
delaying mechanisms, of the inhibition of uncoordinated movements that stem from 
culture and from physical techniques, and that allow for a "resistance to the invasion 
of emotion. ,,25 

In any case, I would like to know what "mental vision" the mother, the true 
mother, the human mother, "projects" when she worries about her children .  What 
does a mother think about, exactly? Does she, individually, set herself free from 
this "generic constraint" by which an animal is supposedly entirely dominated? 
Poets sometimes have another way of talking about it; for example, in Ninety-Three, 
Hugo wri tes : "Maternity is inexplicable ; YOIl cannot argue with i t .  What makes a 
mother sublime is that she is a type of animal. , ,26 Humanist thought can,  moreover, 
accommodate itself to a discourse such as this; i t  suffices merely to reinscribe the 
difference between man and animal within humanity itself, so that the dividing line 
runs between man and woman . Because the question that has been put to us cannot 
avoid making reference to the deconstruction of metaphysics, that is to say, in its 
modem form , of the metaphysics of the subject, I would like to say a few words 
about this questio!ling, about this experience of the question, that are specific to 
Dasein . Dasein is certainly a new name for one who questions , and who is no longer 
a subject, for it is no longer this "fiction" of a consciousness without a world and 
without others. Dasein is  not this consciousness that represents the world and others 
to itself, but rather the one that refers to the world and others in the mode of concern 
(8esQrge) , assistance or solicitude (Filrsorge) . It is with-others [avec autruiJ and in 
view of others, even if this coexistence may actually change into i ndifference. The 
way in which we mutually worry about one another (Filrsorge) thus belongs to an 
existential and ontological determination. But Dasein, at the outset, insofar as i t  is  
originary and quotidian, is neither someone nor somebody: "not this one,  not that 
one," but a neutral They, from which it will have to find itself, this They that had 
released it in advance from any decision and from all responsibility .  "In Dasein's 
everydayness the agency through which most things come about is one of which we 
must say that 'it was no one . '  , ,27 Dasein's access to its own being is therefore 
contemporaneous with its access to responsibility. 

What interests me here, as far as our question is concerned, i s  that the who is 
dissociable neither from responsibility nor from the question: for responsibility is 
conceived of from the perspective of a new experience of the question , which is 
also a new determination of freedom, insofar as the question is the decision that 
most properly belongs to spirit and its freedom (I refer here to Jacques Derrida's 
book , Of Spirit28) . What I myself would like to emphasize, in Heidegger, is at 
the same time a questioning that breaks with the self-questioning of subjective 
consciousness , that is also a questioning that does not essentially bring into play 
a process of address between questioners. Questions are not events that happen 
between us or that pass from one to another through s ingular experiences (this is 
what interests me, and is what my thinking has been revolving around . . .  ) .  The 
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"we" in Heidegger, is not a "we that each of us questions , "  for example. It is we 
who determine ourselves as those who experience the fundamental question, who 
experience the question of being. See for example what Heidegger says , in §2 of 
Being and Time, about "the formal structure of the question of being. 

,,29 In examin
ing the formal structure of any question , he writes that all questions are determined 
as a search that inquires about what is being asked : to ask is always in some way 
to address a question "to something. " This "something," which first of all orients 
the question, however indeterminate it may be, is that towards which the question 
is directed . This something is not someone: I mean that the question may well be 
asked about a who, the question, "Who?" may well be asked, of course , but the 
"who" (who orients  the question in this case) is not the who to whom or to which 
a question can be put in the sense of being addressed . The thing about which the 
questioner is inquiring, insofar as he is himself the questioner, no longer seems to 
come from someone who might ask him. In this sense, the questioning beings that 
"we" are, are less responsible for one another than we are for what, fundamentally, 
calls us: that is to say, Being. And nothing determines us essentially "before" this 
possibility ofletting ourselves be called , that is to say, of answering, already by asking 
it, the question of being. As for myself, I will re�in the following: that the experience 
of the question precedes the determination of the who . Who am I, who are you, could 
be articulated thus as: For what or whom, to what or whom, do you answer? 

But is it possible to ask , for example, Who are we? Is it possible ,  in other words, 
to presuppose a common experience of the question? Can one say it is that which 
authorizes us to say "We who experience this"? In general, what authorizes the 
philosopher to say "we"? After all, Descartes does not say we, he says / in his 
Meditations . The event that he recounts is  a certain experience of the philosophical 
question, a singular experience of thought. An experience of doubt and of certainty 
that is  readable as a story .  This seems to contradict what I was saying above: 
namely, that there cannot really be an experience of the question for a consciousness 
that begins with itself, or at least that draws from within i tself i ts questions, that 
is  its own resource, that locates itself as the foundation of all knowledge and claims 
to be the determination of man in general. One can nonetheless speak of experience 
in the case of the Meditations to the extent that the subject's certainty of self is not 
a beginning, but the consequence of an effort to overcome a singular experience: 
the experience of error and of  doubt-"/ perceived that I had taken a number of false 
opinions to be true . . . .  "-"I /elt that these senses deceived me"-"Yesterday's 
meditation filled my mind with so many doubts that today it is no longer in my 

power to forget about them
,,30 (my emphasis) . The certainty of the self is consequently 

an event that happens to "Descartes the doubter, " as Heidegger will come to call 
h im ,  that is to say, to someone who launches himself recklessly into a "sudden 
abolition of all the privileges of authority. 

,,31 But as always , to abolish authority is 
also to set oneself up as an authority. In philosophy, Descartes in a sense started 
a Revolution and created an Empire. 
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Heidegger summarizes his story in the following way: "As the doubter, Descartes 
forced men into doubt in this way: he led them to think of themselves , of their 'I. ' 
Thus the 'I , '  human subjectivity, came to be declared the center of thought .  It is 
here that the point of view of the 'I , '  and the subjectivity of the modern age, had 
its source. 

,,32 But this proclamation, and the "becoming source" of the event of the 
cogito can only mask its sudden appearance, for the source cannot be its own 
resource, any more than it can go upstream from itself, just as the subjective 
consciousness cannot go behind itself. Whence the question, asked by Valery and, 
also, to some extent by myself, that one might call the question of an underground 
of the subject, of a nonsubjective ,  unconscious, opaque support of the subject.  For 
Valery, this support of the cogito , which subjectivity as a philosophical concept in 
fact betrays, is a singularity, a someone-"he means to say that it is Descartes who 
is thinking, and not just anybody

,,33 -it is the timbre of a voice, a style, the bid 
for power (le coup de force) of a "Self' that appeals to all  of its egotistical strength . 
. . . Might there be bids for power in philosophy just as there are in politics (and 
is  this not the expression that Heidegger uses in referring to Plato's gesture of 
determining being as idea)? In order to rediscover the event in philosophy, one 
must read it as one reads literature, admitting that someone exposed himself or 
herself and took a risk in writing it (in entering into this experience of writing) ; 
one must read it while asking to what or for what , to whom. or for whom, is it 
answering (without perhaps knowing it) ; one must read it without succumbing 
to a kind of philosophical authority (the tone adopted by philosophers always 
has something authoritarian about it, and their style something "virile") ,  in such 
a way as to recover within it very singular experiences or events . One must 
perhaps also read it as the letter written to you by someone who would write 
you a letter. 

After the subject, there would also be another experience of reading. But,  above 
all , another experience of the question-or, if you like, of the other-that is to 
say, another experience of the question of the other. 

Post-scriptum: After the subject, who signs? A "me" who would say, again with 
Valery, "My fate is more me than myself. A person is only made up of answers to 
a number of impersonal incidents . "  
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On a Finally Objectless Subj ect 

A lain Badiou 

What does our era enjoin liS to do? Are we equal to the task?  It seems to me too 
easy to claim that the imperative of the times is one of complet ion , and that, as 

modern Narratives l inking subject ,  science and History are foreclosed , we mllst 
ei ther explore the formless dis covered this foreclosure bequeaths us or sustain
turning back towards the Greek origin of thinking-a pure question . I propose 
instead the following hypothesis :  what is  demanded of us is an additional step in 
the modern ,  and not a veering towards the limit, whether it be termed "post
modern" or whatever. We know, thanks in  particular to mathematics, that making 
an addi t ional step represents a singularly complex task as the local status of 
problems is  often more difficult and muddled than their global status .  The predica
tion of an "end" is an enjambment that prohibits resolution when one is unaware 
of how to proceed on to the next step. Rather than ask "what is there beyond?" 
because of methodical dis trust of the beyond , I wil l formulate the question as 
follow s ,  on the basis of the hypothesis that modern thinki�g requires its continua
t ion :  what concept of the subject succeeds the one whose trajectory can be traced 
out from Descartes to Husserl, and which wore thin  and fell into ruin  between 
Nietzsche and Heidegger, as well as throughout the whole of wha,t should be called 
"the age of the poets" (Holderlin ,  Hopkins, Mallarme,  Rimbaud , Trakl,  Pessoa, 

Mandelstam, Celan)?  
Which amounts to  asking: can we think an  objectless subject? In the twofold 

sense in which,  concerning such a subject, one can nei ther designate its correlate 
in presentation , nor suppose that it answers to any of thought's objectives. I would 
argue that the process of the destitution of the subject has, over the course of a 
complex history going back at least as far as Kant, been confused with the inelucta
ble process of the destitution of the object. From within the modern imperative
to which the predicat ion of an "end" opposes but a dissipated torment-we must 
base what succeeds on the fact that thc form of the object cannot in any way sustain 

Translated by Bruce Fink 
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the enterprise of truth.  This imperative thus raises the following question : Is i t  
possible to de-objectify the space of the subject? 

If i t  is  possible: What is thus beyond the subject if not the very same subject 
dissociated or subtracted from reflexive jurisdiction, un-constituting, untied from 
all supports unrelated to the process of a truth-of which the subject would be but 
a finite fragment? 

I call subject the local or finite status of a truth. A subject is what is  locally born 
out . 

The "subject" thus ceases to be the inaugural or conditioning point of legitimate 
statements . It i"s no longer-and here we see the cancellation of the object, as 
objective this time-that /or which there is  tru th ,  nor even the desirous eclipse of 
its sun·cction. A truth always precedes it. Not that a truth exists "before" it, for a 
truth is forever suspended upon an indiscernible future. The subject is woven out 
of a truth , i t  i s  what exists of truth in l imited fragments . A subject i s  that which a 
truth passes through, or this finite point through which ,  in i t s  infini te being, truth 
i tself passes. This transit  excludes every interior moment. 

This is what allows me to deny that i t  is necessary-"truth" henceforth being 
disjoined or diss?ciated from "knowledge"-to suppress the c ategory "subject . " 
While it is impossible in our era to identify "truth" with a s tatus of cognitive 
statements , i t  cannot be inferred that we can thereby go beyond what modern 
thought (post-Gali lean or post-Cartesian) has designated as its own locus using the 
term "subject . " Granted : the meaning of the word "truth" may hang on the question 
of being; still it seems more apposite to make this meaning depend on the supple
mentation or exceeding-of-being that I term "event. " Does it follow that the "sub
ject" is obsolete? That would be to confuse the classical/unction of the subject (as 
transparent punctuality on the basis of which the true or its l imi t  is established) 
and being, which props up this function ( i . e . , the finite that, s ince Galileo, must 
endure truth's infinite nature) .  

Let us d issociate this being from its hereditary function. 

Axiomatic Provision 

An irrevocable step forward has been made through the cntIque of earlier 
concepts of the subject, a critique thoroughly based on the notion that truth is not 
a quali fication of knowledge nor an intuition of the i ntelligible . l One must come to 
conceive of truth as making a hole in knowledge. Lacan is paradigmatic on thi s 
point .  The subject is thus convoked as a border-effect or a delimiting fragment of 
such " a hole piercing. 

To conceptualize the subject outside of any object position makes no sense except 
from the point of view of a doctrine of truth that has been so c ompletely recast as 
to go well beyond the cri tique of correspondence theories of truth , and to out
radicalize hermeneutics of unveiling. Such a doctrine cannot be laid out here in  its 
ontological complexi ty. I will simply summarize it in  four theses , fully aware though 
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I am that in philosophy summary is impracticable ;  one would better conceive of i t  
as an axiomatic shortcut .  The four theses that follow must thus be solidly founded 
as everything else depends upon them. 

(a) A tru th i s  always post-eventual. 2 Its process begins when a supernumerary 
name h as been put into circulation extrac ted from the very void that 
su tu res every s i tuation to being-by which it has been decided that an event 
has supplemented the situation. 

(b) The process of a truth i s  fidelity (to the event) , i . e . ,  the evaluation, by means 
of a s pecific operator (that of fidelity) , of the degree of connection between 
the terms of the situation ami rhe supernumerary name of the event .  

(c) The terms of the si tuation that are declared positively connected to the 
supernumerary name form an infinite part of the situation , which is sus
pended on a fu ture, as this i nfinity only comes into being through a succes
sion of finite evaluations, and is thus never presented . 

(d) If this infini te part will have avoided (we have here the future anterior as 
tru th's own temporal regime or register) coinciding with what knowledge 
determines as known , consistent, or discerned sets in the situation-if, 
thus, the part in question is indiscernible for knowledge, i. e. , absolutely 
indistinguishable or generic then we will say the post eventual procedure 
produces a truth .  A tru th is therefore, in substance, a procedure of post
eventual fidelity that will have been generic.  In this sense, a truth ( indiscern
ible within knowledge), is  the metonymy of the situation's very being i . e. ,  
of the pure or unnamed multi ple into which this being is resolved.  

Let us call "subject" every finite state of a generic procedure. 

Negative Delimitation of the Concept of the Subject 

From the preceding definition, we can infer a whole series of negative conse
quences that make it clear that we are proceeding (through discontinuous continuity) 
forward from the classical concept of the subject. 

(a) A subject is  not a substance. If the word substance has a meaning, it 
designates a multiple that is counted as one in a situation. The intrinsic 
indiscernibility into which a generic procedure resolves excludes a subject's 
being substantial .  

(b) Nor i s  a subject an empty point .  The void, which is a proper name of being, 
is inhuman and a subjective. It is an ontological concept. In addi tion, i t  is 
clear that a truth i s  realized as multiplicity and not as punctuality . 

(c) A subject is in no sense the organizing of a meaning of experience . It is not 
a transcendental function . If the word "experience" means anything, it 
designates presentation as such. Now a generic procedure, h inged as i t  is 
on the event that a supernumerary name qualifies , in no way coincides with 
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presentation . W e  should also differentiate meaning and truth.  A generi c 
procedure reali zes the pos t-even tual tru th  of a s i tuat ion , but  this indiscern
ible multiple in which a truth consists y ields up no meaning.  

(d) A subject is not an invariant of presentation . The subj ect is rare in that the 
generic procedure runs diagonally  to the situation .  One could add that each 
subject is rigorous ly singular, being the generic procedure of a s i tuation 
that is i tself si ngular. The statement "There is  subject" { i l  y a du sujet} is 
uncertain  or haphazard : it is not transitive with respect to being. 

(e) A subject is nei ther a result nor an origin .  It is the local s tatus of the  
procedure, a configuration that exceeds the  situation. 

Let us now examine the twists and turns of the subject .  

Subjectivization: Intervention and the 

Faithful Connection Operator 

The subject is  at the core of a problem of twofold origin  concerning fidelity 
procedures . We have the name of the event, which I say results from an intervention, 
as well as a faithful connection operator that regulates the procedure and institu tes 
tru th. To what extent does this operator depend upon the name? And doesn't the 
emergence of this operator constitute a second event? Let us take an example. In 
Christianity , the Church is  that through which connections to and disconnections 
from the Christ event ,  originally called the "death of God ,"  are evaluated .  As 
Pascal says, the Church is thus verily "truth's h istory , "  as i t  is the faithful connection 
operator sustaining "religious" generic procedures . But what is the link between 
the Church and Christ? or between the Church and the death of God? Th i s  point 
is continually under debate and (l ike the debate concerning the link between the 
Party and the Revolution) has given rise to all kinds of schisms and heresy. One 
suspects the faithful connection operator itself of being originally unfaithfu l  to the 
event in which it takes pride .  

I wi l l  call subjectivization the emergence of an operator that is consecutive to 
the i nterventional naming that decides the event. 

Subjectivization takes the form of the Two. It is oriented towards the intervention 
in the vicini ty of the eventual site. But is also oriented towards the situati on by its 
coincidence with the rule of evaluation and proximity that grounds the generic 
procedure. Subject ivization is the interventional nam ing from the point of view 
of the situation, i .  e . , the rule governing the intrasituational effects of putting a 

supernumerary name into circulation. 
Subjectivization ,  i . e . , the singular configuration of a rule, subsumes the Two of 

which it consists in the absence of meaning of a proper name. SI. Paul for the 
Church, Lenin for the Party , Cantor for ontology, Schoenberg for music ,  but also 
Simon or  Claire , should they declare their love, are all designations-made by the 
"one" of a proper name-of the subjectivizing scission between the name of an 
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event (the death of God , the revol ution, infinite multiples , the destruction of the 
tonal system, or an encounter) and the setting into motion of a generic procedure 
(the C atholic Church, Bolshevism, set theory, serialism, or singular love) . The 
proper name here designates that the subject, qua situated and local configuration , 
is neither the i ntervention nor the fidelity operator, but rather the advent of their 
Two , i. e . , the incorporation of the event into the situation in the form of a generic 
procedure . The absolute singularity of this Two, di ssociated as it is from its 
meaning, is slwwn by the un-signifying nature of the proper name . But this un
signify ing nature also clearly recalls that what the interventionill naming convoked 
was the void which is i tself the proper name of being. Subjectivi zation is the proper 
name in situ of this general proper name. It is an instance of the void .  

The commencement of  a generic procedure grounds, as  i t s  horizon , the collecting 
of a tnIth . Subjectivization thus is that which makes a truth possible. It turns the 
event towards the situation's truth for which this event is an event . Thus the proper 
name bears the trace of both the event and the situation, being that by which one 
comes to be for the other, qua generic trajectory of a truth. "Lenin" is at once the 
October Revolution (the eventual component) and Leninism-true-multiplicity of 
revolutionary politics for half a century. Similarly , "Cantor" is at once the madness 
that requires the conceptualization of pure multiples and articulates and relates the 
infinite prodigali ty of being-as-being to its void , and the process of total reconstruc
tion of mathematical discursivity (up until Bourbaki and even beyond). The f�ct is 
that the proper name contains both the interventional naming and the faithful 
connection rule. 

Subjectivization-as the aporetic nexus of a name-too-many and an un-known 
operation-is what traces in situ the becoming multiple of the true, starting from 
the nonexistent point at which the event has convoked the void and interpolated 
itself between the void and itself. 

Randomness, from Whieh Every 

Truth is Woven, is the Subject's Material 

If we consider the local status of a generic procedure,  we notice that i t  depends 
on simple encounters. The faithful connection operator prescribes if one or another 
term of the situation is  linked or not to the supernumerary name of the event. I t  in 
no way prescribes, however, that we examine one term before , or rather than , 
another. Thus the procedure is regulated in terms of its effects, but enti rely random 
in its trajectory. The only empirical evidence in this respect is that the trajectory 
begins just at the outskirts of the eventual site. Everything else is lawless . There 
is thus an essent ial randomness in the procedure's it inerary. This randomness is 
not visible in its result, which is a truth, for a truth is an ideal collecting of "all" 
the evaluations: it is a complete part . of the situation. But the subject does not 
coincide with this  result. Locally there are only illegal encounters, for nothing 
ordains-neither in the name of the event nor in the connection operator-that one 
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term be evaluated at a certain moment and in a certain place. If one considers the 
subject's material to be the terms submitted to the fidelity operator, this material
as multiple-has no assignable relationship with the rule dividing the posi tive 
results (where connection is  established) from the negative ones (where discon
nection is established) .  Conceived of in its operation, the subject is qualifiable 
though singular: i t  breaks down into a name (of the event) and an operator (of 
fideli ty) . Conceived of in  its multiple being, i .  e . , in the terms that figure in the 
actual evaluations, the subject is unqualifiable in  that these terms are arbitrary 
with respect to its twofold qualification .  

Of course, a finite series of evaluations of terms encountered by the fidelity 
procedure is a possible object of knowledge. But the active element of the evalua
t ion-its evaluating-is not, as i t  is only accidental that the terms evaluated there in  
by  the fai thful connection operator turn ou t  to  be  presented in  the  finite multiple 
of the evaluations. Knowledge can retroactively enumerate the components of this 
multiple,  as they are fini te in number. As knowledge cannot, at that very moment ,  
anticipate any meaning whatsoever of  their singular regrouping, it cannot coincide 
with the subject whose whole being is in the encounter with terms within a random 
trajectory .  Knowl((dge never encounters anything. 3 It presupposes presentation, 
representing i t  in  language by discernment and judgment. That which, on the 
contrary, consti tutes the subject is the encounter with i ts  material , though nothing 
in i ts  form ( the name of the event and the fidelity operator) orders this material. I f  
the subject has  no other being in-situ than the multiple terms i t  encounters and 
evaluates , i ts essence-having to include the randomness of these encounters-is 
rather the trajectory that links them. Now this incalculable trajectory comes under 
no determination within knowledge. 

There is, between the knowledge of finite regroupings, their principled discerni
bility, and the subject of the fidelity procedure, this indifferent-difference that 
distinguishes the result (finite multiples of the situation) from the partial trajectory 
of which this result is a local configuration. The subject  is "between" the terms the 
procedure regroups , while knowledge is the retrospective totalization of these terms. 

The subject is neatly separated from knowledge by randomness .  It is randomness 
vanquished term by term, but this victory, subtracted from language, is accom
plished only as truth. 

Subject aud Truth: 

Iudiscernibility and Nomination 

I axiomatically stated that "a-truth"-infinitely gathering the terms positively 
evaluated by the fidelity procedure-is indiscernible in the language of the situa
tion. I t  is a generic part of the si tuation . 

As the subject is a local configuration of the procedure, it is clear that truth is 
equally indiscernible "for i t . " For truth is global . "For it" means exactly that a 
subject that effectuates a truth is nonetheless incommensurate to i t ,  the subject  
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heing finite , truth being infinite. Moreover, the subject, being within the situation, 
can only know (i. e . , encounter) terms or multiples presented (counted as one) in 
this situation. And finally, the subject can only construct his idiom [langue] out of 
combinations between the supernumerary name of the event and the language 
[langageJ of the situation.  It is in no way assured that this idiom will suffice to 
discern a truth, a truth being in any case indiscernible by the resources of the 
language of the situation alone. One must absolutely abandon every definition of 
the subject that would assume that it knows the truth or is adjusted to it. Being the 
local moment of the truth, the subject fails to sustain its global adjunction. Every 
truth transcends the subject precisely because its whole being consists in supporting 
the effectuation of that truth. The subject is neither consciousness nor unconscious
ness of the true. 

The singular relationship of a subject to the truth whose procedure it  supports is 
the following: the subject believes that there is a truth, and this belief takes the 
form of knowledge. I term this educated belief confidence . 

What does confidence mean? The fidelity operator locally discerns connections 
and disconnections of multiples of the situation with or from the name of the event. 
This discerning is an approximative truth, fgr the terms positively connected are 
yet to come-in a truth. This "yet to come" is the distinctiv:e characteristic of the 
subject who judges. Belief here is the yet-to-come that goes by the name of truth. 

Its legitimacy derives from the fact that the name of the event, having supple
mented the situation with a paradoxical multiple, circulates in the evaluations as 
that on the basis of which the void-as latent and wandering being of the situation
has been convoked.  A finite series of evaluations thus possesses , in a manner at once 
effective and fragmentary, the being-in-situ of the situation itself. This fragment 
materially pronounces the yet-to-come for, though it is locatable by knowledge, it 
is the fragment of an indiscernible trajectory. Belief consists merely in the fact that 
the encounters' randomness is not vainly gathered up by the faithful connection 
operator.  Held out as a promise by the event alone, belief represents what is generic 
of the true as possessed in the local finitude of the stages of its trajectory. In this 
sense the subject is self-confidence, in that he does not coincide with the retroactive 
discernibility of these fragmentary results. A truth is posited as the infinite determi
nation of an indiscernible of the situation, the latter being the intrasituational global 
result of the event. 

That this belief may take the form of knowledge results from the fact that every 
subject generates namings . Empirically, this point is born out. What one can most 
explicitly connect  with the proper names that designate a subjectivization is an 
arsenal of words that make up the deployed matrix of fidelity marks. Consider 
"fai th ,"  "charity , "  "sacrifice ,"  and "salvation" (St. Paul), or "party, "  "revolution, "  
and "politics" (Lenin), o r  "sets , "  "ordinal numbers ; "  and "cardinal numbers" 
(Cantor) ,  and everything that then articulates , ramifies, and stratifies these words. 
What is their particular function? Do they simply designate terms presented in the 
situation? In that case they would be redundant as concerns the established language 
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of the situation. One can in fact distinguish ideological sects from truth's generic 
procedures on the basis of the fact that whereas the words used by such sects only 
replace-through meaningless shifts-those declared appropriate by the situation, 
the names used by a subject in supporting a generic truth's local configuration 
generally have no rliferent in the situation . They do not thus double over the 
established language. But what purpose do they then serve? They are words that 
clearly designate terms, but terms that "will have been" presented in a new situation, 
one that results from the adjunction of an (indiscernible) truth of the situation to 
that same situation. 

Belief is sustained by the fact that with the resources of the situation-its 
multiples and its language-a subject generates names whose referents are in  the 
future anterior. Such names will have been assigned referents or meanings when 
the situation will have come to be in which the indiscernible, which is only 
represented (or included), is finally presented , as a truth of the former situation. 

On the situation's surface ,  a generic procedure draws attention to itself above all 
by the nominal aura that surrounds its finite configurations: the subject. He who is 
not involved in extending the procedure's finite trajectory-who was not assessed 
positively regarding his connection to the event-generally considers the names to 
be empty. He obviously recognizes them, as these names are fabricated on the basis 
of terms of the situation. The names with which a subject , surrounds himself are 
not indiscernible . But the outside observer, noticing that the names are mostly 
lacking in referents in the situation as it is, considers that they make up an arbitrary 
and contentless language. Which explains why revolutionary politics are always 
thought to involve utopian (i . e . , unrealistic) elements, scientific revolutions are 
greeted with skepticism or viewed as nonexperimentally confirmed abstractions, 
and lovers' babble is cast aside as infantile madness by prudent people. Now 
these observers are, in a certain sense, right. The names generated-or rather 
composed-by a subject are suspended, as concerns their meaning, upon the yet
to-come of a truth. Their local use is to sustain the belief that the terms positively 
polled designate or describe the approximation of a new situation in which the truth 
of the actual situation will have been presented. Every subject is thus locatable by 
the emergence of a language inside the situation, whose multiple referents are, 
however, conditioned by an as yet uncompleted generic part. 

Now a subject is separated from this generic part (of this truth) by an infinite 
series of random encounters . It is entirely impossible to anticipate or to represent 
a truth, as it comes to be only in the course of evaluations or connections that are 
incalculable , their succession being solely ruled by encounters with the terms of 
the situation. It follows that, from the subject's point of view, the referentiality of 
the names remains forever suspended upon the uncompletable condition of a truth. 
It is only possible to say that if such and such a term, when it will have been 
encountered, turns out to be positively connected to the name of the event, then 
such and such a name will be likely to have a certain referent, for the generic part 
that remains indiscernible in the situation will have such and such a configuration 
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or partial property. A subject is that which uses names to make hypotheses about 
truth. But as it is itself a finite configuration of the generic procedure from which 
a truth results , one can equally maintain that a subject uses names to make 
hypotheses about i tself, "itself' meaning the infinite of which it is the finite. An 
idiom [la langue] here is the fixed order in which a finitude attempts to postulate
within the condition of the finite effectuated by the finite-a referentiality yet-to
come. Finitude is the very being of truth in the combination of current finite 
evaluations and the future anterior of a generic infinity. 

One can easily show that this is  the status of names such as "communism," 
"transfinite , "  "serialism," or names/nouns used in a declaration of love. Let us note 
that these names can support the future anterior of a truth (be it religious, political, 
mathematical, musical, or existential) in that they combine local evaluations (predi
cations, statements, works, addresses) and (re}appropriated or recast names, al
ready available in the situation. They slightly shift the established meanings so as 
to leave the referent empty, the referent that will have been filled if the truth comes 
to be as a new situation (the reign of God, the emancipated society, absolute 
mathematics, a new musical order with a range comparable to that of the tonal 
order, a thoroughly amorous life, etc . ) .  

A subject is that which fends off the generic indiscernibility of a truth-a truth 
it effectuates in discernible finitude by an act of naming that leaves its referent in 
the future anterior of a condition. A subject is thus, by the good graces of names/ 
nouns, at once the real of the procedure (the assessor of the assessments) and the 
hypothesis of that which its unachieved result would introduce once again into 
presentation. A subject emptily names the universe yet-to-come that is obtained 
from the fact that an indiscernible truth supplements the situation. It is concurrently 
the finite real , the local stage of this supplementation. Naming is only empty insofar 
as i t  is  pregnant with what its own possibility sketches out. A subject is the antonym 4 
of an empty idiom [langue). 

Notes 

1. For the "axiomatic" theses on truth, I refer the reader to my book L'etre et ['evonement (Paris: Seuil, 
1988) of which this article is i n  many respects a fragment. 

2. "Eventual" will always be used here in the sense of "having to do with an event."  

3. One would have to  follow this up,  using the  notion of  a "return to  knowledge," by the study of  the 
dialectic truth/veridicality whose subject is the forcing point. 

4. A term in discourse that designates itself. 
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Citizen Subject 

Etienne Balibar 

I 

Both following Hegel and opposed to him, Heidegger proposes Descartes as the 
moment when the "sovereignty of the subject" is established (in philosophy) , 
inaugurating the discourse of modernity. This supposes that man, or rather the ego,  
is determined and conceived of  as  subject (subjectum). 

Doubtless, from one text to another, and sometimes even within the same "text" 
(I am primarily referring here to the Nietzsche of 1939-46), Heidegger nuances his 
formulation. At one moment he positively affirms that , in Descartes's Meditations 
(which he cites in Latin), the ego as consciousness (which he explicates as cogito 
me cogitaTe), is posited, founded as the subjectum (that which in Greek is called 
the hypokeimenon). This also has, as corollary, the effect of identifying, for all of 
modern philosophy, the hypokeimenon and the foundation of being with the being 
of the subject of thought, the other of the object. At another moment he is content 
to point out that this identification is implicit in Descartes, and that we must wait 
for Leibniz to see it made explicit ("called by its own name") and reflected as the 
identity of reality and representation, in its difference with the traditional conception 
of being. 

Is this nuance decisive? The fact is that it would be difficult to find the slightest 
reference to the "subject" as subjectum in the Meditations, and that in general the 
thesis that would posit the ego or the "I thinkll am" (or the "I am a thinking thing") 
as subject, either in the sense of hypokeimenon or in the sense of the future Subjekt 
(opposed to Gegenstiindlichkeit) , does not appear anywhere in  Descartes. By evoking 
an implicit definition, one that awaits its formulation, and thus a teleology of the 
history of philosophy (a lag of consciousness, or rather of language), Heidegger 
only makes his position more untenable , if only because Descartes's position is 
actually incompatible with this concept. This can easily be verified by examining 

Translated by James B.  Swenson, Jr. 
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both Descartes's use of the noun "subject ,"  and the fundamental reasons why he 
does not name the thinking substance or "thinking thing" "subjec t. "  

The problem o f  substance, as is well known , appears fairly late i n  the course of 
the Meditations . It is pos ited nei ther in the presen tation of the cogito, nor when 

Descartes draws i ts fundamental epistemological consequ ence ( the soul knows itself 
"more evidently, dist i nctly, and clearly" than it knows the body) , but in the third 
med i tation when he attempts to establish and to think the causal link between the 
"th ink ing thing" that the soul knows itself to be and the God the idea of whom it 
finds immediately in i tself as the idea of the infinite be ing . But even there it is not 
a question of the subject . The term will appear only incidentally, in i ts scholas tic 
meaning, in the "Responses to the Objections, " in the contex t of a discuss ion of 

t he  real difference between finite and infinite, and be tween th ink i ng and extended 
substances, for which the Principles will later furnish a properly formulated defini
t ion.  Along wi th these discussions we must consider the one concerning the union 

of body and soul , the "third substance" constitutive of ind ividuality , the theory of 
which will be exposed in the "Sixth Meditation" and developed in the Treatise on 
the Passions . 

From cons ideration of these different contexts it becomes clear that the essential 
concept for Descartes is that of substance, in  the new s ignification that he gives to 
it. This signification is not l imited to objectifying, each on its own side, .the res 

cogito.ns and the res extenso.: it allows the entire set of causal relations between 

( infini te) God and (finite) th i ngs, between ideas and bodies , between my soul and 
my (own) body, to be thought. It is thus primarily a relational concept . We should 
understand by this that the essenti al part of its theoretical function is accomplished 
by pu tting dist inct "subs tances" into relation with one another, generally in  the 
form of a unity of opposites. The name of substance (this is i ls principal,  nega tive 
characteristic) cannot be attributed in a univocal fashion to both the infinite (God) 
and the finite (creatures) ;  it thus allows their difference to be thought, and neverthe
less permits their dependence to be understood (for only a substance can "cause" 
another substance:  this i s  i ts second characteristic) . Likewise, thought and exten
sion are really distinct substances, having no attributes whatsoever in common , and 
nevertheless the very real ity of this distinction implies a substantial (nonaccidental) 
union as the basis  of our experience of our sensations. All these distinctions and 
oppositions finally find their coherence-if not the solution of the en igmas they 
hold-in a nexus that i s  both h ierarchical and causal , entirely regulated by the 
principle of the eminent causality, in God , of the "fonnal" or "objec tive" relations 
be tween created substances (that is , respectively, those relations that consist of 
acti ons and passions ,  and those that consist of representations). It is only because 
all (fini te) subs tances are eminently caused by God (have their eminent cause, or 
rather the eminence of their cause , in God) that they are also in a causal relation 
among themselves . But , inversely, eminent causality-another name for positive 
infin ity-could not express anything intelligible for us excep t for the "object i ve" 

unity of formally distinct causalities . 
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Thus nothing is further from Descartes than a metaphysics of Substance conceived 
of as a univocal term. Rather, th is  concept has acquired a new equivocality in h i s  
work , wi thout which i t  could not fill its structural function :  t o  name i n  tum each of 
the poles of a topography in which I am situated simultaneously as cause and effect 
(or rather as a cause that is i tself only an effect). It must be understood that 
the notion of the subjectumJhypokeimenon has an ent i rely evanescent status here. 
Descartes mentions it ,  in response to objections , only in order to make a scholas t ic 
defense of his realist thesis (every substance is the real subject of i ts own accidents). 
But i t  does not add any element of knowledge (and i n  particular not the i dea of a 
"matter" distinct from the "form") to the concept of substance . It is for th is reason 
that substance is prac tically indiscernible from its princi ple attribute (comprehensi
ble: cxtension , thought; or incomprchensible: infinity , omnipotence) . 

There is no doubt whatsoever that it is essential to characterize, in Descartes,  

the "thinking thing" that I am (therefore !) as substance or as substantial , in a nexus 
of substances that are so many instances of the metaphysical apparatus. But i t  is 
not essential to attach this substance to the representation of a subjectum, and i t  is 
in  any case impossible to apply the name of subjectum to the ego cog ito . On the 
other hand,  i t  is  possible and necessary to ask in  what sense the human individual, 
composed of a soul, a body ,  and their unity, is the "subject" (subjectus) of a divine 

sovereignty . The representation of sovereignty is in fact implied by the ideal of 
eminence ,  and , inversely,  the reality of finite things could not be understood outside  
of a specific dependence "according to which all things are subject to God . " I  That 
which is valid from an on tological point of view is also valid from an epistemological 
point of view. From the thesis of the "creation of eternal truths" to the one proper 
to lhe Meditations according to which the intelligibility of the finite i s  implied by 
the idea of the infinite ,  a s ingle conception of the subjection of understanding and 
of science is affirmed,  not of course to an external or revealed dogm a, but to an 
internal center of thought whose structure is that of a sovereign decision, an absent 
presence ,  or a source of inlelligibility that as such is incomprehensible. 

Thus the idea that causality and sovereignty can be converted into one another 
is conserved and even reinforced in Descartes. It could even be said that this idea 
is pushed to the l imit-which is perhaps , for us in any case,  lhe herald of a coming 
decompos ition of this figure of thought. The obvious fact that an extreme intellectual 
tension results from it is recognized and constantly reexamined by Descartes 
h imself. How can the absolute freedom of man-or rather of his will : but his will 
i s  the very essence of judgment-be conceived of as s imilar to God's without 
pulling this subjection back into question? How can i t  be conceived of outside this 
subjection, for it is the image of  another freedom, of another power? Descartes's 
thought ,  as we k now, oscillates between two tendencies on this point .  The first, 
mystical , consists in  identifying freedom and subjection: to will freely, i n  the sense 
of a necessary freedom, enlightened by true knowledge, is to coincide with the act 
by which God conserves me in a relative perfection. The other tendency ,  pragmatic ,  
consists in  displacing t he  question , playing on  the topography of substances , making 
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my subjection to God into the origin of my mastery over and possession of nature, 
and more precisely of the absolute power that I can exercise over my passions . 
There are no fewer difficulties in either one of these theses. This is not the place 
to discuss them, but it is clear that, in either case, freedom can in fact only be 
thought as the freedom of the subject, of the subjected being, that is, as a contradic
tion in terms. 

Descartes's "subject" is thus still (more than ever) the subjectus . But what is the 
subjectus? It is the other name of the subditus, according to an equivalence practiced 
by all of medieval political theology and systematically exploited by the theoreti
cians of absolute monarchy: the individual submitted to the ditio, to the sovereign 
authority of a prince, an authority expressed in his orders and itself legitimated by 
the Word of another Sovereign (the Lord God). "It is God who has established these 
laws in nature, just as a king establishes laws in his kingdom, "  Descartes will write 
to Mersenne (letter of 15 April 1630). 2 It is this very dependence that constitutes 
him. But Descartes's subject is not the subjectum that is widely supposed-even 
if, from the point of view of the object, the meaning has to be inverted-to be 
permanently present from Aristotle's metaphysics up to modern subjectivity.  

How is it then that they have come to be corifused?3 Part of the answer obviously 
lies in the effect, which continues to this very day, of Kantian philosophy and its 
specific necessity. Heidegger, both before and after the "turn/' is clearly situated 
in this dependence. We must return to the very letter of the Critique of Pure Reason 
if we are to discover the origin of the projection of a transcendental category of the 
"subject" upon the Cartesian text. This projection and the distortion it brings with 
it (simultaneously subtracting something from and adding something to the cogito) , 

is in itself constitutive of the "invention" of the transcendental subject, which is 
inseparably a movement away from and an interpretation of Cartesianism. For the 
subject to appear as the originarily synthetic unity of the conditions of objectivity 
(of "experience"), first, the cogito must be reformulated not only as reflexivity, but 
as the thesis of the "I think" that "accompanies all my representations" (that is, as 
the thesis of self-consciousness, which Heidegger will state as: cogito = cogito me 

cogitare) ;  then this self-consciousness must be distinguished from both the intuition 
of an intelligible being and from the intuition of the "empirical ego" in "internal 
sense"; and finally the "paralogism of the substantiality" of the soul must be 
dissolved. In other words one and the same historico-philosophical operation dis
covers the subject in the substance of the Cartesian cogito, and denounces the substance 
in the subject (as transcendental illusion), thus installing Descartes in the situation 
of a "transition" (both ahead of and behind the time of history, conceived of as the 
history of the advent of the subject), upon which the philosophies of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries will not cease to comment. 

Paraphrasing Kant himself, we can say that these formulations of the Critique of 
Pure Reason form the "unique text" from which transcendental philosophies in 
particular draw "all their wisdom," for they ceaselessly reiterate the double rejection 
of substantiality and of phenomenality that forms the paradoxical being of the 
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subject (heihg/nonbeing, in any case not a thing, not "categorizable," not "objecti
fiable") . 4  And this is valid not only for the "epistemological" face of the subject, 
but for its practical face as well: in the last instance the transcendental subject that 
effectuates the nonsubstantial unity of the conditions of experience is the same as 
the one that, prescribing its acts to itself in the mode of the categorical imperative, 
inscribes freedom in nature (it is tempting to say that it exscribes it: Heidegger is 
an excellent guide on this point) , that is, the same as the one identified in a 
teleological perspective with the humanity of man. 

II 

What is the purpose of this gloss, which has been both lengthy and schematic? 
It is that it is well worth the trouble, in my view, to  take seriously the question 
posed by lean-Luc Nancy ,  or rather the form that Nancy was able to confer, by a 
radical simplification, to an otherwise rather diffuse interrogation of what is called 
the philosophical conjuncture, but on the condition of taking it quite literally-at 
the risk of getting all tangled up in it. Not everyone i s  capable of producing a truly 
sophistic question, that is, one able to confront philosophy,  in the medium of a 
given language, with the aporia of its own "founding" reflection, with the circularity 
of its enunciation. It is thus with the necessity and impossibility of a "decision" on 
which the progress of its discourse depends. With this little phrase, "Who comes 
after the subject?" Nancy seems to have managed the trick, for the only possible 
"answer"-at the same level of generality and singularity-would designate the 
nonsubject, whatever it may be, as "what" succeeds the subject (and thus puts an 
end to it) .  The place to which it should come, however, is already detennined as 
the place of a subject by the question "who," in other words as the being (who is 
the) subject and nothing else. And our "subject" (which is to say unavoidably 
ourselves, whoever we may be or believe ourselves to be, caught in the constraints 
of the statement) is left to ask indefinitely, "How could it be that this (not) come 
of me?" Let us rather examine what characterizes this form. 

First of all , the question is posed in the present tense: a present that doubtless 
refers to what is "current, " and behind which we could 5 reconstitute a whole series 
of presuppositions about the "epoch" in which we find ourselves: whether we 
represent it as the triumph of subjectivity or as its dissolution, as an epoch that is 
still progressing or as one that is coming to an end (and thus in a sense has 
already been left behind). Unless, precisely, these alternatives are among the 
preformulations whose apparent obviousness would be suspended by Nancy's ques
tion. But there is another way to interpret such a present tense: as an indeterminate, 
if not ahistorical present, with respect to which we would not (at least not immedi
ately) have to situate ourselves by means of a characterization of "our e poch" and 
its meaning, but which would only require us to ask what comes to pass when it 
comes after the subject, at whatever time this "event" may take place or might have 
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taken place .  This is the point of v iew I have chosen , for reasons that will soon 
become clear. 

Second , the que st ion posed is "Who eomes . . .  ?"  Here again ,  two understand
ings are possible. The first, which I sketehed out a moment ago, is perhaps more 
natural to the contemporary philosopher. Beginning from a precomprehension of 
the subjeet such as it i s  consti tuted by transcendental philosophy (das Subjekt) , 
and such as i t has since been deconstructed or decentered by different phi losophies 
"of suspic ion, " d ifferent "struetural" analyses , this understanding opens upon the 
enigma in to which the personality of the subject leads us: the fact that it always 
succeeds i tself across d ifferent philosophical figures or different modes of (re)pre
sCll tati oll-which is perhaps only the mirror repetit ion of the way in wh ich it always 
precedes i tself (question : Who comes be/ore the subject? ) . But why not follow more 
fully the indications given by the language? If a question of identity is presupposed 
by Nancy 's question ,  it is not of the fonn "What is the subject?" (or "What is the 
th ing that we call the subject?") , but of the form "Who is the subject? , "  or even as 
an absolute precondi tion : "Who is subject?" The question is not about the subjectum 

hut about the subjectus, he who is subjected . Not, or at least not immediately , the 
transcendental subject (with all i ts doubles : logical subject ,  grammatical subject, 
substantial subject) ,  which is by defin i tion a neuter (before becoming an it) , but 
the subject as an individual or a pcrson submitted to the exercise of a power, whose 
model i s ,  first of all , political, and whose concept is  juridical . Not the subject 
i nasmuch as it i s  opposed to the pred icate or to the object, but the one referred to 
by Bossuet's thesi s :  "All men are born subjects and the paternal authori ty that 
accustoms them to obeying accustoms them at the same time to having only one 
chief. ,,6 

The French (or Anglo French) language here presents an advantage over German 
and even over Latin ,  one that is properly philosophical : i t  retains in the equivocal 
unity of a s ingle noun the subjectum and the subjectus, the Subjekt and the Untertan . 

It i s  perhaps for lack of having paid attention to what such a continuity indicates 
that Heidegger proposed a fictive interpretation of the history of metaphys ics in  
which the  anteriority of the question of  the subjectuslUntertan i s  "forgotten" and 
covered over by a retrospect ive projection of the question of the Subjekt as subjectum . 
This  presentat ion, which marks the culmination of a long enterprise of interiorization 
of the h is tory of philosophy, is today sufficiently widely accepted , even by philoso

phers who would not want to be called "Heideggerians" (and who often do not have 
the knowledge Heidegger had) ,  for i t  to be useful to situate exactly the moment of 
forcing . 

Bu t  if this is what the subject is from the first (both historically and logically) , 

then the answer to Nancy's question is very simple ,  but so full of consequences 
that i t might be asked whether it does not underlie every other interpretation,  every 

reopening of the question of the subject, including the subject as transcendental 

subject . Here is th i s  answer: After the subject comes the citizen . The c i tizen (defined 
Iw his rights and dut i es) is that "nonsubject" who comes after the subject , and 
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whose constitution and recognition put an end (in principle) to the subjection of the 
subject. 

This answer does not have to be (fictively) discovered, or proposed as an eschato
logical wager (supposing that the subject is in  decline, what can be said of his 
future successor?) .  I t  is already given and in all our memories. We can even give 
i t  a date: 1 789, even if we know that this date and the place  i t  indicates are too 
simple to enclose the entire process of the substitution of the c i tizen for the subject. 
The fact remains that 1789 marks the irreversibility of this process, the effect of a 
rupture . 

We also know that this answer carries with i t ,  historically , its own justification:  
if  the c i tizen comes after the subject, it is in the quality of a rehabil i tati on,  even  
a restoration ( implied by the very idea of  a revolution) . The  subject is not the 
original man,  and ,  contrary to Bossuet's thesis, men are not "born" "subjects" but 
"free and equal i n  rights . "  The/actual answer, which we already have at hand (and 
about which i t  is tempting to ask why it must be periodically suspended, in the game 
of a question that inverts it) also contains the entire difficulty of an interpretation that 
makes of the "subject" a nonoriginary given, a beginning that is not (and cannot 
be) the origin .  For the origin is not the subject , but man. But is this interpretation 
the only possible one? Is it indissociable from the fact i tself? I would like to 
devote a few provisional reflections to the interest that these ques tions hold for 
philosophy-including when philosophy is displaced from the subjectu.v to the 
subjectum . 

These reflections do not tend-as will quickly be apparent-to minimize the 
change produced by Kant, but to ask precisely in what the necessity of this change 
resides ,  and if it is truly impossible to bypass or go beyond (and thus to understand) 
it-in other words, if  a critique of the representation of the history of philosophy 
that we have inherited from Kant can only be made from the point of view of a 
"subject" in  the Kantian sense. The answer seems to me to reside at least partially 
in the analysis of this "coincidence": the moment at which Kant produces (and 
retrospectively projects) the transcendental "subject" is precisely that moment at 
which politics destroys the "subject" of the prince, in order to replace him with the 
republican citizen. 

That this isn't really a coincidence is  already hinted at by the fact that the question 
of the subject,  around which the Copernican revolution pivots, is immediately 
characterized as a question of right (as to knowledge and as to action) .  In this 
question of right the representation of "man ,"  about whom we have just noted that 
he forms the teleological horizon of the subject, vacillates . What is to be found 
under  this  name is not  de facto man, subjected to various internal  and external 
powers , but de jure man (who could still be called the man of man or the man in 

man , and who is also the empirical non man) , whose autonomy cOlTesponds to the 
position of a "universal legislator. " Which, to be brief, brings us back to the answer 
evoked above :  after the subject (subjectus) comes the cit izen. But is thi s ci t izen 
immediately what Kant will name "subject" (Subjekt)? Or is not the latter rather the 
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rei nscription of the citizen in a philosophical and , beyond that, anthropological 
space, which evokes the defunct suhject of the prince even while displacing it? We 
cannot respond directly to these questions, which are inevitably raised by the letter 
of the Kantian invention once the context of its moment is restored. We must first 
make a detour through history. Who is the subject of the prince? And who is the 
ci t izen who comes after the subject? 

III 

It would be impossible to enclose the "subjectus" in a single definition, for i t  is 
a matter of a juridical figure whose evolution is spread out over seventeen centuries, 
fro m  Roman jurisprudence to absolute monarchy. It has often been demonstrated 
how, in the political history of Western Europe, the time of subjects coincides with 
that of absolutism . Absolutism in effect seems to give a complete and coherent form 
to a power that is founded only upon itself, and that is founded as being without 
limits (thus uncontrollable and i rresistible by definition).  Such a power truly makes 
men into subjects, and nothing but subjects, for the very being of the subject is 
obedience. From the point of view of the subject,  power's claim to i ncarnate both 
the good and the true is entirely justified: the subject is  he who has no need of 
knowing, much less understanding, why what is prescribed to him is in t�e interest 
of his own happiness. Nevertheless , this perspective i s  deceptive: rather than a 
coherent fonn, classical absolu tism is a knot of contradictions , and thi s  can also 
be seen at the level of theory ,  in i ts discourse . Absolutism never manages to 
stabilize its definition of obedience and thus its definition of the subject .  It could 
be asked , why this is necessarily the case, and what consequences result from it 
for the "surpassing" or "negation" of the subject in the cit izen (if we should ever 
speak of sublation (releve) it is  now: the citizen is a subject who rises up (qui se 
reteve) ! ) .  In order to answer this question we must sketch a historical genesis of the 
subject and his contradiction. 

The first question would be to know how one moves from the adjective to the 
substantive , from individuals who are subjected to the power of another, to the 
representation of a people or of a community as a set of "subjects . " The distinction 
between i ndependent and dependent persons is fundamental in Roman jurispru
dence. A single text will suffice to recall it: 

Sequitur de jure personarum alia divisio . Nam quaedam personae sui juris sunt, 

quaedam alieno juri sunt subjectae . Sed rursus earum personarum quae alieno juri 
subjectae sunt, aliae in potestate, aliae in manu, aliae in mancipio sunt . Videamus 

nunc de iis quae alieno juri s llbjectae sim, si cognoverimus quae istae personae 

sunt, simul intellegemus quae sui juris sint . [We come to another classi fication in 
the l aw of persons. Some people are independent and some are subject to others. 
Again ,  of those persons who are dependent, some are in  power, some in mari tal 
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subordination and some in  bondage. Let us examine the dependent category. If 

we find out who i s  dependent, we cannot help seeing who i s  independent . J7 

Strangely, it is by way of the definition (the dialectical division) of the forms of 
subjection that the definition of free men, the masters, is obtained a contrario . But 
this definition does not make the subjects into a collectivity; i t  establishes no "link" 
among them . The notions of potestas, manus, and mancipium are not sufficient to 
do this. The subjects are not the heterogeneous set formed by slaves ,  plus legitimate 
children, plus wives , plus acquired or adopted relatives. What is required is an 
imperium . Subjects thus appeared with the empire (and in relation to the person of 
the emperor, to whom citizens and many noncitizens owe "service , "  officium) . But 
I would surmise that this necessary condition is not a sufficient one: Romans still 

had to be able to be submi tted to the imperium in  the same way (if they ever were) 
as conquered populations, "subjects of the Roman people" (a confusion that points, 
contradictorily , toward the horizon of the generalization of Roman citizenship as a 
personal status i n  the empire). 8 And, above all ,  the imperium had to be theologically 
founded as a Christian imperium, a power that comes from God and is conserved 
by Him. 9 , 

In effect, the subject has two major characteristics, both of which lead to aporias 
(in particular in the form given them by absolute monarchy) : he is a subditus; he 
is not a serous . These characteristics are reciprocal, but each has i ts own dialectic. 

The subject is a suhditus: this means that he enters into a relation of obedience . 
Obedience is not the same as compulsion; it is something more. It is established 
not only between a chief who has the power to compel and those who must submit 
to this power, but between a sublimis, "chosen" to command, and subditi, who turn 
towards him to hear a law. The power to compel is distributed throughout a hierarchy 
of unequal powers (relations of majoritas minoritas). Obedience is the pri nciple, 
identical to i tself along the whole length of the hierarchical chai n ,  and attached in 
the last instance to its transcendental origin, which makes those who obey into the 
members of a s ingle body. Obedience institutes the command of higher over lower, 
but it fundamentally comes from below: as suhditi, the subjects will their own 
obedience. And if they will it, it is  because it  is inscribed in an economy of creation 
(their creation) and salvation (their salvation, that of each taken individually and 
of all taken collectively) . Thus the loyal subject ( jidele sujet) (he who "voluntarily," 

"loyally , "  that is ,  actively and willingly obeys the law and executes the orders of 
a legitimate sovereign) is necessarily afaithful subject (sujetjidele) . He is a Christian , 
who knows that all power comes from God . In obeying the law of the prince he 
obeys God. 10 The fact that the order to which he "responds" comes to him from 
beyond the individual and the mouth which utters it is constitutive of the subject .  

This structure contains the seeds of an infinite dialectic, which i s  in fact what 
unifies the subject (in the same way as it  unifies , in  the person of the sovereign ,  
the ac t  and  its sanctification, decision making and justice) : because of  i t  the  subject 
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does not have to ask (h imself) any quest.ions , for the answers have always already 
been given . But  it is also what divides the subject. This occurs, for example, when 
a "sp iri tual power" and a "temporal power" vie for preeminence (which supposes 
that each also attempts to appropriate the attributes of the other) , or more simply 
when knowing which sovereign is legitimate or which pract ice of government is 
"Christian" and thus in  conformi ty with its essence becomes a real question (the 
very idea of a "right of resistancc" being a contradiction in terms , the choice is 
between regic ide and prayer for the conversion of the sovereign . . .  ) .  Absolute 
monarchy in particular develops a contradiction that can be seen as the culminat ion 
of the confli ct between the temporal power and the spiritual power. A passage is 
made from the divine righ t of kings to the idea of their direct elec tion : i t  i s  as such 
that royal power is made divine (and that the State transfers to itself the various 
sacraments) . But not (at least not in the West) the individual person of the k ing: 
i ncarnation of a divine power, the king is not himself "God . "  The king (the 
sovere ign) is lex animata (nomos empsychos) (just as the law is inanimatus princeps) . 

Thus the person (the "body") of the king must itself be divided: into d iv ine person 
and human person .  And obedi ence correlatively . . . . I I 

Such an obedience, in its unity and i ts divisions, implies the notion of the soul . 

This is a notion that Antiquity did not know or in any case did not use in the same 
way in order to think a pol i t ical relation (Greek does not have, to my knowledge, 
an equivalent for the subjectus subditus,  not even the term hypekoos , which desig
nates those who obey the word of a master, who will become "disciples , "  and from 
whom the theologians will draw the name of Christian obedience: hypakoe) . For 
Antiqui ty obed ience can be a con tingent situation in which one finds oneself in 
relation to a command (arche), and thus a commander (archon) .  But to receive  a 
command (archemenos) implies that one can �neself-at least theoretically-give 
a command (th is is the Aristotelian definition of the cit izen). Or i t  can be a natural 
dependence of the "familial" type . Doubtless differentiations (the ignorance of 
which is what properly characterizes barbarism) ought to be made here : the woman 
(even for the Greeks ,  and a forteriori for the Romans) is not a slave. Nevertheless 
these differences can be subsumed under analogous oppos itions : the part and the 
whole ,  pass iv i ty and activity, the body and the soul (or i ntellect) . This last opposit ion 
is particularly val id for the slave, who is to his master what a body, an "organ ism" 
(a set  of natural tools) is to in tell igence. In such a perspective, the very idea of a 
"free obed ience" is a contrad iction i n  terms. That a slave can also be free is a 
relatively late (Stoic) idea, wh ich must be understood as signifying that on another 

level ( i n  a "cosmic" polity,  a poli ty of "minds") he who is a slave here can also be 
a master (mas ter of himself, of his passions) , can also be a "citizen . "  Nothing 
approaches the idea of a freedom res id ing in  obedience itself, resulting from this 
obed ience. In order to conceive of this idea obedience must be transferred to the 
s icle of the soul ,  and the soul must cease to be thought of as natural: on the contrary, 
the soul  must come to name a supernatural part of the indiv idual that hears the 
divinity of the order. 
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Thus the subditus-subjectus has always been distingu ished from the slave, just as 
the sovereignty of the prince , the sublimus, has been distinguished from "despotism" 
(literally , the authority of a master of slaves). 12 But this fundamental distinction 
was elaborated in two ways. It  was elaborated within a theological framework , 
simply developing the idea that the subject is a believer, a Christian. Because, in  
the final instance, it is his soul  that obeys , he could never be the sovereign's "thing" 
(which can be used and. abused) ;  his obedience is inscribed in an order that should, 
in the end , bring him salvati on, and that is counterbalanced by a responsibility (a 
duty) on the part of the prince. But this way of thinking the freedom of the subject 
is, in practice, extraordinarily ambivalent. It can be understood ei ther as the 
affirmation and the active contribution of his will to obedience Uust as the Christian,  
by his works,  "cooperates in his salvation": the political necessity of the theological 
compromise on the question of predestination can be seen here),  o r  as the annihila
tion of the will (this is  why the mystics who lean towards perfect obedience 
apply their will to self-annihi lation in the contemplation of God , the only absolute 
sovereign) . Intellectual reasons as well as material interests (those of the lords, of 
the corporations, of the "bourgeois" towns) provide an incentive for thinking the 
freedom of the sul;>ject differently, paradoxically combining this concept with that 
of the "citizen , "  a concept taken from Antiquity and notably from Aristotle, but 
carefully distinguished from man inasmuch as he is the image of the creator. 

Thus the civis polites comes back onto the scene, in order to mark the quasi
ontological difference between a "subject" and a serf/slave . Bu t  the man designated 
as a citizen is no longer the zoon politikon: he is no longer the "sociable animal , " 
meaning that he is sociable as animal (and not inasmuch as his soul is immortal) . 
Thomas Aquinas distinguishes the (supernatural) christianitas of man from his 
(natural) humanitas , the "believer" from the "citizen. " The latter is the holder of 
a neutral freedom, a "franchise. " This has nothing in  common with sovereignty , 
but means that his submission to political authori ty is neither immediate nor 
arbitrary . He is submitted as a member of an order or a body that is recognized as 
having certain rights and that confers a certain status , a field of ini tiative, upon 
him. What then becomes of the "subject"? In a sense he i s  more really free (for his 
subjection is the effect of a political order that integrates "civility, " the "polity," 
and that is  thus inscribed in  nature). But it becomes more and more d i fficult to 
think him as subditus: the very concept of his "obedience" is menaced .  

This tension becomes, once again, a contradiction under absolute monarchy. We 
have already seen how the latter brings the mysterious unity of the temporal and 
spiritual sovereign to the point of rupture. The same goes for the freedom of the 
subject. Insofar as absolute monarchy concentrates power in the unity of the 
"State" (the term appears at this moment, along with i ts "reason"), it dissolves all 
intermediate powers (at least ideally) and suppresses all subjections to the profit of 
one subjection. There is now only one prince, whose law is wil l ,  "father of his 
subjects , "  having absolute authority over them (as all other authori ty , next to his, 
is null) .  "I' am the State, " Louis XIV will say. But absolute monarchy is  a State 
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power, precisely, that is ,  a power that is instituted and exercised by law and 
administration; it is a political power (imperium) that is not confused with the 
property (dominium)-except "eminent" domain-of what belongs to individuals, 
and over which they exercise their power. The subjects are , if not "legal subjects 
(sujets de droit) , "  at least subjects "with rights (en droit) ,"  members of a "republic" 
(a  Commonwealth , Hobbes will say) . All the theoreticians of absolute monarchy 
(with or without a "pact of subjection") will explain that the subjects are citizens (or, 
l ike Bodin i n  the Republic, that "every citizen is a subject, his freedom being 
somewhat d iminished by the majesty of the one to whom he owes obedience: but 
not every subject  is  a citizen, as we have said of the slave

,,
) . 13 They will not 

prevent-with the help of circumstances-the condition of this "free ( franc) subject 
dependent upon the sovereignty of another

,, 14 from being perceived as untenable . 
La Boet ie ,  reversing each term, will oppose them by defining the power of the One 
(read: the Monarch) as a "voluntary servitude" upon which at the same time reason 
of State no longer confers the meaning of a supernatural freedom. The controversy 
over the difference (or lack of one) between absolutism and despotism accompanies 
the whole history of absolute monarchy. 15 The condition of the subject will be 
retrospectively identified with that of the slave, and subjection with "slavery , "  from 
the point of view of the new citizen and his revolution (this will also be an essel'\tial 
mechanism of his own idealization) .  

IV 

The Declaration of the Rights of M an and of the Citizen of 1 789 produces a truth
effect that marks a rupture. It is nevertheless an intrinsically equivocal text, as is 
indicated by the dualit ies of its title and of its first line: rights of man and of the 
citizen , are born and remain,  free and equal. Each of these duali ties, and particu
larly the first, which divides the origin, harbor the possibility of antithetical read
ings :  Is the founding notion that of man, or of the citizen? Are the rights declared 
those of the citizen as man, or those of man as citizen? In the interpretation sketched 
out here, it is  the second reading that must take precedence: the stated rights are 
those of the ci tizen, the objective is the constitution of ci tizenship-in a radically 
new sense.  In fact �either the idea of humanity nor its equivalence with freedom 
are new. Nor, as we have seen, are they incompatible with a theory of originary 
subjection: the Christian is essentially free and subject,  the subject of the prince 
is ''fran.c .'' What is new is the sovereignty of the citizen, which entails a 
completely different conception (and a completely different practical determina
tion) of freedom. But this sovereignty must be founded retroactively on a certain 
concept of man , or, better, in a new concept of man that contradicts what the 
term previously connoted . 

Why is this foundation necessary? I do nol believe it is ,  as is often said,  because 
of a symmetry with the way the sovereignty of the prince was founded in the idea 
of God, because the sovereignty of the people (or of the "nation") would need a 
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humanfoundation in the same way that imperial or monarchical sovereignty needed 
a divine foundation, or, to put it another way , by virtue of a necessity inherent i n  
the idea o f  sovereignty, which leads t o  putting Man in the place of God . 16  O n  the 
contrary, it is because of the dissymmetry that is introduced into the idea of 
sovereignty from the moment that i t  has devolved to the "citizens" :  until then the 
idea of sovereignty had always been inseparable from a hierarchy , from an emi
nence; from this point forward the paradox of a sovereign equality, something 
radically new, must be thought. What must be explained (at the same time as it  is 
declared) is how the concept of sovereignty and equality can be noncontradictory. 
The reference to man, or the inscription of equality in human nature is equality "of 
birth , "  which is not at all evident and is even improbable, is the means of explaining 
this paradox. 1 7  This is what I will call a hyperbolic proposition. 

It is also the sudden appearance of a new problem. One paradox (the equali ty of 
birth) explains another (sovereignty as equality). The political tradi tion of antiqui ty ,  
t o  which the revolutionaries never cease to  refer (Rome and Sparta rather than 
Athens) , thought civic equality to be founded on freedom and exercised in the 
determinate conditions of this freedom (which is a hereditary or quasi -heredi tary 
status) . It is now 'a matter of thinking the inverse: a freedom founded on equality, 
engendered by the movement of equality. Thus an unlimited or, more precisely, 
self-l imited freedom : having no limits other than those i t  assigns to i tself in order 
to respect the rule of equality, that is, to remain in conformity with its principle. 
In other terms ,  i t  is a matter of answering the question: Who is the citizen? and not 
the question: Who i s  a citizen? (or: Who are citizens?) .  The answer is :  The citizen 
is a man in enjoyment of all his "natural" rights, completely realiz ing his i ndividual 
humanity, a free man simply because he is equal to every other man . This answer 
(or this new question in the form of an answer) will also be stated ,  after the fact :  
The citizen is the subject , t h e  citizen is always a sllposed subject (legal subject, 
psychological subject ,  transcendental subject). 

I will call this new development the citizen's becoming a subject (devenir sujet): 

a development that is doubtless prepared by a whole labor of definition of the 
juridical, moral ,  and intellectual individual ; that goes back to the "nominalism" of 
the late Middle Ages , is invested in institutional and "cultural" practices, and 
reflected by philosophy, but that can find its name and its structural posi tion only 
after the emergence of the revolutionary citizen, for it rests upon the reversal of 
what was previously the subjectus . In the Declaration of Rights , and in all the 
discourses and practices that reiterate its effect, we must read both the presentation 
of the citizen and the marks of his becoming-a-subject . This i s  all the more difficult 
in that i t  is practically impossible for the citizen(s) to be presented without being 
determined as subject(s) . But  i t  was only by way of the c itizen that universality 
could come to the subject. An eighteenth century dictionary had stated: "In France , 
other than the king, all are citizens . ,, 1 8  The revolution will say : If anyone is not a 
citizen,  then no one is a cit izen . "All distinction ceases. All are citizens, or must 
be, and whoever is not must be excluded . ,,19 
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The idea of the rights of the citizen, at the very moment of his emergence , thus 
institutes an h istorical figure that is no longer the 5ubjectus, and not yet the 
5ubjectum . But from the beginning, in the way it is formulated and put into practice, 
this figure exceeds its own institution. This is what I called , a moment ago , the 
statement of a hyperbolic proposi tion. Its developments can only consist of conflicts, 
whose stakes can be sketched out. 

First of all , there exist conflicts with respect to the founding idea of equality. 
The absolutism of this idea emerges from the struggle against "privilege ,"  when it  
appeared that the priv i leged person was not he who had more rights but he who 
had less : each privilege, for him, is  substituted for a possible right ,  even though 
at the same time his privilege denies rights to the nonprivileged . In other words, 
i t  appeared that the "play" ( jeu) of right-to speak a currently fashionable 
language-is not a "zero-sum" game: this is what distinguishes it from the play 
of power, the "balance of power. " Rousseau admirably developed this difference, 
on which the entire argumentation of the Social Contract is based : a supplement 
of rights for one is  the annihilation of the rights of all ; the effectivity of right 
has as i ts condition that each has exactly "as much ,"  neither more nor fewer 

right(s) than the rest .  
Two paths are open from this point .  Ei ther equality is "symbolic , "  which means 

that each individual , whatever his strengths, his power, and his property, is reputed 
to be equivalent to every individual in his capacity as citizen (and in the public 
acts in  which citizenship is exercised) . Or equality is "real , "  which means that 
citizenship will not exist unless the conditions of all individuals are equal, or at 
least equivalent: then,  in fact, power's games will no longer be able to pose an 
obstacle to the play of right ; the power proper to equality will not be destroyed by 
the effects of power. Whereas symbolic equality is all the better affirmed , its ideality 
all the better preserved and recognized as unconditional when condit ions are 
unequal, real equality supposes a classless society , and thus works to produce it. 
If a proof is wanted of the fact that the antinomy of "formal" and "real" democracy 
is thus i nscribed from the very beginning in the text of 1789 it will suffice to reread 
Robespierre's discourse on the "marc d'argent" (April 1791) . 20 

But this antinomy is untenable, for it has the form of an all-or-nothing (it 
reproduces within the field of cit izenship  the all-or-nothing of the subject and the 
citizen) . Symbolic  equality must be nothing real, but a universally applicable form. 
Real equality must be all or, if one prefers, every practice, every condition must 
be measured by i t ,  for an exception destroys it. It can be asked-we will return to 
this point-whether the two mutually exclusive sides of this alternative are not 
equally incompatible with the constitution of a "society ."  In other terms, civic 
equality is indissociable from universality but separates it from the community . The 
restitution of the latter requires either a supplement of symbolic form (to think 
universality as ideal Humanity, the reign of practical ends) or a supplement of 
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substantial egal i tarianism (communism,  Babeufs "order of equali ty") . But this 
supplement ,  whatever i t  may be, already belongs to the citizen's becoming a
subject. 

Second , there exist conflicts with respect to the citizen's activity . What rad i cally 
distinguishes h im from the subject of the Prince is his partic ipation in the formation 
and appli cation of the decision: the fact that he is legislator and magistrate .  Here,  
too , Rousseau , with his concept of the "general will , " irrevers ibly states what 
constitutes the rupture . The comparison with the way in which medieval pol itics 
had defined the "cit izenship" of the subject , as the right of all to be well governed,  
is instmct ive .  2 1  From this point forward the idea of  a "passive ci tizen" is  a contrad ic
tion in terms . Nevertheless , as is well known , this idea was immediately formulated.  
But let  us look at the de tai ls . 

Does the activ ity of the citizen exclude the idea of representation? This posi tion 
has been argued: whence the long series of discourses identifying active cit izenship 
and "direct democracy, "  with or without reference to antiquity . 22 In real i ty this  
identification rests on a confusion. 

Initially , representation is a representation before the Prince, before Power, and , 
in general , before the instance of decision making whatever it may be (incarnated 
in a liv i ng or anonymous person, i tself represented by officers of the State) .  This is  
the function of the Old Regime's "deputies of the Estates , "  who present gri evances, 
suppl icat ions ,  and remons trances ( in many respects this function of representing 
those who are administered to the admin istration has in fact again become the 
func t ion of the numerous elected assemblies of the con temporary State) .  

The representation of the .sovereign in its deputies, inasmuch as the soverei gn is 
the people , is something entirely different. Not only is  i t  active , i t  is the act of 
sovereignty par excellence : the choice of those who govern, the corollary of which 
is mon i toring  them. To elect representatives is to act and to make possible all 
political action, which draws its legitimacy from this election. Election has an 
"alchemy,"  whose other aspects we will see further on: as the primord i al civic 
action , i t  singularizes each citi zen , responsible for his vote (h i s  choice) , at the same 
t ime as i t  unifies the "moral" body of the citizens. 23 We will have to ask again ,  and 
in  greater depth , to what extent this determination engages the dialectic of the 
ci tizen's becoming-a subject :  Which ci tizens are "representable ,"  and under which 
condi t ions? Above all :  Who should the citizens be in  order to be able to represent 
themselves and to be represented? (for example : Does i t  matter that they be able 
to read and wri te?  Is this condition sufficient? e tc . ) . In  any case we have here, 
again, a very d ifferent concept from the one antiqu i ty held of citizenship ,  wh ich , 
while it too implied an idea of activity, did not imply one of sovereign w i l l . Thus 
the Greeks privileged the drawing of lots in the designation of magistrates as the only 
tJUly democratic method , whereas election appeared to them to be "aristocratic" by 

defini t ion (Aristotle) . 
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It is nonetheless true that the notion of a representative activity is problematic .  
This can be clearly seen in  the debate over the question of the binding mandate : 
Is it necessary,  i n  order for the activity of the citizens to man ifest itself, that their 
deputies be permanently bound by their will (supposing it  can be known) , or is it 
sufficient that they be liable to recall, leaving them the responsibility to interpret 
the general will by the ir own activity? The dilemma could also be expressed by 
saying that cit izenship implies a power to delegate its powers, but excludes the 
exis tence of "poli ticians , "  of "professionals , "  a fortiori of "technici ans" of politics. 
In truth this dilemma was already present in  the astonishing Hobbesian construction 
of represen tation , as the doubl ing of an author and an actor, which remains the 
basis of the modem State . 

But the most profound antinomy of the citizen's activity concerns the law . Here 
agai n  Rousseau circumscribes the problem by posing his famous definition: "As 
for the associates ,  collectively they take the name people, and ind ividually they are 
called Citizens as participating in the sovereign authority and Subjects as submitted 
to the laws of the State . ,,2� The consequences of this fol low immed iately : 

It can be seen by this formulation . . .  that each individual, contracti ng, so to 
speak, with himself, finds himself engaged in a double relationship . . . . 
Consequen tly it is against the nature of the pol i tical body for the Sovereign to 
impose upon i tself a law that it cannot break . • .  by which it can be seen that 
there is not nor can there be any sort of fundamental law which obliges the body 
of the people, not even the social contract . . . . Now the Sovereign, being formed 
only of the individuals who compose it, does not and cannot have an in terest 
opposed to theirs ; consequently the Sovereign power has no need of a guarantee 
toward the subjects,  for i t  is impossible that the body wish to harm all its members 
. . . . But this is  not the case for the subjects toward the sovereign , where despite 
the common i nterest, nothing would answer for their engagements if means to 
insure their fidel i ty  were not found.  In fact each individual can , as man , have a 
particular will contrary or dissimilar to the general will that he has as ci tizen 
. . . . He wou ld enjoy the rights of a ci tizen without being wi ll ing to fulfill the 
duties of a subject ; an injustice whose progress wou ld cause the rui n  of the 
pol i t ical body. In order for the social pact not to become a vain formula, it taci tly 
includes the engagement . . .  that whoever refuses to obey the general will will 
be compelled to do so by any means available: which signi fies nothing else than 

that he will be  forced to be free. 25 

It was necessary to cite this whole passage in order that no one be mistaken :  in 
these implacable formulas we see the final appearance of the "subject" in the old 
sense, that of obedience , bllt metamorphosed into a subject of the law, the strict 
correlative of the ci t izen who makes the law .26 We also see the appearance, under 
the name of "man , "  spli t  between his general interest and his particular interest ,  
of he who wi ll be the new "subject , "  the Citizen Subject. 

I t  is indeed a question of an antinomy. Precisely in  his capacity as "citizen,"  
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the citizen is (indivisibly) above any law, otherwise he could not legislate ,  much 

less constitute: "There is not, nor can there be , any sort of fundamental law that 

obliges the body of the people , not even the social contract. " In his capacity as 

"subject" (that is ,  inasmuch as the laws he formulates are imperative , to be executed 
universally and unconditionally, inasmuch as the pact is not a "vai n formula") he 

is necessarily under the law. Rousseau (and the Jacobin tradition) resolve this 
antinomy by identifying, in  terms of their close "relationship" (that is in terms of 
a particular point of view) , the two propostions: Just as one citizen h as nei ther more 

nor less right(s) than another, so he is neither only above, nor only under the law , 
but at exactly the same level as it . Nevertheless he is not the law (the nomos 
empsychos). This is not the consequence of a transcendence on the part of the law 

(of the fact that it would come from Elsewhere, from an Other mouth speaking atop 
some Mount Sinai) , but a consequence of i ts immanence. Or yet another way: there 

must be an exact correspondence between the absolute activity of the ci tizen 
(legislation) and his absolute passivity (obedience to the law, with which one does 

not "bargain , "  which one does not "trick") . But it is essential that this activity and 

this passivity be exactly correlative, that they have exactly the same limits. The 

possibility of a JPetaphysics of the subj ect already resides in the enigma of this 
unity of opposites (in Kant, for example, this metaphysics of the subject will proceed 

from the double determination of the concept of right as freedom and as compulsion). 

But the necessity of an anthropology of the subject (psyc hological , sociological , 
juridical, economic ,  . . .  ) will be manifest from the moment that, in however small 

a degree,  the exact correlation becomes upset in practi ce :  when a distinction 
between active citizens and passive citizens emerges (a di stinction with which we are 

still living) , and with i t  a problem of the criteria of their distinction and of the 
justification of this paradox. Now this distinction is practically contemporary with 

the Declaration of Rights i tself; i t  is in  any case inscribed in the first of the 
Constitutions "based" on the Declaration of Rights. Or, quite simply, when i t  

becomes apparent that to govern is not the same as to legislate nor even to execute 

the laws , i. e . , that political sovereignty is not the mastery of the art of politics .  

Finally, there exist conHicts with respect to the individual and the collective . 

We noted above that the i nstitution of a society or a community on the basis of 

principles of equality is problematic.  This is not-or at least not uniquely-due to 
the fact that this principle would be identical to that of the competition between 

individuals ("egotism , " or a freedom limited only by the antagon ism of interests). 

It is even less due to the fact that equality would be another name for similarity, 
that it would i mply that individuals are indiscerni ble from one another and thus 
incompatible with one another, preyed on by mimetic rivalry. On the contrary , 
equality , pre<;isely inasmuch as it is not the identification of individuals,  is one of 
the great cultural means of legi timating differences and c ontrolling the imaginary 
ambivalence of the "double . "  The difficulty is rather due to equality itself: in this 
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princ i ple (in the propos i tion that men, as citizens , are equal) , even though there is 
necessarily reference to the fact of society (under the name of "polity" ) , there is 
conceptually too much (or not enough) to "bind" a society. It can be seen c learly 
here how the difficulty arises from the fact that , in the modern concept of ci tizenship, 
freedom is  founded in equality and not vice versa (the "solution" of the d ifficulty 
wil l  in part consist precisely of reversing this primacy, to make freedom into a 
foundation,  even,  metaphysically, to identify the orig ina ry with freedom) . 

Equal i ty  in fact cannot be limited. Once some x's ("men") are not equal , the 
pred ie ate of equality can no longer be applied to anyone, for all those to whom it 
is  supposed to be appli cable are in fact "superior," "dominant , " "privi leged , " etc.  
Enjoyment of the equality of rights cannot spread step by step, beginning with 
two i ndividuals and gradually extend ing to all: it must immediately concern the 
universal i ty of individuals, let us say, tautologically , the universali ty of x's that i t  
concerns . This explains the insistence of the cosmopolitan theme in egali tarian 

po l i t ical thought ,  or the rec iprocal implication of these two themes. I t  also explains 
the an tinomy of equality and society for, even when it is  not d efined in "cultural , "  
"national , "  or "historical" terms , a society is necessarily a society, defined by some 
particularity, by some exclusion, if only by a name . In order to speak of "all 
citizens , "  i t  is  necessary that somebody not be a citizen of said poli ty .  

Likewise, equali ty , even though i t  preserves differences (it does not imply that 
Cathol ics are Protestants , that Blacks are Whites, that women are men, or vice 
versa: it could even be held that wi thout differences equality would be l i terally 
un thinkable) , cannot i tself be difrentiated: differences are close by it bu t do not 
come from i ts application. We have already glimpsed th is problem wi th respect to 
activity and passivi ty .  It  takes on i ts full exteQsion once it  is  a quest ion of organizing 

a soc iety, that is of instituting functions and roles in i t .  Something l ike a "bad 
infinity" is impl ied here by the negation of the inequalities which are always 
stil l present in the princ iple of equality , and which fonn,  preeisely, i ts practical 
effectiveness. This is, moreover, exactly what Hegel will say .  

The affirmation of th i s  principle can be  seen in 1 789 in  the  statement that the 
k i n g  h imself is  only a citizen ("C i tizen Capet"), a deputy of the sovereign people. 
It.s development can be seen in the affinnation that the exercise of a magis trature 
excludes one from c i ti zenship: "The soldier is a citizen; the officer is not and cannot 
he one. ,,27 "Ordinari ly , people say: the citizen is someone who participates in 
honors and d ignitie s ;  they are mistaken. Here he is, the cit izen: he is someone who 
possesses no more goods than the law allows, who exercises no magistrature and is 
independent of the responsibility of those who govern . Whoever is  a magis trate is 
no longer part of the people. No individual power can enter into the people . . . .  
When speaking to a functionary ,  one should not say citizen; this title is above 
h im.  ,,28 On the contrary, it may be thought that the existence of a society always 
presupposes an organization, and that the latter in turn always presupposes an 
element of qualificat ion or differentiaiion from equality and thus of "nonequali ty" 
de veloped on the basis of equality itself (which is  not on that account a principle of 
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inequality) . 29 If we call this element "archy," we will understand that one of the 
logics of ci tizenship leads to the idea of anarchy. It  was Sade who wrote, " Insurrec
tion should be the permanent state of the republic , "  and the comparison with Saint
Just has been made by Maurice Blanchot . 3O 

It will be said that the solution to this aporia i s  the idea of a contract .  The 
contractual bond is in fact the only one that thinks itself as absolu tely homogeneou s 
with the reeiprocal action of equal indiv iduals, 3 1  presupposing only this equality . 
No other presuppositions? All the theoreticians are in agreement that some desire 
for sociabil i ty,  some in terest in bringing together the forces and in limiting freedoms 
by one another, or some moral ideal ,  indispensable "motor forces , " would also be 
required . I t  wi l l in  fact be agreed that the proper form of the contract i s  that of a 
contract of association, and that the contract of subjection is an ideological artifact 
destined to d ivert the benefits of the contractual form to the profit of an es tablished 
power. But it remains a question whether the social contract can be thought as a 
mechanism that "socializes" equals purely by virtue of their equality . I think  that 
the opposite is the case , that the social contract adds to equality a determination 
that compensates for its "excess" of universality. To this end equal i ty itself must 
be thought as something other than a naked principle; i t  must be justified , or one 
must confer on it that which Derrida not long ago called an originary supplement . 

This is why all the theories of the contract include a "deduction" of equality as 
an indispensable preliminary, showing how i t  is produced or how it  is destroyed 
and restored in a d ialectic either of natural sociability and unsociability or of the 
animality and humanity in man (the extreme form being that of Hobbes : equal i ty 
is  produced by the threat of death , in  which freedom is promptly annih ilated) .  The 
Declaration of 1 789 gives this supplement its most economical form, that of a de 
jure fact :  "Men are born and remain . . . . " Then-as M i chel Foucault saw 
beginning from other premises-the time of competing theories of human nature 
comes to an end. The time of man-the subject (empirical and transcendental) can 
begin. 

v 

I think  that, under these conditions , the indetermination of the figure of the 
cit izen-refelTed to equali ty-can be understood with respect to the major alterna
tives of modem political and sociological thought: indivi dual and collectivi ty, public 
sphere and private sphere . The citizen properly speaking is  neither the i ndiv idual 
nor the collective, just as he is neither an exclusively public being nor a private 
being. Nevertheless , these distinctions are present in the concept of the citizen. It 
would not be COlTect to say that they are ignored or denied :  it should rather be said 
that they are suspended , that is ,  i rreducible to fixed insti tutional boundaries which 
would pose the ci tizen on one side and a noncitizen on the other. 

The citizen is  unthinkable as an "isolated" individual , for it is  h is  active participa
tion in politics that makes him exist. But he cannot on that account be merged in to 
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a "total" collectivity. Whatever may be said about it, Rousseau's reference to a 

"moral and collective body composed of as many members as there are votes i n  the 

assembly,
,,32 produced by the act of association that "makes a people a people, ,,aa 

is not the revival but the antithesis of the organicist idea of the corpus mysticum (the 

theologians have never been fooled on this point) . 34 The "double relationship" 
under which the individuals contract also has the effect of forbidding the fusion of 
i ndividuals in a whole, whether immediately or by the mediation of some "corpora
tion . "  Likewise, the citizen can only be thought if there exists , at least tendentially , 
a distinction between public and private: he is defined as a public actor (and even 

as the only possible public actor) .  Nevertheless he cannot be confined to the public 
sphere, with a private sphere-whether the latter is l ike the oikos of antiquity , the 

modern family (the one that will emerge from the civil code and that which we 

now habitually call "the invention of private life"), or a sphere of industrial and 

commercial relations that are nonpolitical35 -being held in reserve . If only for the 
reason that, in such a sphere, to become other than himself the ci tizen would 

have to enter into relationshi ps with noncitizens (or with i ndividuals considered as 

noncitizens: women,  children,  servants , employees) . The citizen's "madness , "  as 

is  known, is not the abolition of private life but its transparency, just as it is not 
the abolition of politics but its moralization. 

To express this suspension of the citizen we are obliged to search in  history and 

literature for categories that are unstable or express instability. The 'concept of 
mass, at a certain moment of its elaboration, would be an example , as when Spinoza 
speaks of both the dissolution of the (monarchical) State and its (democratic) 

constitution as a "return to the mass. ,
,36 This concept is not unrelated , i t  would 

seem, to that which in the Terror will dutably inspire the thinkers of l iberalism 

with terror. 
I have presented the Declaration of Rights as a hyperbolic  proposition. It is now 

possible to reformulate this idea: in effect, in  this proposition, the wording of 
the statement always exceeds the act of its enunciation {l'enonce excede toujours 
l'enonciation}, the i mport of the statement already goes beyond it (without our 
knowing where) ,  as was immedi ately seen in the effect of inciting the liberation 

that it  produced.  In  the statement of the Declaration, even though this  is not at all 

the content of the e nunciation of the subsequent rights, we can already hear the 

motto that, in another place and time, will become a call to action : "It is  right to 
revolt. "  Let us note once more that it is equality that is at the origin of the movement 

of liberation. 
All SOlts of historical modalities are engaged here . Thus the Declaration of 1789 

posits that property-immediately after freedom-is a "natural and imprescriptible 
right of man" (without,  however, going so far as to take up the idea that property 
is a condition of freedom). And as early as 1791 the battle is engaged between 
those who conclude that property qualifies the constitutive equality of citizenship 

(in other words that "active citizens" are proprietors) ,  and those who posit that the 

universality of citizenship must take precedence over the right of property , even 
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should this result in a n egation of the unconditional character of the latter. As 

Engels noted, the demand for the abolition of class differences is expressed in 

tenns of civic equali ty , which does not signify that the latter is only a period 

costume , but on the contrary that it is an effective condi tion of the struggle against 

exploitation. 
Likewise, the Consti tutions that are "based" on the principles of 1789 immedi

ately qualify-explicitly and implicitly-the citizen as a man (= a male) , if  not as 
a head of the household (this will come with the Napoleonic Code) . Nevertheless 
as early as 1791 an Olympe de Gouges can be found drawing from these same 
princi ples the Declaration of the Rights of Woman and the Citizenness (and, the 

following year, with M ary Wollstonecraft's Vindication of the Rights of Woman) , 
and the battle-one with a great future , though not much pleasure-over the 

question of whether the citizen has a sex (thus what the sex of man as c itizen is) 
is engaged . 

Finally,  the Declaration of 1789 does not speak of the color of citizens,  and

even if one refuses to consider37 this silence to be a necessary condition for the 

representation of the political relations of the Old Regime (subjection to the Prince 

and to the seignt;urs) as "slavery, "  even as true slavery (that of the Blacks) is 
preserved-it must be admitted that i t  corresponds to powerful i nterests among 

those who collectively declare themselves "sovereign. " It is nonetheless the case 

that the i nsurrection for the immediate abolition of slavery (Toussaint L'Ouverture) 
takes place in the name of an equality of rights that, as stated, is indiscernible 
from that of the "sans culottes" and other "patriots ," though the slaves,  i t  is true,  

did not  wait for the fall of the Bastille to  revolt .  38 
Thus that which appeared to us as the indetennination of the c itizen ( i n  certain 

respects comparable to  the fugitive moment that was glimpsed by Aristotle under 

the name of arche aoristos , but that now would be developed as a complete historical 
figure) also manifests itself as the opening of a possibility: the possibility for any 

given realization of the citizen to be placed in question and destroyed by a struggle 
for equality and thus for civil rights. But this possibility is not in the least a promise , 

much less an inevitability. Its concretization and explicitation depend entirely on 

an encounter between a statement and situations or movements that, from the point 
of view of the concept, are contingent. 39 If the citizen's becoming-a-subject takes the 

form of a dialectic ,  it is precisely because both the necessity of "founding" institutional 

definitions of the citizen and the impossibility of ignoring their contestation-the 

infinite contradiction within which they are caught-are crystallized in i t .  
There exists another way to  account for the  passage from the citizen to  the subj ect 

(subjectum) , coming after the passage from citizen to the subj ect (subjectus) to the 
citizen , or rather immediately overdetennining it. The citizen as defined by equality , 

absolutely active and absolutely passive (or, if one prefers, capable of auto-affecta

tion: that which Fichte will call das [ch) , suspended between individuality and 
collectivity,  between public and private:  Is he the constitutive element of a State? 
Without doubt the answer is yes, but precisely insofar as the State is not, or not 
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yet, a society . He is, as Pierre-Fran�ois Moreau has convincingly argued, a utopic 
figure , which is not to say an unreal or millenarist figure projected into the future , 
but the elementary term of an "abstract State. ,,40 Historically, this abstract State 
possesses an entirely tangible reality : that of the progressive deployment of a 
political and administrative right in which individuals are treated by the state 
equally, according to the logic of situations and actions and not according to their 
condition or personality. It is this juridico-administrative "epocht' of "cultural" or 
"historical" differences ,  seeking to create its own conditions of possibility, that 
paradoxically becomes explicit to itself in the minutely detailed egalitarianism of 
the ideal cities of the classical Utopia, with their themes of enclosure, foreignness, 
and rational administration, with their negation of property. When it becomes clear 
that the condition of conditions for individuals to be treated equally by the State 
(which is the logic of its proper functioning: the suppression of the exception) is 
that they also be equally entitled to sovereignty (that is, it cannot be done for less, 
while conserving subjection) , then the "legal subject" implicit in the machinery of 
the "individualist" State will be made concrete in the excessive person of the 
citizen. 

But this also means-taking into account allJhat precedes-that the citizen can 
be simultaneously considered as the constitutive element of the State and as the 
actor of a revolution.  Not only the actor of a founding revolution, a tabula rasa 
whence a State emerges, but the actor of a permanent revolution: precisely the 
revolution in  which the principle of equality, once it has been made the basis or 
pretext of the institution of an inequality or a political "excess of power, "  contradicts 
every difference. Excess against excess , then. The actor of such a revolution is no 
less "utopic" than the member of the abstract State, the State of the rule of law. It 
would be quite i nstructive to conduct the same structural analysis of revolutionary 
utopias that Moreau made of administrative utopias . It would doubtless show not 
only that the themes are the same, but also that the fundamental prerequisites of 
the individual defined by his juridical activity is identical with that of the individual 
defined by his revolutionary activity: he is the man "without property" (der Eigen
tumslos),  "without particularities" (ohne Eigenschaften). Rather than speaking of 
administrative utopias and revolutionary utopias we should really speak of antitheti
cal readings of the same utopia narratives and of the reversibility of these narratives. 

In the conclusion of his book, Moreau describes Kant's Metaphysics of Morals 
and his Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View as the two sides of a single 
construction of the legal subject: on one side, the formal deduction of his egalitarian 
essence ; on the other, the historical description of all the "natural" characteristics 
(all the individual or collective "properties") that form either the condition or the 
obstacle to individuals identifying themselves in practice as being subjects of this 
type (for example, sensibility, imagination, taste, good mental health, ethnic "char
acter, " moral virtue, or that natural superiority that predisposes men to civil 
independence and active citizenship and women to dependence and political passiv
ity) . Such a duality corresponds fairly well to what Foucault , in The Order of Things , 
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called the "empirico-transcendental doublet. " Nevertheless, to understand that this 
subject (which the citizen will be supposed to be) contains the paradoxical unity of 
a universal sovereignty and a radical finitude, we must envisage his constitution
in all the historical complexity of the practices and symbolic forms which it brings 
together-from both the point of view of the State apparatus and that of the 
permanent revolution. This ambivalence is his strength, his historical ascendancy. 
All of Foucault's work, or at least that part of it which , by successive approximations, 
obstinately tries to describe the heterogeneous aspects of the great "transition" 
between the world of subjection and the world of right and discipline, "civil society , "  
and State apparatuses, i s  a materialist phenomenology of  the transmutation of 
subjection, of the birth of the Citizen Subject. As to whether this figure, like a face 
of sand at the edge of the sea, is about to be effaced with the next great sea change, 
that is another question. Perhaps it is nothing more than Foucault's own utopia, a 
necessary support for the enterprise of stating that utopia's facticity. 
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Who? 

Maurice B lanchot 

Somebody looking over my shoulder (me perhaps) says , reading the question, 
Who comes after the subject? :  "You return here to that far away time when you were 
taking your baccalaureate exam . "-"Yes, but this time I will fai l .  "-"Which would 
prove that you have , in spite of i t  all, progressed. Still ,  do you recall how you would 
have gone about i t?"-"In the most traditional fashion, by asking about each 
word .  "-"For example?"-"Wel l , I would notice that the first word is Who? and 
not What? which postulates the beginning of an answer or a l imi tation of the 
question that does not go withou t saying ; I would be expected to know that what 
comes after is someone and not something, not even something neutral , supposing 
that this term would let i tself be 'determined, '  whereas all along i t  tends to an 
indeterminacy from which nothing is exe mpt, no more the whomever than the 
whatever. "-"That's not half bad , but i t  might irri tate the examiner. "-"Nevelthe
less I would still go on by asking how one should understand the meaning of 'come 
after. '-Is it a question of a temporal or even historical succession or of a logical 
relation (or both)?"-"You mean that there would be a time-a period-wi thout 
subject or else, as Benveniste c laims, and he was cri ticized for this , that the always 
personal 'I-you'-referring to a person-would lose its sovereignty, in the sense 
that it would no longer have the right to recognize i tself in  the ' i t , '  that wh ich , in 
any language ,  cannot lay claim to anything personal , except inadvertently: i t  is 
raining, it is ,  it i s  necessary (to take a few simple, but of course insufficient 
examples). In other words , language is impersonal or i t  would be impersonal as 
long as nobody gets up to speak , even should it be to say nothing . "-"It would 
seem that , as an examiner, you are answering for me, whereas I do not even know 
what question I am being asked . I therefore repeat the q uestion : Who comes after 

the subject? And I repeat i t  in another form: What was there before the subject, 
which i s  of recent invention: the subject once again, but hidden or rejected, thrown, 
distorted , fallen before being, or, more precisely,  incapable of letting Be ing or the 

Translated by Eduardo Cadava 
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logos give it a place . "-"But aren't you in an unwonted hurry to interpret the 
question as Who comes after the subject? and not as 'Who will come after the 
subjec t?' when really you are indulging yourself in seeking a time when the subject 
was not posited, neglecting the inaugural decision that, from Descartes to Husserl, 
privileged that instantiation (of the subject) that made us modern?"-"Yes , who 
comes after the subject? You are right, examiner, to tum me away from easy 
solutions, when I seem to be trusting ordinary temporality . The word 'comes, '  I 

sensed from the start ,  is problematic-even understood as a present, it is only the 
imminence of a je ne sais quoi (as is indicated by the prefix 'pre' of present, by 
means of which the present remains always ahead (of me) , in an urgency that does 
not admit any d elay and even increases from this absence of delay , which impl ies 
a belatedness, at least as long as my speech, in a statement or a conjuration, draws 
it ,  in the act of pronouncing i t ,  toward the abyss of the present tense) . "-''Then if 
I understand you correctly, the 'who comes' never comes, except arbitrarily ,  or has 
always already come, in accordance with some incongruous words that I remember 
having read somewhere, not without irritation, where reference is made to the 
coming of what does not come, of what would come without an arrival, outside of 
Being and as though adrift .  "-"The term 'adrift' is, in fact, appropriate here , but 
my halting remarks are not entirely useless , and they bring us back to an insecurity 
that no formulation could avoid .  'Who comes' has perhaps then always already 
come (according to the misfortune or fortune of the circle) and 'Who, ' wi thout 
claiming to once again put the ego into question, does not find its proper s i te, does 
not let itself be assumed by Me: the ' i t' that is perhaps no longer the it of i t  is 
raining, nor even the it of it is, but without ceasing to be not personal, does not let 
itself be measured by the impersonal either, and keeps us at the edge of the 
unknown . "-"It holds us there in order to engage us in it, whereas becoming 
engaged presupposes the disappearance of 'we, '  as the perhaps infinite extenuation 
of the subject . "-"But aren't we getting away from Western thought by taking 
refuge in the interpretation of a simplified Orient, leaving the I-subject for the self 
(the Buddhist emptiness) of peace and silence?"-"That's for you to decide ,  in the 
same manner that, returning to the question, I would suggest to you aloud a few of 
the answers that tacitly you do not dare to express , precisely in order to avoid 
making a decisive choice. I dare you to name: the overman , or else the mystery of 
Ereignis , or the uncertain exigency of the idle community , or the strangeness of 
the absolutely Other, or perhaps the last man who is not the last .  "-"Stop, tempter, 
this distasteful enumeration where , as in a dream , what attracts and what repels 
are mixed, neither existing without the other. "-"Tempter, I agree , as is moreover 
any examiner, and I have the advantage over you of revealing myself and , in 
addition , of tempting you only to lead you away from temptation . "-"Making of the 
detour then temptation i tself. " 

And so on. I here end then this too easy dialogue, ending also my attempt to 
elucidate the question, without ignoring that I am vainly trying to avoid i t ,  since i t  
has not  disappeared and continues to provide an uneasiness by its necessi ty. "Who 
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then comes after the s ubject? " Understanding it and not understanding i t ,  I take 

the liberty of borrowing from Claude Morali the title of one of his books and the 

citation from which he derives it: "As if that appeal had sounded, in a muffled 

manner, a nonetheless happy appeal , the cry of children playing in the garden : 
'Who is me today?

,
-'Who is taking my place?' And the happy infinite answer: 

him, him, him. " Only children can create a counting rhyme (comptine) that opens 
up to impossibility and only children can sing of it  happily. 

So Let us be ,  even in the anguish and the h eaviness of uncertainty, from t ime 
to t ime,  these children. 
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The Freudian Subj ect, from 
Politics to Ethics 

Mikkel Barch-Jacobsen 

have no conscience. The Fuhrer is my 
conscience. Hermann Goering 

When one has a sense of guilt after having 
committed a misdeed, and because of i t ,  the feel ing 
should more properly be called remorse. It relates 
only to a deed that has been done , and of course, 
i t  presupposes that a conscience-the readiness to 
feel guilty was already in existence before the 
deed took place . . . But if the human sense of 

guilt goes back to the killing of the primal father, 
that was after all a case of "remorse." Are we to 
assume that at that time a sense of gu i l t  was not, 

. as we have presupposed, in existence before the 
deed? If not, where, in this case, did the remorse 
come from?-Freud, Civilization and Its 

Discontents 

It might seem strange that I have chosen to approach the notion of "the subject 
in psychoanalysis" from the angle of politics and Freudian ethics .  After all , isn't 
the subject with which psychoanalysis deals-and treats-first and foremost the 
individual , in all his remarkable resistance to the ethical and political prescriptions 
of society? Why then, you may well ask, should we consider thi s  irreducibly singular 
subjectivity from the point of view of that which-as pol i tical power or moral 
taboo-most often oppresses it, shackles it, or censures it? And is i t  not a fact that 
the most intractable feature of the desiring subject i s  precisely i ts tendency to balk 
at being reduced to that which Freud named the social "ego , "  the polit ical "ego 
ideal , "  the moral "superego"? Perhaps. We may still wonder, however, why Freud 
himself, after having set up this immense antagonism between desiring subjectivity 
and the various "egoist" forms of repression ,  then kept on trying to reduce i t ,  either 
by rooting the ego in the id, by analyzing the libidinal structure of the linkage of 
political submission to the Ego Ideal-Father-Leader, or even by revealing the 
Oedipal origin of the moral superego. The question remains, in other words, whether 
that which we stubbornly persist in calling the subject of desire or the subject of the 
unconscious can really be so easily distinguished from what we no less stubbornly 
persist in  thinking of as its Other-namely , in no particular order, the symbolic 
Father, Law, prohibition, society, power. 

Translated by Richard Miller 
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It is j ust as well to state at the outset that nothing seems more fragile than such 
a distinction. Indeed, everything in the Freudian text conspires to suggest the 
identity-the identification-of the desiring subject and this "Other" that at first 
glance would seem to be opposed to it, to alienate it, d ivide i t ,  or separate it from 
itself. In short , and to anticipate the ultimate goal of my text ,  I might say that the 
Freudia n subject is the other, i t  i s  the same as the other. The formulation is 
obvious ly ambiguous , and we must therefore employ it prudently, "li terally and in 
all i ts senses . " For, as must he clear by now, it involves two very differen t notions 
or "vers ions" of the subject, depending on the emphasis pu t upon i t .  Thus , either 
we understand that the Other is the same as the subject, in which case the latter, 
always identical to i tself, triumphantly assimilates or absorbs into itself that oth
erness-this is the d ialec tical and, i n  Freud, the political, version of our formula.  
Or,  on the contrary , w e  understand the subject to be the same as the Other-and 
at once the formula becomes more difficult to understand , at once we no longer 
know who or what th is subj ect is  that had just seemed so obvious, nor do we know 
if we are still dealing wi th a subject. I am not sure that we should, if we want to 
he ri gorous, even contrast this second "version" with the first. To do so is to force 
it into a d ialectical mold, whereas actually we need only put a different emphasis 
on that which is the same notion. And i t  does indeed exist in Freud, where it serves 
to indicate that which I call , for want of a better term, an ethical beyond of the 
subject .  At  least ,  that is  what I should like to demonstrate here, convinced as I am 
that i t  is here ,  in this infinitesimal, imperceptible difference of emphasis ,  that 
Freud's notion of the subjec t is ultimately played out. For me, i t  also affords an 
opportunity to extend,  while reorienting them somewhat, certain analyses I have 
previously published on this question of the "Freudian subject. " I  

Before we turn to  the Freudian hesi tation between a "politics" and an  "ethics" 
of the subject ,  however, we ought to achieve some agreement on the significance 
and implications of this li ttle-and apparently so obvious, so transparent-word: 
su.bject .  N owadays-I've j ust been doing i t  myself with comparative ease-we seem 
to have no d ifficulty with terms like subject of desire, subject of the unconscious, 
subject of fantasy. And yet, are we really sure that we always know what we mean 
by the word in such contexts? For example, do we know the history, the origin, the 
genealogy of the term? In this connection i t  might be useful to recall that it occurs 
fairly infrequently in Freud, who preferred to speak of the "ego ,"  the "id , "  the 
"superego , "  or even of the "conscious" and the "unconscious. " So we ought perhaps 
to begin by recognizing at the outset that the "subject" comes down to us, not from 
Freud h i mself, but from a certain interpretation of his work : it is from Lacan and 
his "return to Freud, "  begun in the early 1950s , that we must date the intemperate 
use of the word subject by French psychoanalysts . 

Now , this word , as Lacan was well aware, is taken over from philosophy . We 
might even designate it as the key term of Western metaphysics. For the subject 
is not , first ,  the individual , and i t  is even less the psychological ego to which we 
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nowadays so often find it reduced . Above all , it designates the hypQkeimenon, the 
"underlying" or "subjacent" goal of basic , founding phi losophical inquiry , the quest 
for which is posed , supposed , and presupposed in Book 7 of Aristotle's Metaphysics: 
ti to on, "What is being as being?" And, as Heidegger has demonstrated , i t  is only 
to the extent that it is the heir, in the form of the Cartesian Cogito ,  to this  ultimate 
bas ic  posit ion, the ultimum subjectum, that the ego becomes a "subject" in the 
word's properly modern sense. Nor should this be understood in the sense of an 
egoist or subjectivist determination of being, but , rather, in  the sense that being qua 
being is henceforth to be conceived of according to the initially Cartesian notion of 
the auto foundation or auto posi tioning of a subject presenting itself to i tself as 
consciousness , in the representation or in the wi l l ,  in labor or in desire ,  i n  the 
State or in the work of art . 

Thus, it is this modern (and indeed,  as can be precisely shown , actually 
Cartesian) concept of subject  that Lacan has imported into psychoanalysis-with 
the success of which we are all aware . Since others have already done so,  I shall 
not dwell here on the theoretical and institutional stakes involved in that operation , 
nor on the complex conceptual "corruptions

,,2 to which it has given rise . I should 
merely l ike in  a ,very preliminary way to draw attention to i ts fundamentally  
equivocal character. For obviously th is  appeal to  the philosophe me of the subjec t  (as 
well as to that of other concepts: "truth , "  "desire ,"  "intersubjectivity, " "dialectics , "  
"alienation , "  etc . )  should enable us to restore the trenchant quality of the Freudian 
text by ridding i t  of all psychologism or biologism. But why, in the end , has the 
word-and hence the concept-subject been retained , particularly when it was 
s imu ltaneously being invested with all the Heideggerian de(con)struction of the 
"metaphysics of subjectivity"? Wasn't i t  rather more, as Lacan indicated in "The 
Mirror Stage as Formative of the Function of the I , " a question of abstracti ng the 
psychoanalytic experience of the I "from any philosophy directly descendant from 
the Cogito

,,?3 And, indeed , would Freud have been gi ven a second's philosophical 
attention had he not precisely contributed, more than anyone else , to a requestioning  
of  the notion of  subject as  Ego, subject present to itself in consciousness, i n 
representation , or in the w ish? Nor is it a question of overlooking the fact that the 
Lacanian subject is the originally divided, split subject of desire ,  the profoundly 
subjected subject of the signifier and of language-nothing, we can therefore say , 
like the transcendental and absolute subject of the phi losophers or like i ts pale 
successor, the s trong and autonomous ego of the ego psychologists .  However, this 
infini tely decentered subject, reduced to only the desire for that part of itself that 
language simul taneously arouses and forbids it from rejoining, this subject is  stil l  
a subject .  For Lacan , very enigmatically, still retains the word-that is ,  at least 
the pure posit ion of the subject .  That such a posi t ion, from the very fact of its being 
linguistic , is tantamount to a de position or dis-appearance does not apparently 
make much difference-a fortiori if the subj ect'sfading or aphanisis occurs through 
what we persist i n  describing as an auto-utterance .  Emptied of any substance, in  
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all rigor null , the subject continues to subsist in the representation of i ts lack,  in  
the c losed combinative of signifiers in which it stubbornly continues to  self-represent 
itself, always vanishing but always, upon its disappearance , reemerging. 

It is  not my intention here, however, to analyze in any detail this powerful 
ontology of the subject, the more powerful in that it is advanced in the guise of a 
kind of negative ego-logy avid to assail the "imaginary ego" and the "subject 
supposed to know. " I have nevertheless made brief reference to i t ,  first in anticipa
tion of further analyses because today it represents both the horizon and the 
condition of possibility of any investigation of the "subject in psychoanalysis . "  
Second , and above all , I have referred to i t  because i t  seems to m e  that i t  functions 
as a real symptom. For, if we reall y th ink about it , how are we to interpret this 
unexpected resurfacing of the subject smack in  the middle of a discourse devoted 
to a cri tique of the authority of the consciousness and the illusions of the ego? Once 
the many conceptual �'corruptions" Lacan has made of the Freudian text are taken 
into account, ought we not ask what , even in Freud himself, has brought about this 
surreptitious restoration of the subject? Must we not finally suspect the radicality 
and the depth of the break Freud made on behalf of the unconscious? In short, 
ought we not return to Freud ,  yes, but, with Freud , to his philosophical underpin
nings, which alone can provide us with a key to the confused fate of psychoanalysis 
in France? 

It is  useless to conceal the fact that this is what I attempted to do in The Freudian 
Subject . I thought that it might be timely, that it was even urgent,  to wo;'der if, 
behind the apparently radical contestation of conscience and ego, the schema of 
the subject was not continuing silently to command the theory and practice-and 
even the politics-of psychoanalysis.  In short, I wanted to know the extent to 
which the "fundamental concepts" of psychoanalysis were still prisoners of, or, 
contrariwise , might have escaped the appeal of foundation-for that is  always , in 
fact,  what is  at stake in the "subject . "  

And, indeed , once the question has been couched in  those terms, i s  it not obvious 
that , in providing himself with an unconscious made up of "representations , " 
"thoughts , "  "fantasies , " and "memory traces, " Freud had at the same time provided 
himself with a subject of representation, imagination, and memory-in short, with 
the material for a new Cogito, but merely conceived as being more basic and more 
subjectival than the conscious ego? For let us not forget that the subject of the 
moderns is first and foremost the subject of representation-we can even go so far 
as to say : the subject as representation and representation as subject. I would recall 
that it is by representing itself, by posing itself, in the mode of the cogito me 

cogitare, "with" all the representation it poses before i tself, that the Cartesian ego 
establishes i tself as the basis of all possible truth , i .  e . , as subjectum of the total 
being. Thus , we must take care not to reduce the subject to the ego . In reality , the 
latter is nothing outside the cogitatio within which it represents itself, conscien
tiously, con-scientifically, to i tself, �o that it is really rather the structure of 
representation as auto-representation that should be dubbed the true and ultimate 
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subject. In this sense , in attempting to qualify this radical nonpresence to the self 
he dubbed "unconscious ,"  Freud could scarcely have chosen a term more unfortu
nate than representation (Vorstellung). 4 For to speak of unconscious "representa
tions" was obviously to signal the existence of something beyond the subject ,  since 
I-I, the ego-was thus supposed to have thoughts (Gedanken) that could think 
without me. But, too, i t  had the inevitable consequence of reinstating in that 
'beyond '  another ego (always , of course, the same one) , since there must necessarily 
be a spectator of that "other scene"-for such representations require a subject 
that represents them to itself as well as representing i tself in them. This is the 
powerful  constraint that brought Lacan to write, apropos of the linguist ic "other 
scene, " that "the signifier is what represents the subject for another signifier . "  And 
it is also what obliged Freud to substantize-in other words, to subjectivize-the 

unconscious with which he was dealing in an "unconscious , "  or an "id . " The 
various topographies erected since the Project are testimony to this constant substrat
ification of the psychoanalytic subject, always more fragmented, more broken down, 
and yet always more deeply led down to its own prebeginnings. The multiplication 
of topographic agencies and "personages" in this sense contravenes the subject's 
unity and identity much less than it supposes it: the subject can be divided only 
because i t  i s  one subject. Finally, neither the notion of some primary repression 
nor even that of some "after shock" would have caused Freud to question his 
stubbornly held notion of a subject already given, already present (underlying) in its 
representations. And, in this connection, we can be sure that he would have found 
devoid of any meaning at all the notion so dear to Emmanuel Levinas of some "trauma" 
having affected the subjectivity anterior to i tself, prior to any representation ,  to any 
memory, and, therefore, to any repression. According to Freud ,  the unconscious is 
memory , a storehouse of traces, inscriptions, remembrances ,  fantas ies .  And this 
memory must be underlaid ,  traumatic and fracturing as it may be, by a subject to 
which and in which it represents i tself-the subject of fantasy, the backing  for the 
inscription or the substance hospitable to nervous "facilitations . " 

Does calling this eternal representational subject "desire" change anything at 
all? Probably not. Desire, understood as libido, drive, or fantasmatic wish , is  
always a subject, at least insofar as i t  is described as desire for an object. Let  such 
an object ,  indeed , be described as fantasmatic and even as "basically lost , "  i t  
cannot be prevented from emerging, without mystery, as the object for a subject ,  
before a subject. For us other moderns, the object is always the object  of a 
representing (i . e. ,  as the German so descriptively puts i t ,  as a setting-before , a 
Vor stellen) ,  and this evidence continues to be valid when we understand i t  as the 
object of some desire, some libido, some drive. We may only wonder why, in Freud , 
the "drive" is accessible only through its objects : it is because he only conceives 
it as represented to or before the psyche-or: the subject. This latter must thus be 
presupposed to underlie the object in which i t  sets before itself its pleasure or its 
enjoyment and in which, simultaneously, it sets itself before itself, represents itself. 
From this viewpoint, by conceiving the obj ect of desire as that "part" that language 
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and representation deduct or remove from the subject, Lacan only confirms this 
basically auto-representative structure of desire. The "objet petit a" eludes the 
subject so totally only because the latter has first represented itself in it: thus ,  it 
subs ists-breast or feces , gaze or voice-in the representation of i ts absence,  of 
its lack-of-bei ng-itself. 

I do not, therefore, believe that i t  is in the direction of th is objectival conception 
of desire that we should seek, in Freud ,  material for an in-depth solici tation of the 
schema of the subj ect. On the other hand , the same does not quite holtl true if we 
turn to some other, much more problematic, aspect of Freud's theory of desire. 
This  is  the aspect that deals with desire of the ego, an expression we mllst here 
consider i n  all its genit ive implications, subjective and objective. Indeed , we know 
that very early on Freud felt constrained to make room alongside the desire for the 
object that he discerned in sexuali ty for an "egoist" desire, a desire to be oneself 
or to be an ego, which he began by calling "egoistic" and then "narcissistic , "  and 
which he ended up attaching closely to the identification process . 1 shall not go 
into the details-they are well known to all-of the various stages of this clarifying 
process, via the themes of the "egoism" of dreams and fantasies, homosexuality, 
paranoia, or passionate love. Yet I must emphasize here the importance of that 
process , for we often really fai l  to appreciate in Freud the implications of this 
shifting and displacement of in terest . Indeed , his emphasis on the violent passion 
that the ego conceives for (or devotes to) i tself was not only to overturn the initially 
objectival definition of desire, and henceforth affect all the invest igations i nto the 
repressing "ego , "  to which Freud,  in  a letter to Jung, confessed he had not paid 
sufficient attention. 5 It  also-obscurely, problematically-called i nto question the 
subject of desire ,  the subject of the desiring representation, which he had so 
tenaciously posited h itherto . 

Now, with what are we dealing here vis-a.-vis this desire Freud described as 
"egoist" or "narcissist ic"? First and foremost , with being an "I ,"  a "self'-in other 
words , a subject :  shu t  with in  i tself, freed from all bonds , in this sense absolute. 
But if  I desire to be (an) I, i f  I desire myself, i t  must, following elementary logic, 
be  because I am not i t .  Thus, this singular desire ,  by and large , is the desire of no 
subject .  When, for example, Freud wrote that the ideal of the narcissistic ego is 
"what we would like to be

,,6 or, with regard to identification,  that i t  is an "emotional 
t ie  with another person" whom one desires to be (in contrast to the object one desires 
to have} , 7  he was clearly emphasizing the abyssal nature of narcissist ic passion. 
For that ego-being (ego-ness , we might say, the essence and foundation of identity 
as ego) ,  that being does not exist within me: it is elsewhere , in this other-always 
alter-Ego who fascinates me, in whom I love myself, in whom I k i ll myself. Thus 

J am that other; ego sum alter huic. Or, better, a more Freudian version of this 
other, very different ,  Cogito: "I am the breast .

,,8 

By the strangest and yet the most logical of paradoxes , with Freud the attention 
devoted to the ego' s  narcissism led to the question of the Other, of others . The 
question was to haunt him from then on, and more so in that this "other"-model 
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or rival , homosexual figure or persecutor-always appeared to be becoming more 
and more like the ego, to the point of shattering the very opposition separating 
them. This is obviously why the great texts on the second topography are an 
inextricable mix of "ego analysis" and analysis of the culture or social t ie:  the other 
is no longer an object,  an Objekt, whence the need to pay attention to nonerotic ,  
"social" relationships , to others ; and ,  inversely, the ego is no longer a subject, 
whence the need to inscribe this "sociality" in the ego itself, i n  the form of 
identification, superego, etc . Thus ,  since the ego was originally identified with 
others or the other principally assimilated to the ego, everything played a part , in 
a multiplicity of ways,  i n  weakening the joint mutual position of subject and object, 
or, put another way, the position of the subject of the representation. For that is, 
in  the end , the ultimate implication of the entire d iscourse on narcissism, the 
primary identification ,  and incorporation : if I am the other, then [ 1 W  longer represent 
him to myself, since the exteriority in which he might have pro-posed himself to 
me-either as model or as object, Vor-bild or Ob-jekt-has faded away. And, at 
the same time, I have become unable to represent me , to present myself to myself 
in my presence: this other that I am no longer i s  and never was before me ,  because 
I have straightaway identified myself with him, because I have from the outset 
assimi lated him, eaten him, incorporated him. 

True,  this That, this [d, which is nothing other than the ex- "subject of desire , "  
is difficult t o  envisage, and in any event impossible to represent . Bu t  is i t  no t  toward 
that, that unrepresentable "point of the other ," to which Freud was tending when 
he stated ,  for example, that the ego emerges through a "primary identification , "  
adding that this primitive relationship t o  the object immediately amounts t o  i ts 
destroying incorporation? Or elsewhere , when he attempted to describe ,  under 
various names, such as "primary narcissism, "  "animism, "  "the omnipotence of 

thoughts , "  "magic , "  a type of mental operation that ignores the distinct ion between 
ego and others, between subject and object, between desire and its fulfillment? 
And is i t  not after all in  the direction of this basically unrepresentable thought ,  the 
thought of no subject at all , that we should be seek ing the ever-elusive "uncon
scious"?  

I have just noted , however, that all this is  d ifficult to think. I should quickly add 
that Freud himself had enormous trouble in dealing with this problem. For Freud 
also most frequently interpreted this narcissism, this  desi re-to-be-oneself that so 
radicall y  disrupts any notion of a "self, " as a desire of oneself by oneself-in short, 
as a subject's auto affirmation , i ts auto-position, or its circular auto conception. 
We need only recall , in "On Narcissism: An Introduction , "  the fascinating figures , 
totally enclosed within themselves, of the narcissist ic  Child and Woman .  Or the 
theory of primary narcissism secondarily "granted" and "withdrawn" vis a-vis 
objects: everyth ing begins with and returns to Narcissus, who never loses himself 
in objects other than to find h imself in them and represent himself in  them mir
rorwise, in specula-tion , specula tively. It is this retrieval of the narcissi stic ego in 
the specular other that Lacan has described by using the term Imaginary-but, of 
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course ,  in order v irulently to denounce the deception, the illusion. Yet by retaining, 
if not the ego , at least its image, he too has evidently allowed himself to be won 
over, in an apparent reversal, by the auto-representative structure of narcissistic 
desire . That the ego can imagine itself outside itself, imagine itself before itself in 
the mirror the other holds up to it ,  in no way, in fact, contravenes its auto-position , 
since it is p recisely the principle of this auto-ob-position . . . . As for stigmatizing 
the "al i enation" of the narcissistic ego within the imaginary "other self, " that only 
serves to give some add itional confirmation to the profoundly dialectic character of 
the process being described. For the Lacan of "The Mirror Phase," as for the Freud 
of "On N arcissism: An  Introduction, "  the ego continues to represent i tself-and 
thus, inevitably, to represent itself-in the specular mi rror image reflection In 
which it loves and desires itself. 

It is my belief, therefore , that such Freudian or Lacanian interpretations of 
narcissism also require interpretation. They interpret narcissistic desire in the line 
of desire, they subscribe to a certain auto-interpretation of desire ,  whereas this 
latter is, clearly, a desire to be a subject, a desire to be oneself to oneself within an 
inalienated identity and autonomy. In this sense, the narcissism thesis does more 
than manifest, sometimes crudely and sometimes with more subtlety, the fascinated 
submission of psychoanalysis to the paradigm of the "subject. " It also attests , in a 
turnaround , to the narc issistic character of that paradigm. Thus ,  when we say that 
psychoanalysis is in its essence deeply narcissistic and that, in a sometimes 
caricatural way, i t  reinstates the ancient and always new problematic of the "sub
j ect , "  we are saying one and the same thing. 

Now, to get to the point , it is  obviously in Freud's so-called "political" or 
"sociological" texts that this reinstatement is most flagrant, most massive . This is 
all the more striking in that the Freudian examination of culture and the social tie 
corresponds in  the first i nstance, as I have said,  to the constraining movement that 
has tilted the question of the narcissistic ego toward that of the other who i nwardly 
haunts and obsesses it. And indeed, i t  was under the title of der A ndere (the Other) 

that the great 1921 political text Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego 

opened : "In the individual's mental life the other is invariably involved , "  Freud 
began , "as a model , . . .  as a helper, as an opponent ; and from the very first, 
individual psychology . . . is at the same time social psychology as wel l . ,

,9 An 
admirable statement, and one that does , by thus inscribing the other in the ego , 
appear to contain in embryo a whole nonsubjectival theory of the "subject" and 
"social relationship. " Yet one need only read the text of Group Psychology to realize 
that the embryo does not develop and remains stillborn, stifled as it is by a 
problematic of the political Subject. 

In short-since we do not have space to describe here in any detail the extraordi
narily complex course of this essay-Freud, when i t  comes down to i t ,  continually 
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presupposes , in his attempt to explain the social relationship , a subject of the 
relationship,  whether as an "individual" subject or as a supra-individual, political 
subjectivity. On the one hand, indeed, his analysis begins with the desire, the love , 
or the libido of individuals , who are consequently posi ted as preexistent to the 
various erotico-objectival relationships that link them together. And, on the other 

hand , once we recognize the fundamental fact that , in crowds, all subjectivity and 
all indi vidual desire disappears , the analysis comes up with a kind of poli tical 
super-Subject in the dual shape of a narcissistic chief and of the mass, the lat ter 
welded together by love of their Chief. We all recall the famous conclusion: society , 
Freud infonns us, is a unanimous "mass" whose members have set up the same 
"object" (the "leader" or "Fuhrer") in place of their ego ideal and who , as a result 
of so doing , identify ,  reciprocally and among themselves, with each other. 

Having said that, we have first said that society-any society-is in essence 
political, because i t  depends totally upon the figure of a Chief, a sovereign head in 
which it represents i tself and without which it would purely and simply fall apart. 
Yet we are also saying that society-any soc iety-is fundamentally , basically, 
totalitarian. Not, I hasten to add , because State coercion or tyrannical violence 
would be essential to it. That trai t is not confined to totalitarian societies ,  and Freud 
is clear that the reign of the Fuhrer depends above all on the fiction of his love. 
No,  if Freud's society is totalitarian in a strict and rigorous sense , i t  is  because it 
is  posi ted as an integrally political totality, as ein totale Staat knowing no division, 
unless it be minimal and intended solely to relate the social body to itself between 
the beloved Chief and his loving subjects. This is further borne out by the speculative 
biology underlying the description in Group Psychology, because that tends, on the 
grounds of "union" and erotic Bindung, to turn society into an actual organism, a real 
body politi c .  As Claude Lefort has shown in his expansion on Kantorowicz's work , 10 

this is the totali tarian fantasy par excellence. It is the profoundly narcissistic fantasy 
of a single,  homogeneous body proper recognizing no exteriority or otherness vis-a
vis itself other than in relation to itself. And it is thus the fantasy ,  the auto representa
tion of a subject: for Freud,  society is a compact group , a mass , and that mass makes 
a single body with the Chief-Subject that embodies, incarnates i t .  

Of course,  it i s  not a matter of declaring that this description is false. Too many 
examples in recent h istory confinn it for us to doubt its exactness and precision . 
From this viewpoint, I too am prepared to recognize , with Serge Moscovici ,  I I  the 
exceptional importance of Freudian "group psychology" for any understanding of 
the political and social facts of our time. But we must also recognize that Freud did 
not so much analyze this totalitarian fantasy as subscribe to it .  For, contrary to 
what he is purported to have said here or there (and this was , inter alia, Lacan's 
thesis, or myth 12) , Freud never criticized "group psychology, "  convinced as he was , 
on the contrary , that it represented the very essence of society. Thus,  he never 
questioned the primacy of the Chief, going so far as to write (to Einstein) the 
following terrifying sentence: "One instance of the innate and ineradicable inequal
ity of men is their tendency to fall into the two classes of leaders (Fuhrer) and 
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followers . The latter constitute the vast majority; they stand in need of an authority 
that will make d ecisions for them and to which they for the most pmt offer an 
unqualified su bmi ssion. , , \ 3  

We must look carefully at the h istorical and theoretical justification for this 
exacerbation  of the role of "leader" of the masses . In the case of Freud, as in that 
of Le Bon or Tarde, in  that of fascist ideologues as in  that of the Batai lle of 
the 1930s , it was based on the fol lowing observation-variously appreci ated and 
exploited accord ing to author, of course, but in the end always the same: modern 
man, the so-called homo democmticus, i s  in reali ty a "man of the crowds , "  a man 
of the "communal" masses , of "groups in fusion. " And that anonymous man , 
bmtally revealed by the re treat of the great politico-rel igious t ransecndcnees,  is no 
longer a subj cct :  he is the true "Man without Qualit ies , "  without  personal idcnt i ty ,  
deeply panicked, de-individualized , suggestible, hypnotizahlc ("medi atized , "  as 
we wou ld put i t  today) among "soli tary crowds . "  Thus only an absolute Chief
"prestigious" and "charismatic , "  say Le Bon and Weber, "sovereign" and "heterog
enous" in Bataille's words-can embody, reembody, in other words, give substantial 
consistency and subjective unity to, this magma of unanchored identities or imita
tions . In the texts of theoreticians as in the histories inspired by them, the figure 
of Chief Subj ect thus emerges brutally , the more so in that i t  wards off what i s  
perceived of  as  a radical de subjectivization and alienation .  In  this connection i t  
is probably not enough to say ,  as one so readily does today, that the twentieth
century totalitarianisms have poli tically realized the modern rationale and ·goal of 
the Subject in all i ts total ab-solution and immanence . It must be added that they 
have had greater SUccess insofar as they have lucidly, cynically dealt with the de
liaison and d issolution of the subjects dually implicit in such a goal of immanentiza
tion. B riefly , the totali tarian Chief the more easily imposes the fiction or figure of 
his absolute subjectivity because he knows full well that i t  is a myth and that what 
he has before him is a mass of nonsubjects. So, in this connection, i t  is no 
mere chance that totali tarianisms have caused so many "new mythologies" and 
"personality cults" to flourish , nor that Bataille and his friends should have 
dreamed , lucidly and naively, of opposing fascism with an other "hcterogeneous" 
and "acephalous" mythology . Inasmuch as the masses have no proper identity, only 
a myth can provide  them wi th one by positing a fiction in which their unity 
is embodied , depicted-in short : in which they auto envisage or auto-represent 
themselves as Subject .  Henceforth ,  the Subject is a myth, because wc know we are 
deal ing with something fictional, with a deus ex machina, bu t it is also a myth 
because in that fiction i t  is reembodied and massively reinstated . 

We find this same totali tarian myth of the Subject in Group Psychology, and here 
too , on the far edge of an investigation into the nonpresence of the self implici t i n  
the social being. For just a s  Freud ,  o n  behalf o f  social identifications, emphasizcs 
the radical alteration of so called "subjects" assembled in  crowds , just as he 
emphasizes the origi nal character of such group psychology , so does he restore , 
reinst i tute ,  despite everything, the full primacy and principality of an absolute 
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Subject .  I would therefore recall that the investigation of Group Psychology con
cludes with an invocation of the "totally narcissistic" Father-Chief Hypnotist . Here, 
this theme of "narcissism" and of the jealous "egoism, , 14 of the primal Father is 
still decisive, because it is quite obviously only on condit ion that he be free of ties 
to anyone (to any "object , "  as Freud says) that the Chief is able to propose himself 
as a unique object to the admiring and awestruck love of the masses-in short , to 
create community where earlier there had been nothing but a chaos of rec iprocal 
identification and suggestions. In other words, everything is locked onto th i s  fasci
nating figure of a Narc issus or Egocrat sprung from nowhere-which makes moot 
the difficult question of a relationship or social tie anterior to the ego and makes 
room for a "scienti fic myth" that is at once the myth of the Subject's origi n  and the 
myth of the foundation of a Politics. The Subject self proclaims i tself Chief, and 
the Chief th ereupon self engenders himself as Subject. 

It goes without saying that this myth remains for us to interrogate , both in its 
enigmatic resemblance to the totalitarian myth and because of i ts odd renewal of 
the figure of the Subject. Yet is it really fitting, in this case , t o  call it a mere myth? 
I do not think so, and I put even greater stress on this bec ause it is ,  after all , just 
such a denunciation of myth that preoccupied me in The Freudian Subject. In that 
book I tried to show that the very violence with which Freud posited a Subject as 
the origin of Poli tics seemed to me to signal the failure of his attempt at foundation , 
at instauratio. And, in a way, I reveled in demonstrating that failure: I confined 
myself to drawing attention to Freud's inability to found the social tie-the relation
ship with others-other than by presupposing in mythic form a Subject founded in 
i tself and based on i tself. In short, I confined myself to revealing the innately 
unfounded, abyssal , nature of this constant, circular presupposi tion of a Subject
Foundation . Yet migh t  not that very abyss-the abyss of relationship-be the 
source of some non "subjective" notion of polit ics, of a non "politi cal" notion of 
the subject? Were we condemned, in accordance with the deeply ambiguous gesture 
of our post Nietzschean modernity ,  to keep coming up  with things like lack-of
foundation , obli teration-of subject ,  loss-of origin,  collapse-of principle? And this 
"an archy" of the masses, in extremis warded off by the Ch ief-Subject myth , did i t  
enable us in extremis ,  as it were , to achieve another and more essential understand
ing of the archy i tself, the beginnings, the commandment? 

For, in the last analys is ,  that is the formidable problem posed by the Freudian 
and, more generally, totalitarian Chief Subject myth. Once its mythic character 
has been noted , we must still understand whence it derives its incredibLe authority. 
Because the myth works ,  whether we l ike it or not: everywhere , the masses group 
themselves around a Chief or Party supposed to represent them; everywhere ,  they 
convulsively sacrifice themselves on the altar of h i s  or its myth . And that myth 
functions all the better, as we have seen, when it  posi ts the radical lack of the 
very polit ical subjectivity i t  creates . Whence, then , its awesome founding power? 
Whence does i t  derive its authority, since i t  is not from some subject? Since the 
subjec t-and this is the cynical lesson totali tarianism teaches us-is a myth? 
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Today we can no longer evade that question. And we can do so even less in that 
it is only through that question that we can-perhaps-find the means to resist  the 
henceforth global domination of the "politics of the subject . "  For, in the end , on 
behalf of what should we reject totali tarianism? In the name of what notion of 
"subject" and "politics , "  if it can tndy no longer be that of the Individual against 
the State, nor tha t of the Rights of the Human-Subject? 

Perhaps, in spi te of everything, the Freudian myth can provide us with the 
beginnings of an answer to that question. For we cannot ,  as I have done hitherto , 
rely on the version supplied by Group Psychology. That political version of the myth 
is already reinterpreting, reelaborating, an anterior version , a more properly ethical 
version ,  to which we must now return . We are familiar with this mot her-form of the 
myth : i t  is the fable of the murder of the primal Father, as set forth in Totem and 
Taboo. And this fable, if we examine it closely, envisages quite another genesis 
for authority than does Group Psychology (I use authority i n  order to avoid the word 
power). For in Totem and Taboo the primal authority is not the Father-Chief
Hypnotist, that "Superman" Freud evoked following Nietzsche and before going on 
to call him, in Moses , the "great man ."  It is the guilt-creating Father, and gui l t
creating because he is a dead Father. Therefore, we can already say-and herein 
lies the enigma-that such authority is not the authority of any person , in  any case 
not of any man, and even less that of some absolute Narcissus. 

True, Freud is still speaking of a murder of a primal "Father," and in so doing 
he appears once again to be using the language of myth. I t  is for this that all of our 
disenchanted modernity , from Levi Strauss to Girard , has criticized him: presuppos
ing the authori ty of the Father rather than deducing it, Totem and Taboo does no 
more than provide us with a new myth of origins, a new myth of foundation .  And 
yet that myth-which is a myth even in its auto-representation as a myth-is also 
the myth of the origi n  of the myth of the Father (indeed, we can say of all myth) . 

Freud is well aware that the dominating and jealous male of the Darwinian tribe is 
no Father, and thi s  i s  indeed why he feels the need , in his narrative, to have him 
murdered by his fellows:  as his power is derived from strength alone, he still does 
not hold any properly paternal au thori ty, and thus, according to this logic of the 
natural state , he must be someday overthrown. It is thus after the murder, after 

they have k i lled and devoured their tyrant,  that his murderers submit to him, 
through an enigmatic guilt and obedience that are described as "retrospective" 
(na.chtriiglich). The "Father, " in other words, only emerges afterward , in the remorse 
felt by those who, i n  l ike wise, become for the first time in history, "brothers"
and brothers because they are guilty "sons . " The "Father ,"  then, does not appear 
in this strange Freudian myth other than as a myth-the myth of his own power 
and the power of his own myth. "The dead , "  Freud writes , "became stronger than 
the living h ad been. 

, , 15 

Now, this genes is  of authority is  extraordinarily interesting when viewed from 
the angle we are now taking , to the degree that it describes the primal authority as 
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an "ethical , "  "moral" authority and not as a political authority. What the members 
of the tribe submit to-and because of which they fonn a community, an ultimately 
fraternal , human community-is no power, because the wielder of that power is 
now dead and perfectly powerless. As Freud insistently emphasizes, it  is only out 
of the guilt feeling-the feeling of rrwral lapse, or sin-that the terrible figure that 
is to become the omnipotent Father, and later the God or the Leader, emerges.  As 
he says in Civilization and Its Discontents, guilt feeling is not social anxiety (soziale 
Angst) , the commonplace fear of being punished by some external power or censor. 
It is moral anxiety (or anxiety of conscience: Gewissenangst) vis-ii vis an "inner" 
authority that is as "imperative" as it  is "categorical . "  It is this strange moral 
authority-even stranger, for that matter, because the subject submits to it by 
himself, autonomously-that Freud has earlier described as the "voice of con
science" (Stimme des Gewissens) and that he was later, after Totem and Taboo, to 
dub the "superego" or "ego ideal . "  And it is in place of that ego ideal that he will 
set up the Fuhrer of Group Psychology, finally indicating that the essence of the 
community is "ethical" before being "political. "  What creates the community is 
not principally the fusional and loving participation of a collective Super-Subject 
or "Superman , "  but the always singular interpellation of a Super-ego that is strictly, 
rigorously, no one. 

For I repeat: the primal authority-ethical authority-belongs to no one ,  and 
above all not to the Father-Chief-Narcissus, whose myth will emerge only afterward. 
Far from feeling guilt because of some anteriorally known and established law 
(which brings us back to the status of soziale Angst) , his murderers become aware 
of the law of the Father-inexplicably, out of terror-through the sense of sin 
(through Gewissenangst): ' 'They thus created ," writes Freud, carefully underscoring 
the paradox, "out of their filial sense of guilt the two fundamental taboos of totem
ism. , , 16!  Freud does not, then , say that the murderers feel anxiety at having trans
gressed taboos laid down by the Father. He says-and this is even odder-that the 
Father's taboos , and , thus , human society, all spring from anxiety-about what? 
Nothing; nobody. In a wholly disconcerting way, it  is  when the powerful male is 
dead and no longer present to forbid anything that the alterity of duty and the debt 
of guilt, all the more unbearable , emerges. The Father emerges from his own death, 
the law from its own absence-literally ex nihilo. That, as a matter of fact ,  is why 
the Freudian myth is not, despite all appearances , a "twentieth century myth , "  a 
new myth nostalgically reinstating the lost transcendence of myth (of the Father, of 
God , of the ChieO. Freud does not deplore the death of the Father, nor does he 
attempt to alleviate the resultant "discontent of civi lization . "  On the contrary, 
rooting civilization in the "discontent" of an a priori guilt anterior to any law and 
any Name of the Father, he offers us the myth of the death of myth-and of its 
tireless resurrection as well . For, finally, if the Father  i s  dead (if his power is purely 
mythic), ho� is i t  that his murderers submit to him? Or, rather (for we are talking 
about ourselves, about the "killers of God"), if God is dead, how is it that we are 
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so eager to reinstate h im at the center and base of our societies , social ist mankind 
lying prostrate before the Stalinist "Little Father, "  the Yolk or race bound together 
in a fasces behind its Fuhrer? 

Because we feel guilty for having killed him: this is Freud's-still mythic

response. The question , however, merely bounces back: Why do we feel guilty if 
no Father i s  any longer there, if he never was there , to punish us? That is the 
enigma of the myth-both of Freudian myth and of the mythic power i t  describes . 
To solve i t ,  is it enough to evoke once again the love for the Father? Freud in fact 
wri tes that the murderers "hated their father, who presented such a formidable 
obstacle to their  craving for power [Machtbeduifnis] and to their sexual drives ; 
but they loved and admired him too . After they had got rid of him, had satisfied 
their hatred , and had put into effect their wish to identify themselves with him,  
the affection that had al l  th is  time been pushed under was bound to make itself 
fel t .  ,,17 Yet such "love" for the Father, as is  all too obvious,  is also a part of 
the myth .  For i t  is only after they have eliminated the detested rival and when 
they are impelled by remorse that his murderers come to love him as a Father 
and to be uni ted in that love. In order to love h im,  they thus had to begin by 
killing h im.  Society,  a community of love, rests on a crime,  and on the remorse 
for crime committed .  

So, should w e  not seek the key to filial-fraternal "retrospective obedience" not 
so much in "love" per se as in the highly ambivalent, hate filled and devouring 
side of its nature? The members of the tribe, as the myth makes clear, k i l led and 
devoured the male of whom they were jealous . Why is this so, if the only goal was 
to get rid of the retainer of exclusive rights over the females of the flock? The myth 
spells it out for us: because his murderers "loyed and admired him.  " That singular 
"love" was admiring, identifying, envious , and it thus led inevitably to the cannibal
istic incorporation of the model. As the narrative has it: "The violent primal father 
had doubtless been the feared and envied model of each one of the company of 
brothers : and in  the act of devouring him they accomplished their identification 
with h im,  and each one of them acquired a portion of his strength. ,, 18  

"Model , "  "identification ,"  "devouring, "  "appropriating,"-all th is is clear. Here 
the myth is not tell ing us about a love for an object, but about an indissolubly 
narcissist ic and identificatory pass ion : i t  is to be the Father-to be the Subject

that the members of the horde kill and devour him. Not (or only secondarily) to 

have the women of the flock. Freud expresses it clearly when he speaks of the "need 
for power" and the "desire to identify with the Father": the murder is committed , 
not to gain possession of an object of desire or pleasure , but to acquire an identity . 
In this l ight ,  then , the murder of the Father is far less a mere animal struggle than 
it is the Freudian version of Hegel's "struggle for pure prestige . "  If desire leads to 
murder and devouring ,  it is because it i s  a desire to take unto oneself the other's 
being, a des ire to assimilate his power (Macht) , his s trength (Stiirke) , in  short , his 
mastery :  h is  autonomy as Narcissus.  My being is in the other, and i t  is for that 
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reason that I can become "me , "  an ego, only be devouring him-that is what the 
Freudian myth is telling us ,  and in the end much less myth ically than might seem.  
For what i t  treats of, by setting it in the mythic origins of the  human communi ty ,  
i s  the primal relationship with others-"primal" because i t  i s  the relationship of 
no ego to no other, no subj ect to no object. And, thus, it is a relationship without 
relationship to another, an absolved tie : I am born, I ,  the ego , i n  assimilating the 
other, in  devouring him, in  incorporating him. Everything therefore begins ,  in the 
history of so-called "individuals" as well as in that of society , with a murderous 
and bl ind identification , the more so in that no ego is yet present to see or conceive 
anything at all , and the "envied" model it assimilates i s  immediately eradicated , 
eaten ,  swallowed up:  "I am the breast ," "I am the Father"-i . e . , no one. In other 
words, everything begins with an identification withou t subject-and here the 
Freudian myth corresponds exactly to the status of panicked anarchical, acephalic 
masses without a Chief. The Father (but not a father, nor even a brother, but merely 
a counterpart , a fellow being) has been killed and there is therefore no subject at 
the foundation of the social tie , neither loving subjects nor beloved Subject .  

Yet i t  i s  at this juncture that the myth of the Subject arises. The phantom of 
Father Subject attacks  the gui l t  conscience of the sons , who then attempt to atone 
for their sin through their love and submission. From where does this ghost , then ,  
derive its vain ,  empty power? From thefailure o f  the devouring act o f  identification. 
Freud puts it in a footnote , and i t  is ultimately to be the only explanation of the 
son's "retrospective obed ience" he vouchsafes :  ''This fresh emotional attitude must 
also have been assi sted by the fact that the deed cannot have given complete 
satisfaction to those who did it. From one point of view it had been done in vain .  
Not one of the  sons had in fact been able to  put  h is  original wish-of taking his 
father's place-into effect. And , as we know, failure i s  far more propitious for a 
moral reaction than satisfaction.  

,, 1 9  Thus ,  none of the sons was able to become 
Subject and Chief by appropriating to himself the identity and glorious being of the 
Other. And what is, finally , the indomitable alterity that brings about the fai lure of 
the identificatory act of violence, the dialectical assimilation of the other? To return 
to and reverse Hegel's term, it  can be nothing other than the "absolute Master , "  
death . Death or the  dead man: der Tote , says Freud. 

In empirical reality there is nothing to prevent one of the tribe from taking in h is  
tum the place of the dominant male by eliminating his  competi tors (indeed,  Freud 
conceives of this solution in other versions of the myth 20) . So it must be something 
quite different , and not at all empirical , with which we are dealing here : namely 
the unoccupiable place of the dead ,  death being the absolute lim i t  of identification . 

The myth, to be sure, does not state it so clearly , but it is the only way we can 
understand t.he retrospective power of death . Der Tote who is resurrected and lives 
on eternally in the gui lty memory of his sons represents death, represents for them 
their own unrepresentable death . We must in fact imagine. at the myth's extremity , 
that the murderers, having devoured the other in order to appropriate h is  being, 
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suddenly find themselves faced wi th "themselves"-in other words, with no one.  
The other was dead,  and therifore they themselves were dead. The i dentifying 
incorporation brought them-brutally, dizzyingly-face to face with what is par 
excellence unassimilable :  their own death , their own being dead , with what escapes 
all appropriation .  That is why "the dead became stronger than the living had been" 
and also why the "sense of guilt" is born of the anxious apprehension of death 
"beside the dead body of someone [we] loved ,"  as Freud says in "Thoughts for the 
Times on War and Death.  , ,21  "This  dead man ,"  his dazed murderers must have told 
themselves,  "this dead man is me-and yet he is infinitely other, since I cannot 
envisage myself dead. 22 He is myself, and all the more other. And this All Other, 
this All Mighty who has escaped my power, how now can 1 appease His wrath?" 

1 have just used the language of the myth , following Freud's at tempt to represent 
the unrepresentable, attempting myse�f to envisage this other that i s  me by setting 
i t ,  once more , before myself. Of course, i t  is  a myth , but the myth i s  inevitable, 
inescapable. And that , precisely, i s  its power: we cannot (but) represent the 
unrepresentable, we cannot (but) present the unpresentable . That is why , in at
tempting to represent this deep withdrawal of the subject , Freud could only write 
a new myth-powerful ,  like all myths, and one that also created a group ,  a 
community. Yet this myth-the myth of the death of myth, the myth of the inevi table 
power of myth-is no longer wholly a myth . A myth of the mythic emergence of 
the Subj ect, i t  is no longer wholly the myth of the Subject, and it is for that reason, 
luc id ly confronting the vast power of the totalitarian myth, that i t  may perhaps 
enable us to elude it .  

For, in the end , what is i t  telling us? First that we are submi tt ing to nothing but 
ourselves-in that, of course, i t  is only repeating the totali tarian myth of Subject :  
State, Law, the Chief, the Fahrer, the Other in general are Me, always Me,  always 
"His M ajesty the Ego . "  And it is  also quite true that Freud himself believed in this 
myth to a considerable degree , that he himself succumbed to its power. Yet by adding 
that this all powerful ego is "the dead,"  our death, he also told us something quite 
differen t ,  something almost impossible to say and that he was therefore forced to utter 
in mythic ters : "I am death , "  "I am the other. " In short: "I am not myself, 1 am not 
subject . " What the members of the murderous horde submit to, what they assemble 
before , what unites the m  in a community, is nothing-no Subject , no Father, no 
Chief-other than their proper-improper mortality , their proper improper finitude,  
their  proper improper powerlessness to be Absolute Subjects, "total Narcissus . "  

And , finally, that is why the enigmatic "retrospective obedience" of which Freud 
speaks is an ethical respect before it  is a political submission, respect for others 
before being submission to oneself. It is obedience to what in the subject is beyond 
the subject ,  to what in me is above me, to the ego's superego. Or, and to return to 
the Freudian myth , adding nothing, it is obedience to what withdraws from the 
body social in its very incorporat ion and thereby-and only thereby-creates a 
"body politic" or a "mystical body" : "This is my body. Behold here my death . Here 
behold your own. " 
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Voice  of Conscience and 
Call of Being 

Jean-Fram;ois Courtine 

It is the death of the other that is constituted 
i n  the first place; i t  happens here just as with 
the bhth of others . -Husserl, ms. A VI  14a , 
p . 3 .  

That which , in  the context o f  Sein und Zeit , 
and t here alone, was fore- thought unde r the 
head ing of Sein zum rode, thought ,  that is, in 
a fundamental ontological perspective, and 
never in the sense of an anthropology or of a 
world concept, is what 110 one has yet 
foreseen or attempted to think-after.
Heidegger, Reilrage zur Philosophie, ( 1936-
38) 

If the Heideggerian critique of the metaphysics of subjectivity underlies the 
enterprise of Being and Time, i t rightly finds its first point of application i n  the 
destlUction of the ego cogito, ego sum, inasmuch as Descartes , in his  quest for a 
Jundamentum inconcussum, institutes the ego as the ultimate subject for and of re
presentation (Vor-stellung, Zu stellung) .  I The destructive operation , here more 
than elsewhere, and to the very extent that it is phenomenologically inflected, is 
determined as a "return upstream" ; it tends to revert to the near side of the subject ,  
directing itself, explicitly or not, to the following questions : What , originally , comes 
before the subject and will always already have been ahead of i t? Put another way : 
From what has the determination of the subject's subjectivity been borrowed? A t  
the end of what narrowing down has the  subject found itself defined?2 

We may point immcdiately to the principle of the answer, which it is the o bject 
of this discussion to explicitate: At the origin of the subject is the voice .  By 
indicating the solicitation of the voice (Stimmung) as radical to subjectivity, or 
better, as what decidedly comes before the subject, we do not mean simply to 
"denounce" some phonocentrism consubstantial to metaphysics in general(?) or to 
the metaphysics of presence ,  from which Heidegger might not have managed to 
free himself. Indeed , we do not know what the voice is that we are concerned with 
here, nor what i t  says, if i t  says anything. We do not, moreover, know whether it 
calls and how i t  does so. 

One of the guiding motifs of the critique formulated by Heidegger against  the 

Translated by Eli sabeth \ \aar 
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Cartesian principle of the ego cogito-sum is the ontological indeterminateness of 
the sum. The mode of being of the ego in i ts specificity is not questioned as such . 
Or rather, if, without ever being expressly thematized, the mode of being of the ego 
sum consti tutes in effect  the cornerstone of that strange , bi focal edifice that is the 
Meditations, this is because it concentrates in i tself the ontological features of 
Vorhandenheit. To miss the Being of the ego, not to recognize its difference, which 
may be called ontological , i s  also and at once to confirm the obliteration of the 
temporal dimension of the ego sum or of Dasein. What is  the meaning of the being 
of the sum? What is the temporality proper to that s ingular being that says : cogito
sum? The two questions are one and the same. But there is a point that commentary 
seems to have emphasized li ttle , and it is that Heidegger, at least in the period of 
Being and Time, does not seriously call into question the Cartesian problematic of 
celtainty, even though it is historically overdetermined . 3 Indeed , not only is the 
theme of Gewissheit , as we shall see further on , taken up again at the threshold of 
the second section of Being and Time (chapters 1 and 2) , where the problem is to 
discover whether and how Dasein can attest to itself, of i tself, and for itself, to its 
wholeness,  its originary character, its authenticity , but it was already in the name 
of a certainty more absolute than that which Descartes had believed he was winning 
against the evil genius ,  that Heidegger engaged, in a course professed at Marburg 
in 1925 , in the destruction of the metaphysics of subjectivity. 

With regard to what unshakeable certainty could the Cartesian "foundation" 
reveal itself to be uncertain and ill-assured? With regard to death , of course !  Not 
at all to the unerringly confirmed "fact" that "one dies . " A proposi tion of the type 
"one dies" could not provide the principle of any certitude, not only because its 
subject i s  essenti ally indeterminate and rests on an anterior leveling, but because 
in truth One never d ies ,  and a certain form of im-mortality might even represent 
one of the ultimate constituent features of the "They. " If death does indeed confer 
a fundamental certainty (Grundgewissheit) , it is solely inasmuch as it belongs 
rightfully and constitutionally4 to Dasein, which  is ,  each time, yours or mine. 
Hyperbolic doubt may ruin any assurance; it must nevertheless capitulate to "that 
certainty that I am myself. " Not that I know who I am, or what my "identity" is . 
The certainty that I am myself (ich selbst bin) is not that of the cogito sum. Such an 
utterance offers only an appearance (Schein) of certainty. The only authentic utter
ance in which Dasein finds expression, that which is consubstantial to Dasein itself 
and to i ts self-certainty , is rather: I shall die, I must die . 5 The subject of such a 
proposition-the first and fundamental proposition-is certainly always at every 
occurrence "mine . " It is essentially ordered by the structure of the lemeinigkeit. 
It remains nonetheless true that here the "subjec t , "  the ego, can be omitted or, as 
it is felicitously said ,  "under-stood , "  as , for example, in Latin. Heidegger proposes 
a double transformation of the central Cartesian proposition ; it does not suffice to 
reduce the ego cogito, ego sum to its ontological core ego sum, i t  is still necessary 
to make explic i t  the sum, or the temporal being of the sum in sum moribundus and 
consequently have the ego "understood . "  Not in the sense that the latter would be 
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always already presupposed as final substratum or "subject, " but because i t  can 
never emerge in its egoity or its ipseity except along with , as its poin t of departure , 
the gerundive moribundus, a time-to-come opened up by the "coming to die" 
(Sterbenwerden) and as though reflected by it. The Ego does not put itself forward , 
does not institute itself as subject, not even in the grammatical acception of the 
term , unless i t  hears itself called as mortal. 

(1) am-dead. Sum motibundus . Such is ,  as Heidegger clarifies it ,  the utterance 
that, far more than "1 think, 1 am,"  can touch , concern, Dasein in its very being. 
Need it be said that "moribundus" does not characterize him whom we call "mori
bund , "  who, grievously wounded or afflicted with a severe , and prec isely mortal 
illness , is going to die? It is inasmuch as 1 am absolutely and leaving aside any 
additional determination relative to health or sickness, to youth or age, that I am 
moribundus, "dying. " 

This is the principle of the answer to the initial question as to the meaning of 
being in the Cartesian ego sum: what gives proper meaning to the sum inasmuch 
as we are concerned with the being of Dasein that is mine or that I always am 
myself, is the moribundus. It is death that seals the meaning of the being of Dasein. 

One will undoubtedly ask whether the utterance sum moribundus (or, to empha
size the circularity that binds each of the so-called "terms , " sum-moribundus) does 
not reintroduce an indetermination analogous to that of Man stirbt ("one dies") , 
whose ambiguity , analyzed in Being and Time, has bee n  recalled. Certainly the 
proposi tion sum moribundus leaves entirely open the que stion of when I shall die, 
when the hour of death will come to me. But precisely such an indetermination 
belongs essentially to the certainty of (my) death . The "I  am" of "I am-to die" 
must always be understood in the sense of an "I may die" at any moment , at every 
instant . The certainty of death that determines the meaning of my heing is defined 
even s trictly and solely in  relation to this possibility-temporal possibility or, 
better, possibility of time. 

Here the tradi tional conceptuality that grasps the possible as a potentiality 
susceptible or not of effective self realization is revealed to be basically inadequate. 
The ontological relation (Seinsverhiiltnis) to whose possibi lity it is important here 
to gain access is not that of bringing to effect: on the contrary, possibility must be 
allowed to be as possibility. "A relation of being to the lauer, " states Heidegger, 
"must consequently be such that through it I am myself that possibility. ,,6 The being 
of the ego: ego sum, which must be uttered as sum-moribundUJ, may be said equally 
as: I a�-possibility. Possibility , in the peculiar sense of possibi lity of death,  is 
for Dasein the furthest reach or the utmost limit of possibil i ty (die iiusserste Moglich

keit) . It defines a manner of being in which Dasein is referred back to itself and , 
as it were , thrust back on i tself. The coming of death as essential possibility thrusts 
Dasein back and refers it to i tself. This "retro-projection" (Zuriickwerjen) is  so 
absolute in i ts tearing that being with (Mitsein) , about which Heidegger nevertheless 
emphasizes that i t  co-belongs essentially to Dasein, becomes in its concretion 
irrelevant , impertinent. The mortal reflection (repercussion or reverberation) is not 
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only absolute but in reality absolving: it unties all the bonds formed with the ambient 
world ,  the public space of the "They, " the being-in-common one preoccupied with 

the other. One m ay thus ri gorously argue that the possibility opened by being toward 

death , and the retro-projection that belongs to it essentially , is ab solute possibility.  
Of course,  Heidegger clari fies further that Dasein "remains, even in dying , essen
t ially being in the world and thus bei ng-with others , "  but this is  in  order to stress 

i mmediately that in the light of the mortal possibility "being is  transported (verlegt) 
now precisely and properly for the first time into the '1 am . ' " I am in the full and 
absolute sense when I am-dead. "It is  only in dying that I can say certa i nly and 

absolutely ' 1  am. '  " 
One could h ardly affirm more clearly the strictly mortal meaning of the ego slLm. 

In a first and obvi ous sense , death may be characterized as "ex treme possibi l i ty of 
the  '1 am, '  " from the moment that the exitus precisely marks the end of my being 
and of being mine. I t  i s  nonetheless important to hear this utterance inverted , with 

the understanding that it is the mortal possibility and it alone, the possibi l i ty as 

possi bility, or yet the possibility of death as such, that is  the ultimate condition of 

possibility upon which Dasein can say, "1 am.
,,7 I am inasmuch as 1 affect myself 

with my ultimate possibi l i ty .  The affection here is auto affection in the radical 
sense that i t  consti tutes by the very fact and from the outset all ipseity. 

In this same 1925 lec ture , having recalled that for Descartes, in accordance with 
the canonical thesis of the Principia,

o it was impossible to give cred i t  to any affection 
of being as such ,  Heidegger characterized anguish doubtless still more neatly than 
in Being and Time as pure affection of being, taken as such or in the absolute . If 
anguish is indeed that which first reveals "the world as world , "  i t  is also , and more 

profoundly , "affection" (AfJektion, Stimmung) attuned to the "marvel" that bei ng 
is .  The affection of the pure quod, apprehended in i ts nakedness ,9 must,  if it allows 

i tself to be explicitated through the affective tonality of anguish,  also be able to 

sub tend , through the experience of the coming-to-die (or j ust as rigorously through 
the mortal possibility as possibilizing of all experience) , the basic ontological 

utterance (die echte Daseinsau.�sage und Grundgewissheit des Daseins selb.�t) :  1 am 

in the sense of 1 am-dead . 10  

If, i n  order to determine its being and the mode of being peculiar to i t ,  Dasein 
cannot utter I am, except on condi tion that it implicitly translate such a formula 
into an I can die , i t is precisely because Dasein is not. This is why i t  would be 
vai n , for example, to seek to oppose a fundamental ontological thesis ,  in  the sense 
of the Fundamental-Ontologie, to the Parmenidean "esti gar einai . " If Dasein i s ,  
i t s  being i s  nothing other than Moglichsein, being-possible , gi ven the extremity of 
the possible: death . "The Dasein that 1 myself am each time is  determined in its 
being by this: that 1 can say of it , ich bin (1 am) ,  which is to say , I can die . , , 1  1 And 
not "one of these days , "  when the t ime comes, but tru ly "at any moment . " To clarify 
"ich bin" as "ich kann (sterben)" is sti ll insufficient. The "1 am" must be understood 
sti ll  m ore mdically in  the sense of an "I am this 'I can , '  namely ,  ' 1  can die at any 
moment . '  " I am always already that exceptional possi bility that is not properly my 
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own except as the extreme of all possibility, precisely the possibility for me to be 
no longer there.  12 My possibility, the inappropriable possibility , of mineness and 
of all ownness , defines itself only in coming upon me from (my) death , as that 
instancing which underlies all temporalization. 

The second section of the first part of Being and Time opens with a methodological 
reflection of greatest import , for the problem is indeed to determine what exactly 
is the "hermeneutic si tuation" of the existential analytics that has j ust been un
folded. The difficulty that first arrests our attention presents i tself only formally in 
the guise of a "manifest contradiction . " How is i t  possible to "read" (ablesen) 13 at 
the level of Dasein the meaning of being in general-for this is what is  at stake in 
the project of fundamental ontology-if Dasein is that being that does not let i tself 
be apprehended in i ts whole structure , its entirety (ontologische Seinsganzheit)? 

How does Dasein, determined essentially as care, characterized by being-in
advance of itself, "being-not-yet , "  in a word, possibility, let itself be taken up again ,  
tel qu'en lui meme enjin,,? 14 What is meant, when applied t o  Dasein, b y  the 
categories of ending, completion, being-at-end or at the end? Have they not lost 
all pertinence for that being to whose being waiting, reserve excess, and what-is
to come belong? 

Without being able to follow the Heideggerian analyses in  their intricacy ,  let it 
suffice in  the economy of this discussion to note that the guiding-methodologically 
decisive-question, as we enter this section, is that of unity, entirety , originariness 
(UrspTunglichkeit) of Dasein. How are the determinations achieved up to this point 
to be brought back to unity? What can assure their  structural uni totality? And, 
above all, how may one clear a path to the giving source of such determinations, 
as a sole function of which it will become possible to discriminate between what is  
derived or "degenerate" and what i s  original or authentic, what is  proper or 
improper. Such questions are far from rhetorical ; upon the answer that may be 
given to them rests the validity of the project as a whole , if it is true, as Heidegger 
notes , that "one thing is sure at present: the existential analysis of Dasein developed 
until now cannot presume to be originary. I t  has never possessed as previously 
established anything but the inauthentic being of Dasein, apprehended moreover 
as less than a whole (als unganzes). If the interpretation of the being of Dasein, 
serving as foundation to the elaboration of the fundamental ontological question, 
must be originary,  then it must formerly have elucidated existentially the being of 
Dasein in i ts possible authenticity and totality. ,, 1 5  

To conceive Dasein in its entirety i s  to determine that i t  is in-ending, to aITest 
it with respect to or in regard to its end. But when it is "at the end ,"  when it is  
dead , Dasein has ceased to be that very one that i t  is :  "the being there"-it i s  no 
longer. One is tempted to say: Dasein will only have been as living, inasmuch as 
it was alive . To be, for Dasein, is to live, in a sense that remains wholly to be 
determined existentially. Let us simply note that this underlyi ng identity sharpens 
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the "manifest contradicti on" that consists in seeking to circumscribe Dasein in its 
total or completed structure, even while it is no longer alive. 16 

In order to explicitate the hermeneutic situation of the existential analytic ,  
H e idegger takes as his guiding thread those concepts previously brought out in  the 
study of "understanding": that which has been previously acquired (Vorhabe) , 

foresight (Vorsicht) ,  anticipation (Vorgrif ).
11 What is the remaining import of his 

concepts for acceding to the originary uni-totality of Dasein, if,  on the other hand, 
the basic feature of its being as brought out up to this point forbids , along with 
recapitulation , precisely , foresight, anticipation, the prae- of the previously ac
quired? The Heideggerian procedure here is remarkably aporetic or, better, diapore
tic .  The attempt whose failure is richest in  instructive consequences is that which 
would consist in questioning the death of the other ("feeling the loss , " "experiencing 
death") , i n  order to attempt to grasp Dasein mediately when i t  reaches its end. In 

effect, if none can say what the truth of it  is, when it is finished , since acceding 
to entirety initially means for Dasein ceasing to be, and if the "deceased, "  the 
cadaver, cannot either teach us anything because of the radicality of the turn 

(Umschlag) by which we pass from life to death, 18 must we not envisage , since 

Dasein is  essentially Mit dasein, experiencing death through the death of the other? 
Is  this not the only possible approach to "being-at-the end" (das Zu Ende-Sein) , 

where Dasein is concerned? Is this not the only substitution (Ersatzthema) conceiv
able in order to pursue our enquiry? 

Without lingering over the difficulties or phenomenological impossibilit ies of 
such an investigation,  Heidegger immediately denounces the unacceptable expecta

tions:  such a procedure always rests upon the premise that "any Dasein may be 
substituted for another at random, so that what cannot be experienced in one's own 
Dasein is accessible in that of a stranger. ,,19 The underlying hypothesis , which has 
already condemned the undertaking to failure, is that of Vertretbarkeit , substitutabil
ity, representation or representativity. Now the relation to death-precisely the 
dying-is that in which none may take the place of another, be substitu ted for him 
or  put i n  his place. Put differently, and positively this time, dying cleanly draws 

the absolutely unimpeachable line of division between what is my own and what is 
foreign. Death, if it  i s , i s  my own; it is uttered necessarily as my death, in entire 
and inalienable ownness. But this is also and at once to emphasize that (my) 

death is essentially and by principle unrelated to the disappearance of others (the 
"deceased , "  the "departed"). Doubtless Vertretbarkeit-replaceability, repre
sentabili ty-has been first counted in the number of constituent possibilities of 

Dasein as Miteinandersein: it belongs in effect to bei ng-there , in its being-in
community-with-others , to be able to be delegated to represent another, appear in 
his name , and in the stead and place of the other. But, as Heidegger remarks ,  the 
representation i n  cases of thi s kind always comes "in und bei etwas , "  in such and 
such a case, which preci sely always belongs to the order of preoccupation , that is ,  
in  affairs in which a D asein can, under certain conditions and within certain limits,  
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take the place of others. However, the "coming-to-its-end" (Zu Ende-kommen) 
marks the absolute and impassable limit of all possible representation (Vertretung) . 

"None can take from another his dying.
,,20 At most one may, in the extreme case 

of "sacrifice , "  go to death in the place of another, that is to say for him: to sacrifice 
oneself is  to immolate oneselfjor, always in a determined matter and for a given 
"cause. " But to sacrifice oneself for the other, to die to defend the fatherland ,  for 
example, does not in any way amount to delivering the other from the possibility 
of his  death. 2 1  Dasein must always and each time assume for itself this singular 
dying that is its own.  Insofar as it  serves as a touchstone of the Jemeinigkeit, death 
represents a particularly significant existential phenomenon: i t  opens the space 

inside which the "They" may be checkmated, if it is  true that the "They" is 
characterized by the general feature that it "unburdens [entlastet] Dasein i n  its 

everydayness . 
,,22 

If it is  thus impossible to gain access to the entirety of Dasein through the 
experience of the other's death, then the very signification of the "end" or of 
"ending" must be q uestioned , where Dasein is concerned (daseinsmassiges Enden) . 

How may the existential meaning of the "end" and of the "entirety" be determined , 
if it is true that Dasei'1- never s imply perishes , does not merely stop living (verenden) 
in the sense that the animal that loses its life "collapses. " Let us recall here the 
conclusion of Heidegger's analysis,  which is always formally developed: To end, 

for Dasein (Zu Ende-Sein) , does not mean to-be-at-the-end, reach-one's-end,  but 
to-be-face-to-face-with, for, or in relation to the end (Sein zum Ende). "In the same 
way as Dasein is constantly its not-yet, during all the ti me that it  is, it is also always 
its end already. " Now it is precisely this end that is  properly named , in. a manner 

wholly peculiar to Dasein, "death . "  Commensurate with Dasein, being means 
being constantly for-(toward-)-the-end. To die (sterben) , i nasmuch as it is  carefully 
distinguished from all Ableben and from all Verenden, may thus be characterized 
as a "title" for the "mode of being in which Dasein is  in relation to [zu] its end . "  
This "end"-death a s  "imminence" (Bevorstancl)-is that which, ahead o f  the 
"subject ,"  will always already have made possible a being-ahead , a step beyond 

the given-present. The primordial relation to death as one 's death very rigorously 
sustains the relation to self; it underlies generally all possibility to relate oneself

to-(sich verhalten) . 

The imminence (Bevorstancl) in question here must in its turn receive a thoroughly 
determined meaning, inasmuch as the relation to self that i t  institutes necessarily 
obliterates being-in-common-with (Miteinandersein) which is  nevertheless always 

implied in the other possible forms of imminence. Faced with this singular immi
nence, Dasein is  turned back,  reduced or rendered to itself; it is released from all 
the bonds that may unite it to others, as if exiled , banished , excluded from the 
"community. 

,,23 The relation-of-self-to-self, a relation constituent of ipseity, which 
is opened to Dasein as being unto-death, decisively disrupts all Mitsein or Mitdas
ein. Death, which is always being-for(to-ward)-death , as the ownmost possibility 
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becomes the fundamental principle of absolutization and of bereavement or individ
u ation (Vereinzelung) of Dasein. 24 Death in  its unmatched imminence is thus the 
possibi li ty that possibilizes all others ; i t  consti tutes what Heidegger characterizes , 
in an extraordinarily densified formulation, as die eigenste, unbezugliche unii.ber
holbare Moglichkeit-as "Dasein's ownmost possibility ,  non relational . . .  not to 
be outstripped .  

, ,25 

Thus we see how being toward death , to the extent that i t  institutes what may be 
called an existential solipsism, is present in the principle of possible differentiation 
between authenticity and inauthenticity, in  that it radically separates the Self, 
ipseity, from the "They , "  which , precisely, multiplies on its side the subterfuges 
destined to hide that unmatched possibility and to insinuate a complete "indiffer
ence in the face of that extreme possibil ity of Dasein. " One also understands why 
the concrete and complete figure of the "downfall" (Vel/allen) is just this "flight 
before death . "  H ere indifference consists in hiding from oneself "that which the 
certainty of death possesses specifically of i ts own (das Eigentilmliche) ,  namely that 
i t  is possible at every moment. 26 Now the Dasein, the moment it exists (this is the 
primary meaning of exist) , is thrown into this possibility. Being thrown (Geworfen
heit) always reveals itself as being thrown in the d irection of death , which is to say 
in the direction of possibility (Geworfenheit in die Moglichkeit) . And this is also 
why the proper understanding of this being-thrown always implies the fundamental 
"affective disposition" that is anguish. Anguish that necessari ly refers to anguish 
in the face of death , is  in truth the principal auto affection, the Stimmung in which 
the Self is constituted by the very fact that i t  is "claimed,"  "called , , , 2 7  as an 
individual for i ts ownmost being able, absolute and unsurpassable . 28 

As a principle of individuation , of absolutization, death is charged with a capital 
revelatory function: it opens Dasein to i tself (solus ipse) as that which exists as 
being thrown for and in relation to (zu) its end. Being-there is only there in order 
to exist as thrown into possibi lity, or i nasmuch as i t  strikes out in that direction, 
anticipates i t  or goes ahead of i t  (Vorlmifen), and by so doing delivers it  as such , 
making  possibility possible. Death is not an expiration date with which Dasein will 
surely be faced one day or another, a possibility that hangs over its head and 
that will ultimately come true: i t  is not possible except as being itself essentially 
possibilizing,  that is to say, as that instance always to come that allows Dasein to 
set out , going ahead , defining,  or, belter, indefining thereby the ontological possibil
ity of its entire being-able to be. Such preceding (Vorlaufen) , as preceding of 

possibi l i ty or in the d irection of possibility, insofar as it institutes the relation to 
Self is also what reveals to Da.�ein its loss in the "They" and places it in the situation 
of being able/having to choose : choose (or not) to choose oneself. 

And yet-Heidegger expressly emphasizes this ,  returning to his methodological 
point of departure , at the opening of this section-"The fact that an authentic 
potentiality for-Being-a whole is ontologically possible for Dasein signifies nothing, 
as long as a corresponding ontieal potentiality-for-Being has not been established 
evidently from Dasein i t self. 

, ,29 We must still show how this own potentiality-for-
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Being belongs to Dasein as ontic possibility, phenomenally avowed . The question 
of being whole proper to Dasein must be brought back to the phenomenal ground 
that alone may serve as a touchstone ,  if one wants to limit oneself to the "possible 
property of its being, as it is attested by Dasein itself. , ,30 To put it d ifferently ,  it 
matters to see now "to what point in general and in what manner Dasein gives from 
its own potentiali ty for-Being testimony to a possible authenticity (Eigentlichkeit) 

of its existence. " 

Here , clearly defined at the outset ,  are the function and import of the  analysis 
of Gewissen: to show phenomenologically how, through the call of consc ience , the 
ipseity of Dasein is consti tuted in the attes ting of its authentic being-able to be. It 
is moreover the daily self comprehension of the phenomenon that furnishes the 
point of departurc of what has been called , since Kant3 •  at least, "Stimme des 
Gewissens , "  "voice of conscience. " The Gewissen is  questioned as a fact that 
contributes to characterize factic ial existence. What is remarkable in such a fact, 
for the question, h�re overriding, of the originary uni totality of Dasein, given the 
integrality of i ts bei ng able to be, i s  that it gives us to unders tand or hear that it 
reveals , that it opens : "Analysis of conscience takes as its point of d eparture a 
character in i t ially indifferent to th is phenomenon: in one way or another, it gi ves 
someth ing to be understood . Conscience discloses, and thus belongs within the 
range of those existential phenomena that constitute the Being of the "There " 

as disclosedness. ,,32 But  the interpretation of conscience-Heidegger emphasizes 
this-does not simply extend the existen tial analytics , but aims to take hold again 
more originally of i t ,  bringing it back to the possibility of a bei ng-there proper. It 
is as a determined mode of speech-the call (RlfI)-that conscience opens and 

unveils . If the call i s  tru ly a s ingular determi nation of "discourse" or of discur
siveness (Rede), consc i ence as "voice" (Stimme) may do perfectly well wi thout any 
emission termed vocal , or any phonetic exteriorization .  It calls in silence, ad
dressing i tself to a well defined and corresponsive kind of l istening . Dasein

Heidegger had noted while studying heing wi th-i s  always as being there-with that 
understands as i t listens to others .  "Listening to . . .  is  Dase in's existential way of 

Being open as Being with for others . Indeed , hearing (das Horen) const i tutes the 
primary and authentic way in which Dasein is open for i ts ownmost potentiali ty
for Being . . . .  " And Heidegger continued in rather enigmat i c  fashion with this 
determination of comprehensive listening, radical to all psycho-physiological prob

lematics of hearing, when he evoked listening to "the voice of the friend that every 
Dasein carries with i t .

, ,33 The possibility of listening to each other (das A ufeinandern

hOren) indeed characterized the existential openness of Dasein inside of which 
being-with others , coexistence (Mitdasein) could be constituted . But,  one will ask , 
must not the primordially open ing listening cease , preci sely , to be attentive to 
others ,  the moment we are concerned with the Dasein's ownmost potent iali ty for-
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Being, that is , its potentiality for-Being whole in the face of death as that possibility 
that suspends all relation to others?  In fact, the Dasein listening to others is most 
often under obedience to the "They. "  And it is this regimen of standardized listening 
and/or small talk that comes precisely to disrupt the discovery of the possibility for 
Dasein to be there no longer, in the experience of "anticipation" and being-towards

death. The call silently sent out by conscience apprehending i tself as voi ce , first 
has for effect  the withdrawal of Dasein from listening to the "They . "  If it is 
true that anguish causes speechlessness, 34 the affect that gives its tone to the 
comprehensive openin g  of self to self, or that, more simply, accompanies the 
defini tion of the finite and mortal space of the Self, in turn leaves (one) speechless 
and even disconcerted . Here everything becomes a question of listening, It  must 
not merely make itself sharper, but indeed change in  nature. In its bein g summoned 

Dasein is stricken by the call as i f  by a quake of great amplitude,  from afar off: 
"The call resounds from afar towards the faraway. 

, ,35 

It is  an analysis of the kind of call of conscience that must allow one to study, 

in  i ts ontico-phenomenal witnessing,  the constitution of ipsei ty. 
Analysis of the call attempts first to gauge itself upon the general structure of 

d iscourse or of speech (Rede), as was established in paragraph 34. Where or from 
whom does the call corne? What is li terally called or touched by' the call? Upon 
what, exactly, does the call have bearing? What is borne in such a call, what is 

transmitted by it? Actually, i t  becomes immediately apparent that none of these 
questions i s  truly pertinent , or rather that the logico-linguistics in function of which 
they are se t  out is basically inadequate and that it is therefore impossible to translate 

simply, in terms of call,  utterances applicable to Rede in general . What the call 
touches, what i t  " immediately" encounters , ,is of course Dasein, but Dasein in  the 
diminished sense that i t  always already possesses of itself in the midst of middling 

and daily preoccupation .  The one who is called is indeed each time myself, but in 
the sense of a "they-self, " since if i t  is incited to anything, i t  i s  always toward the 
Self, "with a view to oneself that is one's own . "  Conscience calls only to convoke 
Dasein, to 

'
itself, that is  to say, to its ownmost potentiality-for-Being. Aside from 

this it says nothing. 36 The call (Anruf) towards the ownmost being-able-to-be is pro

vocation (vor rufen) : it projects Dasein towards the possibility of the self. But 
inasmuch as, by the calling, Dasein is  tom from its native loss in the "They , " to 

the extent that the call has always already gone ahead (iibergehen) of the current 
and continuous (zumeist-zunachst) understanding of Dasein, start ing from the 
world of care , the silent voice of conscience is also what makes Dasein essentially 
foreign to i tself. 

The foreignness corresponds to the essential indetermination of who/what calls : 
"The author  of the c al l  absolutely eludes all possible identification . ,,37 This indeter
minability , or, better, this disidenti fication, is a constituent feature of the call .  I t  
calls ,  or  again ,  the  cal l  calls. The c aller coincides with the  call , as  cal l  made to-. 
Heidegger takes great care to d isallow anything that could correspond to any 
transit ive structure wh atever of the call .  The call does not seek to be listened to 
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except as such :  no transcendent sollicitation is seeking to open a path by means of 
it to the core of conscience. The call is not a calling of anything, and nothing is 
calling. Or rather something is !  But the only conceivable answer is then the 
following: "The Dasein in conscience is calling itself. " And this amounts to saying 
also that the question "Who/What calls?" merely repeats in  another form the 
question that has ,  since paragraph 25, been the leading one: Who is Dasein? 
However, i t  is important to be particularly vigilant here: this proximity of the call 
and the one called-the call in the sense that Dasein calls itself-does not in any 
manner authorize the pure and simple identification of the caller with the one who 

is summoned . Indeed , one of the constituent features of the call being consi dered 

is precisely also that "it calls contrary to all expectation and even agai nst our 
will. ,,38 The call is all powelful;  it allows none to elude it, even if  the caller is 

impossible to identify by worldly criteria. If the call comes from me, i t  also comes 
as a fall ing upon me . 39 The voice that calls gives the figure or forewarning of the 
other in  me; i t  is like "a foreign force surging up inside Dasein. " Emphasizi n g  the 
uncanny (unheimlich) character of what calls, Heidegger asks , "And what if  Dasein 
rediscovering i tself at the base of its own strangeness were the one wholwhich sends 
the call i nto the conscience?" The question, "Who is Dasein?" (asked in paragraphs 
12 and 25) can now double up into the question of the essential indetennination of 

that which calls. The one who/which calls, detenninable in its identity ("who?" 
"what?") by noth ing that is of the order of the world, "is Dasein in i ts uncanniness, 
pri mordial ,  thrown Being in the-world as the 'not-at-home' (das ursprungliche gew
orfene In der Welt sein als Un zuhause)-the naked 'that-it is' thrown into the 

nothingness of the world.
,,40 The voice of conscience, even as it  calls , is always "a 

foreign voice ,"  be it that of the friend, if it i s  true that i t  reveals Dasein in  i ts 
essential strangeness. And yet the voice addresses me; it so deeply concerns me 
that I can say ,  I am this foreign andlor friend's voice. Risen up from within and 
coming u pon me from high above , the call is the voice of ipseity: the echo through 

which the Self is announced in its strangeness and its thrownness .  If indeed the 
one wholwhich calls is nothing worldly, no one/no thing , this does not mean that, 
emanating from no particular individual, the call would impose itself upon all as 
a voice that "would place under universal obligation . "  Such an interpretation would 

rest upon a gross misapprehension:  that which consists of making the call in to an 

" injunction" from the "They. "  For it  is of vital importance , as emphasized by 
Heidegger, that we not "mistake the thin partition" ,41 which completely separates 
the uncanny call from all the injunctions of the "They. "  Insofar as it always appeals 
to my own potentiali ty for Being, the call implies in its turn the structure of the 

lemeinigkeit . I am-the One to whom the call is addressed. The voice of conscience 
addresses i tself to me, i t  is  to me, because it  goes ahead of me in the direction of 

my potentiali ty-for Being and comes from that being that I am each time myself. 
Here let us posit ,  without being able to demonstrate i t ,  that with the so called 

Kehre , everything revolves around the voice and the listeni�g to what is addressed 
to us-mankind-the "called . "  The lectures on HoIderl in ,  in the mid 1930s , as 
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well as the Beitrage zur Ph.ilosophie ( 1937-38)-which sketch out the politically 
decisive determination of the "people" as "voice"-initiate a movement of thought 
that was to find particularly clear expression in the Nachwort of 1943 , which was 
added to the inaugural lesson at Freiburg, What is Metaphysics? Heidegger indeed 
returns in them to anguish as the fundamental affective disposi tion, characterized 
from that time as "experience [Eifahrung] of being as of the other of all beings . "  
Such a n  experience offers itself t o  u s  only i f  w e  are resolved and disposed to receive 
what nothingness destines to us (zuschicken), that is ,  if "we do not hide from the 
silent voice that disposes us to the fear of the abyss .  ,,42 Essential angu ish is ,  as in 
Being and Time, and as in the 1929 lecture , determined as Stimmung , "disposi
tion , "  "affective tonal ity , "  related to being/nothingness ; however, the disposition 
(Stimmung) must understand itself now as "die von jener Sti mme gestimmte Stim
mung": and this gives to the Stimmung its own determination and tone ,  the si lent 
voice of being. It  i s  part of the determination and destining of man that he should 
let himself be claimed by this voice. Touched by the voice of being, man can 
"experience the marvel of marvels :  that being is. " Thus exposed to the address of 
being, summoned to satisfy its "claim" (Anspruch) , man is essentially der Gerufene: 
the called. 43 

The co-belonging of being and man (better, of the Dasein in man) , first attested 
to in being-towards-death , the anticipation, the voice of conscience, may also be 
in terpreted as "obedience" (ZlLgelWrigkeit) : situated with in obedience to being, 
required by it ,  attentive to i ts calling, man is the one who responds to the call, who 
answers for i t  and by that fact allows being to unfold in presence. If to be (sein) 
means to enter and unfold in presence (A nwesen) , the latter, as presence to, 
presented or addressed to, is at base Geheiss , injunction, destiny . 44  To be man is 
now to hear the call , obey the injunction, belong to the rufendes Geheiss , 45 which 
is the condition that makes all listening possible . It is in the 1955 text The Question 
of Being that Heidegger dares to strike out-with a mark like the Cross of Saint 
Andrew-the name of being; this scratching out �, which does not erase 
anything, but rather adds the sign of the fourfold (Geviert) to the most ancient 
"word" of philosophy, is also destined to draw all the consequences of the co
appurtenance "Being-Mankind . "  If being, thought through as A nwesen, Geheiss , 
Stimme, rufendes Geheiss , . . . , must be interpreted as "correspondence , "  "co
belongi ng" of a "call" and of a "listening" or an "obedience, ,,46 then the name of 
being must be as resolutely abandoned as that of man. Now the name charged with 
saying the essence of man as Dasein, after being had itself been crossed out, is 
precisely the name inscri bed on him by death : mortal . 

The finitude that characterizes "mankind,"  properly speaking, in his relation to 
bei ng: "man" is finite (he dies) ,  because he has reference to being. This  reference 

(Bezug, Seinsbezug), constituent of man as Da-sein, is first that of the "There must" 
(Bra.uch, brauchen) , 47 which is to say the injunction as well as the call . To be mortal 
is not to h ave some day to cease to live , but to be claimed, to be touched by the 
injunction .  In a passage included in the Zollikoner Seminare , Heidegger again 
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emphasized in 1 968 the centrality of what one may call the mortal difference : ''The 
difference of being and of beings belongs to the reference that relates to being. But 
to experience this difference implies experiencing what is  not beings [what is  
nothing of beings] .  The fundamental experience of this 'not being' (Nicht das 
Seiende) is given i n  the stroke that relates to death (Bezug zum Tode) , in mortality, 
if it is true that death is the dis-cease of beings (Abschied vom Seiendem) . ,,48 

This proximity of the difference (Unterschied) and of the dis-cease (Abschied) is 
only recalled here as the sign of a study still to be pursued: that of the strict 
articulation between the ultimate determination of language (or of the Wesen der 
Sprache) as "relation of all relations,,49; and of death as recollection, reserve, 
sanctuary, holy of holies, where, sheltered and guarded, is  found at the depths and 
as it were at the heart of Verbergung-occultation , concealment-the secret of 
deoccultation and of unsheltering: from aletheia to the heart of lethe . 50 
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A Philosophical Concept 

Gilles Deleuze 

A phi losophical concept fulfills several functions in fields of thought that are 
themselves defined by internal variables. There are also external variables (states 
of things ,  moments in history) , in a complex relation with the internal variables 
and the functions. This means that a concept does not die s imply when one wants 
it to, but only when new functions in new fields discharge i t .  This is also why it is 
never very interesting to criticize a concept: it is better to build the new functions 
and discover the new fields that make it useless or inadequate . 

The concept of subject does not escape these rules. It has for a long time fulfilled 
two functions,  first,  a function of universalization in a field where the universal was 
no longer represented by objective essentials , but by acts , noetic or l inguistic . 
Thus,  Hume marks one of the principal moments in a philosophy of the subject, 
because he calls upon acts that go beyond the given data (What happens when I 
say "always" or "necessary"?).  The corresponding field , then, is not exactly the 
field of knowledge, but rather the field of "belief' as a new basis for knowledge. 
Under what conditions can a belief be considered legitimate ,  whenever I venture 
to say more than is given to me to know? Second,  the subject fulfills a function of 
individuation in a field where the individual can no longer be a thing or a soul ,  but 
is instead a person , alive and sentient, speaking and spoken to (I-You) . Are these 
two aspects of the subject, the universal "I" and the individual "me , "  necessarily 
l inked? Even if they are , isn't there a conflict between them, and how might it be 
solved? All these questions actuate what has been called the philosophy of the 
subject ,  already with Hume, and also with Kant, who confronts an "I" as the 
determination of time and a "me" as determinable in time . Again with Husserl ,  
similar questions will be asked in the last of the Cartesian Meditations.  

Can we find new functions and variables able to bring about a change? Functions 
of singularization have invaded I.he field of knowledge , thanks to new vari ables of 
space-time . By singulari ty, we mean not only something that opposes the universal , 
but also some element that can be extended close to another, so as to obtain a 
connection; it is a singularity in the mathematical sense . Knowledge and even 
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belief have then a tendency to be replaced by notions l ike "arrangement" or 
"contrivance" (in French, agencement and dispositif) that indicate an emission and 
a distribution of singularities. Such emissions, of the "cast of the dice" kind , 
constitute a transcendental field without subject. The multiple becomes a substan
tive-Multiplicity-and philosophy is a theory of multiplicities that refers to no 
subject as preliminary unity. What becomes important is not what is true or false , 
but the singular and the regular, the remarkable and the ordinary . The function of 
singularity replaces that of universality (in a new field in which there is no use for 
the universal) . This can be seen even in law: the judicial notion of "case" or 
"jurisprudence" dismisses the universal to the benefit of emissions of singularities 
and functions of prolongation. A conception of law based upon juri sprudence does 
not need any "subject" of rights. Conversely , a philosophy without subject has a 
conception of law based on jurisprudence. 

Correlatively, types of individuation that were not personal may have imposed 
themselves . We wonder about what makes the individuality of an event: a life, a 
season, a wind , a battle, S o'clock . . . .  We can call ecceities or hecceities these 
individuations that no longer constitute persons or "egos . "  And the question arises : 
Are we not such ecceities rather than "egos"? Anglo-American philosophy and 
literature are parti�ularly interesting from this point of view because they are 
conspicuous for their inabili ty to find a sense to give to the word "me" other than 
that of a grammatical fiction. The events raise very complex questions about 
composition and decomposi tion, about speed and slowness, about latitude and 
longitude, about power and affect. Against all personalism, psychological or l inguis
tic ,  they promote a third person, and even a "fourth person singular," the non
person or It in which we recognize ourselves and our community better than in the 
empty exchanges between an I and a You . In short, we believe that the notion of 
subject has lost much of its interest on behalf of pre-individual singularities and 
non personal individuations. But it is not enough to place concepts in opposi tion to 
one another in order to know which is best; we must confront the field of questions 
to which they are an answer, so as to discover by what forces the problems transform 
themselves and demand the constitution of new concepts . Nothing of what the great 
philosophers have written on the subject grows obsolete, but this is why, thanks to 
them, we have other problems to discover, problems that save us from a "return" 
that would only show our incapaci ty to follow them. Here, the position of philosophy 
is not fundamentally different from that of science or art. 
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"Eating Well ," or the 
Calculation of the Subject : 

An Interview with Jacques Derrida 

Jacques Derrida: From your question one might p ick out two ph rases : firs t ,  "Who 
comes after the subject?" the "who" perhaps already pointing toward a grammar 
that would no longer be subjected to the subject; and , second , "a prevalent discourse 
of recent date concludes wi th its [the subject's] simple liquidation . "  

Now should w e  not take an init ial precaution with regard to the doxa, which in 
a certain way d ic tates the very formulation of the question? This precaution would 
not be a crit ique .  It is no doubt necessary to refer to such a doxa, should it only 
be to analyze it and possibly disqualify it . The question "Who comes after the 
subject?" (this time I emphasize the "after") implies that for a certain philosophical 
opinion today ,  in i ts most visible configuration, something named "subj ect" can be 
identified , as its alleged passing might also be identified i n  certain  identi fiable 
thoughts or d iscourses .  This "opinion" is cohfused. The confusion consists at least 
in a clumsy mixing up of a number of discursive strategies .  If over the last twenty
five years in France the most notorious of these strategies have in fact led to a kind 
of discussion around "the question of the subject ,"  none of them has sought to 

"liquidate" anything ( I  don't know moreover to what philosophical concept this 

word might correspond , a word that I understand more readily in  other codes : 
finance, crime ,  terrorism,  civil  or political criminality ;  one only speaks of "liquida
tion" therefore from the posit ion of the law, indeed, the police). The di agnostic of 

"liquidation" exposes in general an i llusion and an offence. It accuses: they tried 
to "liqu idate , " they thought they could do it, we will not let them do it. The 

di agnost ic  implies the refore a promise: we will do justice, we will save or rehabi li tate 

the subj ect. A slogan therefore : a return to the subject,  the return of the subject.  
FUl1hermore , one would have to ask, to put it  very briefly, if the stmcture of every 
subject is not consti tuted i n  the poss ibility of this kind of repeti t ion one calls a 
return , and more im portant, if this stmcture is not essentially before the law, the 

rel ation to law and th e  experience, if there is any , of the law, but let's leave this .  

Translated by Peter Connor and Avi lal RoneH 
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Let's take some examples of this confusion , and also some proper names that might  
serve as indices to help us along. Did Lacan "liquidate" the subject? No. The 
decentered "subject" of which he speaks certainly doesn't have the traits of the 
classical subject (thought even here, we'd have to take a closer look . . .  ), though 
it remains indispensable to the economy of the Lacanian theory. It is also a correlate 
of the law. 

Jean Luc Nancy: Lacan is perhaps the only one to insist on keeping the 
name . . .  

JD: Perhaps not the only one in fact. We will speak later on about Philippe 
Lacoue-Labarthe ,  but we might note already that Althusser's theory, for example , 
seeks to discredi t  a certain authority of the subject only by acknowledging for the 
instance of the "subject" an irreducible place in a theory of ideology , an ideology 
that, mutatis mutandis , is just as irreducible as the transcendental illusion in the 
Kantian dialectic .  This place is that of a subject constituted by interpellation, by 
its being-interpellated (again being-before-the-law, the subject as a subject sub
jected to the law and held responsible before it). As  for Foucault's discourse,  there 
would be different . things to say according to the stages of its development. In h is  
case, we would appear to have a history of subjectivi ty that, in spite of certain 
massive declarations about the effacement of the figure of man , certainly never 
consisted in "liquidating" the Subject. And in his last phase, there again, a return 
of mortality and a certain ethical subject .  For these three discourses (Lacan, 
Althusser, Foucault) and fol' some of the thinkers they privilege (Freud , Marx, 
Nietzsche) , the subject can be re-interpreted , restored, re-inscribed , i t  certainly 
isn't "liquidated . "  The question "who, "  notably in Nietzsche, strongly reinforces 
this point. This is also true of Heidegger, the principal reference or target of the 
doxa we are talking about .  The ontological question that deals with the Jubjectum, 

in its Cartesian and post-Cartesian forms,  is  anything but a liquidation. 

J LN: For Heidegger, nevertheless, the epoch that comes to a close as the epoch 
of metaphysics, and that perhaps closes epochality as such ,  is the epoch of the 
metaphysics of subjectivity, and the end of philosophy is then the exiling of the 
metaphysics of subjectivity . . .  

JD: But this "exiting" is not an exit ,  i t  cannot be compared to a passage beyond 
or a lapsing, even to a "liquidation ."  

J LN: No,  but  I can't see in Heidegger what thread in  the thematic or  the 
problematic of the subject still remains to be drawn out , pos itively or affirmatively, 
whereas I can see i t  if it's a question of truth, if i t's a question of manifestat ion , a 
question of the phenomenon . . . 

JD: Yes. But two things : The very summary exposition that I have just ventured 
was a quick response , precisely, to whatever summariness there might be in this 
doxa that doesn't go to the trouble of analyzing, up close ,  in a differentiated manner, 
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the differential strategies of all these treatments of the "subject ."  We could have 
chosen examples closer to liS, but let's move on . The effect of the doxa consists in 
saying: all these philosophers think they have put the subject behind them . . . 

J LN: So i t  would now be a matter of going back to i t ,  and that's the slogan . 

JD: It's the effect of the slogan I was getting at. Second thing: what you called 
the "thread to be drawn" in  Heidegger, perhaps follows , among other paths, that 
of an analogy (to be treated very cautiously) between the function of the Dasein in 
Being and Time and the function of the subject in an ontological-transcendental , 
i ndeed , ethico-juridical setting. Dasein cannot be reduced to a subjectivity, cer
tainly, but the existential analytic  still retains the formal traits of every transcenden
tal analytic .  Dasein, and what there is in it that answers to the question "Who?" 
comes to occupy, no doubt displacing lots of other things , the place of the "subject, " 
the cogito or the classical "Ich denke. " From these , it retains certain essential traits 
(freedom, resolute-decision, to take up this old translation again, a relation or 
presence to self, the "call" [Ruj] toward a moral conscience, responsibility, primor
dial imputability or guilt [Schuldig.�ein] etc . ) .  And whatever the movements of 
Heideggerian thought "after" Being and Time and "after" the existential analytic ,  
they left nothing "behind ,"  "liquidated. " 

J-LN: What you are aiming at in my question then is the "coming after" as 
leading to something false, dangerous . . .  

JJ): Your question echoes , for legi timate strategic reasons, a discourse of "opin
ion" that, i t  seems to me, one must begin by cri tiquing or deconstructing. I wouldn't 
agree to enter into a d i scussion where it  was imagined that one knew what the 
subjcct is ,  where i t  would go without saying that this "character" is the same for 
Marx, Nietzsche , Freud,  Heidegger, Lacan, Foucault, Althusser, and others , who 
would somehow all be in agreement to "liquidate" it. For me, the discussion would 
begin to get interesting when,  beyond the vested confusion of this doxa, one gets 
to a more serious , more essential question. For example, if throughout all these 
different s trategies the "subject , "  wi thout having been "liquidated ,"  has been re
interpreted , displaced , decentered , re inscribed, then, first :  what becomes of those 
problematics  that seemed to presuppose a classical determination of the subject 
(objectivity, be it scientific or other-ethical ,  legal , political, etc . ) ,  and second: 
who or what "answers" to the question "who"? 

J-LN: For me, "who" desi gnated a place, that place "of the subject" that appears 
preci sely through deconstruction itself. What is the place that Dasein, for example, 
comes to occupy? 

JD: To elaborate this question along topological lines ("What is the place of the 
subj ect?") , i t  would perhaps be necessary to give up before the impossible , that is 
to say , before the attempt to reconsti tute or reconstruct that which has already been 
deconstructed (and which,  moreover, has deconstructed "itself, " an expression 
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that encapsulates the whole difficulty) and ask ourselves , rather: What are wc 
designating, in  a tradition that one would have to identify in a rigorous way (le t 's 
say for the moment the one that runs from Descartes to Kant and to Husserl) under 
the concept of subject ,  in  such a way that once certain predicates have been 
deconstructed, the uni ty of the concept and the name are rad ically affected? These 
pred icates would be, for example , the sub jective structure as the being thrown
or under-lying-of the substance or of the substratum, of the hypokeimenon, with 

its quali ties of s tance or stability , of permanent presence, of sustained relation to 
self, everything that links the "subject" to conscience , to humanity ,  to his tory . . .  
and above all to the law, as subject subjected to the law, subject to the law in  i ts 
very autonomy, to ethical or juridical law, to political law or power, to order 
(symbol ic or not) . . .  

J LN: Are you proposing that the question be reformulated ,  keeping the name 

"subjec t , " but now used i n  a positive sense? 

JD: Not necessarily . I would keep the name provisionally as an index for the 
discussion , but I don't see the necessity of keeping the word "subject" at any price, 
especially if the c9ntext and conventions of discourse risk re- introducing precisely 
what is in  question . 

J LN: I don't see how you can keep the name without enormous mi sunder
standings .  But in lieu of the "subject ,"  there is something like a place, a unique 
point of passage . It's like the writer for Blanchot: place of passage, of the emi ss ion 
of a voice that captures the "murmur" and detaches i tself from i t ,  but that is never 
an "author" i n  the class ical sense. How might one name th is  place? The question 
"who" seems to keep something of the subject , perhaps . . . 

JD: Yes . 

J LN: But the "what" is no better; what about "process, " "functioning ,"  "text" 

JD: In the case of the text , I wouldn' t say a "what" . 

J LN: Can you be more prec ise? 

JD: Yes , a little later, that can wai t .  I assumed , rather naively , that in our 
discuss ion here we would try to bypass the work that we have both done concern ing 

the "subject . " That of course is impossible ; in fact , it's idiotic .  We will refer to this 
later. Yes, i t's idiotic. Moreover, one could pu t the subject in  i ts subject ivi ty on 
stage , submit i t  to the stage as the idiot (the innocent, the proper, the virgi n ,  the 
originary ,  the native , the naive , the great beginning: just as great , as erect ,  and as 
autonomous as submissive, etc . ) . 

In the text or in writing, slIch as I have tried to analyze them at least, there is ,  
I wou ldn ' t say a place (and this is a whole question, this topology of a certain 
locatable non place, at once necessary and undiscoverable) but an instance {without 
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stance ,  a "wi thout" without negativity) for the "who , "  a "who" besieged by the 
problemati c  of the trace and of dijJerance, of affirmation, of the signature and of 
the so called "proper" name, of the je{ elt (above all subject, object, proj ect) , as 
destinerring of m iss ive . I have tried to elaborate this problematic around numerous 
examples . 

Let's go bac k  a little and start out again from the question "who?" (I note first 
of all in passing that to substi tute a very indeterminate "who" for a "subject" 
overburdened with metaphysica l determinations is perhaps not enough to bring 
about  any decisive d isplacement . In the expression the "question 'Who'?" the 
emphasis might  well later fall on the word "question. "  Not only in order to ask who 
asks the question or on the subject of whom the question is asked (so much does 
syntax decide the answer in advance), but to ask if there is a subjec t ,  no, a "who,"  
before be ing able to  ask questions about i t .  I don't yet  know who can ask h imself 
th is nor how. But one can already see several possibil i ties opening up:  the "who" 
migh t be there before, as the power to ask questions (this, in the end , is how 
He idegger identifies the Dasein and comes to choose it as the exemplary guid ing 
threat in the question of Being) or else it might be, and this comes down to the 
same th ing , what is made poss ible by its power (by its being able to ask ques tions 
about i tself (Who is who? Who is it?) .  But there is another possibility that interests 
me more at this point :  it overwhelms the question itself, re inscribes it in the 
experience of an "affirmation , "  of a "yes" or of an "en-gage" (this is the word I use 
in De l'esprit to describe Zusage, lhat acquiescing to language, to the mark, that 
the most primordial question implies), that "yes, yes'" that answers before even 
being able to formulate a question, that is responsible without autonomy ,  before 
and in view of all possible autonomy of the who-subject, etc. The relation to self, 
in this situation, can only be diferance, that is to say alterity , or trace . Not only 
is the obligation not lessened in this si tuation , but, on the contrary, it finds in it 
its only possibility, which is nei ther subjective nor human. Which doesn't mean 
that i t  is  i nhuman or without subject, but that it is out of this d islocated affirmation 
(thus wi thout "firmness" or "closed ness") that someth ing l ike the subject ,  man, or 
whoe�er i t  might be can take shape. I now close this long parenthes is . )  

Let's g o  back.  What are w e  aiming at i n  the deconstruct ions of the "subject" 
when we ask ourselves what, in the structure of the classical subj ect , conti nues to 
be required by the question "Who?" 

In addit ion to what we have just  named (the proper name in exappropriation , 
si gnature , or affirmation without closure , trace , diferance from self, destinerrance ,  
etc . ) , I would add something that remains required by both the  definition of 
the class ical subject and by these latter nonclassical motifs ,  namely ,  a certain 
respons,:bility. The singulari ty of the "who" is not the indiv idual i ty  of a th ing  that 
would be identical to itself, i t  is  nol an atom. It is a s in gularity that dis locates or 
d iv ides i tself in gathering i tself together to answer to the other, whose cal l  somehow 

precedes i ts own identification with i tself, for to th is call I can only answer, have 
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already answered ,  even if 1 th i nk 1 am answering "no" (I try to  explai n th i s  
elsewhere , notably in  Uly.�se Gramophone) . 

Here , no doubt,  begins the l ink with the larger questions of ethical ,  j uridical, 
and political responsibil i ty around which the metaphysics of subjectivity is consti
tuted . But if one is to avoid too hastily reconsti tuting the program of thi s  metaphysic 
and suffering from its surrepti tious constraints , i t's best to proceed more slowly and 
not rush into these words . . .  

J LN: For me, the subject is above all , as in Hegel, "that which can retain i n  

itself its own contradiction. " I n  the deconstruction o f  this "property , "  i t  seems to 
me that the " that which , "  the "what" of the "i tself' brings forth the place, and the 
question , of a "who" that would no longer be "in i tself' in this way . A who that 
wou ld no longer have this property , but that would nevertheless be a who. I t  is 

"him/her" I want to question here. 

JD : Still on a preliminary level, let's not forget Nietzsche's precautions regarding 
what migh t l ink metaphysics and grammar. These precautions need to be duly 
adjusted and problematized , but they remain necessary . What we are seeking with 
the question "Who?" perhaps no longer stems from grammar, from a relative or 
in terrogative pronoun that always refers back to the grammatical function of subject. 
How can we get away from this contract between the grammar of the subject or 

substant ive and the ontology of substance or subject? The different singularity that 
I named perhaps does not even correspond to the grammatical form "who" in a 
sentence wherein "who" is the subject of a verb coming after the subject, etc .  On 

the other hand,  if Freudian thought has been consequential in the decentering of 
the subj ec t  we have been tal king about so much these last years ,  is the "ego,"  in 
the elements of the topic or in the distribution of the positions of the unconscious,  
the only answer to the question "Who?"? And if so, what would be the consequences 
of this? 

Henceforth ,  if  we might retain the motif of "singularity" for a moment , i t  is 

neither certain nor a priori necessary that "singularity" be translated by "who ,"  or 
remain the privilege of the "who. " At the very moment in which they marked , let 
us say, their  mistrust for substantialist or subjectivist metaphysics, Heidegger and 

Nietzsche ,  whatever serious differences there may be between the two, continued 
to endorse the question "Who?" and subtracted the "who" from the deconstruction 
of the subject .  Dut we might still  ask ourselves just how legi ti m ate this i s .  

Conversely, and to multiply the preliminary precautions s o  as no t  to  neglect the 
essential entanglement of this strange history, how can one forge t  that even in  the 
most marked transcendential idealism, that of Husserl , even where the ori gin 
of the wol'ld is described, after the phenomenologi cal reduction , as originary 
conscioll sness i n  the form of the ego , even in a phenome nology that determi nes thc 

Being of beings as an object in general for a subject in general , even in  this 
great phi losophy of the transcenden tal subject, the interminable genetic (so called 
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passive) analyses of the ego, of time and of the alter ego lead back to a pre
egological and pre-subjectivist zone. There is, therefore, at the heart of what passes 
for and presents itself as a transcendential idealism, a horizon of questioning that 
is no longer dictated by the egological form of subjectivity or intersubjectivity. On 
the French philosophical scene, the moment when a certain central hegemony of 
the subject was being put into question again in the 1960s was also the moment 
when, phenomenology still being very present, people began to become interested 
in those places in Husserl's discourse where the egological and more generally the 
subjective form of the transcendental experience appeared to be more constituted 

than constitutive-in sum, as much grounded as precarious. The question of time 
and of the other became linked to this transcendental passive genesis . . . 

J-LN: Still, it was by penetrating into this Husserlian constitution, by "forcing" 
it, that you began your own work . . . 

JD: It is within, one might say (but it is precisely a question of the effraction of 
the within) the living present, that Urform of the transcendental experience, that 
the subject conjoins with nonsubject or that the ego is marked, without being able 
to have the originary and presentative experience of it, by the non-ego and especially 
by the alter ego. The alter ego cannot present itself, cannot become an originary 
presence for the ego. There is only an analogical a-presentatio� [appresentation] of 
the alter ego. The alter ego can never be given "in person,"  it resists in principle 
the principles of phenomenology-namely, the intuitive given of originary presence. 
This dislocation of the absolute subject from the other and from time neither comes 
about, nor leads beyond phenomenology, but, rather, if not in it, then at least on 
its border, on the very line of its possibility. It was in the 1950s and 1960s, at the 
moment when an interest in these difficulties developed in a very different way 
(Levinas ,  Tran Duc Tao, myself)2 and following moreover other trajectories (Marx, 
Nietzsche, Freud, Heidegger) , that the centrality of the subject began to be dis
placed and this discourse of "suspicion,"  as some were saying then, began to be 
elaborated in its place. But if certain premises are to be found "in" Husserl, I'm 
sure that one could make a similar demonstration in Descartes, Kant, and Hegel. 
Concerning Descartes ,  one could discover, following the directions of your own 
work,3  similar aporia, fictions,  and fabrications . Not identical ones, but similar 
ones. This would have at least the virtue of de-simplifying, of "de-homogenizing" 
the reference to something like The Subject. There has never been The Subject for 
anyone, that's what I wanted to begin by saying. The subject is a fable, as you 
have shown, but to concentrate on the elements of speech and conventional 
fiction that such a fable presupposes is not to stop taking it seriously (it is the 
serious itself) . . . 

J LN: Everything you have recalled here comes down to emphasizing that there 
is not, nor has there ever been any presence to-self that would not call into question 
the distance from self that this presence demands. "To deconstruct," here, comes 
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down to showing this distance at the very heart of presence, and , in so doing, 
prevents us from simply separating an outdated "metaphysics of the subject" from 
another thinking that would be, altogether, elsewhere. However, something has 
happened, there has been a history both of the thinking of the subject and of its 
deconstruction. What Heidegger determined as the "epoch" of subjectivity ,  has 
this taken place, or has the "subject" always been only a surface effect, a fallout 
that one cannot impute to the thinkers? But in that case, what is Heidegger talking 
about when he talks about subjectivity? 

JD: An enormous question. I'm not sure that I can approach it head on. To the 
degree I can subscribe to the Heideggerian discourse on the subject, I have always 
been a little troubled by the Heideggerian delimitation of the epoch of subjectivity. 
His questions about the ontological inadequacy of the Cartesian view of subjectivity 
seem to me no doubt necessary but inadequate, notably in regard to what would link 
subjectivity to representation, and the subject-object couple to the presuppositions of 
the principle of reason in its Leibnizian formulation. I have tried to explain this 
elsewhere. The repudiation of Spinoza seems to me to be s ignificant. Here is a 
great rationalism that does not rest on the principle of reason (inasmuch as in 
Leibniz this principle privileges both the final cause and representation) . Spinoza's 
substantialist rationalism is a radical critique of both finalism �nd the (Cartesian) 
representative determination of the idea; it is not a metaphysics of the cogito or of 
absolute subjectivity. The import of this repudiation is all the greater and more sig
nificant in that the epoch of subjectivity detennined by Heidegger is also the epoch 
of the rationality or the techno-scientific rationalism of modern metaphysics . . . 

J-LN: But if the repudiation of Spinoza stems precisely from his having distanced 
himself from what was dominant elsewhere, does that not confinn this domination? 

JD: It's not Spinoza's case that is most important to me. Heidegger defines a 
modern hegemony of the subject of representation or of the principle of reason . 
Now if his delimitation is effected through an unjustified repudiation,  it is the 
interpretation of the epoch that risks becoming problematic .  And so everything 
becomes problematic in this discourse. And I would graft on another remark at this 
point. We were speaking of dehiscence, of intrinsic dislocation, of dif!erance, of 
destinerrance, etc. Some might say: but what we call "subject" is not the absolute 
origin, pure will, identity to self, or presence to self of consciousness but precisely 
this noncoincidence with self. This is  a riposte to which we'll have to return. By 
what right do we call this "subject"? By what right, conversely, can we be forbidden 
from calling this "subject"? I am thinking of those today who would try to reconstruct 
a discourse around a subject that would not be predeconstructive, around a subject 
that would no longer include the figure of mastery of self, of adequation to self, 
center and origin of the world, etc. . . . but which would define the subject rather 
as the finite experience of nonidentity to self, as the underivable interpellation 
inasmuch as it comes from the other, from the trace of the other, with all the 
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paradoxes or the aporia of being before the Iaw, etc . Perhaps we'll pick this up 
again later on. For the moment, since we're speaking of Heidegger, let me add 
this .  I believe in the force and the necessity (and therefore in a certain irreversibility) 
of the act by which Heidegger substitutes a certain concept of Dasein for a concept 
of subject still too marked by the traits of the being as vorhanden, and hence by an 
interpretation ojtime, and insufficiently questioned in its ontological structure. The 
consequences of this displacement are immense, no doubt we have not yet measured 
their extent. There's no question of laying these out here in an improvised manner, 
but I simply wanted to note this: the time and space of this displacement opened 
up a gap, marked a gap, they left fragile, or recalled the essential ontological 
fragility of the ethical ,  juridical, and political foundations of democracy and of 
every discourse that one can oppose to national socialism in all its forms (the 
"worst" ones, or those that Heidegger and others might have thought of opposing) . 
These foundations were and remain essentially sealed within a philosophy of the 
subject. One can quickly perceive the question, which might also be the task: can 
one take into account the necessity of the existential analytic and what it shatters in 
the subject and tum towards an ethics, a politics (are these words still appropriate?), 
indeed an "other" democracy (would it still be.a democracy?),

. 
in  any case towards 

another type of responsibility that safeguards against what a moment ago I very quickly 
called the "worst?" Don't expect from me an answer in the waYof a formula. I think 
there are a certain number of us who are working for just this, arid it can only take 
place by way of a long and slow trajectory. It cannot depend on a speculative decree, 
even less on an opinion. Perhaps not even on philosophical discursivity. 

Having said this, whatever the force,  the necessity, or the irreversibility of the 
Heideggerian gesture, the point of departure for the existential analytic remains 
tributary of precisely what it puts into question. Tributary in this respect-I am 
picking this out of the network of difficulties that I have associated with it at the 
beginning of OJ Spirit (on the question of the question, technology, animality, and 
epochality)-which is intimately linked to the axiom of the subject: the chosen 
point of departure, the entity exemplary for a reading of the meaning of Being, is 
the entity that we are, we the questioning entities, we who, in that we are open to 
the question of Being and of the being of the entity we are, have this relation to 
self that is lacking in everything that is not Dasein. Even if Dasein is not the 
subject, this point of departure (which is moreover assumed by Heidegger as 
ontologico-phenomenological) remains analogous, in its "logic," to what he inherits 
in undertaking to deconstruct it. This isn't a mistake, it's no doubt an indispensable 
phase, but now . . . 

J LN: I'd like to point something out to you: a moment ago you were doing 
everything to dismiss , to d isperse the idea of a "classic" problematic of the subject. 
Now you are targeting in Heidegger that which would remain tributary of the 
c lassical thinking or position of the subject. That seems a bit contradictory . . .  

JD: I didn't say "there is no problematic of the subject ,"  but rather that it cannot 
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be reduced to a homogeneity. This does not preclude, on the contrary, seeking to 
define certain analogies or common sources, provided that one takes into account 
the differences . For example, the point of departure in a structure of relation to self 
as such and of reappropriation seems to me to be common just as much to transcen
dental idealism, to speculative idealism as the thinking of absolute subjectivity , as 
it is to the existential analytic that proposes its deconstruction. Being and Time 
always concerns those possibilities most proper to Dasein in its Eigentlichkeit, 
whatever the singularity may be of this "propriation" that is not, in fact,  a subjectiva
tion. Moreover, that the point of departure of the existential analytic is the Dasein 
privileges not only the rapport to self but also the power to ask questions. Now I 
have tried to show (Of Spirit, p. 129, n. 5, sq) what this presupposed and what 
could come about, even in Heidegger, when this privilege of the question was 
complicated or displaced. To be brief, I would say that it is in the relation to the 
"yes" or to the Zusage presupposed in every question that one must seek a new 
(postdeconstructive) determination of the responsibility of the "subject. " But it 
always seems to me to be more worthwhile, once this path has been laid down, to 
forget the word to some extent. Not to forget it, it is unforgettable, but to rearrange 
it, to subject it to the laws of a context that it no longer dominates from the center. 
In other words, no longer to speak about it, but to write it, to write "on" it as on 
the "subjectile ,"  for example. 4 

In insisting on the as such, I am pointing from afar to the inevitable return of a 
distinction between the human relation to self, that is to say, that of an entity 
capable of conscience, of language, of a relation to death as such, etc. , and a 
nonhuman relation to self, incapable of the phenomenological as such-and once 
again we are back to the question of the animal. 5 The distinction between the animal 
(which has no or is not a Dasein) and man has nowhere been more radical nor more 
rigorous than in Heidegger. The animal will never be either a subject or a Dasein. 
It doesn't have an unconscious either (Freud) , nor a rapport to the other as other, 
no more than there is an animal face (Levinas). It is from the standpoint of Dasein 
that Heidegger defines the humanity of man. 

Why have I rarely spoken of the "subject" or of "subjectivity ," but rather, here 
and there , only of "an effect" of "subjectivity"? Because the discourse on the 
subject, even if it locates difference, inadequation, the dehiscence within auto
affection, etc. , continues to  link subjectivity with man . Even if it acknowledges 
that the "animal" is capable of auto-affection (etc . ) ,  this discourse nevertheless 
does not grant it subjectivity- and this concept thus remains marked by all the 
presuppositions that I have just recalled. Also at stake here of course is responsibil
ity, freedom, truth, ethics, and· law. 

The "logic" of the trace or of difJerance determines this re appropriation as an 
ex-appropriation. Re-appropriation necessarily produces the opposite of what it  
apparently aims for. Ex-appropriation is not what is proper to man. One can 
recognize its differential figures as soon as there is a relation to self in its most 
elementary form (but for this very reason there is no such  thing as elementary) . 
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J-LN: When you decide not to limit a potential "subjectivity" to man, why do 
you then limit yourself simply to the animal? 

JD: Nothing should be excluded . I said "animal" for the sake of convenience 
and to u s e  a reference that is as classical as it is  dogmatic . The difference between 
"animal" and "vegetal" also remains problematic. Of course the relation to self in 
ex appropriation is rad ically different (and that's why it requires a th inking of 
dijJirance and not of opposition) in the case of what one calls the "nonliving ,"  the 
"vegetal , " the "animal , "  "man ,"  or "God ."  The question also comes back to the 
d ifference between the living and the nonliving. I have tried to indicate the difficulty 
of this difference in Hegel and Husserl, as well as in Freud and Heidegger. 

J-LN: For my part , in my work on freedom , I was compelled to ask myself if the 
Heideggerian partition between Dasein, on the one side, and , on the other side, 
Vor or Zuhandensein would not reconsti tute a kind of distinction between subject 
and object. 

JD: The categories of Vorhandenheit and Zuhandenheit are also intended to avoid 
those of object (correlate of the subject) and instrument. Dase in is first of all thrown. 
What would link the analytic of Dasein with the heritage of the subject would 
perhaps be more the determination of Dasein as Geworfenheit, its primordial being
thrown , rather than the determination of a subject that would come to be thrown, 
but a being-thrown that would be more primordial than subjectivity and therefore 
[more primordial] than objectivity as well. A passivity that would be more primordial 
than traditional passivity and than Gegenstand (Gegenwuif, the old German word 
for object, keeps this reference to throwing, without s tabilizing it into the stance of 
a stehen) . I refer you to what I have said about the "di sistance,,6 of the subject in 
Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe. I am trying to think through this experience of the 
throwing/being-thrown of the subjectile beyond the Heideggerian protocols about 
which I was just speaking and to l ink it to another thinking of destination ,  of chance 
and of destinerrance (see again "My Chances , ,,7 where I situate a (repudiated) 
relationship between Heidegger and a thinking of the Democritean type) . 

Starting at "birth , "  and possibly even prior to i t , be ing- thrown reappropriates 
itse lf or rather ex-appropriates i tself in forms that are not yet those of the subject or 
the project. The question "who" then becomes: "Who (is) thrown?" "Who becomes
'who' from out of the destinerrance of the being-thrown?" That it is still a mailer 
here of the trace, but also of i terability (cf. my "Limited Inc. ,,0) means that this ex
appropriation cannot be absolutely stabilized in the form of the subject. The subject 
assumes presence, that is to say sub-stance, stasis ,  stance .  Not to be able to 
st.abi lize itself absolutely would mean to be able only to be stabilizing i tself. Ex
appropriation no longer closes i tself; it never total izes itself. One should not take 
these figures for metaphors (metaphoricity implies ex-appropriation) , nor determine 
them according to the grammatical opposition of active/passive. Between the thrown 
and the falling (Verfallen) there is also a possible point of passage . Why is Geworfen
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heit, while never put into question, subsequently given  to marginalization in Heideg 
ger's thinking? This is what, it seems to me, we must continue to ask . And ex 
appropriation does not form a boundary, if one understands by this word a closun 
or a negativity. It implies the irreducibility of the relation to the other. The othe 
resi sts all subjectivation, even to the point of the interiorization-idealization of wha 
one calls the work of mourning. The non-subjectivable in the experience of mourninj 
is what I tried to describe in Glas and in Memoires (for Paul de Man) . There is ,  il 
what you describe in your recent book9 as an experience of freedom, an openinj 
that also resists subjectivation, that is  to say, it resists the modern concept 0 
freedom as subjective freedom. 

J LN: In what you are calling ex-appropriation, inasmuch as i t  does not close il 
on i tself and although i t does not close in on i tself (let us say in  and in spite of it :  
"passivity") is there not also necessarily something on the order of singularity? I 
is in any case something on the order of the singular that I was getting at with m: 
question who. 

JD: Under the heading of Jemeinigkeit, beyond or behind the subjective "self 
or person, there is for Heidegger a singularity, an irreplaceability of that whicl 
remains nonsubstitutable in the structure of Dasein. This amounts to an irreducibll 
singularity or soli tude in Mitsein (which is also a condition of Mitsein) , but i t  is  no 
that of the individual .  This last concept always risks pointing towards both the egl 
and an organic or atomic indivisibility. The Da of D asein singularizes i tself wi thou 
being reducible to any of the categories of human subjectiv ity (self, reasonabll 
being, consciousness , person) , precisely because it is presupposed by all of these 

J LN: You are getting around to the question "Who comes after the subject? '  
reversi ng i t s  form : "Who comes before the subject? . . .  

JD: Yes , but "before" no longer retains any chronological , logical , nor eve) 
ontologico-transcendental meaning, if one takes into account, as I have tried to do 
that which resists the tradit ional schema of ontologico-transcendental questions . 

J-LN: But I still do not understand whether or not you leave a place for th, 
question "Who?" Do you grant it  pertinence or, on the contrary , do you not eve) 
want to pose it, do you want to bypass every question . . .  ? 

JD: What troubles me is what also commands m y  th inking here: it i nvolves th l  
necessity of locating,  wherever one responds to the question "Who?"-not only i l  
telms of the subject, but also i n  terms of Dasein-conceptual opposit ions that hav 
not yet been sufficiently questioned, not even by Heidegger. I referred to this 
moment ago, and this is  what I have been aiming at in all my analyses of Heidegger. I 
In order to recast, if not rigorously re-found a discourse on the "subj ect , "  on tha 
which will hold the place (or replace the place) of the subject (of law, of morality 
of politics-so many categories caught up in the same turbulence) , one has to g 
through the experience of a deconstruction. This d econstruction (we should one 
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again remind those who do not wanl to read) is neither negative nor nihilistic ; it i s  
not  even a pious nihili sm,  as I have heard said. A concept (that is to say also an 
experi ence) of responsibi l i ty comes at this price. We have not finished paying for 
i t .  I am talking about a responsibility that is not deaf to the injunction of thought. 
As you said one day, there is a duty in deconstruction. There has to  be, if there is 
such a thing as duty. The subject, if subject there must be, is to come after this.  

After: not that it takes the rather improbable end of a deconstruction before we 
can assume responsibilit ies !  But in order to describe the origin ,  the meaning, or 
the status of these responsibilities , the concept of subject still remains problematic .  
What I find disturbing is not that it i s  inadequate: it i s  n o  doubt t h e  case that there 
neither can be nor should be any concept adequate to what we call respons ibility. 
Respons ibility carries within i t ,  and must do so, an essential excessiveness. I t  
regulates itself neither on the principle of reason nor on any sort of accountancy . 
To put it rather abruptly, I would say that , among other things, the subject is 
also a principle of calculability- for the political (and even , indeed , for the 
current concept of democracy, which is less clear, less homogenous, and less 
of a given than we believe or claim to believe, and which no doubt needs to 
be rethought, radicalized,  and considered as a thing of the fu ture) , in the 
question of legal and human rights (i ncluding the rights of man, about which 
I would repeat what I have just said about democracy) and in  moral i ty . There 
has to be some calculation,  and this is why I have never held against calculation 
that condescending reticence of "Heideggerian" haughtiness. Still calculation is  
calculat ion .  And if I speak so often of the incalculable and the undecidable it 's 
not out of a s imple predilection for play nor in  order to neutralize decision : on 
the contrary, I believe there is no responsibility, no ethico political dec ision , 
that must not pass through the proofs of the incalculable or the undecidable .  
O therwi se everything would be reducible to  calculation, program , causality, and , 
at best ,  "hypothetical i mperative . " 

It is therefore a certain closing off-the saturating or suturing-of identity to 
self, and a structure still too narrowly lit to self-identification, that today gives the 
concept of subject i ts dogmatic effect. Something analogous perhaps occurs, it 
seems Lo me ,  with the concept of Dasein, but at a distance that must never be 
neglected . I n  spite of everything it  opens up and encourages us to think, to 
quest ion , and to redistri bu te ,  Dasein still occupies a place analogous to that of the 
transcendental subject . And i ts concept , in Being and Time, is determined , i t 
seems to me,  on the basis of oppositions , that remain insuffic iently interrogated.  
Here once again we  lind the question of man. The possibility for the indeterminate 
"who" to become subject ,  or, more originarily, to become Dasein and Dasein thrown 

(gewoifene) into the world , i s  reserved for man alone. This possibil i ty, which in  
sum defines man for Heidegger, stands in opposition to  every o lher form of  self
relation , for example ,  what one calls the living in general , a very obscure not ion, 
for the very reasons we have ind iea ted. As long as these oppos i t ions have not been 
deconstruct ed-and they are strong, subtle , at times mainly implici t-we will 
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reconstitute under the name of subject , indeed under the name of Dasein, an 
illegitimately delimited identity, il legi timately, but often precisely under the author
ity of rights!-in the name of a particular kind of rights. For it is in order to put 
a stop to a certain kind of rights, to a certain juridico polit ical calculation , that th is  
questioning has been interrupted.  Deconstruction therefore calls for a different kind 
of rights , or, rather, lets i tself be called by a more exacting articulation of rights , 
prescribing, in a different way, more responsibility. 

I t  is thus not a matter of opposing another discourse on the same "things" to the 
enormous multiplicity of traditional discourses on man, animal, plant,  or stone, 
but of ceaselessly analyzing the whole conceptual machinery, and its interestedness , 
which has allowed us to speak of the "subject" up to now. A nd the analysis produces 

always more and something other than an analysis. It transforms;  it translates a 
transformation already in progress . Translation is transformati ve. This explains the 
nervous distrust of those who want to keep all these themes, all these "words" 
("man ,"  "subject , "  etc . ) ,  sheltered from all questioni ng , and who manipu late an 
ethico-poli tical suspicion with regard to deconstruction. 

If we st ill wish to speak of the subject-the juridical, ethical ,  political , psycho
logical subject, etc.-and of what makes its semantics communicate with that of 
the subjec t of a propos i tion (distinct from qualities , attributes viewed as substance, 
phenomena , etc . )  or with the theme or the thesis (the subject of a discourse or of 
a book),  i t  is first of all necessary to submit to the test of questioning the essential 
predicates of which all subjec ts are the subject. While these predicates are as 
numerous and d iverse as the type or order of subjects dictates ,  they are all in fact  
ordered around being present (etant present) , presence to self-which implies 
therefore a certain interpretation of temporali ty : identity to self, posi tionality , 
property , personality, ego,  consciousness , will, intentionali ty, freedom, human i ty ,  
etc. It i s  necessary to  quest ion this authority o f  the being present , but the question 
itself neither offers the first nor the las t word , as I have tried to show for example 
in De L'esprit, but also everywhere I have spoken of the "Yes , yes , "  of the "Come" 
or of the affirmation that is not addressed first of all to a subject . II Thi s  vigil or 
beyond of the question is anything but precri tical . Beyond even the force of critique, 
it si tuates a respons ibil i ty as irreducible to and rebellious toward the traditional 
category of "subjec t . " Such a vigil leads us to recognize the processes of difJerance , 
trace, i terab i lity ,  ex-appropriation , and so on. These are at work everywhe re, which 
is to say, well beyond humanity. A discourse thus restructured can try to situate in 
another way the question of what a human subject, a moral i ty, a politics ,  the righ ts 
of the human subject are , can be, and should be. Still to come, thi s task is  
indeed far ahead of us .  I t  requ ires pass ing through the great phenomeno-ontological 
question of the as such, appearing as such, to the extent that it is held to dist ingu ish , 

in the last analysis ,  the human subject or Dasein from every other form of relation 
to the self or to the other a.s such. The experience or the opening of the as such in 
the on to phenomenological sense does not merely consist in that which is lacking 
in the stone or the animal ; it equally involves that to which one canrwt and should 
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not submit the other i n  general ,  in other words the "who" of the other that could 
only appear absolutely as such by d isappearing as other. The enormity involved in 
quest ions of the subject, as i n  the questions of right, ethics, and poli tics, always 
lead back to this place.  

If we go back to the semantics of throwing or of the "subjecti le" that has instituted 
the co ncept of subject ,  we should note that the Geworfenheit (thrownness) of Dasein, 
even before being a subjectivi ty,  does not simply characterize a state, a fact, as in 

be i ng- thrown i nto the world at birth . It can also describe a manner of being thrown, 
deli vered , exposed to the call (Ruf ). Consider the analysis of Gewissen and originary 
Schuldigsein. Heidegger shows in particular what is insufficien t , from the anthropo
logico ontological point of view, about both the "picture" (Bild) of the Kantian 
"court of justice" and any recourse to psychical faculties or personal actions (Being 
and Time , p. 271 )  in order to describe the call and "moral conscience . "  But the 
translation remains equivocal . Gewissen is not yet the "moral conscience" i t  renders 
possible, no more than Schuldigsein is a culpabili ty : it is rather the possibil i ty of 
be ing guilty, a l iabi l i ty or an imputability. I would be tempted to relate this call to 
what Heidegger says enigmatically and elliptically about the "voice of the friend ,"  
and particularly in tenns of  "hearing" this voice that every Dasein "carries within 
i t" (Being and Time, p.  163).  I treat this elsewhere. 1 2  But for the moment I would 
already say this much: the "who" of friendship ,  the voice of the friend so described , 
belongs to the existent ial structure of Dasein. This voice does not implicate just 
one passion or affect among others . The "who" of friendship , as the call (Ruf ) that 
provokes or convokes "conscience" and therefore opens up responsibil i ty , precedes 
every subjectal determination. On the indefinite openness of this question I would 
be temp ted to read to you from your The Inoperable Community or from Blanchot's 
The Unavowable Community, or else these few lines from h is L'amitie: "And when 
we ask the question :  'Who has been the subject of this experience?' this question 
i s  perhaps already I1-n answer, if, for the one who introduced it, i t  was affirmed 
through h im in this interrogative form, substituting for the closed and unique 'I '  
the openness of a 'Who?'  without  answer. Not that this means that he simply had 
to ask h imself: 'What is this me that I am?' but much more radically he had to seize 
hold of h imself and not let go , no longer as an 'I?' but as a 'Who? , '  the unknown 
and sl iding being of an indefin i te 'Who? . '  ,,13 

The origin of the call that comes from nowhere , an origin in any case that is not 

yet a divine or human "subject , "  insl itutes a responsibi li ty that is to be found at 
the root of all ulterior responsibilities (moral , juridical, pol itical) , and of every 
c ategori cal imperative . To say of this responsibility, and even of this fri endship, 
th at i t is not  "human ,"  no more than i t  is "divine , "  does not si mply come down to 
saying that  it is inhuman . This said,  in this regard i t  is perhaps more "worthy" of 
humani ty to maintain a certain inhumanity , which is to say the rigor of a certain 
inhumanity . In  any case ,  such a law does not leave us any choice . Someth ing of 
th is  call of the other must remain nonreappropriable , nonsubjectivable,  and in a 
certain way non identifiable, a sheer supposition, so as to rema in  other, a singular 
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call to response or to responsibility. This i s  why the determ ination of the singular 
"Who?"-or at least i ts determination as subject-still remains problematic .  And 
it should remain so. This obligation to protect the other's otherness is  not merely 
a theoretical imperative. 

J LN: In that respect, indeed, the determination of "who" is problematic .  But in 
another respect, is not the interrogative "Who?"-the one I used in my question
determinative? By which

"
. mean that i t  predetermines-as every question predeter

mines the order of response-a response from someone, from some one. What is 
predetermined-which is also to say, what is called-is a respondent. It seems to 
me that this would link up with the guiding threat of your response.  But I would 
note that with a single gesture, or at least in this same interview, you are keeping 
at a distance,  under suspicion, the question "Who?" while you also increasingly 
validate the "Who?" You validate i t  by suppressing  that which ,  a priori , would 
limit the question to humanity. 

jD : Yes, I would not want to see the "who" restricted to the grammar of what we 
call Western language, nor even limited by what we believe to be the very humanity 
of language . 

J LN: A n  incidental remark. In Heidegger's seminar, to which you alluded in 
reference to the animal ,  there is all the same something strange , if I remember 
correctly: toward the end of the analysis of the animal, Heidegger attributes to it 
a sadness , a sadness linked to its "lack of world . "  With this single remark , does 
not Heidegger contradict part of what he said before? How could sadness be 
nonhuman? Or rather, how would such a sadness fail to testify to a relation to a 
world? 

JD: The Heideggerian discourse on the animal is violent and awkward, at 
times contradictory. Heidegger does not simply say "The animal is poor in world 
[weltarm] ,"  for, as distinct from the stone,  it has a world.  He says : the animal has 

a world in the mode of a not having. But this not-having does not consti tute in his 
view an indigence, the lack of a world that would be human. So why this negative 
determination? Where does it come from? There is no category of original existence 
for the animal: it is evidently not Dasein, either as vorhandene or zuhandene (Being 
cannot appear, be, or be questioned as such [als] for the animal) . Its simple 
existence introduces a principle of disorder or of limitation into the conceptuality 
of Being and Time. To come back to your remark , perhaps the animal is sad ,  
perhaps it appears sad, because it indeed has a world , in the sense in which 
Heidegger speaks of a world as world of spirit ,  and because there is an openness 
of this world for it, but an openness without openness, a having (world) without 
having it .  Whence the impression of sadness-for man or in relation to man, in  the 
society of man. And of a sadness determined in its phenomenology, as if the animal 
remained a man enshrouded , suffering, deprived on account of having access 
neither to the world of man that he nonetheless senses , nor to truth , speech ,  death, 
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or the Being of the being as such .  Heidegger defends h imself in vai n aga inst this 
anthropo-teleological interpretation, which seems to me to derive from the most 
acute aspect i n  his description of having-in-the-mode-of-not having-a-world . Let 
us venture ,  in th i s  logi c ,  a few questions. For example, does the ani mal hear the 
call that originates responsibil i ty? Does i t  question? Morever, can the call heard 
by Dasein come originally to or from the animal? Is there an advent of the animal? 
Can the voice of the friend be that of an animal? Is friendship possible for the 
animal or between animals? Like Aristotle , Heidegger would say: no. Do we not 
have a responsibility toward the living in general? The answer is still "no , "  and 
this may be because the question i s  formed , asked in  such a way that the answer 
must necessari ly be "no" according to the whole canonized or hegemonic d i scourse 
of Western metaphysics or rel igions,  including the most origi nal forms that this  

di scourse might assume today ,  for example , in Heidegger or Levinas .  
I am not recalling this in order t o  start a support group for vegetariani sm, 

ecologi sm, or for the societies for the protection of animals-which is something I 
might also want to do, and something which would lead us to the center of the 
subject .  I feel compelled to underscore the sacrificial structure of the discourses to 
which I am referring. I don't know if "sacrificial structure" is the most accu rate 

expression. In any case ,  it is a matter of d iscerning a place left open, in the very 
structure of these discourses (which are also "cultures") for a noncriminal putting 
to death . Such are the executions of ingestion, incorporation, or i ntrojection of the 
corpse .  An operation as real as i t  is symbolic when the corpse i s  "an i ma l "  (and 
who can be made to believe that our cultures are carnivorous because animal 
proteins are i rreplaceable?) ,  a symbolic operation when the corpse i s  "human . "  
But the "symbol ic" i s  very difficult, truly impossible to delimit  i n  this  case , hence 
the enormity of the task , its essential excessiveness, a certain unclassi fiabil i ty or 
the monstrosity of that for which we have to answer here, or before which (whom? 
what?) we h ave to answer. 

Keeping to original, typical possibil it ies, let's take things from another angle: 
not that of Heidegger but of Levinas ,  for whom subjectivity, of which he speaks a 
great deal i n  a new, forceful ,  and unusual way , is consti tuted first of all as the 
subjectivity of the hostage . Rethought in this way , the hostage is  the one who is 
del i vered to the other in  the sacred openness of ethi cs, to the origin of sacredness 
i tself. The subject is  responsible for the other before being responsible for himself 
as "me. "  This responsibi lity to the other, for the other, comes to him, for example 
(but this i s  not just one example among others) in the "Thou shalt not k i ll . "  Thou 
shalt not k i ll thy neighbor. Consequences follow upon one another, and must do  so 
cont inuou sly: thou shalt not make him suffer, which is somctimes worse t han death, 
thou shalt not do him harm, thou shalt not eat him, not even a l i t t le bit ,  etc. The 
other, the neighbor, the friend (Nietzsche  tries to keep these two values separate 
in Zarathustra,  but let's leave that, I'll try to come back to it elsewhere ) ,  is no doubt 

in finitely remote from transcendence. But the "Thou shalt not ki ll" is addressed to 
the  other and presupposes h im .  It is  destined to the very thing that i t  i nstitu tes , 
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the other as man. It is by him that the subject is first of all held h os tage . The "Thou 
shalt not kill'-with all its consequences, which are limitless-has never been 
understood within the Judeo Christian tradition , nor apparently by Levi nas, as a 
"Thou shalt not put to death the living in  general . " It has become meaningful  in 
religious cultures for which carnivorous sacrifice is essential ,  as being flesh. The 
other, such as this can be thought according to the imperative of ethical transcen
dence, is indeed the other man: man as other, the other as man . Humanism of the 
other man is a title in which Levinas suspends the h ierarchy of the attribute and 
the subject . But the other man is the subject. 

Discourses as original as those of Heidegger and Levinas disrupt, of course, a 
cer1ain tradi tional humanism. In spite of the differences separating them, they 
nonethel ess rema in profound humanisms to the extent that they do not sacrifice 

sacrifice. The subject (in Levinas's sense) and the Dasein are "men" in a world 
where sacrifice is possible and where it is not forbidden to make an attempt on life 
i n  general ,  but only on the life of a man, of other kin ,  on the other as Dasein. 
Heidegger does not say it this way. But what he places at the origin of moral 
conscience (or rather Gewissen) is obviously denied to the animal. Mitsein is not 
conferred ,  if we can say so, on the living in  general , no more than i s  Dasein, but 
only on that being toward death that also makes the Dasein into something else, 
someth ing more and better than a living [thing]. As justified as i t  may be from a 
cer1ain point of view ,  Heidegger's obstinate critique of vitalism and of the philoso
phies of l ife ,  bu t also of any consideration of life in the structure of Dase in is  not 
unrelated to what I am calling here a "sacrificial structure. " This "sacrificial 
structure , "  it seems to me (at least for the moment ,  this is a hypothes is that I am 
trying to relate to what I call elsewhere the "phallogocentric" structure) defines the 
invisible contour of all these reflections, whatever the distance taken with regard 
to ontology in Levinas's thinking (in the name of what he calls metaphysics) or i n  
Heidegger's with regard to onto-theological metaphysics. Going much too quickly 
here ,  I would still try to link the quest ion of the "who" to the question of "sacrifice. " 
The conj unction of "who" and "sacrifice" not only recalls the concept of the subject 
as phallogocentric structure , at least according to its dom inant schema: one day I 
hope to demonstrate that this schema implies carnivorous virility. I would want to 
explain camo-phallogocentrism, even if this comes down to a sort of tautology or 
rather hetero-tautology as a priori synthesis ,  which you could translate as "specula
tive idealism ,"  "becoming-subject of substance, "  "absolute knowledge" passing 
through the "speculative Good Friday": i t  suffices to take seriously the idealizing 
i nteriorization of the phallus and the necessity of its passage through the mouth, 
whether i t's a matter of words or of things , of sentences , of daily bread o r  wine, of 

the tongue, the l ips, or the breast of the other. You will possibly want to obj ect :  
there are ethical , juridical , and poli tical subjects (recognized only quite recentl y ,  
a s  you  well know) , full ( o r  almost full) citizens who are also women and/or vegetari
ans ! But  th is has been admitted in principle , and in rights , on ly recently and 
prec isel y at the moment when the concept of subject is submi tted to deconstruction .  
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Is this fortuitous? And that which I am calling here schema or image, that which 
l inks the concept to intuit ion, installs the virile figure at the determinative center 
of the subject . Authority and autonomy (for even if autonomy is subject to the law, 
this subjugation is freedom) are , through this schema, attributed to the man (homo 
and vir) rather than to the woman, and to the woman rather than to the animal. And 
of course to the adult rather than to the child . The virile strength of the adult male , 
the  father, husband , or brother (the canon of friendship, I will show elsewhere,  
privileges the fraternal schema) belongs to the schema that dominates the concept 
of subject .  The subject does not want just to master and possess nature actively .  
In our cultures ,  he accepts sacrifice and eats flesh.  Since we haven't much time or 
space here ,  and at the risk  of provoking some screaming (we pretty much know 
from which quarter) , I would ask you : in our countries, who would stand any chance 
of becoming a chef d'Etat (a head of State) , and of thereby acceding " to the 
head ,"  by publicly, and therefore exemplarily, declaring him- or herself to be a 
vegetarian? 14 The chif must be an eater of flesh (with a view, moreover, to being 
"symbolically" eaten h imself-see above). To say nothing of the celibate, of homo
sexuality, and even of femininity (which for the moment, and so rarely , is only 
admitted to the head of whatever i t  might be, especially the State , i f  i t  lets itself 
be translated in to a virile and heroic schema. Contrary to what i s  often thought ,  
the "feminine condition , "  notably from the point of view of rights, deteriorated from 
the fourteenth to the n ineteenth century in Europe, reaching its worst moment when 
the Napoleonic code was inscribing the positive right of the concept of subject we 
arc talking about) . 

In answering these questions,  you will have not only a scheme of the dominant , 

of the common denominator of the dominant? which is still today of the order of the 
political, the State, right, or morality, you will have the dominant schema of 
subj ectivity i tself. I t's the same . If the limit between the living and the nonliving 
now seems to be as unsure , at least as an oppositional limi t ,  as that between "man" 
and "animal , "  and if, in the (symbolic or real) experience of the "eat-speak
interiorize , "  the ethical frontier no longer rigorously passes between the ''Thou 
shalt not k i ll"  (man, thy neighbour) and the "Thou shalt not put to death the living 
in  general , " but rather between several infinitely different modes of the conception
appropriat ion-assimilation of the other, then , as concerns the "Good" (Bien) of 
every moral i ty, the question will come back to determining the best, most respectful, 
most grateful ,  and also most giving way of relating to the other and of relating the 
other to the self. For everything that happens at the edge of the orifices (of orality, 
but also of  the ear, the eye-and all the "senses" in general) the metonymy of 
"eating well" (bien manger) would always be the rule. The question is no longer 
one of knowi ng if it is "good" to eat the other or if the other is "good" to eat , nor 
of k nowing which other. One eats him regardless and lets oneself bc eatcn by h im.  
Thc so called nonanthropophagic cultures practice symbolic anthropophagy and 
even construct their most elevated socius, indeed the sublimity of their morality, 
thei r  poli t ics ,  and their right ,  on this anthropophagy . Vegetarians , too, partake of 
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animals , even of men. They practice a different mode of denegation. The moral 
question is thus not, nor has it ever been: should one eat or not eat , eat this and 
not that, the living or the nonliving, man or animal, but since one must eat in any 
case and since it is and tastes good to eat, and since there's no other definition of 
the good (du bien) , how for goodness sake should one eat well (bien manger)? And 
what does this imply? What is eating? How is this  metonymy of introjection to be 
regulated? And in what respect does the formulation of these questions in language 
give us still more food for thought? In what respect is the question ,  if you will ,  
carnivorous? The infinitely metonymical question on the subject of "one must eat 
well" must be nourishing not only for me, for a "self, " which, given its limits, 
would thus eat badly , it must be shared, as you might put i t ,  and not only in 
language . "One must eat well" does not mean above all taking in and grasping in 
itself, but learning and giving to eat, learning-to-give-the-other-to eat. One never 
eats entirely on one's own : this constitutes the rule underlying the statement, "One 
must eat well . " It is a rule offering infinite hospitality. And in all differences, 
ruptures and wars (one might even say wars of religion), "eating well" i s  at stake . 
Today more than ever. One must eat well-here is a maxim whose modalities and 
contents need only be varied , ad infinitum. This evokes a law of need or desire (I 

have never believed in  the radicality of this occasionally useful d i stinction) , orexis, 
hunger, and thirst ("one must ,"  "one must [eat] well"), respect for the other at the 
very moment when, i n  experience (I am speaking here of metonymical "eating" as 
well as the very concept of experience) , one must begin to identify with the o ther, 
who is to be assimilated , i nteriorized , understood ideally (something one can never 
do absolutely without addressing oneself to the other and without absolutely limiting 
understanding itself, the identifying appropriation), speak to him in words that al�o 
pass through the mouth, the ear, and sight, and respect the law that i s  at once a 
voice and a court (it hears itself, it is in us who are before it) . The sublime refinement 
involved in this respect for the other is also a way of "Eating well , "  in the sense 
of good eating but also doing well to eat. The Good can also be eaten .  And it must 
be eaten well . 1 don't know, at this point, who is "who ,"  no more than 1 know what 
"sacrifice" means ; to determine what this last word means, 1 would retain this clue: 
need, desire, authorization, the justification of putting to death, putt ing to death as 
denegation of murder. The putting to death of the animal, says this denegation , is 
not a murder. 1 would link this de negation to the violent institution of the "who" 
as subject . There is no need to emphasize that this question of the subject and of 
the living "who" is at the heart of the most pressing concerns of modern societies, 
whether they are deciding birth or death , including what is presupposed in the 
treatment of sperm or the ovule , pregnant mothers , genetic genes, so called bioeth
ics or biopolitics (what should be the role of the State in determining or protecting 
a living subject?) ,  the accredited criteriology for determining, indeed for "euthanas
tically" provoking death (how can the dominant reference to consciousness , to the 
will and the cortex still be justified?) ,  organ transplant ,  and tissue grafting. (I might 
recall in passing that the question of the graft in general has always been-and 
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thematically so from the beginning-essential to the deconstruction of phallogo
centrism) . 

Let's go back a little: In relation to whom, to what other, is the subject first 
thrown (geworfen) or exposed as hostage? Who is the "nei ghbor" dwell ing in the 
very prox imi ty of transcendence, in Heidegger's transcendence , or Levinas's? These 
two ways of thinking transcendence are as different as you wish .  They are as 
d ifferent or as s imilar as being and the other, but seem to me to follow the same 
schema. What i s  still to come or what remains buried in an almost inaccessible 
memory is  the thinking of a responsibility that does not stop at this determination 
of the neighbor, at the dominant schema of this determination. One could, if one 
so wished , show that the problems or the questions that I am raising here concern 
not only metaphysics , onto-theologies, and certain claims to go beyond them , but 
also the ethnology of the religious domains in which these thinkings "presented" 
themselves. I have tried to suggest, notably in O/Spirit , that in spite of many denega
tions , Heidegger was a Judeo-Christian thinker. (However, an ethnology or a sociol
ogy of reli gions would only be up to these questions if it were no longer itself domi
nated , as regional science , by a conceptuality inherited from these metaphysics or 
onto-theologies. Such an ethnology would in  particular have to spend quite some time 
in  the complex history of Hinduist culture ,  which perhaps represents the most subtle 
and decisive confirmation of this schema. Does it not, precisely , set in opposi tion the 
pol i tical hierarchy-or the exercise of power-and the religious hierarchy, the l atter 
prohibiting, the former allowing i tself, indeed imposing upon itself the eati ng of meat? 
Very summarily , one might think of the hierarchy of the varna, if not of the castes, 
and of the distinction between the Brahman priests , who became vegetarians, and the 
Kshatri ya warriors , who are not . . .  

J-LN: I must interrupt you, for in the time remaining I want to ask you some 
more questions . Beginning with this one : in the shift ,  which you judge to be 
necessary, from man to animal--I am expressing myself very quickly and crudely
what happens to language? 

JD: The idea accord ing to which man is the only speaking being, in its tradi tional 
form or in its Heideggerian form, seems to me at once undisplaceable and highly 
problematic .  Of course ,  if one defines language in such a way that it is reserved 
for what we call man,  what is there to say? But if one reinscribes language in a 
network of possibi l i ties that do not merely encompass it but mark it irreducibly 
from the inside, everything changes . I am thinking in particular of the mark in 
general ,  of the trace ,  of iterabili ty, of diferance. These possibilities or necessities, 
without which there would be no language, are themselves not only human. It is not 
a question of coveri ng  up ruptures and heterogeneities.  I would simply contest that 
they give rise to a single linear, indivisible , oppositional limi t ,  to a binary opposition 
between the human and the infra-human. And what I am proposing here should 
allow us to take into account scientific knowledge about the complexity of "animal 
languages,"  genetic coding, all forms of marking within which so-called human 
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languagc , as original as i t  might be, does not allow u s  to "cu!." once and for all 
where we would in general like to cu t .  As you can see ,  in spite of appearances, I 
am speaking here of very "concrete" and very "current" problems: the ethics and 
the politics of the living. We know less than ever where to cut-ei ther at birth or 
at death .  And this also means that we never know, and never have known , how to 
cut up a subject .  Today less than ever. If we had been given more space , I would 
like to have spoken here about AIDS, an event that one could call historial in the 
epoch of subjectivity, if we still gave credence to historiality, to epochal ity, and to 
subjectivity. 

J LN: Second question : since, in the logic you have deployed , you foresee for a 
long time hence the poss ibil i ty of coming back to or coming at last to interrogate 
the subjcct  of ethica l , juridical , political responsib i l i ty ,  what can one say of this 
or these responsibi lities now? Might one not speak of them under the heading of a 
"provisi onal morality"? What would this mean? And I would add to this the question 
of what is today perhaps recognized as "the" question, or as "the" figure of 
responsibility , namely , Auschwitz . There, where an almost general consensus 
recogni zes an absolute responsibility and calls for a responsibility so that i t  might 
not be repeated , '  would you say the same thing-provisionally or not-or would 
you say that one mllst defer the answer to this question? 

JD: J cannot subscribe to the expression "provisional morality . "  At the very 
least ,  an exact i ng responsibil i ty requires not trusting blindly the axioms of whieh 
we have just  spoken . These limit st i l l  more the concept of responsibi l i ty within 
frontiers that the axioms refuse to answer for, and they constitute, in the form of 
provisional schemas , the very models of traditional morality and right .  But for 
this surplus of responsibi lity that summons the deconstmctive gesture or that the 
deconstructive gesture of which I am speaking calls forth , a waiting period is 
neither possible nor legitimate . The deconstmctive explication with provisional 
prescriptions might ask for the indefatigable patience of the recommencement ,  but 
the affirmation that motivates the deconstruction is unconditional, imperative, and 
immediate-in a sense that is not necessarily or only Kantian, even if th i s  affirma
tion, because it is double, as I have tried to show, is ceaselessly threatened. This 
is why it leaves no respite, no rest .  It can always upset, a t  least , the i nstituted 
rhythm of every pause (and the subject is a pause, a stance, the stabilizing arrest, 
the thesis ,  or  rather the hypothesis we will always need), i t  can always trouble 
our Saturdays and Sundays . . .  and our Fridays . . . .  I'll let you cOIT).plete this 
monotheistic sentence, i t's a bit wearying. 

J LN: Would you th ink,  then, that Heidegger's silence concern ing the camps
this almost total silence, as distinct from his relative s i lence about his own Nazism

would you think that this si lence might have come from such a "deconstructive 
explication , "  at once different but comparable, that he might have been trying to 
carry out in silence, without managing to explain himself on it? (I could ask this 
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question about others , about Bataille, for example, but let's stick to Heidegger for 
today. ) 

JD: Yes and no. The surplus of responsibility of which I was just speaking will 
never authorize any silence. I repeat: responsibility is excessive or i t  is not a 
responsibili ty .  A limited , measured, calculable, rationally distributed responsibil
ity is  already the becoming-right of morality; it is at times also, in  the best 
hypothesis ,  the dream of every good conscience, in the worst hypothesis, of the 
small or grand inquisitors. 1 suppose, 1 hope you are not expecting me simply to 
say "I condemn Auschwitz" or "I condemn every silence on Auschwitz . "  As regards 
this last phrase or its equivalents , 1 find a bit indecent, indeed, obscene,  the 
mechanical nature of improvised trials instigated against all those whom one thinks 
one  can accuse of not having named or thought "Auschwitz. " A compulsion toward 
sententious discourse,  strategic exploitation, the eloquence of denunciation :  all 
this would be less grievous if one began by stating, rigorously , what we call 
"Auschwitz" and what we think about it, if we think something. What is the referent 
here? Are we making a metonymical usage of this proper name? If we are , what 
governs this usage? Why this name rather than that of another camp, of other mass 
exterminations, etc. (and who has answered these questions seriously)? If not, why 
this forgetful and just as grievous restriction? If we admi t-and this concession 
seems to me to be readable everywhere-that the thing remains unthinkable ,  that 
we still have no discourse equal to it ,  if we recognize that we have nothing to say 
about the real v ictims of Auschwitz, the same ones we nonetheless authorize 
ourselves to treat by metonymy or to name via negativa, then let's stop diagnosing 
the alleged silences , forcing avowals of the "resistances" or the "unthought" in 
everyone indiscriminately. Of course, si lence' on Auschwitz will never be justifiable; 
nor is speaking about it in  such an instrumental fashion and in order to say nothing, 
to say nothing about it  that does not go without saying, trivially, serving primarily 
to give oneself a good conscience , so as not to be the last to accuse, to teach 
lessons ,  to take positions, or to grandstand. As for what you call Heidegger's 
"infamous silence , "  1 think that in order to interpret or to judge i t-which is not 
always the same thing-it would be necessary at least to take into account, and 
this is  not easy to circumscribe and would require more space and time, what we 
have said here about the subject, about man , about the animal , but also about 
sacrifice ,  which means also about so many other things. A necessary condition, 
which would already call for lengthy discourse. As for going beyond this necessary 
but insufficient condition, 1 would prefer that we wait for ,  let us say, another 
moment, the occasion of another discussion : another rhythm and another form. 
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Apropos of the 
"Critique of the Subject" and of the 

Critique of this Critique 

Vincent Descombes 

Until recently, French phi losophy had given the impression of having invested 
the best part of its energy in the enterprise of the "critique of the subject. " It  was 
necessary to put an end to what we call the "philosophy of the subject" or the 
"metaphysics of subjectivity. " Thi s  conviction was shared by the two rival schools : 
authors of "structuralist" inspiration (known in the United States under the label 
of "post stmcturalism") and authors of Heideggerian inspirati on .  Lately, several 
phi losophers have recommended a return to one or another version of the phi losophy 
of the subject (a return , of course, illuminated and informed by the results of the 
critiq

'
ue) . Some return to phenomenology . Others to Kant and to Fichtc . 1 

I 

I should begin by confessing a first embarrassment. I find it d ifficult to get used 
to this locution , so frequent in contemporary French authors , of the "critique of the 
subj ect" or the "death of the subject . "  I find i t  no less d ifficult to get used to the 
c losely related locution of a critique or destmction "of subjectivity . "  What is, then , 
a crit ique of the subject? When we speak of the "critique of power ,"  we well 
understand by this  a critique of persons in power, a critique of the way in  which 
power is exercised , or else again a more general denunciation of the wrongs we are 
subj ected to, perhaps because of an i neradicable power. Similarly , the "critique of 
money" is , it seems ,  the critique of the exaggerated or pernicious role that money 
plays within our l ives .  In the same way, the critique of the subject ought to be the 
crit ique of persons who take themselves for subjects. And the cri tique of subjectivi ty 
ought to be the cri t ique of those persons who give proof of subjectivi ty .  However, 
i f  we consider the d evelopments presented under the heading of a Critique of the 

Subject, we find not so much a censure of persons as the denunciation of an i l lus ion .  
What we call  the cri t i que of the subject is i n  fact the critique of the concept of 

Translaled by Eduardo Cadava 
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subject (or of the concept of subjectivity). This critique bears upon the content of 
the concept, upon its possible applications,  upon i ts validity. According the this 
critique, i t  i s  an illusion-an illusion ascribable to a "metaphysics of subjectiv
ity"-to believe that a lover is the subject of his desires , that a thinker i s  the 
subject of his thoughts, that a writer is the subject of his writ ing, that an agent is 
the subject of his action, and so on. 

There is  a strange hesitation here between two kinds of critique . On the one hand , 
we reproach the spiri t of o�t times as much as the "metaphysics of subjectivity" for 
strongly encouraging persons to think of themselves as subjects. Each person would 
be more or less under the injunction of having to say to himself: I am the subject 
of my thoughts , of my desires , of my actions, etc . But we could never reproach 
persons for succumbing to this appeal if they were not able, with some success, to 
figure themselves as "subjects . "  On the other hand, we claim that the concept of 
subject is chimerical : i t  is an illusion to believe in  the thinking subjec t ,  in the 
desiring subject,  in the writing subject, in the militant subject ,  etc . 

Upon reflection , the hesitation that marks the summary phrase critique of the 

subject is instructive. I t  would be mere intellectual confusion to found in a single 
critical discourse , the critique of morals and the critique of the concept if  this 
concept was not destined to play a role in our lives. In other words, this "philosophy 
of the subject" implies both a theoretical element and a practical element .  As  
theory of the subject, it assigns to  the concept o f  the subject a fundamental role i n  
the explanation o f  a host of other concepts. (What other concepts? "Structural ists , "  

o n  account of their interests , think more of the concepts used in  the human sciences. 
"Heideggerians , "  more versed in  metaphysics, claim that i t  i s  instead a question 
of all our concepts , those of the sciences , natural as well as historical, those of 
modem technology, those of our poli tics, of our urbanism , of our aesthet ics ,  etc . ) 
As ethics of the subjeCt, the "philosophy of the subject" assigns to the concept of 
the subject the function of rendering possible an ethical and political thinking. We 
cannot pose ethical questions (What is good or bad? Is it honorable or shameful? 
etc . )  if we cannot be guided by the ideal of free subjectivity. To be a subject is  here 
understood as the very definition of the moral ideal . To work to become always more 
(of) a subject, such is here the principal of a moral life .  

If we leave it a t  th i s ,  the quarrel that opposes critics of  the subject and defenders 
of the same seems to have the following content. For the critics, the philosophy of 
the subject is invalid in terms of its theoretical aspect, therefore vain or even 
disastrous in  terms of i ts practical aspect .  On the side of theory; i t  is  not true that 
man is a subject (or, to speak the essentialist idiom of philosophers : that man is 
subject) and it is not true that he can ever become one . On the side of practice , the 
ideal of subjectivi ty,  being profoundly false , is at best useless and at worst harmful .  
As for the defenders of the subject, they seem to assert the "primacy of practical 
interest" in philosophy. For them, the "philosophy of the subject" cannot be totally 
invalid in its theoretical aspect since it is valid in its practical aspect. If we no 
longer had the possibility or the right to consider ourselves , even if only partially , as 
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subjects, we could no longer pose ethical questions . We could no longer differentiate 
between an oppressive poli t ical regime and a regime of liberty: if we were not at 
least a little right in believing ourselves to be subjects , the only thing we could see 
would be a d ifferent distribution of existing forces. We could no longer differentiate 
between a tyrant and a man who resists this tyrant: these are only different "points 
of view . "  The concept of subject should therefore be maintained and i ts justification 
found in its (surely unrealizable) function as regulating ideal. 2 

Such is therefore the Querelle of the subject in French philosophy today.  It is a 
typically philosophical quarrel,  that one can compare to the ancient controversy 
over skepticism. The skeptical phi losopher denies the existence of an external 
world ,  but the man who finds himself protected by his corporeal envelope, this 
skeptical phi losopher holds the greatest regard for the external world in his pract ical 
deci sions: in order to leave , he passes through the door; on the way, he stays on 
the road , keeps from falling in the well, etc. (cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics , IV , 4, 

lO08b) . Similarly, the philosopher critical of subjectivity thinks that man is not a 
subject. H e  can then be reproached for this: the man with whom this philosopher 
coincides still continues to make arguments , objections , value judgments, as if he 
were a subject. 

Throughout this quarrel , we note this: The critics of the critique of the subject 
comprehend, it seems ,  the arguments and distinctions presented in the critique of 
the subject. As for the critics of the subject, they comprehend , according to all 
appearances,  the accounts of the philosophy of the subject. But what can be said 
of that philosophy of the subject? Are we so sure that we understand it? It is 
nevertheless what ought to define the property of "being a subject . "  What do we 
affirm when we say that the writer, for example , is the subject of his writing? What 
do we deny when we say that he is not? Thus, the analysis of the predicate being 

a subject governs the entire discussion . 

II 

I should now take i nto account a second embarrassment .  In the remarks that are 
exchanged during the quarrel of the subject, no clear distinction is drawn between 
the ordinary use of the word subject and the properly philosophical use of this same 
word . We might even sometimes wonder, in reading some author, if he thinks that 
the d is t inction is  too well known to be gone over again ,  or else if he sees no real 
difference between the nonmetaphysical subject of which we have the occasion to 
speak in grammar, in logic ,  in psychology, etc . , and the metaphysical subject 
of metaphysicians (examples of which would be the Cartesian ego , the Kantian 
t ranscendental self consci ousness , the Heideggerian Dasein, Sartrean nothingness, 
etc . ) .  This remark leads me to defend the following two theses: 

(a) Apropos of the critique of the theory of the subject: if i t  is a question of the 
subject  of the phi losophers , we can say that the critique of this concept has 
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not ye t really begun .  It remains as yet entirely u ndone, at least in phi losophy 
of the French language. (I t  is true, as I will maintain later on, that i t  has 
been done, and with the greatest success, elsewhere .) 

(b) Apropos of the ethics of the subject: if we deprive ourselves of the philosophical 
concept of subj ect, the philosophy of ethical and poli t ical questions, far 
from becoming impossible, is thereby facilitated . In fact , morals and politics 
have noth ing to do with the subject of philosophers (a subj ect that they 
dis tinguish from the particular and "strictly empirical" person of someone) .  

They have to do with particular persons insofar as these persons are subjec ts 
of action. And here the word Sltbject does not have the especially phi losophi
cal sense used a moment ago,  but an ordinary sense. Practical philosophy 
does not reql£ire a thinking of the (philosophical) subject, bitt a thinking of 
tir e suppositlll/l. . 

My entire argument presupposes, then, that there is an i mportant difference 
between what we ordinarily understand by the word subject and the meaning that 
this word has finally taken in philosophy. This difference is of course completely 
misunderstood if w.e content ourselves with a few philological observations on the 
history of the word subject and on its ancestors (subjectum, hypokeimenon) . Historical 
philology can indeed show that the word was used by philosophers , then became 
diffused , via the teachings of grammarians, into everyday usage. But what in terests 
us is  rather the logic of the concept of subject, a logic that cannot be drawn from 
etymological or historical considerations. 

The ordinary notion of the subject comprises part of the elements of grammar 
that are insti lled in us in elementary school . In the sentence Romeo loves luliet, 
we have the verb to love . In grammar class ,  we learn to ask :  Who loves Juliet? Who 
is loved by Romeo? The subject of the verb is the proper name Romeo, the object 
of the verb is the proper name luliet . By extension, we can easily say that Romeo 
is the subject of the love of Juliet (and we speak here of the person named Romeo , 

as well as of a certain love,  the love of Juliet, the words of luliet consti tuting an 
"objective genitive") . We can also say that Juliet is the object of the love of Romeo 
(the words of Romeo offer a case of "subjective geni tive") . As long as we hold onto 
this notion of subject, we never have occasion to ask ourselves if the lover is or i s  
not the subject o f  h i s  amorous desire. There i s  no reason t o  pose the question.  For 
by saying that Romeo is the subject of a love for Juliet, we do not attribute to h im 
a new property of  subjectivity. We are content with emphasizing that, in the  
sentence with which we are concerned , the love of  Juliet i s  attributed to  Romeo. 
Thus, the question of modern philosophers-is the lover the subject of his love?
has no meaning , no possibility of bcing asked , unless we decide to introdu ce a new 
concept of subject. This new concept is what I call here the properly phi losoph i cal 

concept (since it can only result from a philosophical reasoning) .  If we make use 
of the phi losophical concept ,  the question of the subject ( Who?) takes on a different 
meaning: i t  becomes conceivable that Romeo, for example, is amorous without his 
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bei ng the subject of h is  love . We come,  then, to a defmi tion of the "philosophy of 
the subject": it is the exposition of an argument destined to sustain ,  in some cases , 
the distinction between the person (understood here not in an especially Kantian or 
"personalist" sense, but in the sense of a human being, therefore of a body living 
a human life) and the subject . 

In order to explain this point ,  it is perhaps best to return to the argument of the 
cogito in Descartes. When Descartes set out in search of an absolutely certain 
truth , he comes to a stop with:  Ego sum, ego existo . This existence is certain,  but 
of what is i t  the existence? The following question therefore bears upon the ego ille, 
upon the self. This is the case in speaking of a question of the subject .  Who is i t ,  
that of whom i t  is  true that he thinks and he exists? One point at least appears 
clear, whatever reading we might give to the second Meditation: The Cartesian 
argument requires that we do not understand the pronoun I (in the cases when it 
i s  used by Descartes) and the name Descartes as mutually substi tutable terms. For 
us , the word Descartes is the name of a particular person, born into a family from 
Poitiers ,  in 1 596, in La Haye , etc . This name, like all human names, refers to an 
individual identifiable by his body. On the contrary, within the Cartesian argument, 
the word I of the I think ought to refer to a subject of thinking and only to a subject 
of thinking. We should in  no way say :  Descartes is certain that Descartes thinks, 
but Descartes i s  not certain that Descartes exists, nor that Descartes i s  Descartes. 
We must say i nstead: Descartes is certain of a truth that he expresses to· himself 
by saying "I am, I exis t ,"  but Descartes is not certain that there i s ,  beyond that, 
a person named Descartes. Thus, the philosophy of the subject , in  Descartes , uses 
the method of skeptical doubt in order to establish a difference between the person 
(or the man) and the subject. Descartes then determines this subject as res cogitans 

or soul. Other doctrines employ other methods and end at the same time with other 
determinations of the subject. We will c i te three of these. The method of presupposition 

poses a subject distinct from any empirical given as the condi tion of all the condi tions 
of possibility of experience and science. The method of phenomenological experience 

does not want the subject to be posed : i t  should be experienced, presented to itself in 
an experience. It i s  therefore a question in this method of describing certain special 
experiences in the course of which the subject who is living the experience-that 
which appropriates this experience to i tself-has the impression of being unable to 
recognize i tself in any of the traits that characterize its person (its ties and links, its 
roles and its obligations, its biography, etc . ) .  We must finally mention the method 
used by the recent critics of the "critique of the subject" : the method of postulation . 

Here ,  the notio n  of a subject distinct from the person is no longer a me taphysical 
concept (permitting the description of a being inaccessible to naturalist observa
tion), nor a phenomenological concept (permitting the description of lived experi
ence, our impression of something) . This notion is now an idea, in the sense of a 
guiding or regulating idea. We must postulate that each of us is not only a person 
(this living body) , but also a subject ,  failing which we can no longer maintain our 
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conviction that there is a difference between liberty and servitude (and that i t  i s  
shameful not  to want liberty rather than servitude). 

The Cartesian ego is the first in a long series of philosophical subjects .  I t  is still 
today the paradigmatic case in this series. What should a critique of the philosoph i
cal subject entai l ?  One might think that it would bring about a counterargument, 
so as to be able to deny that it would be possible to differentiate between the person 
of Descartes and the thinking subject of the ego cogito . But we are surprised to 
discover that the critics of the subject agree, on one point at least, with the defenders 
of the subject. The philosophy of the subject, through one or another of the methods 
advocated in the various schools , wishes to establish that Descartes is justified in 
saying "I am not Descartes" ( in a sense such that this declaration is neither a lie ,  
nor a symptom of amnesia or mental confusion). That is, in  the third person : 
Descartes is justified in saying that Descartes is not the subject to which we  should 
attribute the thoughts that we attribute, in our prephilosophical manner of speaking, 
to Descartes (and without this coming down to accusing Descartes of p lagiarism) . 
But thi s  is precisely what also bears out the critics of the subject:  Descartes is not 
the subject of his thoughts .  We must not say: Descartes thinks . We must say: it 
thinks in Descartef . We must not say: Descartes writes his books . We must say: the 
books of Descartes write themselves under the pen of Descartes . And so on . Contrary 
to what we m igh t expect,  the thinking that passes i tself off as a critique of the 
philosophy of the subject has not at all sought to restore the identity of Descartes's 
person and of the subject to whom we should attribute Descartes's thoughts. Quite 
the contrary. It  has sough t to accentuate this difference .  The critique of the subject 
was not the crit ique of the philosophical subject, but rather a protest against the 
tendency to confuse subjectivity (defined by methods of doubt , of presupposition, 
of experience or postulation) with a person's mental life .  The cri tique of the subject 
has nothing to reproach the philosophy of the subject for, unless i t  is that the 
difference between the subject in the ordinary sense and the subject in the philo
sophical sense has not been traced in a radical enough way. The ego in Descartes 
designates a res cogitans . But this thinking thing resembles too much a human 
person . Under the name of subject, the "philosophies of consciousness" of the 
Cartesian tradi tion persist in seeking a being (whose ontological traits are those of 
the body) , a being endowed with a temporal continuity (comparable to the physical 
continuity of a material thing) , with an identity (analogous to personal identity) . 
The critics of the Cartesian subject want the difference to be more vigorously 
marked . Generally ,  the critique of the philosophy of the subject  had remained the 
critique of tim id i ty in the thinking of the subject .  The subject resembles too closely 
that from which we wish to distinguish it. The Cartesian mind is still too corporeal . 
The transcendental self is still too close to the empirical self. The absolute as 
subject is too easily taken for an absolute of the substantial type . Dasein always 
risks be ing confused wi th a be ing whose mode of presence would be that of things . 

In sh0l1 ,  whether one supports a doctrine of the subject or whether one attacks 
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it, one thing remains indisputable: When the thought Ego sum, ego existo is 
expressed , it is not in any case Descartes who thinks this thought. The classical 
philosophers of the subject, taking the word subject in a sense where it only applies 
to that which thinks in  Descartes , say that it is spirit, or consciousness, that acts 
as the thinking subj ect in Descartes .  As for the critics of the philosophical subject, 
they find that the word subject is dangerous: this word, because of its familiar 
nonphilosophical use, appears to authorize the transfer of certain attributes of the 
person to that which thinks in the person .  But the true subject should be opposed 
to the human subject. Or else, then, through a reversal of vocabulary that changes 
nothing in the conceptual situation, if we cannot keep from giving human traits to 
what we call subject, we must now say that Descartes ,  since he is a human subject, 
is not that which thinks in  Descartes. Whether we speak of "true subject" or of 
"nonsubject" is a difference in terminology but not in thinking. Descartes is a man : 
the true thinking subject (or that-the "nonsubject" -which thinks) must therefore 
be inhuman. Descartes is a person: the true subject will be impersonal . Descartes, 
like all persons, is identifiable thanks to the individuality of the body that constitutes 
him: the true subject escapes identification. Descartes has a history, a face, can 
be described: the true subject is ineffable. And so on. 

This is why there is no paradox in saying that the critique of the philosophical 
subject has still never occurred in French philosophy. It has- occurred, it is true, 
elsewhere. But it is  remarkable that French philosophers, whether they have been 
influenced by linguistics or by the reading of Heidegger, have never manifested 
much interest in the most profound critique of Cartesian thought that has ever been 
offered .  I wish to speak , of course, of the critique that we find in Wittgenstein and 
his students. 3 

III 

Here as elsewhere, the method followed is that of "philosophical grammar": it 
teaches us to pass "from a latent non-sense to a manifest non-sense" (Philosophical 
Investigations, §464) . In the case that interests us here, the latent non-sense is 
rendered manifest by a remark upon the meaning of the question Who?, or the 
question of the subject. The philosophical notion of a subject distinct from the 
person is reached by using the question Who? in a way that no longer responds to 
the ordinary conditions in which we posit this question. When we pose the question 
outside of philosophical reasoning, we know what we are asking because we know 
what kind of response we can expect. Who wrote the Metaphysical Meditations? 
The answer is Rene Descartes. There is nothing wrong in extending the use of the 
word subject from grammatical analysis (where the subject is a "part of speech," 
for example,  a proper name) to logical analysis (where the subject will  be that which 
receives the predicate , consequently an individual and no longer a word in  the 
sentence). In doing so, we did not leave ordinary usage behind. And if we were to 
say here that Descartes did not write the Meditations (or that Descartes was not the 
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subject of the process of the writing of the Meditations), we would mean quite 
simply that they were written by someone else, by another person. We pass from 
the ordinary subject to the philosophical subject when we no longer expect a proper 
name (designating a person) in answer to the question concerning the subject. The 
conditions of meaning for the question in its familiar use are no longer met. The 
ground upon which we understand what we are speaking of when we speak in the 
ordinary sense has been closed to us. But, strangely, no other ground has been 
opened for us. The new conditions of meaning for the question of the subject havc 
not been specified. This is perhaps why we tend to return surreptitiously to the 
familiar ground of persons in order to give a meaning to our question Who thinks? . 
The critique of the subject deplores this, judging it to be a relapse into a mode of 
"substantialist , "  "dogmatic , "  "materialist ,"  "ontic" thinking. On this point we must 
grant its lucidity: it is true that the philosophical subject, as soon as it is given a 
definite face ,  dangerously resembles the familiar nonphilosophical subject. This 
family likeness betrays an illicit generation. The philosophical subject, in the 
thoughts of the subject, is only the nonsubject (the person) disguised as a pure 
thinking subject. That is to say, in the inversed idiom of the critiques of the subject: 
there where we seek to find something other than the familiar human subject (the 
person) , we find this human subject, disguised as impersonal and anonymous 
power, but no longer masked by personal traits. 

One could raise the following objection to what I have said.  Does not the method 
of doubt in fact succeed in proving that it is possible to decide that one is a thinking 
subj ect without having to decide as well that one is a human person? The difference 
between the two is conceivable, and this is all that a philosophy of the subject 
requires. This objection has no validity. It would first have to pose the minimal 
question of the subject concerning the phrase "I think . "  In the Latin text of the 
Meditations, Descartes accentuates this presence of the subject by prefixing the 
pronoun: "Ego sum, ego existo . "  What is the function of the pronoun here? Does 
the pronoun, in these phrases, introduce a reference to a subject of whom all we 
know for certain at this point is that it is thinking? Not at all ! The question of the 
subject is not posed here because there is no point in asking of whom a certain 
predicate is affirmed. This question of the subject finds i ts meaning in the predicate 
form of the declarative proposition, a form by virtue of which the proposition is true 
if the name that is figured there refers to the individual of whom the predicate is 
true, false in the contrary case when the name does not refer to the individual of 
whom the predicate is true. The pronoun I can of course have this referential 
function in the case of the dialogue. It is then used in conditions wherein it contrasts 
with other pronouns (Who thinks that? It is I, and not you, nor him, etc . )  But when 
Descartes, in his soliloquy, declares "I think" or else "I am,"  the predicative 
proposition that he expresses does not bear upon a referent that would be Descartes 
himself. The word I, pronounced by Descartes in his soliloquy, does not function 
to help Descartes to know of whom the predicates think, am, exist are true. The 
word I does not have here, in effect, any referential function. The celebrated 
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proposi tions Cogito and Ego sum, looking at them more closely, are not predicative 
proposi tions. They cannot be translated into the third person. These proposit ions 
express "thoughts wi thout a subject,

,,4 not of course in the sense of thoughts that 
would be no body's thoughts, but in  the sense in  which these thoughts (whose proper 
mode is the soliloquy) i nclude nothing that permits the question of the subject to 
be posed .  

We have seen how the Quarrel of  the subject has turned around the  possibility 
of finding an acceptable meaning for the proposition: I am not Rene Descartes . This 
proposi tion has a meaning, but a trivial meaning, if it implies: I am another person 
than Descartes . (It is moreover true if it is uttered by someone other than Descartes . )  
Does i t  still have a meaning when i t  says : I am arwther, the thinking subject named 

"/" is other than the person called Descartes? One does not see how it would have 
a meaning in this second interpretation. In fact ,  to those who would claim this, we 
would have the right to ask : another what? Not another person (since we would then 
come back to the trivial meaning) . Nor another subject, since Rene Descartes is  not 
exactly a subject in  the new sense that had to be introduced here. What's left 
perhaps: another being,  another thing . This last answer is precisely the Cartesian 
solution .  But i t  envelops a non sense. It is incontestable that Descartes i s  (among 
other aspects of his  person) a res extensa . We can say in fact which res extensa is 
Descartes (or at least, i s  the living person of Descartes, his contemporaries could 
say). But we cannot say which res cogitans is the subject of the thought . We cannot 
distinguish one thinking thing from another thinking thing. We do not know, in the 
case where two persons share the same opinion, whether one or two thinking 
subjects are involved . We have no idea of what consti tutes the identity of a thinking 
thing. But the question Who? loses all meaning when points of reference are so 
lacking. We know how to distinguish an ordinary subject from an other ordinary 
subject .  The philosophers of the subject act as if we know, in the same way, how 
to distinguish a philosophical subject (as a thinking thing) from all the rest ,  from 
everything that is not this philosophical subject. We have here the essence of the 
chronic crises that agitate the philosophy of the subject. If there is an answer to 
the question of the subject of thinking, it is that we have assigned to this subject 
an inadequate status :  we have assimilated i t  to an individual susceptible of being 
designated , identified, d istinguished , etc. But if we do not assign this inadequate 
status to the subject of thinking, the very question of the subject of thinking can 
no longer be posed .  There is no conceivable response to the question , for we do 
not really know what we are asking. The philosophical subject discovered in the 
cogito is a pseudo subject because the question of the subject, posed in terms of 
the cogito, i s  a psuedo question . 

IV 

If I have mentioned this argument that one can draw from Wittgenstein  against 
every philosophy of the subject, it is  in order better to bring out what a true critique 
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of the (concept of) philosophical subject would have been. In reality, the entire 
Quarrel of the subject has taken place, in France, inside of the philosophy of the 
subject. I t  is ,  finally, a scholastic quarrel. In appearance, the "critics of the subject" 
are opposed to the use of this concept whenever we speak of human affairs , whereas 
the "defenders of the subject" wish to restore this concept to a central role . In fact, 
the quarrel concerns something entirely different . Nobody asks: Is there a subject 
(ego or id) distinct from the person by virtue of the subject to whom we attribute 
human operations? Nobody asks this because this point is  already accepted by 
everyone. But the Quarrel concerns the point of knowing whether it is appropriate 
to humanize or dehumanize this philosophical subject. The "cri tics of the subject" 
are instead then critics of the human subject . They in no way refuse to differenti ate 
between the human person (the "physical" or "empirical" entity , that which we can 
name, locate, etc . )  and the true subject of human operations (such as thinking, 
willing , desiring, etc . ) .  What they refuse is the possibili ty that the human being 
can identify himself as the source of operations that he believes, insofar as he is  
naive (or mystified by the ideologies of subjectivity), to be his .  

Between the "critics of the subject" and its "defenders , "  there i s  therefore only 
an age difference from the point of view of the evolution of the doctrine of the 
subject. The defenders wish to return to the good old days of the middle period ,  
whereas the critics belong to the last period of the doctrine. W e  can i n  fact 
d istinguish three periods of the philosophy of the subject .  

( I )  First version ("dogmatic"): There is a difference between the human being 
and the subject, and each of us can say "ego cog ito , I think . "  In other 
words, i t  is  J who think :  I am, when I think, not a human being, but a 

thinking subject .  

(II) Middle version ("critical") : There i s  a difference between the human being 
and the subject, whence results a division of that which says J between  the 
human being ("empirical consciousness ,"  natural self) and the subject 
("transcendental consciousness, "  self as subject of the act whereby i t freely 
determines itself). In other words, it is I that thinks: however, what I am 
when I think i s  in no way a given, in no way immediately understandable, 
except in terms of a pure act of thinking that I have yet to produce. A 
tension appears between the individual who finds himself there ,  produced 
by his race ,  and the true subject who must construct himself. 

(III) Last version ("paradoxical"): There is a difference between the human 
being and the subject, and this is why I am not the true subject  of my 
thoughts, nor of my desires. In other words, i t  i s  not I who thinks or who 
desires :  the true source of these operations does not resemble a h u man 
person.  However, all that we invoke as a subject to whom we attribute a 
thought or a desire ends up resembling a person .  In order to avoid having 
the subject be taken for a double of the person , the word subject wi l l  now 
be abandoned. According to this crit ique of the humanism of the subject ,  
the ermr of earl ier versions of the doctrine  was to conceive the phi losophical 
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subject upon the model of the system of personal pronouns (/, you, him, 
her) . In order to conceive of the philosophical subject i n  a nonanthropomor
phic fashion , we must instead think according to impersonal uses of the 
third person . We should say, no longer "I think , "  but "it thinks in me, "  
" i t  thinks , "  "there i s  thinking," "thinking happens t o  liS , "  etc . 

v 

The preceding will allow me to briefly mention another point in the Quarrel of 
the subject , namely , the question of knowing whether an ethical and pol i tical 
thinking is poss ible without recourse to a (concept of) subjcct. 

If  the concept of a philosophical subject is a pseudo concept , all is sai d .  A 
pseudo concept can certainly not guide us in our reflection upon pract ical questions. 
A non-sense cannot miraculously be changed into a regulating idea under the 
pretext that we are passing from the terrain of logic (namely,  the logic of the 
argument of the cogito) to a d i fferent terrain ,  that of prac tical urgenc ies . 

Unless the concept of philosophical subject is not purely and simply empty of 
meaning. Unless it is instead a concept still empty of meaning insofar as we have 
not proceeded to the true terrain  of its use, the terrain of reflection upon prac tical 
questions. If this was i t ,  the Quarrel of the subjec t would not be the scholastic 
quarrel I have already signaled above. It  would be a true question for all of 
philosophy. We would be unable to avoid an engagement with an argument of pure 
phi losophical grammar. 

But this is exactly what we seem to be told by the authors who use , in order to 
rehabil itate the  concept of the subject , the argument of postulation .  This concept 
of the subjec t , they say, is  the sine qua non condi tion of all practical philosophy. 
To e liminate this concept would amount to saying that there is no way to pose the 
question of the subject i n  its properly philosophical sense. In prac ti cal terms,  the 
question of the subject in  the ordinary sense is, for example: Who has done this? 
To whom do we attribute this work or th is incident? The question of the subject in 
its specifically philosophical sense wil l be therefore: Is that wh ich is  the subject of 
this action in the ordinary (or, if  you will , "empirical") sense equal ly the subjec t 
in the phi losophical sense? Is it truly this person that we must hold responsible for 
the works of which he  i s ,  in the ordinary sense,  the au thor? 

Here ,  the "critique of the subj ec t" appears in fact paradoxical, since i t  ends by 
say ing that we shouldn't really attribute to someone his acts and gestures , unless 
by way of a kind of conven tional fiction. But if we can never po int  to a human 
su bject when i t  is a matter of answering the question Who? ,  i t  is , philosoph ically 
speak ing , no longer possible to take practical questions seriously . The phi losophical 

subject in i ts paradoxical version, if it is consistent,  will  stop short of developing 
a reflect ion upon the practi cal .  Here it is important to emphasize the difference 
that separates the abovementioned ph ilosoph ical argument from a purely rhetorical 
argument that would say that the "cri tics of the subject" promote immoral ideas or 
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risk corrupting the young. The argument that I wish to examine is philosophical : 
it does not aim in fact at preventing the examination of a particular logos by 
reason of i ts consequences , even if they are repugnant or unpleasant; on the 
contrary, i t  aims at bringing to light the until now unperceived consequences 
of the logos in question. It is a question , then, of better understanding this 
logos (through an examination of its consequences) , i n  such a way as to then 
be able to return to the reasons that we have for taking the aforesai d logos as 
an acceptable proposi tion . 

Here we should make a d istinction between the subject of action (the supposi tum) 

and the Cartesian Kantian Fichtean subject of the ph ilosophy of the subject in i ts  

first two versions . It is clear that the ph i losophy of act ion is  not poss ible i f  i t  is at 
bot tom inadmissible to attribute actions to persons. Now the "crit ique of the subj ect" 

gives various philosophical reasons that tend to withdraw our right to seriollsly 
attribute an action to someone. According to this crit ique, actions are never attrib
uted, in the manner of an ontological attribution , to  persons. They are in fact 
assigned, in the manner of a purely "pelformative" attribution ,  to people who will 
henceforth be held responsible,  with all the legal and social consequences that this 
i mplies , for what ,is done. Of course , such a doctrine cannot present a philosophy 
of action , only a critique of the vulgar view of action_ 

However, i s  the subject of action that a philosophy of action needs really the 
autonomous subject of the phi losophy of the subject? It is here that we need a 
terminological difference,  otherwise the in many ways revolutionary thesis of the 
philosophy of the subject will turn into a trivial tautology. I t  is conven ient to borrow 
from the old scholastic vocabulary the term suppos itum in order to des ignate a 
subject of action. According to the old adage , which Leibniz repeats , actiones sunt 
suppositorum .5 In other words, the attribution of a predicate of ac ti on  makes no 
sense in a proposition unless i ts logical subject is a being that belongs to the 
category of suppositum . This is what Wittgenstein would call a grammatical remark . 
It is a matter of adjusting each of two grammat ical categories (or sets of mutually 
substitutable terms i n  a proposition without the logical fonn of the proposition being 
affected): on the one hand , the category of verbs that signify an ac tion, on the other, 
the category of designations for indiv iduals susceptible of being considered, i n  an 
intelligible fashion, as subjects of action . 

I cannot develop here a theory of supposi tums .  It is important, however, to sketch 
out the k ind of p roblems that such a theory would allow us to consider. 6 Let us 
begi n  with the case of an action verb requiring the poss ibil i ty of an ord inary 
complement : for examp le ,  to write a word with a quill pen . The phi losophical 
problem of the supposi tum,  or subject, of th is action will be here that of knowing 
what kinds of th i ngs can be named so as to form an i ntell igi ble phrase . What can 

wri te a ph rase wi th a quill pen? We can imagine, as acceptable answers : a human 
person (for examp le , Napoleon) or a personal organ correspond ing to the means of 

the aeti on (for example ,  Napoleon's hand). Now let us consider the same action ,  
but under a different  descri ption, which could be ,  for example:  t o  sign a peace 
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treaty with A ustria . Th i s  t ime, an acceptable suppositum for such an act ion is 
Napoleon , whereas the relation between Napoleon's hand and the action of signing 
the treaty is no longer as clear. Let us move finally to a third description of the 
same action , namely: to reconcile with Austria . For this descript ion, Napoleon's 
hand i s no longer a conceivable suppositum, whereas other entities now appear in 
the field of acceptable responses, for example : the French Empire . 

The phi losophy of the subject, in i ts usual "humanist" version, declares that the 
only conceivable suppositum of a "properly human" action is the being that identi
fies itself, not with the empirical person that it also is, but wi th the autonomous 
subject . Not the individual, taken up as he is in the tissue of the world, but a being 
capable of positing itself as ideally (or ultimately) different from everything that 
history has made,  from every thing that society has condi t ioned , from everything 
that insti tutions have fixed , from all the futures that past events have already marked 
or cleal'ed the way for.  But also the being that has decided to conduc t i tself in such 
a way that i t  can think of i tself, at the end of an infin ite effort , as the author of all 
its worldly determinations. 

In l ight of the distinction between a suppositum and a subject of the Cartesian 
or post-Kantian type, the practical doctrine of the philosophy of the subject appears 
incoherent. For we know at least this :  the subject of a worldly action should be a 
worldly suppositum . It cannot be a transcendent ego . If certain ac t ions performed 
in the world should be recogni zed as "properly human" actions , that is to say , as 
act ions that are open to examination and rational critique, it is necessary that these 
actions, freely performed in this world , be attributed to supposi tums of this world .  
Now the transcendent subject assumed by  doctrines of  "self posit ing" appears 
capab le of accompl ishing , at most, one act an,: only one: that of mys t ical contempla

tion (or "intellectual intuition"). This act does not require any worldl i ness on the 
pal1 of the suppositum.  On the contrary, only a worldly supposi tum can have a 
grasp on things , so as to modify the source of things in a way that will appear, upon 
a rational examination ,  reasonable, inept, or mad. 

The doctrine of the philosophical subject as the true suppositum of human action 
therefore falls i nto "idealism ,"  in the sense that it forge ts the ideal ization that enters 
into its definition of an autonomous subject . 

In order that political questions can be posed so as to constitute the object of a 
rational (and finally philosophical) examination, it is not enough that we recognize 
the ex istence of free human subjects to whom we can attribute actions. It is still 
necessary that we recognize the existence of political actions . For as long as poli tical 

actions are not performed, the question Who? cannot be posed . But in what case 
can we consid er human actions as poli tical actions? It is  necessary that they be 
taken into cons ideration by a collective process of deliberation upon decisions to 
be taken , upon compromises to be considered , upon an order of priority to be 
established among poss ible projects from the point of view of a given group that 
has ,  under one form or another, an organ of deliberation. Now there has never been 
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a philosophy of the subject that has been able to produce this group, this "global 
society" of sociologists . This is not because it hasn't been tried.  However, the 
efforts to derive the group in terms of the subject, whether by virtue of the result 
arising from the encounter between free wills , or by virtue of a condi tion presup
posed by the seIrs affirmation of a consciousness , have never ended in anything 
but ideal cities. (It would be appropriate here to examine what has in fact been 
proposed for philosophies of nationality .) 

We can make analogous remarks concerning ethical questions . What is required 
for the positing of moral questions is not only the existence of subj ects disposed to 
assuming their responsibili t ies. What is required is also the existence of responsibili
ties to assume . Now the phi losophy of the subject is incapable of deriving these 
responsibilities solely from the position of a pure moral conscience, or from a 
"categorical" form of ethical exigency. For what is at s take is the assumption of 
responsibilities that consist in certain functions, or "offices, " which fall upon such 
and such a person in the world because of the state of the world and of the order 
of things. But the philosophy of the subject, by posi ting that the supposi tum of a 
free action must necessarily be the autonomous subj ect of a pure will, has begun  
by  excluding fro":! ethical reflection all consideration of  the order o f  the world,  all 
observation of ends proper to the worldly (or "empirical") suppositum of these 
human actions. 

The quarrel of the subj ect is therefore , when all is said and done, a scholastic 
quarrel .  
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Being and the Living 

Didier Franck 

Who are we? What essence do we bear, and whence is this essence determined? 
Do we s till have an essence, or have we become the provisional figu re for the 
decaying of essence? Are we as much as ever, or almost as much,  as w e  say, the 
rational animal? Bu t  are animali ty or rationality ,  body,  sou l ,  or mind ,  adequate to 
our being? In other words ,  has not the metaphysical interpretation of man as a 
rational animal reached its l imit i n  that absolutization of human subjectiv i ty that 
demarcates the end of philosophy by opening onto the truth of Being? Is i t  not 
through a constrai nt on Being i tself that our essence is originally constituted? And 
how might we arri ve at this Being, how might we properly be that which we have 
to be without destroying the history of that long error about ourselves-the history 
of ontology? 

But to destroy is not merely to return to the things themselves ,  it is also to take 
account of a tradi tion by starting out from what made the tradi tion possible . It is  
thus just as necessary to define the essence of man as Dasein, while ceasing to 
understand it against the horizon of subjectivity, as it is to endorse, albeit in a 
restricted way, the concept of the rational animal. Since man's rationali ty is the 
distinctive mark of his animality, the specific trait of his l ife ,  we can not take the 
name of D asein and assume the tasks that this name imposes upon us without first 
examining if and how our life ,  life as it manifests itself i n  us,  can acquire an 
existential meaning. 

Let us return to the context in which this problem first emerges. Having estab
lished that a fundamental ontology must follow the path of an analytic of Dasein, 
and having sketched out i ts guiding lines and set in  place i ts cardinal concepts, 
Heidegger secures the originality of such an analytic with regard to all those 
disciplines with which i t  might be confused . In  Section 10 of Being and Time, in 
order to d istinguish his phenomenology of existence from a phi losophy of li fe or a 
general biology that would include the fields of anthropology and psychology, he 
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affirms that "life ,  i n  its own right, is a kind of Being; but essentially it is accessible 

only in Dasein . The ontology of life is accomplished by way of a privative i n terpreta

tion ; i t  determines what must be the case if there can be anything l ike mere aliveness 

[Nur-noch leben]. Life is not a mere Being-present-at-hand [Vorhandensein], nor 
is it Dasein. ,, 1 This thesis is taken up again in Section 4 1 ,  which Heidegger devotes 

to the determination of the Being of Dasein, and where he shows that care cannot 
be brought back to elementary drives that, on the contrary , are ontological ly rooted 

in it. He goes on to point out that "this does not prevent will ing and wishing from 

being ontologically consti tutive even for entities that merely 'live' , "  and that "the 
basic ontological state of 'living' is a problem in its own right and can be tackled 
only reductively and privati vely in terms of the ontology of D ase in . , ,2 The same 

stance reappears finally in Sec tion 49 , which aims at rejecting any med ical charac

terization of death . If Heidegger acknowledges that "death , in the widest sense, is 
a phenomenon of life" and that "life must be understood as a kind of Being to which 
there belongs a Being-in the-world , " i t  is only to add right away that "we can fix 

i ts character ontologically only if this kind of Being is oriented in a privative way 

to Dasein," whereas biology and physiology can always treat Dasein as a theme by 

considering it as pure l i fe on the same basis as animals and plants . While  admitting 

that Dasein is also a living being s ince life is accessible in  it ,  and conceding that 

Dasein can have a physiological death "co-determined by i ts prim�rdial mode of 
Being,"3 Heidegger nonetheless argues for the priori ty of the existential concept of 
death over any science or ontology of life .  

These brief references dealing with the Being of l ife raise a number of difficulties.  

These concern Dasein itself and , beyond this, fundamental ontology in i ts entirety. 

Certa inly , Dasein does not begin as a living b.eing to which existence i s  subsequently 

added on, but rather, in the manner of everything that lives, i t  i s  born, reproduces, 

and dies. 4 H ow then can death, as the phenomenon of a l ife that does not exist,  be 

co-determined by the primordial mode of Dasein: ecstatic temporal existence? And 
conversely, in  what way can death, as the supreme possibil i ty of existence, be co
determined by a life whose mode of Being is different? In short, is the life in Dasein, 

the life of Dasein, compatible with its existence? How can something ontologie ally 

foreign to Dasein be ostensible, thanks to Dasein, and in Dasein? How can existence 

be  reduced to life? What significance can be gran ted to the phenomenological 

method , according to which access to a being is governed by i ts Being, i f  in order 

to grasp l iving and "life" one must proceed privatively , starting wi th a being that 

is ontologically other? Supposing thi s privative channel to be practicable, what 
pre-understanding of l ife would guide i ts trajectory? Wherein would this pre

u nderstanding find its legitimacy and pertinence i f  understanding i s  preci sely a 
structure of Dasein, an existential? More generally, against what hori zon of meaning 
of Being and of negation can it be said that "life is not Being prescnt at hand nor 

Dasein" if universal phenomenological ontology is sh ared between these two modes 

of Be ing that have their possibil ity in two temporalit ies,  one of which is  d erived 

from the other, and if the mean ing of negation depends on the meaning of Being? 
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Are life and living phenomena forever at a remove from the clearing of Being, 
refractory to all ontology, "phenomena" that time cannot consti tute , that have no 
temporal meaning, absolutely incomprehensible? As disconcerting as this question 
might be, i t  has been if not exactly asked then at least formulated by Heidegger 
himself when, having described the temporality of feeling and d isposition,  he ends 
Section 68b of Being and Time with this strange reservation: "It remains a problem 
in  i tself to define ontologically the way in which the senses can be stimulated or 
touched in something that merely has life, and how and whether thc Being of 
animals ,  for instance, is  consti tuted by some kind of 'time . '  , ,5 

But can the temporal consti tution of life and the living be considered a separate , 
that is to say, i n  the end , a secondary problem? From the moment Being is 
understood in terms of time, does not the ontological analysis of animality assume 
on the contrary a decisive role? Is i t  not liable to disconnect Being from time , 
opening up orice again the i ssue of the determination of the essence  of man as 
Dasein, and shattering the very ground of fundamental ontology? Indeed, if the 
being of an animal were to be excluded from time , Being itself would thereby lose 
the exclusivity of i ts temporal meaning, and, if we live only by being i ncarnate in  
a body that testifi�s to our  kinship with the animal,6 the ontological detemporaliza
tion of the animal would imply that the living incarnate that we are is existentially 
inconceivable, and that we must abandon the name of Dasein . 

The interpretation of animality and of life is in part the topic of a course 
given in the winter semester of 1929-30, enti tled The Fundamental Concepts of 
Metaphysics (Die Grundbegrife der Metaphysik) and dealing with the concept of 
world. Having described in Being and Time the worldly character of the being with 
which we daily enter into relation, and having retraced ,  in The Essence of Reason 
(Vom Wesen des Grundes) , the history of the word "world" along with the various 
meanings that have been attributed to it, Heidegger takes the path of a "comparative 
consideration,"  whose guiding thread is furnished by the following three theses : 
"The stone is without world, the animal is poor in world, man is formative of world. " 
lf each of these theses determines the essence of the stone , the animal, and man, 
it is not a matter, regarding the second thesis, of understanding animality from the 
standpoint of the world and its impoverishment, but of understanding poverty-in
world from the standpoint of animality. And to conceive the essence of animality, 
says Heidegger, is "to conceive the essence of life in general. , ,7 

The phenomenology of the living must first of all make sure of its theme by 
answering the question of knowing whether or not we can have access to the animal. 
For this possibility to be offered to us, i t  is necessary that the animal i tself relate 
to something other than i tself. Now whereas the stone does not enter into any 
relation with the Earth that supports it , whereas the stone is without world ,  the 
animal that stalks i ts prey or builds its nest is essentially open to its surroundings. 
The anim al i tself, therefore, points to a possible sphere of access. But an animal 
is not Dasein, and is thus not primordially constituted by being-with, and we cannot 
both share the s ame  rapport to being. If world is the condition for any rapport to 
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being ,  the animal has a world because being is open to i t ,  but i t  has no world 
because this opening is foreclosed . To have and not to have a world is to be poor
in world in the sense of a privation,  for only a being capable of having a world can 
be deprived of one . 

What  is this poverty in world that characterizes animality, and how can one 
define it positively if not by carrying out an ontological analysis of l i fe oriented 
around the animal? And where might this hermeneutic begin if not with the 
fundamental proposition of zoology , according to which everything that lives is an 
organism? What then is an organism? It is that which has organs .  What does 
"organ" mean? The term comes from the Greek op-ycxvov: tool .  An organism then , 
following Wilhelm Roux's formula,  is a complex of tools . But  conceived i n  this 
way , is not the organism similar to a machine, and are the organs nothing bu t tools? 
Notwithstanding that a machine is not purely and simply an arrangement of tools,  
if the eye serves to see and the hammer to hammer, this s imi lari ty should not be 
allowed to cover up more defini t ive differences. Whereas several people can use 
the same hammer, a living being sees only with its own eyes . "The organ is therefore 
a tool bui l t  into the user.

,,
8 Such a definition supposes, however, that the organ i s  

s t i l l  understood as a tool , i .  e . , misunderstood. Where then is the essence of the 
organ to be sought? Generally speaking, that which can be used for something 
opens up a possibility for something else. To do so, that wh ich is useful must, as 
such ,  be in possession of a possibi l i ty that constitutes its Being. In other words, to 
establish the difference between an organ and a tool ,  or more generally between an 
organ and an i tem of equipment ,  the difference must be defined right down to what 
it is they are capable of doing,  to the mode of being and the ontological distinction 
of their possibili ty. 

A hammer is used to hammer, and the making of i t  is complete when i t  can fulfil 
this function , when it is end-ready. Being ready for something (Fertigkeitfiir etwas) 

defines the constitut ive possibi l i ty of the item of equipment as such. The hammer, 
however, will never be capable of hammering in  the way the eye is capable of 
seeing. Being capable of something (Fahigkeit zu etwas) defines the constitutive 
possibili ty of the organ as such, that is, in i ts appurtenance to the organism. It  is 
therefore the organism that possesses the capacity of seeing to which the ocular 
organ then belongs , and hence it is the capacity that is endowed with an organ , 
and not the organ that is endowed with a capacity. 

What is the link between the capabilities of an organism and the organs assigned 
to them? Which organ might bring out this link most concretely? Heidegger chooses 
to descri be not the complex organism of a higher animal but that of a lower, 
protoplasmic ,  single-cell animal that, since it seems to have no organs, is l ikely to 
reveal to us the essence of this l ink more clearly. Protoplasmic animalcules have 
no fixed form and have to create for themselves the necessary organs , which they 
aftenvard destroy .  "Their organs are instantaneous organs (A ugenblicksorgane) . ,,9 

In i nfusoria, for example, the prehensile organs and the organs for movement 
remain in place when those used for nutrition come into effect .  "Around each 
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mouthful ,  observes J. V .  Uexhilll, "there forms a pocket which becomes at first a 
mouth , then a stomach,  then the intestines and finally an anus. , , 10 The nutritional 
capacity is  thus prior to the nutritional organs ,  whose appearance and disappearance 
i t  moreover regulates . 

At this stage in  the analysis Heidegger raises an objection and points out a 
problem. If one acknowledges that an organism produces its organs, is one not 
surreptitiously admitting that these are i ts equipment? Certainly , in the case of the 
infusoria, the very instantaneity of the organ precludes making it  into an item of 
equipment ;  but one cannot distinguish between an organ and an item of equipment 
on the bas is  of their duration since a number of animals have permanent organs .  
Heidegger then adds: " I t  i s  also clear that the organ a nd the item of equipment 
difer precisely and fundamentally in their relationship to time , and this marks an 
essential d ifference between their modes of being. , , 11  This brief allusion i ndicates 
that the organ and the item of equipment must each have their mode of temporaliza
tion through which,  in accordance with the main principle of fundamental ontology , 
their respective modes of being can take on meaning .  Conversely,  it is only when 
their appropriate temporalities have been exposed that i t  will be possible and 
legitimate to distinguish the Being of an organ from that of an item of equipment ,  
the  organism from the world, l ife from existence or  from Being-present-at-hand .  
Thus i t  is solely the  determination of  the  rapport of  the organism and the  organs to 
time that will in the end decide the ontological meaning of life .  

We shall leave open the question of the temporal constitution  of the living to  
take up the elucidation of the l ink between the organ and the organism, and to 
tackle the objection mentioned above. If the i tem of equipment is end ready, if i t  
is a finished product ,  the organ, subject to  vi tal processes , knows nothing of  this 
finishedness .  This means that the organ remains assigned to the organism as 
capacity. The following fact is proof of this :  in order to move, pseudopodes produce 
something that they then reabsorb by amalgamating it into the remaining proto
plasm . But when this protoplasmic prolongation comes into contact with another 
microorganism, th is latter will not absorb it .  The organ is thus held in place by the 
very capac i ty that alone can annihilate it .  The organ is  retained in  the service of 
the capac i ty ,  i t  i s  i n  its service. But how can the capacity make possible such a 
subservience if not by itself having primordially the property of service? The eye 
serves to see and could not do so were the capacity of seeing not itself in the service 
of the organism. It is not the eye that sees but the organism , and ,  in  giving rise to 
the organ, the capacity gives itself over to itself, practices , advances toward that 
of which it i s  properly capable. 

Can we, still i n  con trast to the util i ty of the item of equipment, i lluminate this 
subservience of the organ and the capacity which founds it? Equipment is usable 
according to its "directions for use , "  a prescription that i s  not given with or by it!' 
Being end ready for . . .  since it spri ngs from that which has presided over i t s  
fabrication . "By contrast ,  that which is  capable is not  subordinated to  any prescrip
tion but brings its own rule with i t  and rules itself. It propels itse�f i n  a specific way 
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in its being capable of . . . . This self propelling and this being propelled toward 
that of which it is capable [sein WOZIt] is only possible, for that which is capable , 
if being capable is in general a drive-activity [triebhaftl. There is capaci ty only 
where there is drive . , , 1 2  It is therefore because the capacity of the organ-the mode 
of const itutive possibility of i ts Bei ng-is impulsive that the organ is ontologically 
distinct from the  item of equipment. There is  nothing impulsive in the read iness to 
hammer of a hammer; everything is impulsive in the being capable-of seeing of an 
eye. 

If with the drive (Trieb) we have alTived at the essence of capacity, which is to 
say the essence of the organ in its appurtenance to the organism, i t  should now be 
possible to gain access to t.he Being of the organism i tself. Being capable of . . .  
i s  to be self driven toward that of which the capacity is capable :  toward i tself. 
Capacity therefore implies a relationship to self that one finds in the concepts of 
self regulation and self-preservation by which the organism is customari ly defined . 
How is this "self' that is implied in the capacity to be thought? In function of the 
capacity alone, and withou t having recourse to an entelechy or any sort of vi tal 
force .  To say that the capacity drives i tself toward that of which it is capable is not 
to say that it turns away from itself to expend or lose i tself in something else: on 
the contrary , in this drive movement ,  the capacity i tself never stops appropriating 
itself (sich Zit e igen) , never ceases to be in the process of i ts own appropriation of 
itself. The fundamental trait of capacity is property (Eigentiimlichkeit) , which here 
obvi ously has no significant or categorical attribute , but which denotes a mode of 
being as ilTeducible to existence as i t  is to Being-present at-hand , that division that 
nm s through and sustains  all of fundamental ontology .  The drive's self-appropriation 
takes place without reflection , and this is why Heidegger refuses to speak of an 
i pseity of the  capaci ty or the organism. "We reserve,"  he wri tes, "the expressions 
'self and 'selfhood' to characteri ze the specifically human property, its being-in
appropriation-of-itself, and for this reason we say: everything which has the nature 
of a self, of a being which , in a general sense, has the character of a person 
(everything which is personal) is property, but not all property has the nature of a 
self or of an I. , , 1 3  

We are still far from having arrived at  a sufficient concept for the organism, for 
we have left aside that of which the capacity is capable,  that "for which" or in view 
of which (wozu) there i s  capacity. Capacity is, for example , capable of seeing. But 
w h at is vision here? The worm sees the mole; this means: i t  flees before the mole , 
it behaves in a certain way toward the mole. Being-capable of . . .  is thus capable 
of a behavior (Benehmen) . To ascertain the behavior we must proceed from what 
we have already learned , namely the instinctual property of the capaci ty and of the 
organ i sm .  By propelli ng i tself toward that of which i t  is capable,  the capaci ty doesn't 
d wi ndle away in self expropriation . There is consequently in this appropriation 
something held back that cannot fail to affect the behavior. In behaving amidst that 
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which surrounds i t  an animal does not expulse i tself outside of i tself; on the contrary , 
it withdraws into itself, absorbed in and by its drive. "Behaviour as a general mode 
of being is  only possible on the basis of the being absorbed [Eingenommenheit] in 
i tself of the animal . We characterize the being aLongside-itself specific to the ani
maL-which has nothing to do with an ipseity of man behaving as a person-we 
characterize this being-absorbed in i tself of the animal which makes any behaviour 
possible, as captivation (obnubilation: Benommenheit) . , , 1 4  In the same way that 
bei ng-in the-world is fundamentally consti tutive for Dasein, captivation is the 
essential structure of animality and must be explicated in  terms of the animal's 
behavior, i ts drive-capaci ty. 

How does this captivation manifest i tself in  behavior? Following Heidegger, let 
us borrow an observation from entomology . A bee i s  set in front of a bowl with 
enough honey so that i t  cannot take it  all in at one sitting. It begins to eat and then,  
a moment later, stops and flies away, leaving the remainder. What has happened? 
The bee has noticed that there was too much honey, that it could not suck i t  all up 
and it has therefore terminated i ts drive activity. This explanation is unacceptable . 
In effect,  the following experiment has been carried out :  if, while the bee is sucking 
in the honey , its s�omach is carefully cut open, the bee continues to suck i n  while 
the honey runs off behind it . This proves that the bee had not noticed the abundance 
of honey-nor moreover the disappearance of its abdomen-and that i t  continues 
to persist  i n  i ts drive.  Absorbed in  and by this, i t  does not have the opportunity to 
en-counter the honey in  order to ascertain its presence. Why then does the bee 
stop taking in  the honey when it is not deprived of i ts abdomen and remains 
organically whole? B ecause i t  is satisfied, and the satiation inhibits the drive . But 
the fact that the satiation is necessarily linked to the food in no way implies that 
i t  is connected to the bee's having noticed the abundance of food. Strictly speaking,  
the drive is not  directed toward an object, i t  has no object ; i t  i s  a behavior relating 
to something that i s  never perceived as such. In  our example the drive i s  capti vated 
by the honey, and , when it becomes inhibi ted , the bee flies off to the h i ve . 

Thi s  new behavior is just as captivated as the first .  How does the bee find i ts 
way back? Thanks to experiments conducted by Bethe ,  Radl, in his Invest igations 
into the Phototropism of A nimals of 1905, is able to offer an explanation. A h ive is 
set up in a meadow . The bees become used to it. The hive is then moved back 
several meters . Now, when returning to the hive, the bees first head for the spot 
that now stands empty, and only return to their colony after having looked all 
around.  Why? What draws them in that direction if neither the scent around the 
hive nor even the landmarks on the ground can direct them on their way since the 
bees' terri tory ranges over several kilometers? How does the bee return to its 
dwelling? It takes its cue from the sun. When it flies away, the bee has the sun 
behind i t  at a certain angle. Given that li ttle t ime elapses between the bee's 
departure and its return , the position of the sun barely changes at all , and so it 
finds its way back to the hive by positioning itself in front of the sun at the same 
angle . Another experiment confirms this interpretation :  if one captures a bee at the 
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spot where it has come to gather honey and encloses it in a box long enough for the 
sun to change posi t ion ,  then when it is released i t  flies off at an angle identical to 
the one it made when i t left the h i ve . 

What is happening in this behavior and what does it teach us about capt ivation? 
The bee does not , i n  one way or another, take its bearings in order to orient itself, 
for ,  absorbed in i ts drive ,  it is given over to the sun as to a stmc tural element of 
that drive. The  bee never apprehends the sun as sun. The an i mal 's capt ivation 
s ign ifies this impossibi l i ty of apprehend ing a being as be ing and this impossib il i ty 

is the condition of possibil i ty of its absorption in and by the drive. To state that 
captivation is the essence of an imal ity is to say that the ani mal i s  not self sustained 
in the manifestation of the bei ng as such . Propell ing i tself from drive to drive, it 
is  essent ially at a remove from the revelation of Being , and this is  why "the animal 
is so to speak suspended between i tself and i ts environment without ei ther of these 
being experienced as being . " I �  In  shOlt, the drive does not understand the as . 

The animal nevertheless has access to that toward which it behaves. How m i gh t  
we describe th is openness specific t o  captivation , and also that to which t h e  an imal 

is open and which nevertheless cannot be present to it in i ts being? The drive that 
absorbs the bee in  the movement toward the hive is  in the serv ice of the nutrit ional 
drive .  Each drive is thus in itself pushed toward or by other drives ,  and this drive 
from drive  to drive keeps the an imal wi thin a c ircle (Ring) of drives that it cannot 
get out of. Encircled by its drives , the animal is ,  however, open to someth ing else . 
I n  what way? In the mode uf a setting aside. The behav ior of the driv� always has 
the character of a setting aside (Beseitigung). Exemplary in this respect is the 
sexual behavior of certain insects .  After copulating, the female devours the male. 
Thus for the female the male is not simply a living fellow creature but a sexual 
partner or her prey , and the one excludes the other. "The behaviour 'sets aside , '  
that  is  to say i t  i s  i n  relation to  . . . but  in a way such that  the be i ng as being can 
never essentially manifest i tself. ,, 1 6  The animal is open to someth ing e l se only in  
a repulsive mode thanks to wh ich it can be absorbed in  the  drive proper. 

Having defined the openness characteristic of captivation , it is now possible to 
determine the essence of that to which the animal relates in i ts drive behavior. The 

animal does not relate to its envi ronment as to a manifest surroundi ng world , nor 

is it associated with i t  in a mechanical way. Inasmuch as i t is capable of . . .  , the 
animal opens onto something else in such a way that th is other th ing can play a 
role i n  the drive capacity. The bee is open to the sun as to a beacon , as to that which 
sets i n  motion and dis inhibits its drive. But why must the drive be disinhibited "? Let 
us consider the drive itself, leaving aside the behavior to which it gives rise . It 

,- possesses an "internal ex- tension [innere Gespanntheit] , ,, 1 7  a tense restraint ,  an 
accumulated load, a constriction ,  an inhibi t ion that needs to be l i fted in order to 
become a behavior. Th is means that the drive must be a priori open to a d isinhibiti ng 
factor that will never be manifest to it sinee i t is what allows the behavior, and 
therefore the animal , to appropriate i ts "self. " Encircled by i ts drives, the animal 
i s  thus necessarily open to a circ le of d isinhibi tion , and this "self encircling is not 
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an encapsulating but precisely the drawing open of a surrounding [ein offnendes 

Ziehen eines Umrings] within which any disinhibiting factor can dis inh ibi t . , , 1 8  

We are now i n  a posi tion to establish the condi tions of possibility for the 
exci tabi li ty in terms of wh ich certain physiologists have defined "l iving  matter, " 

and to answer the question of how the senses of a being that is merely alive can 

be stimulated and affected . Excitation and reflex occur only whenever there is 
disinhibi tion . That which is merely alive must first be open to whatever is li kely to 
concern i t ,  and "it is only when this preliminary relation of the excitabLe to that 
which can exc i te has already the character of a drive and of the drive  encoun ter 

(Entgegen) that some th ing l ike the release of excitation i
'
s poss i ble in general . ,,19 

We can also understand why d ifferent species of animal do not reac t to the same 

st imuli ;  thcy are not constitu ted by the same circle of dis i nh ib i t ion for. among other 

reasons, they do not all l ive in the same mil ieu.  Whatever the intensity of a sensory 
stimulation may be, for example , it can still remain without effect .  The l izard that 
hears the slightest ms tl ing in  the grass does not hear a ri fle d ischarged in its nearest 
vicin i ty ,  a no ise that makes even a d istant bird flee. 

Let us recapitulate before proceeding. The phenomenology of the living and of 
the organism began w i th a comparison between the organ and the item of equipment, 
and was developed by advanc i ng the organ ism as the constitutive capac ity of the 
organ , and ended up by emphas izing behavior as the mode of being of the organism 

and captivation as the condi tion of possibility of the drive behavior. The organ ism 

is thus as such neither a complex of tools nor a collec tion of drives or reflexes but 
"the capacity of behaviour  in the unity of capti vat ion . ,,20 It cannot be reduced to 

the body, and the relation to an env ironment belongs to its very essence .  The 

organ ization of the organism i s  not a morphological fact but must be conceived in 
function of the c i rcle of possible disinhibition. To F .J . J . Buytendijk's argument 
that "the link between the ani mal and i ts  environment is almost as intimate as u nity 

of body , "  Heidegger righ tly rejoins that "the animal's un ity of body is founded ,  as 

unity of the animal body,  in the unity of captivation, that is the self-encircling by 
the circle of disinhibition within which, for the animal , the environment can u nfold . 
Capt ivation i s  the fundamental essence of the organism . 

,.2 1 

Should not this las t proposi t ion now replace the second of our guid ing  theses? Is 
not the capti vation of the animal more essential than its poverty in world? In l igh t 
of what has been learned , let  us return to the initial determination of animality.  If 
world means having access to being, then the animal has a world since it is open 
to something else, but if  the world means having access to being as being, then the 
animal does not have a world since it is  captivated . Hence can one still speak , 

using the word in  its ful lest sense , of the poverty of the world of an ani mal whose 
openness to that which dis inhibits the drives forecloses the as? Is not to qualify the 
animal as poor in world to tacitly unders tand i t  as a modification of ourselves and 
not the way it is i n  i tself? M us t not the thesis that the animal is  poor in world be 

abandoned on account of its phenomenological i nauthenticity? If this were the c ase , 

one would have to conclude that captivation, as the essence of the an imal bu t 
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separate from i t ,  situates the poverty in world as an expression of our own rapport 
to the animal. Is this not however a premature conclusion? Apart from the fact that 
the concept of world h as not been adequately elaborated , the objection Heidegger 
makes here against his own thesis presupposes that the retreat of being outside of 
manifestation constitutes the totality of captivation and that the essence of the 
organism has been entirely constmcted. But the expulsion of the animal outside of 
the manifestation of being as such is only a moment in captivation , and the foregoing 
analysis  of the organism is incomplete. Only an exhaustive characterization of the 
organism will allow us to decide if the primordial principle of animal ity consists in 
captivation or in poverty-in world. 

We can now assess the importance that the interpretation of the merely alive 
assumes in un iversal phenomenological ontology. This is not a problem of local or 
secondary interest .  The irreducibility of life to being and to time would be of li ttle 
s ignificance if Dasein were not alive and could be thought without organs. Now it 
is essential-although this necessi ty was something that Heidegger never took into 
account-that Dasein have hands so that, all metaphors aside, the being of the 
being that it is could be named being-at-hand. And as indispensable as it may be 
to d istingu ish between organ and equipment, the being of the equipment as being
at hand presupposes the being of the hand, something that nothing in the hermeneu
tic gives us to understand since the ecstatic constitution of existence cannot be 
reconciled with its incarnation. 22 

Is this to say, however, that the being that we are must posit  the name of Dasein 

in order to be able to echo the life that is in«amate in it? Can the necessity of such 
a mutation be tmly established when i t stems from the being-at hand or close-at
hand that we are not? In brief, for incarnate life to prompt the designation of our 
being as Dasein, i t  does not suffice that we be alive; i t  is above all necessary that 
Dasein i tself witnesses that the life that does not exist is "more essential" to it than 
existence .  And where might such a witnessing take place if not there where Dasein 

properly appears to i tself: in anxiety? 
It is hardly necessary to go over in detail the analysis of anxiety that assumes 

such a cardinal methodological function in  the existential hermeneutic . At the end 
of Section  40 of Being and Time, after having justified the privilege of anxious 
disclosure , Heidegger makes an odd remark , which he goes on to comment on in 
an even odder way. "Anxiety , "  he notes , "is often conditioned by 'physiological' 
factors. "  Of course,  this is indeed a descriptive moment, but in  v iew of the context 
within which i t  is i nscribed it  cannot fail to surprise. Having made this observation, 
Heidegger adds: "This fact, in  i ts facticity, is  a problem ontologically, not merely 
wi th regard to i ts ontical causation and course of development. Only because Dasein 
is anxious in the very depths of its Being, does it become possible for anxiety to be 
eli ci ted physiologically . , ,23 Why does th is etiology of anxiety pose, as Hei degger 
emphasizes, an ontological problem? If anxiety can have an organic cause, this 
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means that the very affect of freedom24 is subject to conditions , and that life belongs 
to the being proper of Dasein. Now it is possible, except for the major ontological 
contradict ion, that the anxious freedom of Dasein is a conditional freedom and that 
life ,  which i s  captivation,  is profoundly rooted in Dasein, which is understanding 
of Being. Where is the source of this contradiction to be located if not in the Being 
of the being that anxiety reveals? We have already seen that the phys i ological 
release of an exc i tation cannot come about without that wh ich is exci table first 
being open, in the form of the drive and the drive encounter (l'encontre pulsionnel) , 
to that which can exci te .  Consequently, the Dasein whose anxi ety is physiologically 
conditioned could never reveal i tself to itself, in  the truth of i ts existence , 25 if it is 
not firstly a l iving dri ven being (un etant pulsionnel vivant) whose meaning is  neither 
ecstatical nor categorical . On the other hand , a life drive will never release anxiety, 

which is essentially Being toward-death , if it is not first to some extent l inked to 
anxiety . And how would i t  be so without being a death drive working on the principle 
of a life drive? Anxiety thus has its origin in  the intertwining of the death and life 

drives , and this is precisely where the elucidation of the organism stumbles , and 
incarnate l ife is "more essential" than existence becau se it precedes the truth of 
existence. Therefore , resoluteness being motivated by the dri ve, we must stop 
understanding ourselves as Dasein and temporality and think ourselves as living, 
driven flesh [chair puls ionnelle vivante] , a property on the bas is  of which drive , 
pat h ,  and thought must henceforth be interrogated . 

But does this resignation of existence enable us ipso Jacto to think our incarnate 
relationship with the animal? What does "to stop unders tand ing ourselves as 
Dasein" mean? Nothing less and nothing other than ceasing to make the ontological 
difference. Formulating this idea for the first time, Heidegger declared :  "The ·  
distinction i s  there, that i s  to say, i t  has the mode of  bei ng o f  the Dasein: i t  belongs 
to ex istence . Existence means,  as i t were, "to be in  the performance of this 
distinction. Only a soul that can make this distinction has the aptitude , going 
beyond the animal's soul, to become the soul of a human being. The diference 
between being and beings is temporalized in the temporalizing of temporality. 

, ,26 

What does this mean if not that in the operation of ontological difference-and this 
operation is its whole existence-Dasein institutes the abyss that separates it from 

the animal or, the other way around , that only the relegation of ontological difference 
can render our bodily animali ty thinkable. And since temporality exclusively 
const i tu tes the mean ing of the Being of Dasein, or already of subjectivi ty ,  is this 
not also to say that life is incarnate without either Being or time? This last proposi t ion 
means, first, that the mobility of that which is alive is ungraspable within the vulgar 
or ecstati c horizon of concepts of time, and, further, that in order to think i ncarnate 
life one must either construct a new concept of time-bu t why persist in calling 
time something that has never been conceived in  that way?-or else one must go 
back to that property of which time is only a mode among other possible modes .  

I t  i s  therefore necessary to cease to determine the  essence of man as  D asein if 
due consideration i s  to be given to its incarnation and to i ts l i fe .  Thi s necessity 
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cannot, h owever, be taken as established and assured in i ts possib ility as long as 
Dasein. h as not once more and by i tself witnessed , in short as long as it has not 

renounced , so to speak spon taneously, the understanding of Being.  And where 
might this  happen if not,  once agai n ,  in anxiety? Now what does anxiety i nclude and 
disclose? "It discloses the world as world. 

, ,27 But is this statement comprehensible if 
the two meanings of the as ,  the hermeneutic and apophantic,  as these are di stin

guished and articulated in  the analysis of understanding and the statement, presup
pose the di sclosure of the world ? The world as world, the a priori of all unders tand
i ng ,  is incomprehensi ble if one takes existential understanding as one's measure; 
and if the as designates the tmth of Being i tself, 28 then anxious Dasein, giving rise 
to a l i fe of drives that is refractory to exi stence, ceases to relate to Being by dem i t t ing 

i ts  own Being [en. .se (Jemettant de son etre] . Therefore the i ncarnate l i fe d ri ve that 
is i gnorant of the as can never become,  as Heidegger once wrote , "the other 
echo [Widerklang] of Da sein, ' indeed' the beginning of overtness [die beginnliche 

Ero.fnung] of the being i n  view of being. ,,29 
This is no doubt the reason why Heidegger held the phenomenon of body to be 

"the most difficult problem. ,,30 I ndeed , since we are incarn ate , the body ought to 
be rooted ,  in the manner of everything that results from our Being,  in existence,  
but  as alive i t  cannot be so .  Body, which presents itself as  outside of B eing in the 

heart of  that  whieh i s  only through Being, constitutes then the greatest difficulty in  
a thinking of Being that i t  exposes to i ts  limits. The ecstatic determi nation of  man's 
essence i mplies the total exclusion of his live animality, and never in the history 
of metaphysics has the Being of man been so profoundly disincarnated . If it might 

be necessary , in  order to pose the question of Being and to understand our Being 
in this  question , to reduce that which the traditional definition of man as rational 

animal concedes to captivation,  it nonetheless remains that the disappearance of 
the body is  the phenomenological price of the appearance of Being. 
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Who Comes after the Subject? 

Gerard Granel 

If one did not know that, in his tory, there are in fact actual subjects;  that it  is 
indeed a question (probably even a necessity) of trying to discern their forms; and 

finally that through what is coming to an end something else may be searching for 
itself, which already calls for actual subjects other than all those we have known 
up to now: if one did not know or believe all of this,  one would simply have rejected 
the question "Who comes after the subject?"-a question whose formulatio!l seems 
calculated to render it forei gn to philosophical interrogation.  "Who comes?" is a 

messianic question, and probably, more specifically,  a catholic one. 
First of all, there is  a presupposition, perhaps unintentional , in the given formula

tion, according to which the "subject" would already have been a "who . "  However, 
whether i t  is understood as transcendental s.ubjectivity or as the historical subjectum 
of modernity , the subj ect has never been a "who,"  it has always been a "what. " In 
the first sense-that is ,  as Ego cogito cogitata mea-the subject in its text has 

never been a someone (a Rene , for example, "in his bed") . Unless one mistakes 
Descartes for Montaigne. Descartes instead took himself for Ausonius and witnessed 

his own thinking as something sent to him in a dream by the Holy Spirit. Or else 
he viewed it as a fable, the making of an automaton the size of the world,  the 
baroque machine generalized-including the theoretical device of the Cogito (the 
hyperbolic fulcrum of an infinite Archimedean lever) as well as that of the "divine 
veracity" (veracity rather than truth , word rather than discourse:  a word outside of 
discourse in order  to seal discourse). Descartes , the Jesuit .  

Now if, on the one hand , the Cogito was never a somebody , if it  was-and, 
according to me, deliberately-an ontological puppet, whose inventor at the same 
time sketched a new figure of the philosopher as transcendental-talking ventrilo
quist,  on the other  hand , the historical subjectum that characterized Modern Times 
[Les Temps Modernes] ,  more ancient and more profound than the alleged subject of 
philosophers , was not something that could be inscribed under the heading "who . "  

Translated by Eduardo Cadava and Anne Tomiche 
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On the contrary, this subjectum was inscribed by Marx under the figure of Capi tal 
and by Heidegger under that of the essence of modem technology. As such, it is 
a matrix for all practice, a Sending of Being, that must be considered as much a 
logic of the general equivalent as a logic of "Gegenstand" and "Bestand. " This 
Grand FormJabricated the "subject, " as rational and productive subject, as polit ical 
and literary subject, as psychological and creative subject-and, finally ,  from 
Colbert to all the Bouvards and Pecuchets of yesterday, today and tomorrow, as an 
indefinitely repeated element of the grand bourgeois "They. "  

Second, one must find out in  which sense the question i s  Ildmissible, by eliminat
ing all the senses in which i t  is not : 

(a) by eliminating the false who of the (human) "person , "  the person who, since 
1 78 1 ,  is no more than the metaphysical hypostasis of the logical identity of 
the "Ich Denke"; 

(b) by elim inating the false-who of the speculative and rational God, where the 
relation between a principle and its concepts is taken for an intelligible 
reality; 

(c) by eliminating the false who of the Christian God. For if one takes away 
from him all that simply belongs to the ideal of pure reason, what remains 
i s  either nothing but the clerical swindle of the "resurrection" that trans
formed a prophet into a new god or something Jewish and not Christian; 

(d) by el iminating the false who of what
'
one calls "the gods ," which are forms 

of the world, forms of the "what"; 

(e) finally by eliminating (and this elimination is the inverse of all the previous 
ones) from the unfigurable figure of the "true god" (granted that such a 
possibility ought to be left open) all the characteristics of the "who," that 
would immediately make i t  a false god. For the "who" is the je meines of 
Dasein; i t  i s  essentially finite (mortal in the Greek sense) , and is always 
conceived in the form of the "they" ; in short, it is absolutely unworthy of 
the "true god . "  Apart from such characteristics, we think s trictly nothing 
under the word "who, " that i s ,  under the word Dasein . There is a limit to 
a thinking whose two sides do not communicate, or rather that does not have 

two sides at all, but only one: the limited side. The gesture of negative 
theology is thus inexorably impious, and cannot leave the universe of 
meaning, even though i t  desires (and believes itself able) ei ther to drive i t  
beyond any limit or to "empty" i t .  We do not repeat such an operation in 
our last  elimination: in  an absolutely savage and particularly superstitious 
gesture ,  we put down a gift of milk and fruits on the threshold ( i t  doesn't  
matter where) of the grand animal that is stronger than we are. Mter which , 
we must run away , laughing. 

The only "who" is thus the one, the actual (we mean historical) one, who comes 
from the fact that Dasein's form is the ''je meines"-who immediately poses the 
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question of knowing whether he is two or one (or else "dual") inasmuch as the 
"mine" i s  "each time" that of a singu lar and individual existence (this is  obviously 
not the right term,  but a designative marker that essentially belies what i t  designates) 
and inasmuch as this s ingularity nevertheless always proceeds from a being with 

(Mit-sein) . 

There i s ,  however, a truth that is older than this question of the individual or 
common character (or: the individual and common character, for the "dual" case 
envisaged above is certain ly the effective case) of the "each t ime mine" of Dasein . 
What has to be establ i shed is certainly not that existence would i n  any case belong 
to a "me . "  The deduction is precisely the opposite: existence is  older than any 
"me" ( th is  is  why e lephan ts are venerable monumental and qu ie tly crumpled imagcs 
of the immemorial) and it is what makes a me: hence not a "me ,"  but the form (of 
the) "each time mine"-a pure form.  If the question "who" is that of l I n ic i ty or 
i pseity , then i t  must be recognized (in both senses of the term: to recognize and to 
acknowledge-each as difficult as the other) that the unus ipse is i tself received: i t  
i s  given to us and then taken away , that is  all we may know with any certainty . 
A nd all we may know, again with any certainty , is that it wouldn't make sense to 
want to know, or rather that it would be a misinterpretation to simply imagine any 
consistency or subsi s tence to this form that existence gives itself before us and 
without us ,  and that we call "us . "  

The only admissible question that remains i s  that o f  the actual "who"-what the 
French call "the bourgeoisie" and what Hume calls "the middle rank of men. " 

In what sense is the who a "subject"? On the one hand, he is caught in the 
system of justificative illusions constituted by the logic of the proper: he represents 
himself (to himself) as the origin ,  the motor, and the end of knowledge, of power 
and possession. He w ishes himself to be in the moral law, he gives himself polit ical 
law, he  posits himself at the foundation of scientific idealities , he sets himself to 
work , he develops himself in wealth,  he realizes himself in culture. On the other 
hand, he is  caught in the system of effective impropriety: his morality is not h is  own 
but rather the majesty of a moral law that is only his when it increases ei ther his 
debt or his fault (his moral unworthiness) .  Politics escapes him as politi cal game , 
pol i t ical class, politicking pol i t ics , that is to say, whenever it is actual pol i t ics
about which he only knows two things (and both things at the same time, although 
they contradict each other): that "everything is poli tical" and that "one must not 
poli t ici ze" (such or such question, such or such field, and finally any question and 
any field) .  Similarly , work escapes him at both ends: e i ther because , as the mere 
execu tion of one or another task ,  it is not a work in which the subject can recognize 
h imself, or because , as the means to wealth,  i t  is  not a work but an entire series 
of substitutes : lack of pleasure , risk ,  "overall responsibil i ty , "  control .  However, 
culture does not any less elude the bourgeois ,  s ince a11s, sciences , and l i terature 
have become practices reserved for various categories of specialized sorcerers , 
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practices for which the middle rank of men nourishes at the same t ime feel ings of 
the reverential fear due to the sacred and the contempt that is deserved, according 
to i ts innermost conviction, by any activity that leaves the ground of "realities . " 

The actual subject would thus be in real trouble if it were not for one exception:  
political economy. I t ,  and i t  alone, bridges the science/reality gap, for it is precisely 
the science of what the modern bourgeois subject conceives as the reality: production 
as the production of wealth. As far as political economy depends on "abstract 
considerations" (such as value ,  price , etc . ) ,  as globally as it conceives its object 
( in terms of the interdependencies of macroeconomy) , or, at the other extreme, as 
carefully as i t  conducts i ts microanalysis,  and no matter what quant ificational form 
its method takes (stat istics, econometry), Political Economy always has i ts  origin ,  
i t s  end and its center in  the Firm {l'EntrepriseJ .  And there,  the middle rank  of men 
is  not "less" but i s  as much or more than the scientist .  He is  the one who practices 
that which the latter endlessly approaches. In the Firm-which thus rightly deserves 
a capital letter-l ies banality and its mystery. There knowledge itself yields to the 
contractor's wi l l .  

But the Firm does much more still : i t  i s  (apparently) overcoming the opposit ion 
between work and property by the creation of valorized (and valorizing) occupations ,  

whose particularized competence is a s t i l l  unanalyzed h istorical novelty, as  well as 
by the transmutation of property into management, the specific form of a master's 
work that exceeds Hegeli an oppos i tions. Both born within the Firm, the valorized 
occupation and management are two different-but nevertheless complementary 
and even interpenetrable-modes of material technici ty, which the firm extends 
and progressively (recently at a galloping speed) applies "outside ,"  that i s ,  in all 
the social activi t ies that are not immediately productive and in the political sphere 
itself. In the process, the Firm incorporates into i tself all the effective means of an 
ultimately "serious" morality, for it has discovered the art of containing within the 
l imits of production the "realization" of the individual , the "security" of the socius, 
and the "responsibility" of the State. It dominates the progress of sciences by i ts  
seizure of research and of the University , i t  reforms the school apparatus in order 
to adapt it to the tool of production, it transforms intellectual life into cultural 
industry, it reduces the young to a clientele through the sponsorship of sports and 
the organization of a set of products and of specific "services , "  and , finally , i t  
homogenizes the expression of  any liberty and the formulation of  any question 
within its steril ized pluralism: newspapers , radios , TVs, and even books .  In an 
amazing dialectical sublation centered on the Firm,  a finite world is thus perpetu
ated. There is the true actual subject: in this "form" under which Capi tal has 
managed to h i re mankind. 

We have thus also reached the point from which the question "who" and the 
question of the "after" can be posed. First and foremost, one must describe (as 
richly as possible) the "phenomenon"-whose most important and essential feature ,  
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because the newest and least questioned, is to be based on what we have called 
"material technicity . "  Like all techne, i t is a certain knowledge : a knowledge of 
how to find one's bearings . It thus consists in discovering forms , in outlin ing the 
dependency of these forms among themselves , and in draw ing from there a protocol 
for their  use. 

It i s  enough to do housework l le menage] in  place of the housekeeper [lafemme 
de menage] in order to realize that this can only be done in a certain way, that is, 
in a certain order that stems from certain principles. It is thus a matter of a 
technique because it is a matter of a series of actions based on knowledge . However, 
the knowledge here does not go any further or any higher than mere "know
how"-because the considered principles are themselves strictly l imi ted , or, more 
prcc i sely , are dead end principles. The questioning about the forms (which may 
indeed occur in order to improve the technique being used) is actually in no way 
a free questioning: it is not opened by the resolution to question alone, by the desire 
"to reveal" alone . It is only opened to a certain extent, to the extent that it also 
ends (or to the extent on which it eloses itself) , which is evidence of a reality . To do 
housework [faire le menage] indeed assumes opening the window before sweeping, 
sweeping before mopping, sorting out the laundry ,  the clothes, and all kinds of 
objects before elean ing them or putting them away, etc. But all of this is organized 
within the evidence that belongs to the master-words: "to clean," "putzen ,"  "mettre 
de I'  ordre . "  What ,  on the contrary , never comes into question is the housework [Ie 

menage] i tself: it is done , but not questioned . 
The s ign of the dead-end character of such a techne (which is what we mean 

when we call i t  "material") is that (as always) such a techne remains deaf to its own 
word . What must  be "taken care of' [menager] in housework [le menage]? What 
then, in  the housework [le menage] , is being treated with considerat ion [me
nagement] (that i s ,  with the caution and the care due to something both essential 
and frag i le)? What possibil i ty for existence does housework [le menage] provide 
[menage]?  For an existentiale must indeed be at stake for the man and the woman, 
in the conjugation of their "tun und treiben , "  to be named by this word in particular: 
a "household" [un menage] and for the French to say, with no need for any 
explanat ion: "a young household" ["un jeune menage"] ,  "their household [leur 

menage] has i ts problems, "  etc.  
What is at s take here is  nothing less than what antiquity called oikonomia, in a 

sense of the word that was preserved until Rousseau. Oikonomia is the law of the 
sojourn ,  which indeed also ineludes the rule of acquisition and spending but can 
by no means be reduced to "economic" categories. Like  the "garden" for the 
Persians , the house is rather a kind of model of the world.  Neither order, nor 
cleanl iness, nor furniture (nor the absence of furniture in the Japanese case) ,  nor 
the layout of the rooms , their allocation to such and such a function , the way to go 
from one to the other, nor even the relationship of the ins ide to the outside (of the 
"house" to "na ture") are the same e�erywhere. All of this varies in its idea, and 
thus in the material systems and arrangements , according to the variety of worldly-
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configurations at stake for each c ivilization, and, with in  each of them ,  according 
to the provincial ,  familial, and individual variations that  make up so  many singular 
developments of the common theme-which enrich it ,  reveal it to i tself in specific 
forms, m ake it evolve,  shift i t ,  and sometimes shatter i t  upon one or another of  i ts  

l imits .  
The name o f  t h e  housekeeper [la femme de  menage] ,  a s  t h e  woman who takes 

care of [qui menage] a figure of the world in the oikos, was first "Estia" (related to 

the Lati n  "Vesta")-a name in which the verb "to be" [etre] can be heard directly . 
When techne is thus understood in archi tectonic terms (less in terms of a construc
tion "by princi ples" than in terms of a constlUction that is the work and the 
manifestation of the "archai" themselves) ,  i t  never closes i tself on the evidence of 
a real : i t  instead always opens itself to the furtive appearance of a world-of being .  

As an Appcarance, i t  immediately disappears ,  bu t it is commemorated by an entire 
disposition of forms with neither beginning nor end. Thinking ("to take care of' 
[menager] something is  an exerc i se of thought) is, as techn icity that thus moves on 
from form to form , a formal technicity. It breathes and circulates freely in itself, 

retracing the goddess's footsteps (methodus investiganda.e veritatis).  I t  i s  a dance 
of logic-and, for �he community as well as for each person within  the communi ty, 

it is  immediately a ri tual . 
Thi s  was an example-meant to set the stage for a counterexample ,  that of the 

dead-end technique, under its two aspects of the promotion of "modem occupations "  

and o f  the universalization o f  "management. " 
A modern occupation is a set of activ i ties organizing a particularized aspect of 

production, which appears when the development of production, at the c rossroad 
of technological possibilities and the rate of the turnover of capital , suddenly makes 

it  feel necessary. It  may happen that this  modem occupation is grafted onto 
older occupations (those that have their limit in themselves and thus consti tuted 

"practices" before belonging to production, or were not even a part of i t  at all) ,  but 
i t  is then to transform them in their essence and in all their effective m odalities 

under the thin semblance of a social and historical continuity that is now no more 
than a misleading image. Such is the case, which has become canon ical since 
Heidegger used i t  as an example, with the transformation of the farmers' "hegen 

und pAegen" (which made of peasantry a "state of life"-Lebenstand) into a new 
occupation, in which what is organized is  only a particularized aspect of the food 

and farming industry,  that of the "small farmer. " Such is perhaps also already the 
case, although much more hidden (or rather: kept hidden for obvious reasons) ,  of 
entire sections of the ancient occupations of wri ters , artists , and even scientis t s  

a n d  phi losophers .  What part o f  such practices , whose greatness l a y  in t h e  fact that 
they had in  themselves the princi ple of their movement ,  being so to speak d irectly 

and constantly exposed to their foundations and changed by them , what part survives 
only i n  appearance, when each of these practices has actually become an entirely 
new occupation,  a particularized aspect of cultural industry , from which i t  receives 

not only (whi c h  i s  more and more the case) its means of subsistence and success ,  
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but also the at least implicit  definit ion of the limits of its l iberty and of the outline 
of i ts task?  It i s  very l ikely that this "part" may have for a long t ime already been 
the largest part , in any case the dominant part. And that the ancient free and proud 
subjects of the letter, the l ine, the touch, the hypothesis, and the symbol, the 
subjects that fell prey to their alt, may almost all be transmuted , beneath the 
apparent continui ty of the products (don't we still have "paintings , "  "books , "  
"research , " "debates , "  and more and more o f  them?) ,  and thanks t o  t he  consolations 
provided by an easier "social recognit ion ,"  into professionals of cultural organiza
tion, of ideologico moral sound effects , of the progress of a science based on results,  
and , brocaded upon the rest ,  of the eternal supplement of the sou ! .  Such jobs make 
of these subjects , in  spite of their mischiefs , which are tolerated , and in spite of 
the money they are given for jam or the rattles that are distributed to them, the very 
humble and very obedient subjects of production for the sake of production. 

Bu t  the true modern subject, he who develops in all his newness, I is the one 
who brings to the level of competence, that is ,  to the level of a knowledge that is 
no more than a skill, a set of tasks drawn "somewhere" along the way from one or 
several productions, tasks that can never be torn from their merely executory (or 
in any case subordinated) character; similarly, no essential uni ty presides over the 
grouping of these tasks ,  whieh is  entirely due to the conveniences of making and 
sell ing. All this gives birth to a race of trained seroants, who take their serv i tude 
for the liberty and d i gnity conferred on them by their "qualifications" (this is  at 
least  what they are told) and who are , of course, unaware of the principally formless 
character of their "formation . "  

However, t h e  same goes for these new generations o f  occupations a s  for the 
generations of products and of ways to produce in  view of which they have been 
instituted :  they are essentially ephemeral , either because what is  produced has 
shifted and the job suddenly dries out in  a "branch" as suddenly as a well whose 
phreatic water has run off, or because new ways to produce (what learned barbarism 
calls new technologies) have made obsolete all the savoir-faire up to  now constitutive 
of a given "formation . " So that the employment must learn something more than 
what i t  had learned with so much hope: i t  must learn to be flexible (mobile,  re
classifiable , de class ifiable , etc . ) ,  that is ,  to submi t ,  and it must learn to learn again 
(to enter into the cycle of re-cycling and retraining by means of new "formations") . In 
this process ,  d ignity,  more and more diminished , and liberty , more and more 
i llusory, generate behaviors that all-except for absolute servili ty-meet with an 
internal contradict ion ,  but that can only take on the unbearable features of an 
external obstacle. Hence those whom the communist party alone sti l l  calls "work
ers , " but who, trained and qualified , have become the new workers and form a sort 
of infrabourgeoisie of synthesis,  an establishment of survival , 2 hang on to "save the 
finn" abandoned by the development of capital, or to perpetuate the "acquired 
benefits" that no s u rplus value permits the payment of any more, as if labor had , 
for a while ,  s topped being the mere expenditure of the labor force that finds the 
conditions of i ts use in the dead labor it faces. This internal contradiction is then 
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denied , i n  an entirely non Marxian manner, by the popul ist statement: "the bosses 
can pay . "  And indeed Capital is not short of capital , but what this capital can pay 
(that is, the labor force that i t  can buy for itself because its use guarantees the 
return to i tself of an increased Capital) has shifted or has taken different forms. 

Sometimes (especially nowadays ,  in France , where socialist pedagogy has put 
into people's heads the idea that the Finn was the buffer of all reali ty and the limit 
of all possibili ty), the awareness of the internal character of this contradiction 
becomes widespread (or at least the pragmatic form of such awareness does: the 
resignation to a phenomenon that is not understood , but about which one has 
nevertheless understood that it could not be shifted in this way). Unfortunately,  
this only happens in  order to try to shift it in several other ways , which are only 
apparently other and therefore stumble against the same contradiction. One of these 
ways consists in exorcising it (in exteriorizing it  once agai n  as pure "obstacle") , 
appealing to the ev idence of the national frame of production : "Let's produce 
French" was and still is its slogan , as if the nation had not been for ages the mere 
pseudo-political dressing of a productive body that is only some part or other of 
world production . In order to change someth ing , the political should be steeled in 
its rupture from th� world market: nobody today dares suggest even the shadow of 
such an idea. It is only clear that the theologians of the Communist Party keep 
nurturing such a hope "among the initiated ," without, however , understanding that  
it is incompatible with its pseudo-realist disguise in "econom ic" and "social" terms.  
Either class collaboration gets the upper hand, or l ies hit everyone over the head . 
So that communist Secretaries are dragging out at the Cabinet while for a long time 
already the Cabinet has demonstrated its decision to "break with the rupture" 
(besides , this was foreseeable from the start) , or so that one sabotages the French 
car industry at the very moment when one stands up for a chauvinism of production. 
The only consistency that the Communist Party line still has (and one is mistaken 
in thinking that this line "zigzags along" as if it had no directions ,  when i t  
ac tually oscillates with the regularity of an electrocardiogram around the straight 
contradiction that gives it i ts pulse) is that of the "moral point of v iew,"  which it 
shares with Catholics,  or that of the "radical populism" that it shares with the voters 
for Le Pen , or a mixture of both .  A sad ending. 

In i ts pure wavering, this line nevertheless testifies to more courage than all the 
attitudes that are the products of the "social treatment of unemployment" and of 
the "division of labor. " The Communists at least present the image of a community 
that obstinately keeps watch over the corpse of an Idea , whose death they do not 
know they have caused themselves by dint of making it at the same ti me serve 
outside the real and inside the real . With Marx,  on the contrary, the analysis of 
forms was a conceptual analysis that, if it indeed brings out  the a priori form of the 
rea l  with which i t  is concerned , only does so precisely because i t  comes nei ther 
from a sky of ideas nor from a reflection of contents . In other words, the bite of 
Marx's thought (I mean that by which i t  actually bites at reali ties) lies entirely in  
the  phi losophical character of  h i s  method, inasmuch as  this philosophical character 
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itself finds i ts rule in a reliable logical instinct. It is thus sti l l  from Marx's think ing
prov ided that this instinct is elevated as much as possible to the level of a certain 
knowledge ,  to a certain degree of elucidation (one never without remainder) of what 
makes it  reliable, hence with the help of works ("travails

,,
)3 undertaken on textual 

bodies other (but nei ther "totally other" nor "simply other") than the Marxian 
corpus ,  some older (such as,  at least, Kant) and others more recent (such as , 
pmminently , He idegger and Wittgcnstein),  hence also with a critique of the transla
ti ons , in Marx himself, of this logical instinct into a mere reversal of metaphys ical 
knowledge-it is thus still from this thinking that the understand ing of a futu re for 
history itself may come, an understanding other than the indefin i tely rehashed 
management of the un historical as such . 

One should not think too quickly that an ultimate version of the "if phi losophers 
are kings, or kings philosophers . . .  " is peeping through here. For we are not 
saying that the future i tself, bu t only the understanding of the fu ture ,  will depend 
(i n the future) on the future that phi losophy (if it does not renounce i tself) will be 
able to g ive i tself from the conju nction of the thoughts that we have just mentioned . 
The actual subjects "who come" (if any are coming) wi l l ,  of course, be peoples, 
such as they emerge from the efforts of human i ty (if i t  consents to such efforts) to 
exist otherwise than mankind now exists, i . e . , otherwise than as a people of 
product ion (understood as a people that Production has given to itself). It remains 
to say that these efforts comprehend themselves , and up to what point and in what 
way they do so is also part of the form they will give themselves , and th is also 
decides of their fortune . 

NOt�8 

1. Newness i s  itself emphas i zed by the neologisms that signal their fields,  parts of words manufactured 

in a very pecul iar  way: ei ther with  8 " t ic" ending (as [Engl . ) "r obot ic", [French) "bureautique", 

etc . ) that im i tates (apart from one barbarism the add ing of a "t") the ike ending of Greek adjectives 

(phu!ike. logike) qual ify ing a lechn�; or through the importation of the fel i c i t i es of the American 

language: soft-ware, market ing,  etc.  

2. There i s  survival when one wastes one's l ife to make a l iv ing , however "decent" th is  l i v ing may be. 

3 .  r say "travai ls ," leav i ng "travaux" to  the academics, in the same way that painters say "c i el s" 

[ski es), leaving "cieux" [heavens) to Christian preachers. 
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The C ritique of the Subject 

Michel Henry 

The cri tique of the subject is taken for the principal lesson of the philosophy of 
the second half of this century-and already, to a large extent ,  of the firs t half. To 
each of the different forms it has assumed, a precise h istorical expression can be 
assigned. Indeed , so widespread is it that one would  have to draw up a list of almost 
all contemporary movements of thought in order to take stock of i ts numerous but 
convergent formulations. We will restri ct ourselves here to citing, on the one hand , 
its philosophical rootedness in Heidegger and, on the other, i ts extra- or para
philosophical origin in the human sciences,  notably in Marxism and Freudianism, 
which were to be crowned by structuralism-to say noth ing of linguistics . 

As diverse as these movements may be in their explic i t  aims and their quali t ies
meaning the level of reflection at which they are situated-they have a common 
outcome, namely the critique of the subject, which is to say, in the end , the critique 
of man conceived as a specific and autonomous reali ty .  

But i t  i s  this specificity and this autonomy that must be understood according to 
the meaning bestowed upon them in  the philosophy of the subject. Man identified 
as the subject (let us use for the moment this passive phras ing that occludes 
precisely what has to be illuminated) is not only a very particular and superior 
reality , but also one homogeneous with others .  He is granted an exorbitant privi lege 
in that there is in the end no Being nor being except in relation to him, for him and 
through h im,  and this insofar as he consti tutes the a priori condition of possibil i ty 
for all experience and thus for all that is and can be ,  at least for us. 

It  i s  inasmuch as he is i denti fied as this subject that man appears as a super
being to whom everything that is has entrusted its Being, a Bei ng that the subject 
henceforth has at his disposal and that he can make use of, not as he sees fit ( in  
which case he might just  as wel l  not  make use of i t  at all , or respect  i t ,  fear i t ,  
etc . ) ,  but rather as that which is in  its principle subjugated to him by way of i ts  

Translated by Peter T. Connor 
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ineluctable and unsurmountable ontological condition, as an ob-jec! whose Being 
is the Subject. 

The reader will be spared further repetition of these famous descriptions, except 
for the inclusion of one remark. These descriptions are those of our world-of 
the ravaging of Earth by Technology.  Technology consi sts in the unconditional 
subjugation of the Whole of being, which becomes the Ob ject, to man , who 
becomes the Subject-the Ob ject of the Subject, then, dis posed before him and 
disposed of by him,  at  his disposal therefore, having no other end than this being 
at the disposal of, subject to tallage and corvee as the serf of this new Lord . 

We will not ask here how an illusion can have such power. How can the i llusion 
by virtue of which man takes himself for the Subject and Master of things determine 
these things globally and in their effective reality, how can it confer i ts being on 
everything that is? Other, more urgent questions require our attention . 

The common trai t of all the cri tiques of the subject just mentioned lies not in 
attributing to the i llusion of the Subject the extravagant capacity to change the face 
of the Earth (th is  completely il lusory conception of the illusion is peculiar to 
Heidegger; the other critiques of the subject see in it nothing but an illusion, 
unaccompanied by any effects, or having purely illusory effects, "ideological" 
effects , as they put it); more seriously, i t  lies in not knowing anyth ing about the 
being of this subject that is to be cut into pieces , or, in the best of cat.:!s, in being 
totally mistaken about it. Two questions must therefore be asked here: 

( 1 ) What is the Being of this subject that has to be eliminated , "evacuated ,"  
from the  problematic? 

(2) Who, contest ing at once the right and the existence of such a subject-the 
right of man to identify with i t-goes about i ts elimination? 

At least twice in the history of modem thought the subject has been the theme 
of an explicit probl ematic . The two philosophers who should be named at this point, 
Descartes and Kant, are precisely the two greatest, the two whose influence has 
been decisive and who have given such a rigorous meaning to the concept of subject 
that any crit ique leveled against the subject that does not proceed by the light of 
the foundational analyses of the Meditations and the Critique of Pure Reason would 
be meaningless . For various reasons, one of which will be mentioned in a moment, 
we wil l  begin with the second .  

How can  one  not be  struck by  this extraordinary conceptual si tuation:  it i s  
prec i sely with Kant, who relates the Being of  all beings t o  the Subject, that the 
Subj ect becomes the object of a radical d ispute that denies it all possible Being. 
Or, to put i t  another way: i t  is  at the very moment when philosophy sees itself 
clearly as a philosophy of the subject that the foundation on which i t  explicitly and 
thematically bases i tself, and which it  systematically endeavors to elaborate , es
capes  it and , sl ipping from i ts grasp, tips over into the void of inanity. 

One cannot forget in effect how the rich developments of the Analytic end up, 
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l ike a torrent that suddenly dries up, lost in the desert of the Dialectic. Now this 
peculiar turning of the positive into the negative happens when the Being of the 
subject i tself comes into question, when it is a matter of knowing if such a subject 
exists and ,  if so, what it  might be. The Critique of the Paralogism of Rational 

Psychology in fact radically cri tiques the Being of this subject in such a way that 
anything one might advance about this Being includes a paralogism , so that if, in  
spite of everything, i t  must be  spoken about, one  can say only that i t  is an  
"intellectual representation . "  

Which means that " I  think" (since we are dealing here with the cogito) i s  equal 
to "I  represent to myself that I think. " Which means that the Being of the subject 
is  classed as the object of a representation, an object that , on the one hand , 
presupposes this subject and , on the other, never contains by itself, insofar as i t  
is represented, any reality-just as to represent to oneself a thaler does not  imply 
that one has one in one's pocket. Thus the foundation of any conceivable Being is  
stricken with a profound ontological indigence that prevents us  from attributing to 
Being i tself any kind of Being. Like i t  or riot, i t  i s  the philosophy of the subject 
i tself that has raised the most serious objection to the subject, to the point of 
rendering its very existence problematic. Kant may not eliminate the subject 
from the problem�tic, l ike the braggarts of today , but he reduces i t  to "a s imple 
proposition" and allows us, at the very most, and without furnishing the sl ightest 
reason to do so, the right to pronounce it. 

We must now turn our attention more closely to our two questions: which subj ect 
finds i tself thrown out of existence, and by whom? The subject thrown out of 
existence is the subject of representation . These two terms , "subject" and "represen
tation ," are tautological . "Subject of representation" does not denote something 
that would have the addit ional faculty of being able to re present to itself (whatever 
it might be) . That the subject is not something, according to the critique of 
paralogisms, that i t  is not a being among others , as privileged as it may be, means 
this: i t  is  nothing but representation i tself, the pure fact of setting forth as the 
opening u p  of an Outside ,  an Outside that is the world as such. The subj ect is not 
the opposite of the object,  it is the opposite of the being. It is that which makes 
being into an ob ject, something that is set-forth,  re-presented. The subj ect is the 
being re presented as such , the fact of being represented-not being but being in 
i ts condition as ob ject, objectivity as such, its unfolding. The subjectivi ty of the 
subject in the phi losophy of the subject is the objectivity of the object. The proof 
is that Kant's analysis of the structure of this subject is nothing other than the 
analysis of the structures of objectivity (space, time, causality, etc . ) .  

Why then does the subject unfold the Outside of Objectivity, of representation , 
why does it bring the being into the condi tion of an ob-ject, a being-represented '? 
So that it shows i tself, and is something rather than nothing, in order to make it 
into a phenomenon . Representation is the essence of phenomenali ty .  This i s  what 
Kant calls consciousness , the I think experience , i . e. ,  pure experience , the condi
tion of all possible experience . For Kant, therefore , I think = pure manifes tation 
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= pure consciousness = pure experience = representation. If it is experience that 
gives Being to all things ,  representation is  the essence of Bei ng. 

The subject thrown out of existence , out of Being, is  the essence of Being i tself 
understood as the stmeture of representation . By whom is this subject thrown out of 
Being? By itself. This is what the whole of the Critique of Pure Reason demonstrates . 
I nsofar as the subject draws its essence, i ts Being, from the stmcture of representa
t ion , and is identified with it, it is impossible to confer on it any kind of Being. In 
fact ,  the stmcture of representation is, on the one hand , i n tu i ti on , on the other, 
the concept ,  and , accord ing to the explicit statements of Kant, we have no intui tion 
of the J think and no concept of i t  ei ther, such that we cannot know anything 
about it .  This means that i t  i s  not a phenomenon for us and cannot be one. The 
deconstruction of the subject by the philosophy of the subject is  a self deconstruc
t ion,  a self destmction. By applying its own presupposit ions to the essence of the 
subject, to the essence of Being, the philosophy of the subject no longer finds any 
subject, any Being. 

The historical self destmction of the philosophy of the subject has been set forth 
here, however briefly,  only because it implies this decisive consequence: that the 
essence of the subject ,  that is to say, of Being itself, cannot consist in representation, 
because representation does not rest upon i tself and cannot ground i tself in  i tself, 
because to be does not mean to be represented if we are dealing with a being that 
actually exists in all i ts concreteness , that tmly i s .  What then does "bei,"!g" mean? 
Is there an essence of the subject that does not succumb to its own presupposi tions, 
that i s  not given over in  i ts very principle to nothingness? Or, to put i t  another way, 
this t ime from an epistemological point of view: Is  there a phi losophy of the subject 
capable of thinking a subject other than representat ion, one whose being therefore 
would not destroy i tself? 

The founder of the philosophy of the subject and thus, it is said ,  of modem 
thought, is Descartes .  Descartes's problematic of the subject is  characterized by 
two decisive trai ts ,  the full s ignificance of which we are now in a posit ion to see. 
The first is  that i t  i s  a determined effort to contest the Being of the subject, to 
unsettle it and even to deny i t-an attempt that is unparalleled , unprecedented, 
and unrepeated. Wi th the first two Meditations i t  is therefore the Being of the 
subject, and hence Being itself, that is most properly in question. All interpretation 
that aims to reduce the full ontological significance of the Cartesian problematic, 
to assimi late the Being of this subject to a being, indeed to a super being, is 
nonsensical .  For Descartes does not first of all ask himself what sort of Being he 
is deal ing with as regards the subject, the cogito , but, purely and simply, if i t  is ,  
and then how i t  is :  he questions the how of any possible Being in general and , 
consequently , i ts pure essence. 

The second feature of the Cartesi an problematic of the subject i s  that the 
foundation of the Being of the subject, that i s  to say the recognition of that through 
which this Being is , presupposes as an incontrovertible condi tion that representation 
be mled out [mise hors jeu] , which means, first of all, rul ing ou t everything that is 
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represented or capable of being represented, and , second ,  ruling out the structure 
of representation i tself. For I can only doubt universally everything that is repre
sented or representable, the sensible world and the intelligible world , to the extent 
that representation in general is i tself dubious. It is the domain of representation 
as such ,  it is the light in which I represent to myself everything that I represent, 
the things of this world as well as eternal truths, that is fallacious if what I see as 
quite evident in i t-that 2 + 3 = 5 or that "if I think then I must be ,"  etc .-can 
and must be deemed false, as Descartes deemed it .  

The Cartesian problematic of the subject appears to us then to be a reduction . 
It is a question of knowing what can sub-sist ,  that is to say; what can still be when 
representation in its entirety has been blocked , when "being" is neither the whole 
nor the part of the represented or the representable, nor representation itself
when being is not through representation. This block placed on representation , we 
might say in  passing, brings us back to the situation encountered in  the analysis 
of the paralogism of psychology , meaning now Kant's paralogism and not the one 
attributed to Descartes. For if representation,  when we begin to ask questions about 
i t-about the Being of the subject-hovers in the void ,  if i t  merely is  a pure form 
without content, a. simple expression , not even a concept, according to Kant's own 
terms, this is precisely because it  is not through representation , through i tself, but 
onlY on the basis of its anti essence-of the anti-essence of representation that is 
the essence of the subject .  Let us see then how in Descartes the anti -essence of 
representation is posited as being precisely the essence of the "subject. " 

Such a position is reached , in abrupt but indisputable fashion, in Article 26 of 
the Passions of the Soul . Once again Descartes suddenly practices the radical 
epoche of the world.  He imagines the situation of a sleeper lost in his dream. If he 
is dreaming, everything he represents to himself in his dream is illusory, is not . 
But if in this dream he experiences sadness, anguish ,  any sort of feeling, this 
feeling is absolutely, even though i t  is still a dream, even though the representation 
is false .  This feeling, therefore , occurs not through representation but i ndependent 
of i t .  Which means : without being set forth ,  without being represented and-if 
representation is false-on condition of not being so . 

How then is it set forth? It is precisely that it is not set forth, if to set forth is to 
set forth as a representation sets forth,  by a kind of action that inscribes i tself within 
the dehiscence of a first Outside that also renders i t  possible. It is because feeling 
is not set forth that Descartes calls it a passion , determining its Being at the outset 
as a submission that is extraneous to any action but above all to any Outside. What 
is this submission that is no longer submission to some other reality , to an exteriority , 
that is the submission of and to the self-feeling? How does feeli ng submit to its 
own Being in su ch a way as to be definiti vely and indisputably possible? In and 
through its affectivity . 

But if affectivity, the seWs submission to itself, the selfs immediate and undis
tanced experience of i tself, defines the Being of feeling-in this case the Being of 
all being that subsists , that still is after the reduction , after illusory representation 
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has been eli minated-then this affectivity , this pathos , let us say , through which 
all Being is primordially and uncondit i onally , is equally the essence of the subject ,  
i ts subjectivi ty ,  and the essence of all  possible Being. It is only when , as happens 
at one moment in Descartes , the phi losophy of the subject returns to this original 
essence of subj ectiv i ty and Being that the "subject" can become the theme of a 
ph ilosophical discussion.  Is it necessary to emphasize here what we briefly evoked 
at the beginning of this study; namely , that the critique of the subject, across the 
various historical forms i t  has assumed for a century, has been elaborated in almost 
complete ignorance of that about which i t  speaks or thinks i t  speaks? 

The most striking misunders tanding is Heidegger's, who explicitly and repeatedly 
identifies the "I  think" as an " I  represent myself to myself. " One might argue that 
any great thought has the right to interpret in its own way those that preecdc i t ,  
that  this is  indeed i ts  contribut ion , and that, as  inappropl;ate as it  may be in regard 
to the Cartesian cogito, the critique of representation nonetheless has considerable 
value as a critique of representation in i tself, i. e. , of what dominates Kantianism 
and , through i t ,  the whole of modem idealism. But our point is that the Being of 
the subject, and the Heideggerian problematic that will subsequently lead to all 
contemporary critiques of the subject and serve as their foundation (acknowledged 
or not) , has nonetheless lost ,  as far as the Being of the subject is concerned ,  all 
possible philosophical meaning. 

As  concerns representation itself, however, one could equally well question the 
pertinence of such a cri t ique.  It is really the structure of representation that i s  put 
into quest ion,  truly attacked i n  this critique? Yes , in the sense that i t  contests the 
right of a subject that sets itself up as the Subject to reduce , by that act ,  all of 
being to the s tate of an ob-ject for i t ,  cast before i t ,  by i t ,  then cast back to i tself, 
placed at i ts disposal , and exploi table to the point of being nothing other than the 
object of this exploitation,  as occurs in modern technology . 

But th is  op posing casting forth of the being as the object of the Subject does not 
come about ex nihilo, i t  must be possible , i t  must be . What Being, by which we 
mean what sort of Being, gi ves it  leave to come about , to set forth before i t ,  to op
pose and thus represent to i tself everyth ing that it re-presents to i tself? What Being 
if not the Heideggerian Being itself, the transcendence of Being and Time, the 
ekstatic Dimensional of the "Letter on Humanism , "  the Ereignis of the late philoso
phy? A Being, in any case, whose Being, whose coming into Being, whose being 
brought i nto Being, consists in the original unfolding of exteriority and is identical 
with i t .  And this is because to be means to appear, and appearing appears in and 
through unfolding, as the exteriorization of exteriority, the Openness of the Open, 
which is  the light of the world and the world itself. Only representation fulfills i tself 
within this opening and does so precisely as one of its modes offulfillment; its light 
is the l ight of the world ,  its ob ject is the Greek phenomenon, that which shines in 
this light and presents i tself to us  as this shining and in it alone. The essence of 
representation i s the essence of Being as Heidegger understands i t ;  the crit ique of 
the phi losophy of the subject is here nothing more than its s imple repetit ion. 
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One might object here that the Greek being is neither in the representation nor 
through i t .  But the Greek being is through the same Being as the one through which 
representation will be (and hence everything represented in i t) .  The Greek man 
does not represent to himself an object (Gegenstand) , he does not cast i t  before h im  
as a possession o f  this Subject that he is  not. The Greek belongs to the  Whole of 
being and lets i t  come to him as that which advenes, as that which i s  "counter" 
(Gegenuber) to h im . But in the Gegeniiber there prevails the same gegen as the one 
on the basis of which representation establishes itself-the gegen that makes 
possible the Gegenstand . 

All of Heidegger's philosophy acknowledges this ultimate essence of Being, and 
surely not its representation but i ts essence; i t  is ,  indeed , an explicit affirmation of 
i t .  The philosophy of the subject is the metaphysics of representat ion, which is 
i tself inscribed in the history of Western metaphysics. But the history of metaphysi cs 
is the h istory of Being i tself. It is the Being that is destined for us, here as the 
phusis of the Greeks , there as the idea of Plato , or again as the perceptio of Descartcs , 
the representation of Leibniz or that of Kant, the will to power of Nietzsche or of 
modern Technology .  It is not that the philosophy of the subject misunderstands 
i tself, i t  is  rather t�at Being induces i t  into this misunderstanding. The Heideggerian 
critique of the subject, reduced to the subject of representation and hence s imply 
to representation, not only misses the true Being of the subject inasmuch as i t  can 
only be thought against representation, against all Difference, it i s  further absurd, 
doubly absurd , because it  has nothing to oppose to the Being of the subject it 
contests if not the very Being of this subject, because if there i s  after all a 
misunderstanding about the true nature of this Being and therefore about Being in  
general ,  thi s misunderstanding is precisely the doing of Being i tself-one of its 
"tricks" which it delights in playing on us or which it plays on i tself. 

With Freud, the critique of the subject remains naive, but turns out to be more 
usefu l ,  capable of opening up new paths .  In a sense i t  also consists in  a simple 
repetit ion. The subject that Freud critiques is the subject of representation-what 
he calls "consciousness," and rightly so if  the structure of representation is that of 
phenomenality, i ts essence, and if consciousness designates nothing other than this 
pure essence, i. e . , not what is  conscious but the fact of being conscious , the quality 
of being conscious or, to use Freud's terms, BewufJtheit . It is remarkable that in 
order to justify what will become the first given of all his analyses-"the fact  of 
being conscious . . .  is the point of departure for all our analyses"-Freud calls 
explici tly on the philosophical tradition, and on what this tradi tion understands by 
"consciousness": "There is no need to explain here what we are call ing conscious
ness , which is the same as the consciousness of phi losophers and of everyday 
usage . "  Something that is stated with equal clari ty is that what tradition ( i . e . , 
modern philosophy , as well as ,  for Freud , more distant philosophies) understands 
by consciousness is, precisely, representation : "Let us call 'conscious' the represen
tation which is present to our consciousness and of which we are aware, and l et 
this be the only meaning of the term 'conscious . ' , , 1  
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Even the most cursory reading of this text from 1915 reveals that 

(1 )  I t  contains the foundation upon which the philosophy of the unconscious 
explicitly grounds itself. That there is an unconscious is indisputable be
cause there is such a thing as the nonrepresented: there are memories of 

which 1 am not thinking right now. The unconscious is posited in reference 
to consciousness understood as representation. It is in reference to phenome
nality, understood as the opening of an Outside, that nonphenomenality can 

claim to substitute itself for phenomenality thus understood, so as to define 

in its place the law of Being. It is the subject consisting of the "I represent 
to myself' that is edged out of the problematic, which in other words 

can no longer claim to reduce its whole being to its phenomenality, its 
"consciousness,"  its "I represent myself to myself," precisely because in 

its Being there is a host of things that it is not representing to itself (all its 

childhood memories, etc) . 

We said that this subject is excluded from the problematic: this is 

imprecise. It is rather maintained by it; it is to the extent that 1 understand 

my Being as the "1 represent myself to myself," and thus as the "I represent 

to myself what 1 am," that 1 must confess to the contrary that 1 do not 

represent to myself everything that 1 am, that my consciousness is not 

coextensive with my being, that there is an unconscious part of me, that I 

am not master of my own house. The philosophy of the uriconscious is here 

a sequel to the metaphysics of representation, it belongs to it. This will 

become clearer when we make our second point: 

(2) Whatever is not conscious,  in that it is not represented, is capable of 

becoming conscious, in that it is representable--as for example with child

hood memories. The unconscious still designates only the virtuality of what, 

in its actuality, would be conscious, i .e . , would be representation. The 

unconscious is not the opposite of representation, it rather names it as the 

law of everything that is, as its indefeasible phenomenality. It simply 

happens that under this law, in such a conception of the phenomenality of 

the subject, almost everything that has escaped the subject, that has escaped 

this particular phenomenality, is "unconscious . "  

The concept o f  psychoanalytic therapy i s  based on this metaphysics o f  representa
tion; it  is a question of taking cognizance [prendre conscience] , of bringing to the 
actuality of representation something nonconscious that is  secretly homogeneous 
with representation and that can, for this reason, change into it-an unconscious 
constituted by "unconscious representations," i . e . , those that are not yet repre
sented and that, ontologically if not existentially, are only asking to be. Classical 
thought calls out for the coming of psychoanalysis .  

It is  another subject that comes to light with the idea that the unrepresented is 
also unrepresentable, that the original Being of this subject is no longer representa
tion but its anti essence. Freud in his turn runs up against such a subject, half 
perceived by Descartes, when he finds himself in the presence of an unconscious 
that is no longer provisional, no longer one phase in the history of representation, 
capable of completing itself in itself, in the actualization of its full essence. The 
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history of our representations refers back to a force that allows them precisely to 
actualize themselves or that forbids them to do so . It is only this force itself that is 
irreducible to any representation . This force collapses in on i tself in an immediation 
that is so radical, and in this immediation is submerged into i tself in such a way 
that there is no room in it for any Difference , no distantiation thanks to which it 
would be possible for it to perceive itself, to represent itself-to be conscious in the 

mode of representation . 
It is at this point, at this decisive difference with the metaphysics of representation, 

at the very moment when he is divulging the most original dimension of Being-the 
unrepresented and unrepresentable force that secretly directs all representation, the 
affect that constitutes the phenomenological given of this force-that Freud succumbs 
once again to the presuppositions of this metaphysics and that, since they cannot be 
represented , force and affect return once again to the unconscious. 

Thus the subject is led back to its true Being, to the Being that signifies appearing 
and that exhausts itself in it-for, as Nietzsche states , "What can I say about any 
Being that does not come down to listing the attributes of i ts appearance

,,2 -only to 
find itself forthwith removed from its own Being and from that which in general could 
confer a meaning on its concept. For the subject is nothing other than this :  that which 
in making appearance appear, in this same gesture , makes be everything that is. 

The intent of the critique of the critique of the subject is n<;lt to promote its return , 
like the return of a past reality that, tired of being neglected,  would aspire to play 
once again a role on the philosophical stage. The critique has shown us that the 
Being of the subject has never been recognized; it i s  not its "return" that is 
announced in  this critique, but its first coming. 

One question cannot now be avoided: with Descartes, had not the Being of the 
subject been perceived , half-perceived as we have said,  in  its peculiarity, as an 
anti-essence of representation? How can all of philosophy after Descartes (or almost 
all) have been-as w�s Heidegger in the final analysis-so completely mistaken 
about the cogito? Or did this mistake arise in Descartes himself, by a stroke of bad 
luck, or else for perhaps more essential reasons? 

Philosophy i s  an approach to reality that habitually takes i tself for reality itself, 
confusing the processes of thought with those of reality. In what we call "the cogito , "  
we must discern this process o f  thought that i n  the first two Meditations is realized 
in the form of a series of implications, of propositions, in  the form of a text leading 
to the evident fact [evidence] that if I think then I must be. The cogito then passes 
for an evident fact ,  that is, for the completed form of representation. I think means 
"I think that , "  I represent to myself that I think, "that I represent to myself, " etc. 

As an evident fact the cogito designates the first truth and at the same time the 
prototype for all truth. When Descartes himself, before the end of the second 
Meditation and then explicitly in what follows it, enters into this kind of problematic 
that aims to found knowledge [connaissance] and, through it, all science [science] , 

without marking the rupture with what has gone before, he is not a little responsible 
for all the blunders that ensue. All the same there is  something vaguely uneasy in 
this transcendental theory of knowledge that will rule over modern thought: how 
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can the cogito, which results from the radical cri tique of all evidentiality, be an 
evident fact i tself, and,  moreover, "certain," in such a way that everything rests 
upon i t?  It remains only to consider the cogi to as a text, to submit it to a logical or 
historical analysis destined to uncover its faults or unconscious presuppositions, 
and to assess its d i fficulties. 

Considered as designating reali ty itself and not its approach or the knowledge of 
it ,  the cogito has nothing to do with thought processes and nothing to do with 
thought itself, and has even less to do with the text of the Meditations . Cogito 
means everything, except I think . Cogito designates that which appears to itself 
immediately in everything that appears , or rather in pure appearing (what Descartes 
calls thought) . Subjectivity is the pathetic immediation of appearing as auto ap
pearing, such that, without this pathetic grasp of appearing in  i ts original appearing 
to i t self, no appearing-notably the aesthetic appearing of the world-would ever 
appear. Thus for example I can only see (whatever it might be) in that I re present 
it to myself on the basis of the ek-stasis of the World. But this ecstatic opening 
i tself would not appear if it did not auto-affect itself in the very movement of its 
ecstasy .  This auto affection of ek stasis is fundamentally different from i ts affection 
by the world : the latter consists in the Difference that the former excludes. Sentimus 

rwn videre, says Descartes against hyperbolic doubt. But this can only be under
stood-sight being notoriously doubtful-if there is,  in the originary feeling through 
which sight senses itself seeing and experiences itself not seeing. Sight is
appears-only under the condition of a non-seeing. 

I t  is in the face of the posi tive phenomenality of this non seeing that Descartes 
draws back .  Whereas everywhere-in passion, in sensation, in sight i tself
affectivity is named as immediation , as the original essence of subjectivity, Des
cartes interprets it  to the contrary as a disturbance brought into subj ectivity by 
some foreign agent. Why? Because thought is light, the light of representation, the 
l ight of the world , the light in which things and their geometric shapes shine
Greek light. It is at its beginning, in i ts birth, that the aborted phi losophy of the 
subject carries inscribed within it the defect that all cri tiques of the subject were 
to develop and bring to an extreme point: absolute objectivism, whether it be the 
naive objectivism of the sciences , notably the human sciences , or the ek stasis of 
Being that, unbeknownst to them, serves as their foundation . 

Such i n  any case i s  the lesson given to us in the critique of the subj ect ,  in the 
simple repeti tion of what i t  cri tiques . As soon as this repeti t ion is perceived and 
understood , the philosophy of the subject becomes possible . The philosophy of the 
subject need not blush at its past ,  i t  need even less turn to it in nostalgia: i t  has 
: io past .  I t  draws its work and its tasks from i tself; they remain before it . 

Notes 

1. R espectively: The Unconscious, in  The Complete Psychological Works ofSigmlLnd Freud, (London: 

Hogarth , 1953 74), vol.  14,  p .  1 72;  An Outline of Psychoanalysis, i n  ib id . , vol .  23, p .  1 59 ; "A 
Note on the Unconsci ous in Psycho-A nalysis , "  in  ibid . •  vol. 12, p. 260. 

2. The Gay Science, trans.  Walter Kaufmann (New York: Vi ntage , 1974), p. 1 1 6 (translat ion modi fied}. 
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Love Between Us 

Luce I rigaray 

Marx defined the origin of the exploitation of man by man as the exploi tation of 
woman by man, and he affirmed that the first human exploitation stems from the 
division of labor between man and woman . Why did he not devote his l i fe to 
resolving this exploitation? He perceived the root of the evil but he did not treat it 
as such .  Why? The answer is to be found partly in the writings of Hegel,  i n  
pa_1icular in those chapters where h e  addresses love, Hegel being t h e  only Western 
philosopher to have broached the question of love as labor. 

To ask a woman philosopher [une philosophe] to speak to you of love i s  thus an 
entirely pertinent request. I t  corresponds to the necessity for you and for me to 
think and to practice that which Marxist theories and practi ces have left i n  the 
shadows up  until now, giving rise to partial economic and cultural revolutions with 
which we cannot today be satisfied. I will give three examples or symptoms: the 
fate of the earth as a natural resource;  the problems concerning the liberation of 
women; and the worldwide crisis of culture exemplified by the student revolts that 
have been born and reborn here and elsewhere since 1968. Moreover, it is in the 
same melting-pot of revolution that the struggles of students , of the feminism of 
difference,  and of ecological movements have repeatedly found their impulse in 
our countries . The stakes of these programs persist, stakes often subj ected to 
repression, even among us, by powers blind to their objectives or by militants who 
misunderstand the profundity and radicalism of what is involved in these struggles. 
Indeed , i t  is not a matter of changing such and such a thing within a horizon already 
defined as human culture ,  i t  is a matter of changing the horizon i tself. I t  is a matter 
of understanding that our interpretation of human identity is theoretically and 
practically incorrect. 

It i s  the analysis of the relations between women and men that can help us change 
this s i tuation. Unless we pose the questions there where they are posed most 
radically , we fall or relapse into an infinity of secondary ethical tasks ,  as Hegel 

Trans lated by Jeffrey Lomonaco 
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writes in Chapter 6 of The Phenomenology of Spirit wh i le treating the flaw tai n ting 
our en ti re culture . This  Haw concems the lack of ethical relations between the 
sexes .  A nd the countless ethical tasks,  which are mult ipl ied in proportion to the 
comp lex i ty of our c ivi l izations, do not accomplish the work that imposes i tself 
today:  to remove the exploi tation existing between the sexes in order to allow 
humanity to continue the development of its History . 

I will  thus start out from Hegel again in order to explain the moti ves for this 

expl o i tat i on and to indicate some remedies for it. 
At  several points in his work, at several moments of his l ife , Hegel reHects on 

the question of the love between the sexes , which he analyzes notably as labor. 
How does Hegel define the love between men and women? He defines it as it is 
most often practi ced i n our epoch, but also as i t  is defined by patriarchal , monothe is
t ic rel igions or, apparently at another extreme, by theories of sexuality, the Freudian 
one being an example . He defines i t  as it is still for the most part our custom and 
our duty to l ive i t ,  in private and in public . He defines it as that which exis ts wi thin 
a culture of the patriarchal type , without managing to resolve the lack of spiri t and 
eth ics that he perceives.  He al so defines it in accordance with h is method . This 
means that in order to resolve what he calls natural i mmediacy within the family , 

Hegel has recourse to pairs of oppos i tes .  He is therefore obl iged to define man and 
woma n as opposed and not as d ifferent . But is it not st i l l  most often in this way that 
the mascu l ine and feminine genders are interpreted? 

Man and woman are i n  opposit ion , then, in the labor of love , according to Hegel .  
Th i s  labor i s  defined within the family that they form , insofar as they are a couple  
(of opposi tes ) .  Outside the context of the family, Hegel is preoccupied l i ttle with 
endowing each gender with an identity, in particular a juridical one, even though 
he affirms that the status of a human person is tributary of this recogn i t ion by 
c iv il law. A sexed/gendered [sexlU!] law would therefore be solely famil ial in his 
perspective . There wou ld not be a sexed/gendered [sexuee] identity for the ci tizen. 

I t  i s  still so for us  today . There are still no civil rights proper to women and 
men . J This  is particularly evident as it concems women, s i nce the exis ti ng law is 
adapted more to men than to women insofar as the former have for centuries been 
the model for c i t izensh ip ,  the woman ci tizen being abusively defined by an equal i ty 
of rights that do  not satisfy her needs .  In all rigor, even today there is no c iv i l  l aw 
that makes human persons of men and women. Inasmuch as they are sexedl 
gendered , they remain in natural immediacy. Furthermore , this means that there 

s t i l l  are no rights of real persons because only women and men exist-not neuter 
individuals. The righ ts of these abstract citizens are more or less copied or deduced 
from reli giolls ,  and above all patriarchal , duties or righ ts . Whence the difficulty in 
d i st inguishing between these domains .  We still lack a c iv i l  law conccming real 
person s ,  and first and foremost women and men. In the absence of sueh rights, our 
sexual i ty re lapses to a level of barbari ty at times worse than that of an imal societ ies .  

How then, for Hegel , are the relations between woman and m a n  in the family 
organ i zed? The woman is wife and mother. But this function ,  for her, corresponds 
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to an abstract duty. She is  therefore not this particular woman, irreducible in her 
si ngulari ty, wife of this particular man, himself irreducible , and she is  no more this 

particular woman,  mother of this particular child or these particular children. This  
singularity is left to  her  only from the point of view of the man, for whom she 
remains bound to natural immediacy. For her, it is  a matter of being wife and 
mother insofar as these functions represent a task vis-a. vis the universal that she 
performs by renouncing her singular desires . 

Love is therefore not possible on the part of woman , Hegel wri tes , for love is 
labor of the universal ,  in the sense that she must love man and child without loving 
this particular man or this particular child .  She must love man and child as generic 
members of the human species dominated by mankind . She must love them as the 
ones who are able to achieve the infinite of humankind , unconsciously assimilated 
to the masculine, in disregard of her gender and her relationsh ip  to the infinite .  In 
other words,  the woman's love is defined as familial and civil duty. She d oes not 
have the right to singular love nor to love for herself. She is therefore not able to 
love but is rather subjected to love and to reproduction. She must be sacrificed and 
must sacrifice herself to this task, disappearing within i t  as this particular woman 
alive right now. S�e must also disappear in terms of desire, unless it be as abstract 
desire : desire to be wife and mother. This effacement of herself in a function t ied 
to tne family is her civil task. For the man, on the contrary , the love of the  woman 
represents the repose of the ci tizen in  the singularity of a home. He must thus love 
this particular woman insofar as she is singular nature,  on the condition that she 
remain bound to this singulari ty and he can therefore exchange her whi le  remain ing 
faithful to his relationship to  the universal. 

The universal for the woman is therefore reduced to a practical labor included 
with in  the horizon of the universal defined by the man. Deprived of the relation to 
the s ingulari ty of love, the woman is also deprived of the possibility of a universal 
for herself. Love,  for her, corresponds to a duty-and not a right-that defines her 
role within humankind , where she appears as the servant of the man . 

As for the man , he surrenders himself to the singularity of love as a regression 
to n atural immediacy. Love with a woman in his home represents the repose that 
complements his labor as a citizen. Insofar as he is a citizen ,  he is supposed to 
renounce his sexed/gendered singularity in order to accomplish a universal task i n  
the service o f  the community. In the name o f  this supposed universality , h e  would 
therefore have the righ t and the duty to represent all of humankind [l' espece humaine 1 
in the city. 

Love, for the man, is  thus a permissible lapse into natural immediacy .  His wife 
or another woman must devote herself to granting h im this regression on account 
of the difficult labor of the universal that he assures in  other ways . But  she must 
also send him back to this task ,  distance him from her, unceasi ngly engender h i m  
a s  t he  craftsman o f  uni versal spiri t .  The redemption o f  the m a n's fall i n t o  s ingulari ty  
i s fou n d  i n  his conseq u e n t  capaci ty  to resume his labor a s  ci t i zen,  in  t h e  ch j l d  wh o .  
once conceived , deprives the  man of  the possess ion of  h is jouissance a s  h i s  own , 
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and also i n  the acquired goods supposedly possessed in equality by the two sexes, 
goods that represent the for it.�e�f of the union of the man and the woman in the 
family. The finality of love for the two spouses is finally to acquire a famil ial capi tal . 
The fami ly  would thus be a privi leged birthplace of capitalism. 

Clearly ,  the self-renunciation demanded of the woman is coupled with the loss 
of identity of the man as citizen. The woman is made to bend to the lack of forms 
and norms of the masculine desire that perhaps defines itself against incest, against 
the mother, that other who is un possessable in her singulari ty-but nevertheless 
does not define i tself as masculine desire, unless one were to think that this desire 
wants only enslavement to death . 

In fact ,  for centuries in the West, marriage has been an institution that chains 
the woman to a universal duty-the becoming of the spirit of the man in the 
communi ty-and that chains the man to a regression to the natural in  order to 
assure , in other ways, the service of the State. Insofar as there are no two jurid ical , 
sexed/gendered persons , there are , in fact ,  no nuptials. They are both enslaved to 
the State , to religion, and to the acquisition of goods. Furthermore , this absence of 
two in the couple necessi tates the intervention of other limits tributary of the work 
of the negative in  accordance with the cul ture of the man: death as the assembling
place of sensible desires ;  the real or symbolic dissolution of the ci t izen in the 
community; the enslavement to capital or property. 

This division of tasks between home and city cannot be perpetuated without 
depriving the woman both of her relationship to the singular in love and the 
necessary singularity in her relationship to the universal . The home-couple or 
family-must be a place of the singular and of the universal for each sex, as must 
be the life of the citizen,  be i t  man or woman. This  signifies that the order of cultural 
identity, and not only natural identity, must be realized for both sexes within the 
couple, the family,  the State . Without a cultural identity adequate to the natural 
identity of each sex , nature and universal are separate, like earth and sky
infinitely d istant from each other and no longer married to one another. The division 
of tasks between earth and sky-suffering and labor here below, reward and 
felicity beyond-begins during an epoch of our culture described by mythology and 
inscribed in  philosophy and theology, themselves separated from then onwards, 
something that is  otten not the case, as in most far Eastern traditions, for example . 

In effect, this conception of the world does not in any way correspond to other 
cultures where the body is spiritual ized as body and the earth as earth , the heavens 
bei ng the manifestation of our degree of spiritualization here and now. I am thinking 
of certain cultures of yoga that I know a li ttle , cultures where the body is culti vated 
as body not solely in the muscular sportive, competitive-aggressive dimension that 
we know only too well and that (as sole dimension) bodes no good .  In these cultures , 
the body is culti vated to become both more spiri tual and more carnal at the same 
t ime. An ensemble of alimentary and gestural practices, an attention to breath in  
respiration, a respect for the  rhythms of  day and night, for the seasons and years 
as the calendar of the flesh [La chair] , the world and History, an education of the 
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senses toward perception that is correct, pleasant, and concentrated , all trai n the 
body little by l i ttle to be reborn,  to give i tself a proper birth , carnally and spiri tually , 
each day at each instant. The body is therefore no longer s imply a body engendered 
by parents, it is also the one I give back to myself. In the same way, immortality 
is no longer restric ted to the beyond , and its condition is no longer determined by 
someone other than me. It is acquired by each in his or her respect for life and i ts 
spiri tualization. The universal-if this word can still be used here-consists in the 
flourishing of life and not in the submission to death , as Hegel would have i t .  The 
gathering of the multiple, and the remedy for the dispersion linked to singularity , 
for the distraction by desire of all that is perceived, encountered, produced ,  are 
found in the training of the sensible toward concentration. It is thus a question not 
of renouncing the sensible,  of sacrificing it to the universal, but rather of cultivating 
i t  until it becomes spiri tual energy. Thus the Buddha's gazing upon the flower is 
not a distracted or predatory gaze, i t  is not the lapse of the speculative into the 
flesh, i t  is  the at once material and spiritual contemplation that provides an already 
sublimated energy to thought. 

This contemplation is equally an education in finding pleasure in the respect for 
that which does not belong to me. In effect, Buddha contemplates the flower without 
picking i t .  He  gazes upon this other than him without removing it at i ts roots . 
MOleover, what he gazes upon is not j ust  anything-it i s  a flower, which perhaps 
offers us the best object for meditation on the adequation of form to matter. 

The Buddha's gaze at the flower can serve us as a model. And so can the flower. 
Between us, we can train ourselves to be at once contemplative gaze and beau ty 
adequate to our matter, the spiri tual and carnal flourishing of the forms of our 
bodies. Continuing to reflect a little on this simultaneously natural and spiritual 
medi tation of a great sage of the East, I would say that the flower most often has 
a pleasing scent. It sways according to the wind, without rigidity. It also evolves 
wi thin itself-it grows ,  blooms, is reborn. Certain flowers-the mos t  engaging to 
my taste-open with the rising sun and close up in the evening. Each season has 
its flowers . The most vivacious among them, the least cultivated at the hand of 
man, yield blossoms while preserving their roots-they move ceaselessly between 
the appearing of their forms and the resources of the earth. They survive bad 
weather, winter. These are perhaps the ones that can best serve us as a spiri tual 
model. 

Cel1ainly we are spirit, we have been told . But what is  spirit i f  not the means by 
which matter flourishes in its proper form , its proper forms . What is spirit if i t  
bends the body t o  a n  abstract model that does not suit it? Thi s  spi ri t  i s  already 
dead , is already death . Illusory ecstasy in the beyond. Capi talization of life in the 
hands of a few who demand this sacrifice of the many. In particular, capitalization 
of the li ving by a masculine culture that oppresses the feminine by giving itself 
death as its only horizon.  Dialectic of master and slave , then, between the sexes ,  
a dialectic that compels the woman to engender life in order to bend i t  to the 
demands of a universal bound to death .  And that requires the woman to mother her 
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children in order to submit them to the condition of citizens abstracted from their 
singularity, cut off from their unique identity by their conception and birth , both 
genealogical and historical-consequently, as adolescents or adults exposed either 
to real death for the city or to spiritual death for culture. The woman herself becomes 
then an agent of ambivalence in love, contrary to her singular desire. Educated for 
love, familiar with this in tersubjective dimension by the fact of having been born 
daughter of a woman , the woman finds herself obligated to sacrifice this love, except 
as abstract labor of jouissance, of engendering, of motheri ng. Where she was 
expecting to achieve her identity, she finds only self-sacrifice. If it remains for the 
man to be able to move on to another woman , another singulari ty, to work toward 
the accumulation of goods for the family or the community, to return to his c it i zen
ship ,  nothing remains for the woman except the duty to be available for coupling, 
to suffer childbirth, to mother her children and her husband . Love between mother 
and daughter is even forbidden , in the sense that it recalls to the daughter, to the 
woman, the singularity of the feminine gender that she must renounce except as 
abstract desire imposed on her by a culture that is improper for her. The daughter 
has no other motive for being than to become wife and mother. On this account, 
her mother represents for her this abstract function, just as she does for her mother. 
They are two functionaries of the universal ,  of a universal inappropri ate to their 
singular nature , and consequently they are strangers to each other. The daughter 
is  the child of the universal in her mother. 

The most radical loss of human singularity entails the effacement within the 
uni versal, or within the holocaust of spirit ,  of this relation between mother and 
d aughter. This abduction of one from the other as i t  pertains to the feminine gender 
is a crime that humanity perpetuates unconsciously and without being able to mourn 
i t .  We know from mythology that it can bring about the sterility of the earth . 2 In 
deciphering  the mystery of our decline, we know that it can bring about the end of 
the human species ,  sacrificed to an abstract universal : absol ute spiri t . 

How then to emerge from th i s  abstract duty, from this sacri fice of sexed/gendered 
identity toward a universal defined by the man whose master is death , for lack of 
having known how to open out life as universal? How can we discover for us, 
between us ,  the singulari ty and the universality of love as the natural and spiritual 
achievement of human identi ty? This must proceed through the evolution , the 
revolution of the relations between the man and the woman, and first and foremost 
in the couple, before any family. The changes to be brought about in the relations 
between mothers and daughters are linked to a mutation of the relationships between 
the two genders of the human species that necessi tates the passage to another 
culture irreducible to a single gender, and also i rreducible to a sexed/gendered 
di mension that is s imply genealogical, in other words , to a patriarchy or matriarchy. 

Concretely, this means that each woman will no longer love her lover as man in 
general, that each man will no longer love his lover as one woman (who can be 
substi tuted by another) . The task of the passage from the si ngular to thc un iversal 
remains then the task of each person in  his  or her unique  singulari ty ,  and, in 
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particular, the task of each sexed/gendered person in the at once singular and 
universal relationship  that he or she maintains to him or herself and to the person 
of the other sex. Each woman will therefore be for herself the woman in becoming 
[lafemme en devenirJ ,  model for herself as woman and for the man whom she needs , 
just as he needs her in order to ensure the passage from nature to culture . In other 
words, to be born woman demands a culture ,  particular to this sex and to this 
gender, which i t  is important for the woman to achieve without ,  however, renouncing 
her natural identity. She must not submit herself to a model of identity imposed by 
anyone else: not by her parents , her lover, her child , the St�te, or religion, nor by 
culture in general . This does not s ignify that she may fall into caprice, dispersion, 
the multiplicity of her desi res, and the loss of identity. She must, on the contrary, 
gather herself wi thin herself in order to achieve the perfection of her gender for 
herself, for the man whom she loves , for her children, but equally for civil society, 
the world of culture , and a definition of the universal corresponding to reality. With 
regard to this task,  to desire to be equal to the man is a serious ethical error, for 
in so doing the woman contributes to the effacement of natural and spiritual reality 
in  an abstract universal at the service of a sole master-death . In so doing, in 
addition to her own suicidal loss of identity, she also deprives the man of the 
possibi l i ty of defining himself naturally and spiritually as man, that is, as a sexed/ 
gendered person . In fact ,  each man must remain a man in becoming [homme en 
devenir). He himself must accomplish this task of being both this particular man 
that he is by birth  and a model for humani ty, a model at once corporeal and 
spiri tual . He must not leave the cultural maternal care of h imself to his wife ,  all 
the more so because she cannot take charge of it herself, not being him.  He must 
become man all by h imself, grow wi thout her and without opposing himself to her. 
He must be capable of sublimating his instincts and his drives himself. Not only 
h is  partial drives but also his genital drives. The defense of the preoedipal as the 
li beration from the geni tal sexual norm brings with it  all the caprice or immaturity 
of a desire exercising itself to the detriment of becoming-human qua genus [genre), 
qua two genders [deux genres] .  And to those who cite the preoedipal against Freud,  
i t  is easy to respond that  the sublimation of the pregenital i s  present in Freud's 
work , but that the sublimation of genitality-which is reduced to reproduct ion
is not. 

Now reproduction does not use all the drives of the desi re between the sexes. 
Thus , if reproduction appears as the sole sexual value, the drives corresponding to 
this attraction are therefore neutralized and diverted toward the service of the 
family, the community, and the State , wi thout being sublimated as desire between 
the sexes . I mean by this that masculine desire must become desi re for itself as 
man andfor the other-the woman . Sexed/gendered desire ,  sexual desire ,  must not 
have its end , its effecti vity , in the family as such , nor in the State or rel igion, for 
it then perverts the truth, and the spirit , of the community .  Sexual desire must have 
an effect iv i ty appropriate to i ts matter, its nature. Therefore, i t  must keep its 
privileged place in the body proper and in the couple that t he m an forms with the 
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other sex-woman . This  couple forms the elementary social community. It is there 
that sensible desire must become potentially universal culture . I t  is there that the 
genders of the man and the woman must become models of masculine or feminine 
humankind while remaining tied to the singular task of being this particular man 
or this particular woman. In  realizing this passage from nature to culture ,  from the 
singular to the universal , from sexual attraction to the effectuation of gender, the 
couple that the man and the woman foml assures the well being of the community 
and of nature ,  the two together. It is not only their pleasure that is at stake but also 
the order of the becoming spirit of the entire community and the safeguarding of 
nature as macro and microcosm, as species and humankind. The attraction between 
the sexes i s  therefore not left without a for itself, this having become (in Hegel's 
perspecti ve,  for example) the child , the family goods ,  or the service of a mascul ine 
communi ty and culture dominated by death as the guarantor of the universal . Sexual 
pleasure does not blindly or cynically become social power of a patriarchal or 
matriarchal type as practiced in the house or the city . Nor is desire left uncultivated, 
impulsive ,  making of the couple a place of debauchery (a natural place , Hegel 
would say) alternative to the order of citizenship. Desire and pleasure are cultivated 
by and for each sex so as to achieve the perfection of the genders . The man trains 
his instincts and drives so as to fully become man, and the woman acts l ikewise in 
order to achieve the perfection of her gender. The man and the woman can then 
form a human couple . Sexuality finds in the couple i ts effect ivity, i ts achievement, 
an in itself and a for itself that correspond to the necessary poles of the pedect 
incarnat ion for each one of his or her humanity. This task i s  realized separately 
and together. 

. 

This aspect of the labor of love, as Hegel calls i t ,  is one we do not know or no 
longer know. And the order of culture forbids it .  We must interpret and go beyond 
this order insofar as i t  represents a human alienation for both sexes and for all of 
humanity , an alienation that leads the human species to its m in .  Love would 
have to remain a natural unhappiness without possible redemption other than the 
authori tarian  spiritual element of a community dominated by a father patriarch. Of 
love we know only the singularity of sensible desire deprived of a for itself, the 
pangs of the attraction for the other, the burden of the error and the price to pay 
for our red emption . We know the soli tude of desire, the despair of the refusal or 
the imposs ible, the pathological derangements of the drives, the dereliction of 
separation.  We also know the passionate rebirths of desire for such and such a man 
or woman , a s ingular desire for the one who feels i t ,  but unspeakable, irrational in 
i ts end , wi thout language for the one who inspires it and therefore without possible 
rec iprocity in the attraction , unless it be for the blind and annu l ling reciproci ty of 
the spirit there at work . We also know the shame of desi re, its sink ing into the loss 
of i denti ty ,  its chaos , its d rug, and the disillusioned mornings after. We do not yet 
know the salvation that love brings, the individual and collective salvation. 

In our c ultures , this salvation has been presented to us for centuries as genealogi
cal at bes t .  Salvation would be tied to the family, a family of masculine genealogy ,  
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a family in the restricted or in the generalized sense, a family in which the woman 
remains bound to nature and has as a task to make the natural pass into the universal 
while renouncing her proper desire and her feminine identity. This salvation 
perhaps had a sense at one epoch of History. But did this sense not already represent 
a regression in relation to other stages of culture? In any case , we are failing to 
accomplish History-or at least to continue it-as the salvation of humani ty as 
composed of women and men . This task is ours . In accomplishi ng it, we  work at 
the becoming of History by bringing about more justice , truth , and humani ty in 
this world .  This task i s  the task of our epoch (unless it is the task once again of 
renewing ties with repressed , forgotten , covered-over traditions) . This task belongs 
to each of us [ei chacun(e)] .  No one is foreign to it ,  no one is by nature master or 
slave, poor or rich .  We are all, women and men, sexed/gendered . Our primary task 
is to pass as such from nature to culture , to become women and men while remaining 
faithful to our genders .  This task for all ,  men and women,  must  not be confused 
with that of reproduction. The latter represents another task .  It can be accomplished 
correctly only through a respect for the first one. Only women and men d ignified in 
their human gender, concerned with achieving i t  spiritually within  the couple and 
in society, can engerider children with dignity. Reproduction cannot be reduced to 
an order coming from an absent master or his omnipotent med iators . I t  must be the 
frui t  of love cultivated between woman and man. Otherwise it is  the lapse of 
humanity from its spiritual task and, in particular, the enslavement of the woman 
to her natural destiny i n  order to assure a partial , unjust ,  and abstract culture of 
humankind dominated by a masculine that does not know i tself as a singular gender. 

Engendering a child must be understood in the same m easure as the engendering 
of society , of History ,  of the universe. The child must be the natural and spiri tual 
fruit of the labor of love i n  each couple at any given moment of the History of the 
world. Engendering a child cannot be separated from the engendering of the natural 
and spiri tual site that is able to receive it .  Without this concern, having a ch i ld 
relapses into uncultivated instinct .  This gesture becomes an error corrupting all of 
humanity. 

Sanctified desire-to take up the words of Hegel-does not consist in the 
engendering of children, since chi ldren represent the/or itself of the in itself of the 
parents' desire,  desire for death , therefore , but not sanctified in i ts natural sub
stance. Nor does sanctified desire correspond to the possession of family goods 
common to both sexes , as Hegel (and many others !) would have it; it can be 
understood rather as the passage for each gender from the natural to the spiri tual , 
from nature to culture . In this consists the most holy work of the couple: to 
spiri tualize humankind in  its sexed/gendered members,  the man and the woman. 
In effect ,  sexual desire is not satisfied by labor in general , it has a particular labor 
to perform . It must cultivate i tself for its own becoming. It  has its end in i tself. 
Sexual desire is not to be sacrificed to the labor of the community. Sexual desire 
is moreover not satisfied by this labor. As the personal good of one or the other sex 
i t  becomes impoverished . And it is unjust to affirm that the good reverting from it 
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to the family in the form of money, capital , or property, can he an adequate 

recompense for the expend i ture of desire .  For the so called common good , often 
acquired by the man and accord ing to the economy of his world ,  cannot correspond 
to an immediately spiritual possession, as Hegel writes , for it is an inanimate object 
and we are incommensurable with it .  This object can eventually serve as mediation, 
hut t his mediation better suits the exchanges between men, as women prefer 
i ll tersubj ective relations . Furthermore , money as mediation represents the loss or 
the al ienation of singularity in an abstract universal of the natural without adequate 
spiritual i zat ion of the latter and wi th no return to self possible. 

To taste the substance of the other inasmuch as i t  is already spiritual while 
remaining sensible-this i s  what a mediation between the sexes might be. This 
gesture seems impossible to Westerners who no longer know love in its s imultane
ously corporeal and spiri tual d imension.  But the reading of certain texts concerning 
yoga, for example, can teach us that spiri tual substance exists and that it is 
experienced otherwise than as a good that is  exterior to the self. In other words, 
the interior or interiority of the body is cultivated and is not reduced to the obscurity 
of the natural . Love as objectivity can be known as sexed/gendered love and lovers 
can be contemplated as subjects and objects of love. Certain traditions of India are 
st i l l  close to this contemplation of the objectivity of a love that is subjected to a 
ri gorous corporeal and spiritual apprenticeship. In the tradition of yoga, for exam
ple, to make love does not signify to return to a zero degree of tension but rather 
to raise the energy of the lowes t chakras (chakras are supposed to be nervous centers 
simultaneously physical and spi ritual) to the highest chakras , or more exactly to 

make the energy c irculate between the lowest and the h ighest chakras . To love 
carnally in this way means to cultivate together one's instincts , to make love 
c i rculate between the chakras of the belly, those of the heart ,  of the throat, of the 
head while using breath as med iation (without forgetting their return to the lowest 
centers ,  situated in the feet) . 

Love is not contemplated, then, in the child who is an Other easy to produce 
sexua l ly and who represents the sacrifice of the lovers to genealogy. Love is 
contemplated in the lovers who love each other in a more or less accomplished 
manner. 

It seems that our cu l ture sti l l  tends to make us relapse into the most base 
l o v e ,  with moral i ty supporting i t ,  and notably by reducing the final i ty of love to 
procreat ion. One coitus i1' enough to engender a child .  Sublimating one's amorous 
energy is a much more subtle and sublime task. And blissful are the children freely 
concci ved in the subl imated energy of the lovers . Blissful  are the children of lovers 
s p i ri tua l i zed in their  fl esh . From birth ,  they are by nature already spi ri tual for they 
are not conceived in the lapse of love, in the simple mixing of seeds resulting from 
a more or less successfu l  coupling. They are rather the chi ldren of a couple spiritual 
enough to share its treasure-subjective and objective ,  natural and cultural-with 
a th ird .  They are chi ldren annoullced in love and awai ted . They are the sons or the 
daugh ters who fi n d  spiri tual bodies-which remain carnally l iving and happy all 
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the whi le-to weleome them, to eradle  them, to nourish them ,  to love them, to 
speak to them. They are the ehildren of the parents ' speeeh [La parole] as mueh as 
of their flesh . For the lovers' culture of sexuality proceeds through their speech,  
even if i t  i s  s i lent gesture . For such chi ldren , the  body , the house, the c i ty ,  are 
habitable places. One passes into the other without imperative . Body, house , and 
city are a common work built by men and women for the presen t and the fu ture , 
and out of respect for ancestors. The objectivity of love in thi s  case is no longer 
solely the child or the familial or collective goods but rather the natural and cultural 
world engendered by women and men at a moment of History. 

Notes 

Edi tor's Note : Th iR text is  " translation of "L'amour entre nOlls , "  first given as an add ress i n  I ta l i an , :\ 
September 1 989, at the national fest i val of Unita, the dai ly  of the Ital ian Communist Party, at the 

inv i tation of the F.C .C .l .  (the Federation of Young I tal ian Communists), and then g iven i n  French , 1 9  

October 1989 , a s  t h e  i n troductory lectllre of I ri garay's seminar a t  t h e  College International d e  Philosophic . 
Certai n mod i ficat ions of the text were made whi le  working on the translation in consul tation wi th  the 

author. I t  remains unpubl i shed in French. 

1.  To l erance of abortion , ' when i t  exists ,  clearly does not constitute a real c i v i l  right .  It  is  onl y a very 

rough sketch of one. 

2.  This is a reference to the myth of Demeter and Persephone/Kore. Iri garay treats th is  myth and i ts  

signi ficance more ex tensively in uLc mYRt ere oubl ie des genealogies feminines" in  Le., Temp., de la 
diference (paris:  Le Livre de Poche, 1 989). 
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Descartes Entrapped 

Sarah Kolman 

"Let us be more prudent than Descartes, who remained caught in  the trap 
[Fallstrick] of words.  Cogito, to tell the truth, is only a single word , but its 
meaning is complex . (There is no lack of complex things that we seize brutally, 
believing in  good faith that they are simple. ) In this famous cogito there is :  ( 1 )  
i t  thinks; (2) I believe that i t  is I who thinks ; (3) b u t  even admit ting that this 
second poin t  is  uncertain , being a matter of belief, the first point "it thinks"
also contains a belief: that "thinking" is an activity for which one must imagine 
a subject , if only "it"; and the ergo sum signifies nothing more.  But this is a belief 
in grammar: one supposes "things" and their "activities ,"  and this put� us far 
from immediate certainty . Let us therefore set aside this problematic "it" and say 
cogitatur, in  order to record a state of fact free from articles of fai th .  But this is 
to delude ourselves once again,  for even the passive form contai ns articles of 
faith and not only "states of fac t" ; when all � said and done , i t  is prec iscly the 
state of fac t  that does not let i tself be laid bare; "belief" and "opinion" are found 
i n  cog ito or cogitat or cogitatur . 

"Who guarantees us that thanks to the ergo we will not gai n something from 
this belief and this opi nion , such that there remains something more than this :  
"Something is  believed, therefore something is believed" vicious circle! Fi
nally,  one would have to know what "being" is  in order to get  the .!Um from the 
cogito ; one would also have to know what "knowing" is :  one starts from belief i n  
logic in the  ergo before a l l  else and no t  uniquely from the  posi tion of  a 
fact !  Is "certainty" possible in knowledge? Isn't immediate certainty perhaps a 
contradictio in adjecto? What is knowing in relation to being? For whoever brings 
to all these points a ready made belief, Cartesian prudence no longer has meaning; 
i t  comes too late. Before coming to the problem of "being, " one would have to 
have resolved the problem of the value of logic. Nietzsche, Nachgelassene 

Fragmente ( 1885) 

With Descartes , we pass from the scene of antiqui ty to the scene of modernity. 
Philosophy has always wanted this to be the passage from childhood to adul thood . 

Translated by Kathryn Aschhcim 
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Having reached maturity, sure of his means, the now dogmatic philosopher thinks 
he can conquer, in all certainty, woman-truth . But "what is certain is that she has 
not let herself be won ,"  for the means used by the dogmatic philosophers were 
"awkward and very improper for winning a woman's heart" : in aspiring indecently 
to strip truth of her veils, they gave proof not of maturity but of a loss of viril i ty of 
their instincts. 1 

Between the philosopher and woman truth a primitive �cene is enacted , observed 
in a perverse way by the spoiled child of philosophy; suspicious,  he watches, so as 
to ridicule the false steps of these pseudo-adults that make them fall into those very 
traps that , in their imprudence and seriousness , they claimed to have avoided by 
forging rules of method . But their prudence always arrives too late,  and behind the 
dogmatic seriousness there hides "a noble childishness and a stuttering. " 

Questions of Method 

Descartes does not do what he says and exhorts one to do in his own rules of 
method : he is entirely lacking in prudence. This contradiction is worth underlining 
and interrogating i n ,  the case of a philosopher who affirms-this is one of his 
imprudences-the value of truth , of reason, and of his logic. It i s  therefore appro
priate-placing oneself on the same terrain as Descartes, that of logic-to begin 
by denouncing the i nternal contradictions of his system, by making a "philosophical 
critique" of them, and , pushing it  to its limit, by turning his own method against 
him. 

Confusing the hierarchical oppositions that command the entire Cartesian i tiner
ary-mind and body,  reason and imagination, maturity and childhood , philosophy 
and common sense-Nietzsche, like a malicious child, makes fun of this "mature" 
man , this prisoner of childhood prejudices-common prejudices he claims to 
denounce and master, believing that he is using only the inspection of his mind at 
the very moment when he is the victim , like the common people , of what he calls 
"imagination. " 

Thus the cogito-this indubitable truth that would resist radical and hyperbolic 
doubt, the hypothesis of the evil demon ; this first truth, clear and distinct, the only 
truth to get by without the divine guarantee ; this cogito famous in the entire h istory 
of philosophy, the foundation of idealism , refuted only to reappear in another, 
better form (whether in Kant, Hegel, or Husserl) , declared only recently by Sartre 
to be an "unsurpassable truth ,"  the starting point of all phi losophy-this "famous 
cogito" would be only a pure and simple word . Descartes ,  despite h is  rule of 
prudence ,  would have fallen into the snare (Fallstrick) of language, would have 
been trapped like a child, worse, like an animal abandoned by the most elementary 
prudence:  i ts very instinct of preservation . So that if the itinerary followed by 
Descartes is, as he declares , rational, this would prove only that "reason" is a more 
deficient organ than instinct and that to want to trust it ,  the ratio, is to make a bad 
calculation indeed . 
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In  fact ,  the cogito could not be a rational truth,  an immedi ate certainty, for it 
implies a series of med iations that separate me always already from myself and that 
are so many bel i efs , opinions , prejudices , "articles of fai th ,"  imaginative fictions. 
To speak of immediate certainties is a contrad iction in terms , or, as the logicians 
say, a contradictio in adjecto; the cogito is a product not of reason but of "imagina
t ion"-a "suppos i tion, " a fIction , an invention, an illusion . 

In order to denounce and solic i t  these "articles of faith , " N ietzsch e  introduces 
a series of interrogations neglected by Descartes, and , pushing doubt and prudence 
to their extreme limits , asks unheard-of questions that had never occurred to the 
philospher of "radical" doubt .  Even supposing , Descartes, that your cogito ergo 

s u m  were an i rrefutable truth-and it is not-one would still have to ask : why did 
you want to find an irrefutable, grounded truth , "firm and cons tant , " escapi ng all 
doubt ? Why did you want certa inty rather than uncertain ty '? What is the value of 
the value of truth? And if you transgressed the rules of your own method to the 
poin t  of letting yourse lf be trapped , what is h idden by the will to tru th and certainty 
that you proclaim so loudly? At bottom, does it not conceal an entirely other wi l l ,  

the wil l  to be deceived , deluded , to let yourself be trapped? And what do you want 
in letting yourself fall i nto a trap? Is it to protect yourself against a more formidable 
trap , such that your imprudence would be the height  of prudence? The only means, 

perhaps , for you to preserve your l ife and continue to affirm your power? 
If, 0 philosophers! you neglect to ask these genealogical questions and you 

remain at the level of "cri tique , " at least you should be able to denounce Descartes 's 
contradictions and theoretical i rnpmclences. But you wi ll be unable to decipher 
beh ind this impmdence the supreme pmdence and w isdom of a living man , his last 
recourse for preserving his life .  

Descartes's Imprudence and Precipitousness 

Nietzsche exhorts us therefore to be more prudent than Descartes, who has 
nonetheless raised prudence to a rule of method . One must be more prudent than 
Descartes because the prudence he displays has no meaning: it comes too late ,  at a 
moment when he already has been too imprudent and his invitations to a methodical 
prudence serve only to mask an actual imprudence . At the very moment that he 
preaches a radical and hyperbol ic doubt, he relies on unshakeable "articles of 
fai th" that deprive his doubt of radicali ty and seriousness. Descartes, in wanting 
to proceed too quickly, breaks the rules of his method-the rule of hav i ng to avoid 
precipitousness and having to conduct one's thoughts in orderly fashion-and turns 
out to have been influenced by the most naive, the most common prejudices. In 
vain did  he declare that he had wai ted to reach an age so mature that he was unable 

to "hope for another after it" before undertak ing , with  all the seriousness t hat it 
merits ,  the methodical enterprise of doubt. Everything looks as if he were not 
mature enough for such a task or, even , that he is  one of those people who,  be lieving 
themselves to be more skillful than they are , would do better never to doubt , for 
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"they cannot prevent themselves from precipitating their judgement nor do they 
have enough patience to conduct all their thoughts in order: from which i t  follows 
that if they had once taken the liberty to doubt the principles that they received 
and to leave the common path, they would never be able to keep to the path that 
one must take in  order to advance more directly , and would remain lost their entire 
lives. " 

And what if this suspicion were verified, what if Descartes had remai ned lost his 
entire l ife? That would be most surprising for a philosopher who had resolved to 
proceed so slowly and to use so much circumspection in all things that "if [he] did 
not advance very far,  at least [he] would guard [himself] against fal li ng.

,,2 

For i n  spite of his hopes, his method did not in fact prevent him from falling; 
and from fall ing into a trap (Falls trick) woven by language. Like a clumsy animal, 

he remained caught i ll this trap, and never escaped from i t .  
And yet !  Did he not very quickly give proof of the utmost suspicion wi th respect 

to language? Did he not dream of a universal language that would substitute for 
natural language, that would be "very easy to learn,  pronounce and write , and that, 
most important, would aid judgement, representing all th ings to it so distinctly that 
it would be impossible for it to be deceived"? And this because "our words have 
always only confused meanings, to which the minds of men became accustomed 
over time ; this is the reason they understand almost noth ing perfec tly . "  

Such a universal language , b y  means of which "peasants would b e  better ab le to 
judge the tmth of things than philosophers do now, " is possible, and yet it would 
be utopian ever to hope to see i t  in use: "This presupposes great changes i n  the 
order of th ings, and would require that all the World be a terrestrial paradise ,  

which is only conceivable i n  the land of fictions [le pay.s des romans]. ,,3 
Because we are therefore neither in paradise nor in a fictional universe produced 

according to the rules of our desire (of our reason) , we must deal with a language
a source of obscuri ty and confusion for knowledge--f which it is best to be wary. 

Like the entire metaphysical tradition, Descartes distinguishes the idea-the 
conception (the signified) that a pure and attentive mind could grasp "without 
speaking, " the rational intuition-from the word (the signifier) , a pure emiss ion of 
sound that implies the union of the soul and the body and that i s  necessary only 
for communication. Descartes makes i t  a rule to direct all his attention to the idea 
so as not to be decei ved by the word ,  and this rule is prudent because men 
spontaneously give more attention to words than to the things that they designate. 
One of the principal causes of our errors and misunderstandings (the fourth) is that 
we attach our thoughts to words that do not express them exactly: 

Because we aUach 0111' conceptions to certain words in order to express them 
verbally, and because we remember words rather than thi ngs ,  we a r c  hardly able 
to conceive a th ing so d istinctly as to be able to separate enti rely that which we 
conceive from the words chosen to express i t .  In this way men give the i r  a ttention 
to words rather than to things, and this is why they often give the ir  agreement to 
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terms which they do not understand, either because they believe that they have 
unders tood them or because it seemed to them that those who taught them the 
terms knew their signification, and that they learned it the same way. ' 

In the Second Meditation,  after the famous analysis of the piece of wax , Descartes 
pretends to be blocked in his demonstration and constrained to put his results in 
doubt because of an objection that would arise from considering the "terms and 
speech forms of ordinary language" to which he is led by force of Qabit and which 
are found to contradict the truth that was grasped , without speech, by the pure 
inspection of the mind:  

However I could 'not  be more astonished when I consider how great is the 
weakness of my mind and the force whieh carries i t  insensibly into error, for even 
if withoILt speaking I consider a.ll this in myself, words stop me nevertheless and I 
am almost deceived by the terms of ordinary language. For we say that we see 
the same wax if i t  i s  presented to us, and not that we judge it to be the same 
because i t  has the same color and shape: from which I would almost want to 
conclude that one knows the wax by the vision of the eyes and not by the sole 
inspection of the m i nd . . . . A man who tries to raise his knowledge above the 
average should be ashamed to find an occasion for doubt in the forms and terms 
of vulgar speech. 5 

Descartes therefore affirms it himself: he would have been ashamed to let himself 
be caught in the trap of language, a trap that is fine for the common people but not 
for a phi losopher who is attempting to si tuate himself above them and who trusts 
only in his reason. 

And yet !  What if i t  was only a presumptiori that made him neglect to give enough 
attention to language to perceive that reason itself was simply one of its categories . 

The "fourth principal cause of our errors" comes from an excessive attention to 
the word to the detriment of the idea; but included in one of the "four great errors" 
is the belief in reason and its categories-the subject, substance, cause and effect , 
etc . Descartes's imprudence was not to have doubted language radically enough , 
to have been unable to carry out the complete enumeration of errors of which it is 
the source ,  thus transgressing the fourth rule of his method. And therefore to have 
let himself be well and truly trapped. 

The example of the cogito proves that Descartes confused an idea and a word ; 
that he therefore did not "grasp" this "truth" by a pure inspection of his mind, but 
rather "seized" it with all the violence, confusion, and obscurity that characterize 
a mind always already united with a body-in other words ,  the will to power. 
Believing therefore that he has "grasped" an idea, he has-breaking his second 
ru le of method-confused the fictive unity of the word with the simplicity of the 
clear and distinct idea, the simple with the complex. 

If the cogito is therefore the "first truth" on which the entire system rests , then 
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the entire system rests only on a word and the common prejudices that it contains. 
This is N ietzsche's suspicion. Despite his vigilance , Descartes fell into the trap set 
by language , for in pursuing clarity and distinctness he was attentive  only to 
dissipating the lure of obscurity and confusion. He therefore perceived a minor trap 
that concealed from him a major trap: the old metaphysical inheritance incorporated 
in language and grammatical categories .  

But Descartes could not have avoided this trap, inasmuch as he needed metaphys
ics :  for to believe in reason , cause , effect, the subject and the predicate, to believe 
in all these grammatical categories inherent to language, is the very essence of 
metaphysical thought, of thought i tself. 

Descartes's naIvete is to have believed that he could "think" without language, 
that he could "rid himself' of language in favor of reason, at the very moment he 
was obeying the unsurpassable constraints of language, at the very moment he was 
interpreting things according to a schema inherent to language-a schema belonging 
not to a pure mind but indispensable to a living man determined to appropriate the 
world. and affirm his power. 

"W.e believe in reason: this, however, is the phi losophy of gray concepts . Lan
guage depends on the most naive prejudices . We introduce dissonances and prob
lems into things because we can think only in the forms of language-and because 
we relieve consequently in the "eternal truth" of "reason" (for example, the subject,  
the predicate, etc . ) .  

We cease t o  think when we  refuse t o  do so  under the constraint of language , we 
hardly manage to  doubt that this limit is a real limit. 

Rational thought consists in interpreting things according to a schema which we 

cannot reject . , , 6  
From this old metaphysical inheritance incorporated in l anguage , from all th is  

mythology that i t  is so difficult to rid ourselves of-even assuming we can get  rid 
of that "which returns always by a kind of all-powerful regression" and which  seems 
indispensable to us because we believe that if we renounced it we would cease to 
think-from all these naive prejudices Descartes could not and did not want to free 
h imself for he was unaware of them as such, responding as they did to h is deepest 
need. Because he needed metaphysics and he crit ici zed language as a source of 
obscurity and confusion and he relied on it blindly believing that he was relying 
on the sole l ight of reason . Admitting, thereby, in all naIvete , that the fundamental 
concepts and categories of reason-whose source is language-belong by nature 
to the empire of metaphysical certainties , and admitting reason "as a fragment of 
the metaphysical world itself. " 

Seduced by the "fallacious magic of words,
,,7 by the fundamental errors of reason 

that have become frozen in language ,8 Descartes was therefore not prudent  enough , 
broke the rules of his own method-thus obeying an entirely different method that 
commands subterraneously and sovereignly, a method that requ ires of the l iv ing 
man that he preserve his life .  
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A Word.Trap 

Parodying the Cartesian method of analysis, Nietzsche takes hold in his turn of 
the word trap cogito in order to undo the tangled knots that constitute the tissue of 
its web and to reveal not an eternal t ruth , a s imple, clear, and distinct idea, but 
a set or beliefs woven together by instinctive evaluations . Carrying "the analys is" 
to the end so as better to denounce its validity, Nietzsche shows that, if  it is  truly 
serious,  the analysis never arrives at a simple element. In  vain will you remove 
one by one the clothes that cover Woman-Truth, never will she appear naked before 
you, s tripped of every vei l .  In vain will you undo one by one the knots of the 
"cogito" trap , never will you auain the nudity of a brute fact, but only beliefs ,  
interpretations referring ad infinitum to other interpretations. 

In  parodying Descartes, Nietzsche not only gives proof of a greater p rudence: he 
plays with the father of the Discourse on Method .  In "deconstructing" the famous 
rule of analysis ,  he invalidates its truth value and the value of its claim to truth; 
he also underlines its "indecency . "  

He takes hold o f  the word cogito and discovers first that i t  i s  not an  "idea" but 
a pure word , for i t  refers to no real i ty :  cogitare, to think,  is a fictive thing, a pure 
abs traction, an act that never took place. 

An  entire series of fictions derives from this first fiction,  including  that of the 
thillking subject . 

" 'Thinking, ' as epistemologists define it ,  is a thing that never happens: it is an 
arbitrary fiction, which one arrives at by emphasizing one element from the process 
and ignoring all the others; it i s  an artificial arrangement for the purpose of rendering 
facts  intelligible . . . .  

" 'Spirit , '  the thing that thinks: if possibie ,  even absolute, immaculate pure ,  
spirit-this conception is  a second consequence derived from a false self-observa
tion,  which believes in 'thinking' ;  here only, one imagines an act that never takes 
place, the act of 'thinking' and, second , one imagines a subject-substratum in 
which each of the acts of this thinking, and these acts only, take their origin :  this 
is to say that the deed and the doer are .fictive . ,,9 

Nietzsche d iscovers next that the simplicity of the word cogito is also, like all 
simplicity, fictive ("everything that is simple is purely imaginary, is not 'true . ' But 
that which is real , that which i s  true is not one nor i s  it reducible to uni ty") . The 
simplicity of a word , in conformity with the nature of language , always covers a 
complex meaning: the word "is a way of gathering many images under a single 
reality which i s  not concrete but aud ible . "  To reduce the complex to the simple : 
th i s  is the project of a mastering of language that violently "grasps" (greifen) the 
real in o rder to submit it to the measure of unity. "To grasp": this is the activity 
inherent in the will to power that is formative of the concept (Begrif. The etymology 
of this word i s  symptomatic of the brutality of this mastering project and reveals 
the i llusion of a pure ,  i nnate , a priori i dea, of an eternally "simple" truth , sheltered 
from historical violence .  "Simplici ty" is the red iron brand of the concept that 
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suppresses differences and singularities-a change to the benefit of an empty 
abstraction that disfigures reality and that is  in the service of the allied forces of 
morality and religion. 10  

In affirming the innateness of simple ideas , Cartesian philosophy conceals the 
fact that i t  too is part of these living forces that work with violence and brutality to 
master the real . If Descartes was caught in the trap of words ,  he was caught in his 
"own" trap, the one woven by his instincts in order to enclose and dominate the 
real. 

To show that any "simple" idea is composed of a complex meaning is therefore 
to decipher in the philosophical, conceptual, "analytic" activity of a "pure and 
attentive mind" the impure activity of the will to power: this is Nietzsche's perennial 
gesture i n  response to the philosophers' no less perennial gesture of mastery. It is  
always a matter of denouncing the illusion of simplicity, of unity, which rests s imply 
on the common prejudice of the unique word, for everywhere you find complicated 
things that have unity only as a word . II And if, in the manner of the philosophers , you 
dissect this unique word , you will always discover in  it various hidden "ingredients . "  

The "cogito" thought as a simple idea is a product of the phi losophers' "cuis ine , "  
and the D iscourse o n  Method i s  perhaps only a recipe book for this cuisine.  N ie tzsche 
lays out all its secrets, displaying one by one the ingredients composing th is famous 
cogito . 

The Ingredients of the C ogito 

If you remove from the cogito its t issue of simplicity, if you unravel it and cut 
it up, you will find a certain number of elements that are so many concealed beliefs . 

First: a postulate grafted onto the previous fiction of a thinking activity: "it (es) 

thinks . "  Then a second postulate: this es is an Ich, I believe that it-is-I-who thinks. 
To this belief, this superstition , it is easy to oppose the following/act, namely , 

"that a thought comes when 'it' wishes, and not when 'I' wish , so that i t  is a 
falsification of the facts of the case to say that the subject ' I '  is the condition of the 
predicate ' think. ' It thinks ; but that this 'it' is precisely the famous old 'ego' is, to 
put it mildly, only a supposition , an assertion, and assuredly not an 'immediate 
certainty . '  , , 1 2  

You are prepared to admit, Descartes , that this second "ingredient" is uncertain ,  
is only a belief, when you push your doubt so  far as  t o  imagine the hypothesis of 
an evil demon, as clever as he is powerful, who would employ all of his energy to 
deceive you, and to imagine that you would have nothing-not these hands, nor 
these eyes , nor this flesh , nor thi s blood, nor these senses that you believe yourself 
to have , that the only certainty remaining to you therefore would be the certainty 
of believing yourself to possess them. Certainly, let him deceive you as much as 
he likes ! There is no doubt that you are if he deceives you. 

"Let him deceive me as much as he likes, he will never bring i t  about that I am 
nothing as long as I think that I am something . ,, 1 3  
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Rut what is th is you that you are when you believe that you are something? It is 
not "noth ing," i t  i s  a "someth ing" : this is the only certainty that the evil  demon 
leaves you ,  and not that this "someth ing" is a "self. " "I" am , "I" exist-you will 
acknowledge-must only be understood as "that exists that thinks and for as long 
as it thinks . " 

The i mmedi ate certainty would therefore not be "I think therefore I am" but "it 
thinks therefore i t  exists .  " But here as well , Descartes,  you are too imprudent , you 
advance too far even in saying only "i t  thinks" : "even the 'it' contains an interpreta

tion of the process ,  and does not belong to the process itself. 
,, 14  

You are quite imprudent, Descartes . And you , Lacan, you seem to have misread 
Nietzsche and even Descartes when you think that you are emphasizing some kind 
of decons ti tution of the subject with the formula "it thinks" or " i t speaks . " 

For to say es denkt or "it thinks" implies the belief that think i ng is an activity 
requ i ring a subject ,  if only a very small subject, reduced to the size of two 

lettcrs : es, it . Es is not no thing, it is a something that reveals,  Descartes , your 
Aristotelianism, your belief in a substance/cause of an act iv i ty that would be its 
effect .  The ergo sum that you proclaim after the cogito-what else is i t  if not the 
substantiality of the subj ec t that you affirm behind the act of thinking and that you 
display as an immedi ate certainty ,  when all you are doing is  concluding according 
to grammat ical h abits? 

It i s ,  indeed , the grammar immanen t to language that obliges you to imagine the 
fiction of a fixed subject ,  identical to itself, cause of the activi ty indicated by the 
verb . "Th inking is an acti vity ; consequently, every ac tiv i ty requires an agent" : 

such is your implici t  "reasoning . , , 1 5  
The ergo of the ergo sum does not translate therefore the necessi ty of a logical 

conclusion but only the necessity of a very st�ng belief raised to a veritable article 
of faith : the belief in the subject and the pred icate , that is, the belief in identity, 
in fixity, in  the whole of Aristotelian logic founded only on grammar. 16  

"There is  thought , "  therefore "there i s  a thinking subject" : this is the upshot of 
all Descartes's argumentation. But this amounts to positing as true, a priori , our 
belief in the concept of substance; to say that if there is thought there must also be 
"someth ing that thinks" is a formulation of our grammatical habits that presupposes 
an acting subject behind every act. In short,  here already one constructs a logical 
and me taphysical postulate, one does not simply record it . . . . By the Cartesian 
path one does not reach an absolute certainty but only the fact of a very strong 
belief. 

If one reduces the proposi t ion to "there is thought, therefore there are thoughts, " 
one obtai ns a pure tautology, and fails to reach precisely that which is in question
the "real i ty of thought";  in this fonn , indeed , it is impossible to get beyond the 
phenomenalism of thought. Now what Descartes wanted is that thought would have 
not only an apparent real ity, but a "reality in itself.

,, 1 7  

I t  is appropriate at this point t o  ask what need underlies t h e  necessity o f  such 
a belief, a belief so strong that i t  subsists always, even when one passes from the 
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"venerable self' to th is  small i t ,  this  small es ,  this small "terrestrial remainder" to 
which the "self' is finally reduced .  18  This belief is symptomatic of the "atomistic 
need" that survives tenaciously and reappears where one expects it least and in  an 
even more harmful way in the form of a "soul atomism. , , 1 9  This need i s  typical of 
metaphysics: i t  is  what haunts Descartes when he seeks at least "one point that 
would be fixed and secure" in order to escape the untenable position in which he 
finds himself after having doubted everything and before having arrived at some 
sort of certainty , namely, the position of a swimmer who has fallen into very deep 
water and who can neither steady his feet on the bottom nor swim to stay on the 
surface. 

Nietzsche declares a "war of knives and without mercy" against this "atomistic 
need" in all its forms , for the old and the new atomism rely on the same apparatus : 
in a mythological fashion , they separate force from the effects of force; to the force 
that acts they join "that lump of matter in which force resides and out of which i t  
operates-the atom. ,,20 

Now this atomistic apparatus is complicit with the morality of free will and of 
merit-the most common morality there is ,  the one necessary to the preservation 
of the weak. If the b,elief in the subject seems unshakeable, if it seems to constitute 
a veritable article of faith, this is  because i t  is necessary for the majori ty of men, 
in order to preserve their lives and triumph over the strong, to hold thei r  very 
weakness to be a liberty and a meri t ;  because such a belief is necessary for the 
"lamb" to defend itself against what it calls the "meanness" of the bird of prey: 

"For just as the popular mind separates the lightning from its flash and takes the 
latter for an action (Tun) , for the operation (Wirkung) of a subject called l ightning, 
50 popular morality also separates strength from expressions of s trength, as if there 
were a neutral substratum behind the strong man , which was/ree to express strength 
or not to do so. But there is no such substratum; there is no 'being' behind doing, 
effecting, becoming; 'the doer' is merely a fiction added to the deed-the deed is 
everythin�. . . . All its coolness ,  i ts freedom from emotion notwithstanding, our 
entire science still lies under the misleading influence of language and has not 
disposed of that little changeling, the 'subject' (the atom, for example , is such a 
changeling, as is the Kantian 'thing-in itself) . . .  This type of man [the weak man] 

needs to believe in a neutral independent 'subject, '  prompted by an instinct for self
preservation and self-affirmation in which every lie is sanctified. The subject (or, 
to use a more popular expression , the soul) has perhaps been believed in h itherto 
more firmly than anything else on earth beca�se it  makes possible to the majority 
of mortals , the weak and oppressed of every kind , the sublime self deception that 
interprets weakness as freedom, and their being thus-and-thus as a merit . , ,2 1 

The strongest ,  most unshakeable belief-the belief in grammar, the belief in the 
subject-is for this very reason the greatest stupidity: a veritable undemonstrable 
act of fai th, a dogma with the deepest, most unconscious origins ,  sheltered from 
reason . 

.. 'It is faith that saves': good ! at least sometimes . But faith, in  fact, leads in all 
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cases to stupidi ty ,  even i n the more unusual case where it is not stup id in itself, 

where it is in principle an i ntel l igent fai th . Any long standing bel ief eventual ly 

becomes s tup id ; which amou n ts to saying, in the precise language of our modern 

psychologists ,  that its motives s ink ' into the unconscious'-they di sappear into i t .  
Henceforth they rest no longer on reasons but on emotions . . . .  Given that  one 

could d iscover the strongest, oldest, mos t uncontested, most honest belief there is ,  

one may suppose with a h igh degree of likelihood that  i t  is  also the deepest ,  the 

stu p ideR t ,  the most 'unconsc i ous , '  the best sheltered from reasons,  the fai th that 

reasons havc abandoned for the longcst time . . . .  Man is before all else an an imal 
that ju.dges ; but it is in j udgment that our most ancient ,  most c onstant belief residcs ;  

a n y  j ud gmen t contains a fundamental affirmation and bel ief, t he  certainty that 

some th ing  is  l i ke this and not otherwise, that man rea l ly 'knows . '  . . .  That we have 

the righ t  to distinguish between the subject and the pred icate, the cau s e  and the 

effect ,  is our stronges t 'beli ef: al . bottom , the belief in cause and effect , in the 
conditio and the conditionatum, is i tself only a particu lar case of the first and more 

general belief, our ori gi nal belief in the subject and the predicate (as an affirmation 

that any effect is an activi ty,  and that the conditi oned supposes a condi t ioner, 

a c t i v i t y  an actor, in  short, a subject) .  Should not this belief in  the concepts of the 
subject  and the pred icate be a great stupidi ty?

,,22 

The force of th is  belief in no way guarantees its tmth valuc.  For however 
i nd iRpensable thc fiction that of the subject, for exampl e-this docs not change 

t h e  faet that it is imaginary ,  and that, although necessary to l ifc , it may bc false . 23 

Dcscartes's ergo su.m? I t is thc pretension of affirming the logical va lue of 
th i s "stupidi ty" in order bettcr to conceal these "illogical , "  unconscious origins . 
Descartes's imprudence is not to have interrogated the value of logic ,  the value of 
th i s ergo , proc laimed l i ke a cry of victory .  It is to have been unable to decipher 
this ergo as a symptom , for ergo does not give the affirmation a demonstrat ive truth 
value but s ignifies only the necessi ty of believing in a subject .  The "logic" of reason 
bo th betrays and masks the logic of the l iving man, only the rules of which are 
imperative . 

To this , Descartes would object that the cogito is an immedi ate certa inty grasped 

by rational i ntui t ion and not the conclusion of a syl logism: 
"When we perce ive that we are things that think ,  th is is a pri mary noti on which 

is  not deriv ed from a syllogism; and when someone says: 'I th ink , therefore I am, 

I e x is t' he does not conclude his existence from his though t through a syl logism , 

but  as a th i ng k nown i n  i tse lf; he sees it by a simple inspection of his mind .  Because 
i f  he had deduced i t  from a syllogism, he would have had to know beforehand the 
major premise :  everything that thinks is or exists . But on the contrary , it is taught 

to h im  by the fact that he feels ill h i mself that he cannot th ink if he does not exist .  
For i t  i s  proper to our m i nd to form the general propositions of knowledge from 
part i cu l ar ones .

, ,24 

The ergo w ou ld intervene therefore only at the moment when Descartes would 

pass from the tru th grasped in  silence, by the simple i nspection of the m i n d ,  to i ts 
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"verbal expression" i n  the exposition . But, beyond the fact that i t  is fut i le ,  as we 
saw, to dis t inguish between "reason" and language , it certainly seems that Descartes 
was unable to forego the victory cry that proclaims the assurance of a livi ng  man 
who has finally been rescued from the deep water into wh ich he fell ,  has finally 
found a fixed and stable point on which to stand. If he does not deduce his existence 
through the force of some expl ic i t  syllogism,  at least ergo betrays that there is an 
implicit  reasoning founded on our grammatical habits , of the type : "Th inking is an 
activi ty ;  every activity requires an agent;  consequently, . . . " It is therefore the 
force , if not of a syllogism,  at least of the logic immanent to our grammar that alone 
assures substantial existence , and this alone can confirm i t  in everyone's eyes . For 
the people would only be able to believe in a "demonstrated, "  "logical" truth .  

"The true  is that which can be demonstrated . "  This  is an arb i t rary definit ion of 
the word " t rue"; this definition cannot be dem.onstrated . . . .  The underlying motive 
is that this understand ing of the concept of truth is usefu l ;  for the demonstrable 
appeals to what is  most common to minds-logic ;  consequently i t  is nothing more 
than a ut i l i tarian norm in the interest of the greatest number. 

"True, "  "demonstrated"-I.hese words signify "deduced by reason ing" only if 
the judgments one rE;aches in conclusion are already true (that is, generally admit

ted) . Thus the true i s  that which can be assimi lated to generally recogni zed tmths , 
according to general procedures of reasoning. This signifies that the axiom "thai 
which can be demonstrated is  hue" presupposes "truths given in advance ."  

To add ergo sum. to  cogito is  simply to confirm the people's belief in  logic .  It is 
to add the most common of supplementary ingredients to the compos i tion of the 
cog ito without having analyzed i t  sufficiently. 

To decipher the ergo as a symptom is to remove all the fictive supplements , the 
metaphysical remnants ,  the netherworlds that hide the text of homo natura; it is  to 
show that the cogito could not have the nudity of a bru te fact but is "fabricated , "  
"composed" by  the activi ty of forces attempting t o  affirm their power. It i s  to display 
in  broad daylight the presumption and the imprudence of Descartes who, seeking 
to doubt all  the opinions that he had been given to believe previously in order to 
find something firm and constant,25 only repeats this "immediate certitude" i n  which 
he finally finds the same prejudices, the same beliefs , the same articles of fai t h .  
He who thought he  was  trusting only the natural light o f  Reason remains a victim 
of the same fetishism, the same magical mysticism as that of primi tive peoples.  He 
continues , in any case, to believe in God, at the very moment when he affirms that 
he has found a truth that could get by without the divine guarantee, a condit ion of 
any demonstration of the existence of God. 

For to believe in  grammar is to believe in God , as only the people above whom 
he tr ied to raise himself still do.  The people? Governesses? . . . Some cook perhaps? 
Or maybe that wayward servant whom he seduced and with whom it is said he  had 
a natural chilrl? 

Could he have been seduced ,  he as well ,  by this "governess ,"  charmed by h er ,  
caught in  her  trap to the  point of  falling in  the  trap of  grammar? 
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"Except for governesses who still  believe today in grammar as in a veritas aeterna 

and , consequently, in the subject, the predicate and the complement, there is  no 

one i nnocent enough to posit ,  as Descartes does , the subject 'I' as the condition of 

the verb 'thi nk. '  ,,26 

And if he was able to be seduced by a governess or a servant , maybe it is because 
he  had first been charmed by some old woman magician, some old woman who was 
even more deceptive . . .  the maternal tongue? 

"In its origin language belongs in the age of the most rudimentary form of 
psychology. We enter a realm of crude fetishism when we summon before conscious
ness the basic presuppositions of the metaphysics of language, in plain talk , the 

presuppositions of reason .  Everywhere i t  sees a doer and doing; it believes in will 
as the cause; i t  believes in the ego ,  in  the ego as being, in the ego as substance, 
and it projects this faith in the ego substance upon all things . . . .  In the beginning 
there is that great calamity of an error that the will is something which is  effective, 
that will is a capacity. Today we know that it  is only a word . . . .  Indeed , nothing 
has yet possessed a more naive power of persuasion than the error concerning 
being, as it has been formulated by the Eleatics , for example.  After all ,  every word 
we say and every sentence speak in its favor. Even the opponents of the Eleatics 
still succumbed to the seduction of their concept of being� Democri tus, among 
others , when he invented his atom. 'Reason' in language-oh,  what an old deceptive 
female she is ! I am afraid we are not rid of God because we still ha·ve faith in 

,,27 grammar. 

A Tissue of Lies 

If one recognizes therefore that the cogito, composed of fictive and fallacious 
ingredi ents ,  could never be an immediate certainty, and if one nevertheless wants 
to assure oneself of a fixed and firm point and to reach the nudity of a fact stripped 
of all i nterpretation , of every arti cle of faith,  is one sure to succeed by abandoning 
this small "terrestrial remainder, " this es, this it, which is still problematic ,  and 

by affirming not cogito but cogitatur? 
But does one truly renounce this last remainder, this es and all i ts stupidity, 

when one passes from the active to the passive voice? For whether one says cogito, 

cogitat, or cogitatur, whether one changes the voice or the person,  the substantialist 
postulate remains , covering with its illusory lie the supposed immed i ate certai nty . 
The passive is simply the i nverse of the active and presupposes as well an agent 
who is the cause of acts, a subject separated from its acti vity. 

"To interpret an event ei ther as active or as passive (every act being at the same 
time suffered) is to say: every change , every becoming other, presupposes an author 
of the ch ange and a patient in whom one changes something. , ,28 

" 'Cau se' and 'effect' :  accounted for in  psychological terms, this is  a belief that 
expresses i tself in  the verb , the active and the passive,  the doing and the suffering. 
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This i s  to say , in the division of the fact into active and passive, the hypothesi s  of 
an agent preexisted. Underneath lies the belief in the doer of the deed ; as if the 
'doer' could s ubsist by himself apart/rom his deeds! It is always our representation 
of the self: all that has been done is interpreted as doing, thanks to a mythology 
that creates a being corresponding to the ' I . '  ,,29 Descartes states i t  at the beginning 
of the Treatise on Passions: "What is passion in regard to a subject is always action 
in  some other regard . . . . Although the agent and the patient are often quite 
different, action and passion are always a single thing which has these two names, 
because of the two different subjects to which it can refer. " 

You are therefore under an illusion if you think that i t  suffices to change the 
voice to reach ,  finally, the nudity of the brute fact and free yourself of your i llusions . 
For this illusion at least would subsist :  your belief in the existence of "brute facts ,"  
your conception of  truth as unveiling. Because your desire is to strip , i n  all 
indecency,  Woman Truth of her last veil, your effort remains destined to fai lure, 
for Woman, at the risk of losing all modesty, does not let herself be denuded . 

It is in a completely improper way , Descartes, that you manipulated your famous 
piece of wax, that you stripped it  of its exterior forms in order to grasp its essence, 
as if-you say it yo�rself-you had removed her clothes in order to consider her 
"completely naked . "  And is i t  really only without a human mind that you could not 
consider her in such a way? In this entire "voyeurist" enterprise, is  it really "mind" 
that is  in  question? 

And if you beli eved that you "saw" the wax-by the pure inspection of your 
mind-completely naked , i t  was because your sight was neither penetrating  nor 
intrepid enough to perceive in nudity itself yet another veil. A veil woven in s i lence 
by i nst i ncts not virile enough to dare to affirm the veil, "the appearance" as such. 
You lacked the audacity of Oedipus ,  and this is why you falsified and hid the 
original text ,  homo natura, with a tissue of lies , the tissue of nudi ty. 30 

It's what you always wanted to do, to lay bare by purifying: to lay bare the mind 
by stripping it of the prejudices of childhood that perverted it ;  to lay bare extension 
by stripping i t  of the sensible and imaginative clothes that denatured it .  And i n  
this way you arrived a t  two pure residues, two clear and distinct substances , 
radically separate-proper and naked , no longer able to contaminate each other, 
so pure that you were never able to put them together again, to mix them . . . 

In believing that you could stop at these two small "remainders ," you let yourself 
be trapped by what you call imagination (by the will to power) , which was able to 
fabricate this veil of nudity the better to seduce and deceive you, you who, in your 
stupidity, sought to let yourself be caught in  its web. And when you cried "ergo !" 
what was this if not the victory cry of the male who believes he has finally conquered 
the inaccessible woman? But this very need to proclaim it, to demonstrate i t ,  
signifies perhaps that you were lacking in certainty, in assurance. 

If from cogito , cogitat, cogitatur, you want to draw some "logical" consequence ,  
then you can only extract from a tissue of beliefs another belief, and arrive  a t  a 
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simple tautology: "Someth ing is believed, from which i t  follows that someth ing is 
bel icved . "  In this your "mathematical" method will hardly have been l ess sterile 
than the formal logic of the scholastics whom you claim to oppose . 3 \  

You cannot escape from your tissue o f  l ies and your tautological circle except 
by guaranteeing the truth value of your opinions and beliefs and the value of truth 
value. Only a truthful and good God could guarantee that you are not concluding 
one bel ief from another belief; only the "divine guarantee" could deliver you from 
the phenomenal ism of belief. 

"It  is wrong to call Descartes's J'ecourse to the truthfulness of God frivolous .  In  
fact i t  i s  only if  one grants a God analogous to  ourselves in moral terms that the 
'tru th '  and the search for truth continue to have a mean i ng and a hope of success . 
Without  this God , it is permissible to wonder whether  to be tricked is not among 
the very conditions of l ife .  , ,�2 

"Descartes had the notion that in  a Christian and moral ph i losophy that believes 
in  a good God as the creator of th ings , only God's truthfulness guarantees to us the 
judgements of our senses. Outside of a religious sanction and guarantee granted to 
our senses and to our reason ,  where will we find the right to trust existence?"�,3 

But  if you cannot demonstrate the existence of a tru thfu l and good God before 
having found  a first certainty-that of the cogito-once agai n you are caught in a 
vic ious ci rcle. 

In Which the More Stupid of the Two is Not Whom One Thinks 

To all the imprudences that you commit when you dare to affirm in all immed iate 
 cogito ergo sum, we must also add that you transgress the rule that consiRts 

"in fol lowing one's thoughts in order" : you 
'
would not have had the right to get 

"s l im" from cogito unless you al ready knew beforehand what "be ing" and also 
"knowing" were , what certain knowledge is and whether it i sn't a contradiction in 

a.djecto . 
Descartes seems to respond to this critique in advance : it is not necessary to 

define "being, " "knowing, " "certainty , " "th inking , "  for these are common not ions 
evident to everyone ,  innate notions, just as it is evident that "he who thinks cannot 
fai l  to be or to exist while he thinks. " 

To want to define common notions would be to obscure them. And i t  is to be 
qui te stupid ,  more stupid than the most stupid ,  not to understand the meaning of 
such simple notions : 

"There are notions so clear in themselves that one obscures them by defining 
them in the manner of the scholastics;  they are not acquired through study but are 
born wi th u s .  

"I  do not explain here several other terms which I have used already and which 
I in tend to use in  what follows ; for I do not think that among those who wil l  read 
Illy writi ngs there will be any so stupid that they cannot understand by themselves 
what these terms signify . I have noticed that philosophers ,  in  trying to expla in by 
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the rules of their logic thi ngs which are clear in themselves, have done noth ing but 

obscure them ; and when I said that the propos ition 'I think therefore I am' is the 

firs t  and most certain propos i t ion which presents i tself to he who conducts h i s  
thoughts in order, I did not deny however that i t  was necessary to  know beforehand 
what thought, certainty, and existence are , and that in order 10 think i t  is necessary 
to be, and other similar things . But because these are notions so simple that by 

themselves they do not gi ve us knowledge of anything that exists,  I did not th ink  
that they  ought to  be enumerated here . ,,34 

Unless i t  was Descartes who gave proof of stupidity, simplic i ty , and innocence 
i n  admitt ing the ex is tence of s imp le . clear, and distinct , i nnate notions; in letting 
himself be trapped by the pscudo clarity and s impl icity of words. 

Who i s  the more s tupid of the two? N i etzsche or Desca rtes? And is  i t  so "bad" 
to be s tupid? Isn't it because Descartes refused to be stupid , wanted to "play th e 

ange l , " that he was s tupid [afait la bete),? Wasn't his s tupidity to have denied the 
stupidity [La bete] w i thin himself and to have therefore let h imself be caught i n  the 
trap like a stupid and imprudent animal rune bete]? 

Minimal prudence demanded that he submit to ques tio ni ng that which seemed 
evident even to the ,most "s tupi d , " 

It is Nietzsche who substitutes for ready made evidences a series of interrogat ions 
destined to unsettle them; in terrogations that seem philosophical , "cri tical , "  Kan
tian , about the cond i tions of possibi l i ty of knowledge, about the relations of knowl
edge to being. But the responses brought to these questions change the very nature 
of the in terrogation.  If Kant was indeed more prudent than Descartes in making 
Being i tself a category of the knowing subject-in no longer concluding, therefore , 
that the subject "J" was the cause of the verb to think , s ince it is thought that would 
be the cause and condition as much of the "subject" as  of the "object"-perhaps 
he commi tted only an inverse error35 that still  depends on the belief in grammar 
and its categories , in l ogic ,  even if he conceives the latter no longer as a logic of 
being but as a transcendental logic. 

No more than Descartes ,  Kant did not "know" how to see that Being i s  neither 
a "real i ty" nor even a transcendental category, but a category that belongs to the 
optic of a li ving man who does without i t  on pain of death. "Being ,"  "subs tance , " 
the "subject . " the "cause" and the "effect , "  the "thing in  itself' and the "phenome
non ,"  "the doing and the suffering," are not facts, but necessary-because conser
vative-interpretations (all goi ng in the d i rection not of tnlth bu t of the wil to 
power) . 

The invent ive force that imagined the categories worked not i n  the service of 

truth but in the service of the need for securi ty : thought invented the schema of 

"being" or of substance because it contradicted the world of becoming-the chang
ing,  i ntolerable ,  unassimilable world as such . If one interrogates the value of logic 
(which Kan t , like Descartes ,  imprudently fai l ed to do); if one displays the value 
judgements that determine logic , such as "the certain is worth more than the 
uncertain , " " thi nk ing is our h ighest function" ; if behind every conclusion one 
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knows how to read the feel ing of triumph inspired by the imperative qual ity of 
judgement36; then one can no longer deny that the value of logic lies not in its 
"truth" but in i ts aptitude for falsifying the "real, "  for imposing the necessity of a 
"Being, " of a "substance" uncontaminated by becoming and evolution . The logic 
of substance-that of Aristotle, that of our grammar-is the fictive product of an 
inst inct that orders, simplifies , introduces distinctions and identities , for ends not 
of truth but of mastery . Logic is a conquest of the world of becoming , which one 
can suppose with Plato to be "false ,"  contradictory , unknowable. It transforms this 
world into an intelligible world, a world of stable identities, available to knowledge : 

"In order to think and infer, it is necessary to admit the existence of being; logic 
has formulas only for that which remains identical to itself. This is why this belief 
would not be proof of reality : 'being' belongs to our perspective . The 'self as 'being' 

(unaffected by becoming and evolu tion . ) 
"The fictive world of the subject, of substance ,  of 'reason , '  etc . , is necessary: 

there is in us an organizing, simplifying, falsifying power, a maker of artificial 
dist inctions. 'Truth' i s  the will to master the multiplicity of sensations, to organize 
phenomena into definite categories . If we start from a belief in the 'in itself of 
things (we admit phenomena as real) . 

"The character of the world of becoming is that it cannot beformulated; it is 'false, ' 
'contrad ictory . ' Knowledge and becoming are mutually exclusive . 'Knowledge' must 
therefore be something else ;  the will to render the world knowable must preexist 
it; a kind of becoming must itself create the illusion of being . , ,37 

Since "Being" is therefore only a fictive category indispensable to the knowledge 
and mastery of a living man, to his logic ,  one would not be able to conclude the 
"being" of thought before having posed the I;'roblem of the value of logic : the value 
of that which remains eternally similar to itself, opposed "to the value of the briefest 
and most ephemeral , the seductive flash of gold which glitters on the belly of this 
serpent, life [der Schlange, vita] . ,,38 

Out of naIvete, Descartes failed to push his doubt as far as this radical , "genealog
ical" interrogation , the condition of the seriousness of any other interrogation : he 
did not know how "to conduct his thoughts in order. " 

Such that-even if cogito ergo sum was irrefutable from a logical point of view, 
even if i t  did not rest on "illogical" postulates , vicious or tautological circles, and 
a contradictio in adjecto-one would still wonder why Descartes believed the certain 
to be worth more than the uncertain ,  why he believed in the value of logic . 

And if to opt for the value of logic is to refuse to let oneself be seduced by this 
serpent, li fe (and all vita isfemina) , to refuse to be charmed by this veil "interwoven 
with gold,  a veil of beautiful possibilities , sparkling with promise, resistance,  
bashfulness ,  mockery, pity , and seduction ,"  to refuse to be conquered by the charm 
of woman, for-"ah yes , life , l ife is a woman,

,,39 then to opt for logic is to give 
proof of a lack of viri l i ty of the instincts, and it is, defini tively, to opt for a truth 
that is inertia ,  to opt for death . 
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Such is Descartes's ultimate imprudence, the trap into which,  as a stupid animal,  
he let himself fall ,  having lost even his instinct of preservation . 

But this imprudence was also the height of prudence, the last recourse of instincts 
in the process of losing their virility for affirming once again their power, "the 
powerlessness of a power. " 

What would therefore have been trapped, definitively, was not the animal
Descartes , who "knew" well what he was doing, but the pure "mind" to which 
Descartes believed he was able to reduce himself (at least during a few Meditations) 
at the very moment when the body-understood not as an extended substance but 
as a "collectiv i ty of many souls"-was directing the entire enterpri se. 

Descartes's i l lusion is to have believed that he was tak ing the mind and not the 
body as his guiding thread . . .  and to have therefore let himself, as "mind , "  be 
trapped by the "body. " 

"Pure mind,  pure lie": this is at least posited clandestinely in Descartes's "text ,"  
more powerful than Descartes himself. Indeed , if we  follow the  metaphors in  the 
text-and they abound-those, among others, of the house , of the necessity of 
destroying the old house and of building another whosefoundations would be more 
secure ; the necessity also of building a provisional house where one can at least 
live comfortably while one is working on the new one; the metaphor of the swimmer 
who has fallen into very deep water to describe the uncomfortable , aporeti c position 
of doubt, before the acquisition of a fixed point-of a small terrestrial remainder
on which one can establish oneself; above all the metaphor of method, this path 
that , allowing one to advance slowly and prudently , ought to prevent this man who 
walks alone in  the dark from falling and losing his way; all these metaphors (to 
which one must clearly add at least the metaphor of truth as l ight) indicate that 
"Descartes" (but what in  him? "the pure and attentive mind" or something com
pletely other?) "knew" (with a "certain" knowledge) that his (and the) search for 
truth and certainty is inseparable from the search for security and the preservation 
of life. To search for truth-the "text" declares it-is always definitively to attempt 
to avoid "falling. " Into a trap? . . . Cave ne cadas (Fear lest you/all) : such i s  the 
rule of the rules of method . 
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The Response of Ulysses 

Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe 

To Avilal Ronell 

"Who comes after the subject?" 
The temptation i s  great to answer this question with the response of Ulysses to 

Polyphemus-the one aptly named , in terms at least of current "philosophical" 
idlc talk concern ing the subject-"No one" ("Personne"). And following an old 
schoolboy stereotype that has not altogether lost its resonance, the temptation is 
al so great to play as well upon the persona or the hupokrites. One can imagine the 
"scene .  " The unique and powerlul but henceforth blinded eye of metaphysics (this 
eye that N ietzsche evoked in  the Birth of Tragedy, explain ing that i t  had destroyed 
all stages , precisely ,  in its function as "the eye of Socrates , ") , incapable of "theoriz
ing ,"  at the moment of its escape, the former subject that i t  thought to have fixed, 
in fu ll l ight, l ike Being itself. In lieu of and for want of this stage : a theater of 
shadows, pretenses and ghostl ike presences" the play of language games: mimesis 
unchained , which is to say that no stagc (no theater) will henceforth contain i t .  

But the staging is too s implistic: replayed a hundred t imes within the tradition 
of an "as if' (als ob) ,  a tradition soon to mark its bicentenary , it has been a hundred 
times more or less skillfully rcset in all the forms of the "post . "  This suffices, or 
should suffice (after all , in the language that today dominates , following the example 
of what was once Latin ,  the anagram of post is quite simply stop) . To act as if the 
subject no longer existed ,  or as if the question is no longer being raised , is possibly 
as vain as supposing-as if  nothing were going on-a "renewed" problematic of 
the subject (of law, ethi cs,  communication, etc . )  to be sufficient and consistent. It 
is in any case to forget that nihilism , which on the one hand one follows-gaily or 
not-and which on the other hand one claims to combat , belongs , metaphysically, 
to the subject. This , whether one declares it to be passe or procla i m s  its return , 
has not ,  for a moment, s ince the beginning of modern times (les Temps modernes) ,  
ceased to reign and does not cease , even today, to confirm its reign-though , to 
be sure ,  this takes place less and lcss in the form of the grand subject that Europe, 
during  the last two centuries, has variously promised for historical effectuation,  

Translated by Avi tal Ronel l 
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emancipation , or domination (the progress of humanity, nations or peoples , working 
or productive man, race(s) , the community of the oppressed, etc. ) .  But the contours 
of the promise were shaped by traits of an individual psukh.e, of an " I me" on the 
way to universali zation (the subject of desire as consumer subject), to which 
humanity is necessarily reduced , which means, in the firs t  place , Western human
ity, from the moment that technology i tself-which, in and of all of this ,  is the true 
subject-took on the profile of what Marx called poli tical economy and others 
that fol lowed , aggravating the diagnostic ,  "spectacle-market society" (i . e . ,  the 
Si tuationi sts , TN). 

(To concern oneself with assuring this "li ttle subject" its rights is  by no means 
demeaning, and in any case thousands of examples indicate every day that i t  is a 
matter of urgency to do so. From there to decree that this constitu tes the essential 
is a completely different matter. Political economy itself recognizes that democracy , 
or that which it interprets as such, is ,  all things considered,  the form that is most 
readily conducive to i ts current deployment. This is cheering. But should one let 
loose, around this motif, a grandiloquent philosophical combat?) 

The response of U lysses , in any case, if  one were to dwell upon it momentari ly ,  
proves to  be perfectly enigmatic :  have we noted for example that when Ulysses 
responds "No One" (in  Greek, outis , or oudeis), it is his proper name (Odusseu.s) 

that he only slightly deforms? The ruse (which one may well consider exaggerated 
or "infantile") runs the risk, through a faulty (or overly correct) pronunciation , of 
avowing his real name, or at the very least of uttering a name. And a name that 
i tself is neither more nor less "significant" than mythic names are in general . To 
the question of Polyphemus, "Who?" Ulysses appears to respond negati vely with 
a "what" (no one: not nothing, but no being of the human realm). But in respond ing 
"No one , "  he certainly intends to answer the question "Who?" or indeed to take it 

upon himself-a bit l ike,  and much closer to us, the Portuguese poet who signed 
his books with the name of Pessoa. In other words,  at this playful (and vertiginous) 
point, the ruse is only a ruse because it offers a response that confuses , by pure 
recourse to a Witz (would this be the matrix of the entire Odyssey?) ,  the two instances 
of what and who: of was and wer . But, at the same time, in this fluttering from one 
to the other, the question of existence trembles-or a certain question of existence , 
one, possibly, that has never been thematically formulated by phi losophy itself, 
but perhaps always mutely present in philosophy, at least since phi losophy became 
"the philosophy of the subject" : why is there someone rather than no one? 

Such a question overtakes the question , exceeding i t :  who is it of whom I ask 
"Who are you?" or "Who goes there?" What is his name , that is to say ,  that which 
constitutes him as this one or the other? The question i s  overtaken for the simple 
reason that, posed in the mode of who, i t  withdraws at least one of its possibil i t ies 
(namely, from that which renders it possible as this question), a response in the 
mode of what, which in turn can be understood as in the mode of who . I t  is the 
simultaneous unhinging of what and who that is  responsible for an overtaking-if 
the word is appropriate , or if it is  not necessary to imagine a sort of internal flooding 
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at the boundaries of both questions- that can be considered identical or at least 
analogous to Heidegger's reworking, from the most buried foundation of philosophy , 
of Dassheit (quodditas) on  the Washeit (quidditas) , of the oti estin upon the ti estin . 

I propose, for lack of a better inflection, to call this question : the question of 
Werheit . 

The question of "whoness , "  like that of Dassheit, "thatness," implies a question 
of existence as a question of being. In this sense, i t  gestures toward Dasein and its 
inessentiality , towards the Das Wesen des Daseins liegt in seiner Existenz . 

But it entails yet another thing that one need not hastily view as deriving merely 
from the ontic order; this involves, namely, the question of identity . Not of identity 
already constituted or given (which simply supposes that the who is always already 
folding in on the what) , but under the impact of the always possible response: no 
one (or No One) ,  which bars any hold on the what or on the who, of an identity not 
yet established or not yet related to itself, not even in  the mode of its potentiality. 
Or of an originary identi ty, if one prefers, and for lack of a better term, one that 
is natively stumped since, on this very basis, the question arises concerning the 
cognit ion that there is some one or, more generally, concerning the possi bi lity of 
a "there is someone . "  Why is there someone rather than no one? 

One must obviously concede that the inessentiality of Dasein is, as they say, also 
its "absence of identity . "  This is so at least potentially, and for two contradictory 
reasons : at once because Jemeinigkeit constantly threatens to concede that it "is" 
(but this absence of identity is in  the mode of the loss of identity, of the fall i nto 
the "inauthenticity" of the "they, "  etc. ) and , especially, because it is thrown, that 
is-I am condensing possibly to the point of abuse-because Jemeinigkeit is 
nothing itself, in  my own death , but the ilIlPossibility of my ownmost possibility. 
But precisely, the question of identity (we have no other word), as I want to pose 
it, is not the question of death , even if i t  is within infinitely (imperceptibly) close 
proximity to it. For i t  does not ask questions , down the road , about a disappearance 
(though i t  can always take this form) , but it does so going upward, on the chance
or not-of an apparit ion:  of a being there. It questions, rather-this is an indication 
of "tragic wisdom" according to N ietzsche, that is to say, of the experience of pain 
{"Better not to be born")-in the direction of birth. It  culminates in astonishment 
(not amazement , always too easily on tic) before the "that there is someone"-"me,"  
if one so  wishes.  

(I say: " 'me, ' if one so wishes , "  because if it is the feeling that I exist that carves 
the bottomless pit of the experience of pain,  to the extent indeed that it is marked 
indissociably as revelation of the ne ant, of being as the nothing of the being; there 
i s ,  in the experience of love that one can call ecstatic ,  surpassing amazement, the 
sheer astonishment  before the "that he or she exists , "  a feeling that you exist at 
l east as stunning as the sentiment that I exist-and that in  itself, moreover, is 
accompanied by the retreat of the sentiment of my own existence. This allows for 
the experience of love-and it is in no way a matter of a "romantic theme"-to 
count among the paradoxical experiences of death , and derives very particularly 
from what Bataille called "the practice of joy in the face of death . ") 
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To the degree that li terature proceeds from (or by) questions, th is clearly becomes 
a question of l i terature , if not the question of literature . It even defines most 
particularly, though not exclusively, that which one calls lyricism. This explains 
why the question does not appear in what is properly defined as phi losophy ,  and 
certainly not in what has been located as "philosophy of the subject . "  Which does 
not mean that i t  is prevented from haunting that philosophy, and above all "the 
philosophy of the subject . "  Quite the contrary. 

The thinking organized around the subject will always have responded to the 
question "What?" that is to say, in its ontological and canonical form :  "What is?" 
More precisely,  in return for what Heidegger, under the heading of the advent of 
modernity, asserted as the subjugation of (Platonic) truth by certitude , and under 
the predominance achieved by mathematics, i t  will always have been oriented by 
the search of an ens verum (certum) , equaled to being, of an assured being whose 
foundation would permit the deployment and construction, the articulation of the 
(systematic) totality of knowledge as the jointure of being itself in totality. Whatever 
the ensuing historical declension of this being-Being could then have been , i t  will 
have always proceeded from the ego cogito as the self-established guarantee of 
knowledge , that is ,to say, of tekhne . This is the case unti l the Marxian and 
Nietzschean reversals , even extending to the appearance of the will of wi ll ing. It 
is clearly the case that, within these limits, the thinking that has enveloped the 
subject absolutely prohibited the question of the "Who" from ever being posed . 

Even so, nothing forced Descartes for example to commit to writing the autobio
graphical narration of the Discourse nor even to the relative "fiction" of the Medita

tions, as nothing forced the (systematic) thinker Pascal , even within the register of 
fai th and of the "logic of the heart," to base himself on the Augustinian model 
(which he subsequently bequeaths to the thinker Rousseau) nor to lose so much 
energy i n  the debate with the "literary hack" Montaigne who, for his part, seized 
hold in extremis of the example of Socrates .  In  the same vein-and, as could be 
shown, in a hardly detected blueprint-nothing forced the metaphysics of the 
subject from Kant to Nietzsche to look to a figure (Gestalt) for the emblematic 
resources of a systematic Darstellung (and it turns out that in Kant as with Nietzsche 
it concerns the same figure : Zoroaster or Zarathustra); just as nothing forced 
Schelling, before he envisaged the great philosophical myth of the Ages 0/ the W orid 

to present-everything obliges me to mention it here-the System o/Transcendental 
Idealism as "the Odysseus of the conscience. " By which he aL�o evoked, on the 
grounds of a rigorous nostalgia, the return of knowledge to its original homeland : 
poetry . Nothing therefore forced philosophy, nor certainly this philosophy ( the one 
of the systematic age) , to compromise, with forms whose essence it brought t o  l igh t ,  
t he  name of  "li terature ," i f  no t  the mute "presence , "  under the subject , of  a u nique 
existence-whether this "presence" consisted of just one , several, or all. I t  becomes 
crucially necessary to interpret the metaphysics of the subject , from the cogito to 
the will to powcr, as a pure ontology in its philosophical form-and consequently 
in the "Let's leave Mr. Nietzsche out of this. " The subject will have been quite 
simply the place, and the name, of the last theses on being, and i n  this sense 
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nothing comes after the subject if no thesis on being is any longer possible beyond 
the will to will  (that i s ,  i f  all possibles of philosophy are as such exhausted) . But 
if it be impose d  upon us to "leave Mr. N ietzsche out of this , "  it i s  just as imposing 
to hear the resonance ,  under the name of "Mr. Nietzsche" and in  his name , of the 
"Who are we?"  (we latecomers, good Europeans, harbingers of the future , etc. ) 
resounding into the pathetic (and comic) and "Who am I?" of Ecce Homo-the 
question "Who?" emerging where, in fact,  very probably , metaphysics panics .  For 
the e nigma after all comes down to this: the who, in all sorts of ways, will have 
carried the metaphysics of the subject to its limit-and to the point of its "deadline" 
that i s  madness, where the deposing of the subject occurs. Or as Jacqu es Derrida 
makes me say , it shores up at the subject's desistance i ts resi stant withdrawal. l 

Who therefore cannot come after the subject. Who, enif!;matically (and always 
according to the same enigma) , is ceaselessly prior to what philosophical ques
tioning installs as a presence under the name of subject .  

A sign of this anteriority, but one that is more than a sign , i s  that i f  the question 
"Who?" has definitively arrived in philosophy (but a phi losophy , i t  i s  true, that 
already no longer recognizes i tself as philosophy, and certainly not as "phi losophy 
of the subject"), it is in the wake opened by the guiding project of the Kantbuch of 
a "repetition of the establishment of the foundation of metaphysics" ( in other words 
of a repetition of the Kantian "metaphysics of metaphysics , "  to the extent that the 
Critique of Pure Reason was interpreted as the "first explicit endeavor of a foundation 
of metaphysics") . We well recall that-I shall simply offer this brief reminder
because he takes his departure in the question of the possibility of the metaphysica 

specialis (rational theology ,  rational psychology, rational cosmology) ,  Kant is i neluc
tably brought back to the question of the possibility of ontic knowledge and thereby 
to that of the possibility of ontological knowledge such that "the foundation of a 
metaphysica specialis is concentrated on the possibility of a metaphysica generalis, " 

which,  because it is given as "cri tique of pure reason , "  implies, as Heidegger said 
at Davos, that "it is  pure human reason, that is, finite reason ,  which in advance 
and on its own strengths delimits the field of the problematic . " The object of the 
critique is  thus "to extract the essence of finite knowledge in general , "  that is to 
say, to delimit  the metaphysical concept of sensibility as finite i ntuition (as originary 
reception). And this is what constrains Kant to introduce, with the received division 
between sensible knowledge (receptivity) and intelligible knowledge (knowledge by 
means of concepts), a third tenn that takes account of the finite originariness of 
knowledge , "a third source of the soul": the transcendental imagination, which is 
the "hidden root" of the division of reason. But in this, the unity of reason i tself is 
affected: "reason, "  Heidegger conti nues, "as point of departure and reference, 
shatters . . .  ; it flies in pieces. " An abyss , in other words ,  opens in and as reason 
(Vernurifi) .  What should have constituted the ground (Grund) shows i tself as having 
no ground (abgrundlich). A nd this i s  what i s  revealed to Kant as he goes i n  quest 
of the e�sence of ratio , which is to say, the essence of the subject .  

It is before the abyss discovered in  this way-and such is, as we know, Heideg-
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ger's thesis-that Kant had to recoil : he shrunk before the consequences of h is  own 
discovery, and that is why the repeti t ion ought to radicalize (or better yet , aggravate) 
the Kantian questioning, with the result that i n  Kant's question (the transcendental 
question) that which did not come up to the question (but which, however, remained 
concealed within the question) can be repeated and liberated in its "inner force. " 
Through the very fact of its consequence, Kant's question covered up the collapse 
of reason (of the subject)-and this is nothing else than the question of man . 
Since reason is that which metaphysi cally defines man (zoon logon ekhon, animale 
rationale) Kant's question required that the essence of man be rethought in an 
altogether different way. And that is moreover what Kant himself had already sensed 
under the heading of what Heidegger calls the "authentic result" of the Kantian 
ground, underlying the result he "explicitly" puts forth (the transcendental imagina
tion as possi bility of the ontological synthesis) in the form of the three principal 
questions of the metaphysica specialis (what can I know? What should I do? What 
am I allowed to hope ?) . Kant indeed sensed this, since these three questions find 
their uni ty in  a fourth one : What is man? That Kant programmatically refers this 
question to a phi losophical anthropology (which would thus provide the ground of 
the metaphysica spef:ialis) only attests to his reticence. On the other hand it  fal ls to 
the repetit ion of the Kantian question (and consequently of its "authentic result") 
to radicalize the question of the essence of man. This is why, if, by Kant's own 
admission,  these quest ions derive from "the most profound interest of human 
reason , "  i t  is this interest i tself that has to be put in question according to the 
princ iple i tself of repetition , which is to question the ques tion in i ts very possibility. 
And if reason in its essence is for Kant finite reason, if his  interest-in terms also 
of his most intimate concerns-is consequently and can only be finitude (like the 
origin of human reason), this means that reason should render itself as finite. A 
difficul t  task ,  perhaps the most difficult of all tasks. (If an ethics can still exist, 
this is obviously where it  will have its place : it consists in a duty and a respect
in a law . )  What is requi red is that the question of the essence of man be understood 
as the question of the finitude of man. 

This question orients what Heidegger sti l l  called , in 1929, a "metaphysics of 
Dasein, " that is to say, fundamental ontology i tself, since finitude is noth ing other 
than the ability to question as such or, if one prefers , the finite transcendence from 
which point there arises, for "man" (in the caesura of the subject) , the question of 
being . But in a certain way-and this is perhaps in sp ite of everything that held i t  
t o  a certain extent still within the  boundaries of  a thinking organized around the 
subject-the "metaphysics of Dasein" proceeded from the question "What i s?" that 
is to say, from a question of essence : Das Wesen des Daseins liegt in seiner Existenz . 
This is why if the question "Who?" shou ld nevertheless arise wi thin the horizon of 

such a "metaphysics of Dasein, "  it could only do so at the price of a second 
repeti t ion-of an altogether different style and of an altogether d i fferent significance 
than the precedi ng one-and by abandoning fundamental ontology . And indeed , 
it is in ] 935 in the Introduction to Metaphysics ,  bu t above all a year later, i n  the 
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first part of the lecture on "Holderlin and the Essence of Poetry ,"  concerning one 
of Holderl in's prose fragments in which i t  is stated that the task of language is to 
"say who man is ,"  that the question "Who is man?" appears as the very question 
of Dasein . But Dasein, here , is- or is no longer-anything but the h istorial Dasein, 
which of c ourse it had been since Being and Time, but in such a way, however, 
that Heidegger could still say at Davos that Dasein emerges par excellence in "the 
act of philosophizing, " without, however, feeling the need to recall that "the act of 
philosophizing" is always historial. 

But the question "Who?" as the first version of the lecture "The Origin of the 
Work of Art" ( 1935) demonstrates ,  is nothing other than the question "Who are 
we?" ("this knowledge or this nonknowledge-about that which the art and artwork 
can and must be in our historial Dasein-jointly determine the question of knowing 
who we are .") . The "we ,"  clearly, can refer to a "We Germans. " Of course, "the 
Germans" or "Germany" (indeed , more largely, Europe or the Occident), inasmuch 
as their existence is precisely what i s  at the basis of the question , cannot be 
determined with any kind of positivity or as any kind of a quid . However, i t  i s  still 
the case that between 1929 and 1935 i t  is to a very real German Yolk and to the 
regime that i t  had brought about that H eidegger had addressed the question of 
Dasein. I do not recall this in order to trounce Heidegger once more, as has become 
customary (the fact  that he was constrained to pose the question "Who?" indicates 
quite sufficiently, moreover, the shock registered in his thinking by the '/official" 
derailment of 1933-34) . Nor am I raising the point in  order to suggest that the 
question "Who?" is always necessari ly a political one (we are well aware of this) ;  
I do so rather in order to accentuate an immense difficult.y . 

(Ten years later Heidegger himself recognized this difficulty : the "Letter on 
Humanism" explic itly challenges , in the same way i t  challenges the question 
"What?" the question "Who?" in that i t  presupposes, for every possible answer, a 
subject . ) 

This difficulty is none other than the d ifficulty of identification . 
I do not use this term here in the sense that Freud introduced i n  the "Mass 

Psychology, "  i . e . , in order to explain the formation of the social bond to the extent 
that it is  not in essence libidinal. I use i t  therefore in the sense where i t  is at bottom 
the mimetic process whose task-probably untenable-is to account for the birth 
of the subject ("to identify oneself with" obviously presupposing a subject) . I use 
the term in the much simpler sense of, for example, administrative language : in i ts 
transit ive sense , as when one says that one identifies someone (or even something). 
The question of who-which only comes "after the subject" to precede the question 
i tself-is,  as the very question of existence, what I have called for want of anything 
better the question of identity .  One can , and indeed one should , distinguish between 
a consti tuted identity and an identi ty that is not yet established or, in the experience 
of the Werheit , suddenly suspended , as though by a brusque and suffocating collapse 
of the subject into the "we . " Even so, the question immediately turns around into 
this : As what do we exist if we do not (or no longer) exist as subjects? 
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We live as subjects, in the sense of daily living, that is 10 say, in the sense of 
being affected,  but this is completely different . In daily life we never cease relating 
to ourselves: this relationship is what defines identity as subj ect. Such an identity, 
that is to say , the movement of relating to oneself, presupposes alienation in the 
dialectical sense: this , however, does not in any way affect the i ntegrity of the 
subject's being.  On the contrary. But the self forecloses existence , and this i s  why 
the question of alienation always arises , now in the pathological sense, now as what 
a certain Marxism was certainly not wrong in calling reification (if one at least 
endeavors to understand by that the coagulation of exi sti ng into a thing, Being
one's-Self as a thing, that is to say, the alienation of a native or originary alteration) . 

The alienation of a native alteration is propriation (identification) .  The perhaps 
inevitable slippage of the question "Who?" into the question "As what (do we 
exist)?" requires propriation. And , whatever one might say, this surely did not fail 
to keep Heidegger within the limits that he was the first to have drawn. One of 
these limits can be located in the motif of the people (of the Yolk) . This is not the 
least significant of l imits ,  even if one objects that the people (the hi storial Dasein) 

cannot under any circumstances be confused with what consti tutes a given nation. 
The slippage from .the one to the other resulted in  the confusi on (and what a 
confusion !) .  A nother of these limits is indicated under the motif of the sacred , and 
involves the entire thematic of poetry (Dichtung), language (Sprache) , and myth 
(Sage) . In each of the cases, i t  is a question of naming : Germany, the "sacred 
names. " Propriation (identification) is carried out through naming-that designation 
that is fearful because it can be sacralizing. 

The question is, therefore: how, if one has to ask "Who? , "  to avoid the fall of 
who into the sacralization of the name (in the alienation reification of the "As 
what?") .  It is a question that Nietzsche, in a sudden flash (the last one?), had 
perceived : "In the end,  I am all the names of history. " 

Perhaps one should not begin by deploring "the lack of sacred names . "  But  this 
is far from being an adequate response. Perhaps indeed we should be putting more 
in question-beyond the single question "What is?"-the philosophical mode of 
questioning, and the exorbitant privilege this mode of questioning grants the ques
tion. After all-here I repeat myself-the question "Who?" which is foiled by a 
simple "no one (No One) , "  a name without a name, is not a question for philosophy. 
It  is not "worthy" of philosophy. Perhaps, then, one should leave to "literature" ( I  
would will ingly say:  to writings , with no more identification than tbat) the effort of 
sounding tbat call: "Who?"-the effort of giving itself up to that call and of being 
summoned by it-so that the feeling "that there is someone" can tremble again ,  
even i f  i t  were anonymous , and that from this lethargy there might ari se the 
admiration for existence . 

Note8 

1. See J.  Derrida ,  "Desistance," I ntroduction to Lacoue-Labarthe's Typography: Minusis, Philosophy, 
Politics , ed.  Christopher Fynsk (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1989). 
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Philosophy and Awakening 

Emmanuel Levinas 

I 

The independence or exteriori ty of being in relation to the knowledge that i t  

commands in tru th ,  and the possibility of this exteriori ty "interiorizi ng" i tself in  
thc knowledge that  is  also the place of tru th ,  is  the condit ion of  the world in which 
an accord of thought and being i s  produced. This accord is not a mysterious 
adequation of the i ncomparable, an absurd equation between "psych ic fact" and 

"phys ical (and spatial) fact"-which have, of course, no common measure-it is 

the fac t of perception: the original union of the open and the graspable , of what is 

given and what i s  taken-or understood-in  the world .  And so the ideas of 
knowledge and be ing are corrclal. ive and refer us to the world.  To think being and 

to think knowledge are to think in terms of the world .  And so being and conscious
ness arc attached to presence and representation, to the graspable solid that is  the 

orig i nary thing, to something, to the identical to be ident ified through its multiple 

aspec ts or, as we m ight  say , to the Same. This is the on tic wisdom of perception
the wisdom of everyday l ife and of the nations that guarantee the universality of the 

sc ience born of perception, the wisdom of truth and of the world .  
In  t he  way  i t  is taught-but already in t he  forms of  i t s  direct d iscourse

ph i losophy has kept an on t ic style . It seems to bear on entities (etants) .  Even when 

i t  wishes i tself to be on tological . The being of the entity would, undoubtedly, no 
lo nger be a "something" since one cannot say that it is ;  the temptation nonetheless 

remai ns (and it is not the effect of a wri ter's clumsiness or earelessness) to speak 
of th e truth of this being verb and of the unveiling in which i t  manifests i tself. Is 
it enough to reduce th i s  ontic sty le to the logic of a certain language, one that is 

to be surpassed?  Does i t  signify the truth of Kantism: the impossibil i ty of any 
sensible thought that would not l ead back ,  in one way or another, to a given , to the 

representation of be ing , to the presence of being, in the world ? Does i t sign ify , as 

Translaled by Mary Qua in lance. 
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it does in another Kantian register, a new transcendental appearance? This language 
of representation has often been denounced in philosophy, where truths are stated 
as if they were the truths of some sublime perception, some sublimated sensibil i ty,  
where they are understood like those of the science of Nature or of his torical 
narrative and as if, in their scholarly and even sophisticated texture ,  they still 
referred to the functioning of a piece in  some subtle clockwork of being. Jeanne 
Dclhomme's effort, for example, from Pensee Interrogative through La Pensee et le 
Reel to l'Impossible Interrogation, I consists in finding in the language of phi losophers 
a significance other than that of an ontic and even ontological speech , in separating 
phi losophy and ontology and even, in a certain sense , phi losophy and truth . Which 
is not to say-let us point i t  out in  passing all the same-that ph i losophy would be 
the realm of the lie, which could not exactly be said of art . 

But taken for an ontic knowledge, and considered alongsid e  the coherent ,  com
municable, universal results of scientific knowledge, philosophy has , in our time, 
lost all credi bility .  Disagreement among phi losophers had already long since com
prom ised i ts crcdibil i ty .  This disagreement is deplored in the Discollrse on Method, 
and it is one of the motivations of the Critique 0/ Pure Reason and of Hussed's 
phenomenological investigation , as Husserl demonstrates in 1910  in his  famous 
article "Phi losophy as Rigorous Science. " But, behind the theme of the end of 
metaphysics ,  th is depreciation of philosophy signifies in our t ime, perhaps most 
clearly, the awareness of a countermeaning perpetuated by a philosophy engulfed 
i n  its language , a philosophy that, in the guise of netherworlds ,  hypostasizes the 
meaning of its thoughts , in which it can find only ontic import. The work of the 
rearguard of this phi losophy in retreat consists in  deconstructing this so called 
metaphysical language that, though ontic, is neither perception nor science, and 
in which one would l ike to find, through a psychoanalysis of the deconstructed 
materials, at least a signification of some ideological symptoms .  

II 

The phi losophy of Hegel appears , even before today's cris is ,  to be informed by 
this hubris of a philosophy speaking the language of perception or expressing 
the arrangement of the cosmic order or the interdependence of h istorical events . 
Philosophic truth would not be an opening onto something, but the intrinsic rule of 
a discourse , the logic of its logos. Perception, science , narration ,  with their ontic 
structure of correlation between a subject and an object to which the subject 
conforms , no longer convey the model of truth ; they constitute determined moments ,  
peripeties of t he  d ialecti c .  Bu t  discourse as  logos is not, on i ts  s ide,  a di scourse 
on being, but the very being of beings or, if you l ike, their being as being. It  is a 
phi losophy cohercnt to the point of having already broken with the realist prototype 
of truth in stating this rupture: Hegelian philosophy is already d ialectical d iscourse 
when it is only at the point of rallying to the task. It never uses metalanguage , i ts 
exposi tion of itself is properly speaking without prefaces, whereas the philosophers 
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who denounce a certain language system still speak the language they are in the 
process of condemning. I t  is a philosophy that recuperates the "truths" of the history 
of philosophy, despite their reciprocal contradictions and their apparent exclusions. 
The truths of Representation occupy, at detennined moments of dialectical dis
course, or of the movement of being as being, the place that logically comes back 
to them ,  but the process of thought and of being and its truth no longer pertain to 
Representation. Rationality consists in being able to pass from the Representation 
to the Concept, which is no longer a modality of Representation . 

In so passing it preserves , however, an element that marks the rationality of our 
received philosophy and that still belongs to the wisdom of perception and of the 
narrative movement toward the graspable. To accede to the rational is to grasp. 
Knowledge is no longer perception, i t  is  still concept . The rational is syn-thesis,  
syn chronization of the historical , that is to saYi presence; that is to say , being: 
world and presence. The thought of rational animality is realized in the Idea in 
which history presents i tself. The dialectic, in which the moments that have 
been nm through diachronically are recovered-that is, identified , sublated and 
preserved-tends toward this Idea . Philosophy of Presence, of Being, of the Same. 
A reconciliation of contradictories: from the identical and the non identical , iden
tity! It is  still the philosophy of the intelligibility of the Same , beyond the tension 
of the Same and the Other. 

In their Hegelian and neo-Hegelian fonn, the dialectical unfolding of rationality 
and the process of being  in the guise of the logic of logos no doubt remain today 
as a possibility-perhaps the ultimate possibili ty-of a proud philosophy that, 
before the sciences, does not apologize for philosophizing: the possibility of a 
mature humanity, one that does not forget or 1{l0 longer forgets its past . Neither the 
aftennath of the Hegelian system nor the crises that have marked the efforts , born 
of this system, to change the world can be absent from these memories ; neither the 
paling of i ts rationality before the rationality that triumphs, communicating itself 
to all in the development of what we call the exact sciences and in the techniques 
they have inspired; nor the new disagreements between philosophers that the 
Hegelian message was unable to prevent; nor the discovery of the social and 
subconscious conditioning of human knowledge. The severe judgment that Husserl 
brings down upon the arbitrariness of speculative constructions, in his "Philosophy 
as Rigorous Science"-a critique disseminated more or less throughout his work
is aimed at Hegel . While remaining outside the Hegelian oeuvre in the details of 
its execlltion,  this critique testifies to a profoundly felt disaffectedness , a disaffect
edness experienced by a whole epoch , and one that has not been dissipated during 
the sixty-six years-two-thirds of a century-that separate us from this Husserliart 
text .  The influence of the phenomenology of the Logical Investigations , re turn ing 
"to the th ings themselves , "  to the truth of the manifest ness with which things 
"show themselves in their original character," attests not only to the difficulties of 
naturalistic positivism,  but also to a suspicion with regard to d ialectical discourse 
and even with regard to language i tself. 
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But didn't the new promises of a scientific philosophy, Husserl's promises , prove 
to be just as fallacious? Untenable in the effort to return naively, in the i n tegri ty 
of spontaneous consciousness , to the truth-an opening onto the manifest-truth-of
the given being, to the being "in Resh and blood" down to its categorical forms
Husserlian phenomenology is itself caught up in a transcendental lesson in which 
the given-being-as-original constitutes itself in  immanence. The beyond-of-Ian
guage promised in the Logical Investigations does not exempt these very Investiga
tions from relying upon the irreducible role played by linguistic signs in the 
constitution of meaning, and the Ideas I affirm the subjacence of doxic theses to all 
conscious l ife ,  wh ich, from that moment, is apophantic in i ts most intimate struc
ture, on the brink of making itself d iscourse in its spiritual articulation ,  even if this 
di scourse must spurn dialectics. Furthermore, we cannot fai l  to recognize the 
relation , unceasing in  Husserl ,  of consciousness to identified enti ties: conscious
ness as thought of the Same. The pre predicative toward which-as if to put logical 
thought into question-the analysis returns, is developed from the outset around 
the substrata, the supports for all formal modifications of logic .  And thus the 
substantive, the nameable ,  the entity and the Same-so essential to the structure 
of re-prcscntation �nd of truth as truth of presence-remain the privileged and 
originary terms of consciousness. But, above all, phenomenology i tself disengages 
these structures by reRection, which is an internal perception in which the descrip
tive operation "synchroni zes" the Rux of consciousness, in knowledge. Phenomenol
ogy , in its philosophic act of the ultimate Nachdenken, thus remains fai thful  to the 
ontic model of truth. Perception, grasp, i n  its relation to the present, to the Same, 
to the entity , remains both the first movement of the naive soul in its pre pred icative 
experience (precisely insofar as i t  is experience) and the ultimate gesture of the 
reRective phi losopher. 

III 

We neveltheless think that despite its gnoseological-ontic and ontological
expression , phenomenology calls attention to an aspect of philosophy in which it 
does not amount to a reRection on the relation of thought to the world , a relation 
that sustains the notions of being and the World.  Husserlian philosophy would 
allow us to show thought as something more than explic itation of experience. The 
latter is always experience of being or presence in the world , thought that , even if 
it begins in astonishment ,  remains adequation of the given to the "signative , "  
thought on  t he  scale of the subject and that, precisely as such, is  experience, the 
fact of a conscious subject ,  the fact of a unity held fast in its posi tion,  like  the unity 
of transcendental apperception in which diverse elements come together under a 
stable rule. But this is not the only nor even the initial modality of the subjective 
in  Husserlian analyses, which themselves are always more surpris ing than the 
"system" and programmatic discourse. 

While appealing to intuition as if to the principle of principles where being 
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presents itself in its original character and in its identity, and where indeed the 
origin of the notions of Being and the Same can be discovered, while referring itself 
to this presence in the manifest and to the horizons of the World in which i t  appears 
(or to the nostalgia for this presence) as if to the rationali ty of reason , Husserlian 
phenomenology puts everything into question, down to the formal logico mathematic 
series whose objectivity, the Prolegomenas of the Logical Investigations assured 
against all psychologization . The appearance of presence not only deceives , but 
also functions as the obturation of living thought: useful for calculation s ,  signs 
borrowed from language and from the opinions it conveys t ake the place of significa
tions of l iving thought .  In their objecti ve  essence, the latter arc displaced , right 
before the eyes of the unwitting thinker. Knowledge as acquired knowledge , as a 
result deposited in a trust of various wri tings separated from li ving thought-and 
even knowledge given in the theme of a thought absorbed by what it thinks and 
that forgets itself in the object-does not subsist in the pleni tude of its meaning. 
The sli ppages and displacements of meaning (Sinnesverschiebungen)-bewi tching 
or bewitched games-play themselves out at the heart of objectivizing conscious
ness, of clear and distinct good conscience, without in any way disturbing i ts 
spontaneous and naive rational progress. But everything happens as if, in i ts 
lucidity, the reason that identifies being were sleepwalking or daydreaming, as if, 
despite its lucidity as regards objective order, i t  were s leeping off some mysterious 
wine in broad daylight .  The full intelligence of the untroubled objective gaze 
remains defenseless against the deviations of meaning. This naivete nonetheless 
still gu ides scientific research in i ts obj ectivizing integri ty, in keeping with good 
sense, the most common thing in the world. As if the manifestness of the world as 
the condition of reason medused and petrified the rational life that lived this 
manifestness! As if the naive gaze, in its ontic intention as gaze , found itself 
obstructed by its very object and spontaneously underwent an inversion or in some 
way "imbourgeoised" its condition or, to put it another way , using an expression 
from Deuteronomy, waxed/at. As if, in consequence, the adventure of knowing
of knowing  the world-were not simply the spirituality and rationality of the 
manifest, were not s imply light , but instead a drowsiness of the spiri t ,  and as if i t  
required rationality in  another sense. It  is not a matter of overcoming any kind of 
l imitation of seeing, of broadening the horizons belonging to the scheme in which 
seeing, thematized, appears and , thus, of being induced to recuperate totality from 
out of a part of total i ty by some sort of dialectic .  To scan the objective horizon of 
the given in the theme where it  appears would still be to take a naive course . There 
would be a radical he terogenei ty-a difference threatening the dialectic-between 
the vision of the world and the l ife that underlies this vision. The scheme must be 
changed .  But i t  is not  a matter of adding an interior experience onto exterior 
experience .  We must make our way back from the world to the life already betrayed 
by knowledge , k nowledge that delights in its theme and is absorbed in  the object 
to the point of losing its soul and its name there , of becoming mute and anonymous .  
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Ry a movement contrary to nature-because contrary to the world-we must make 
our way back to a psychism other than that of knowledge of the world. And this 
is  the revolution of the phenomenological Reduction-a pennanent revolution . 
Reduction will reanimate or reactivate the life that is forgotten or weakened in 
knowledge ,  called Life from that point  on, absolute or apodei ctically unders tood , 
as Husserl will put it when thinking i n  terms of knowledge. Beneath the tranqui l i ty 
in i tself of the Real referred to itself in identification, beneath its presence, 
Reduction raises a life against which thematized being w ill already , in i ts smug 
sufficiency, protest and which it will have repressed in appearing.  Dormant in ten
tions brought back to l ife will open lost horizons , ever new, d isturbing the theme 
in its identity as a result , reawakening the subjectivity of identity where it  rests in 
its experience . The subject as intuitive reason in  accord, in the World, with being, 
reason in the adequation of knowledge, thus finds i tself brought in to question .  And 
doesn't the very style of Husserlian phenomenology , which multipl ies gestures of 
rcduction and unt iringly effaces from consciousness any trace of subord ination to 
the worldly in  order to extract what we term pure consciousness ,  call attention to 
what betrays i tself behind the consciousness submitted to i ts ontic fate in the thought 
of the Same? 

Reduction sign ifies the passage from the natural attitude to the transcendental 
attitude . The rapprochement with the Kantian position that this language recalls is  
well known. And yet we also know that for Husserl it is less a matter of establishing 
the subjective conditions of the val i di ty of the science of the world or of extracting 
i ts logical presuppos it ions than of giving full weight to the subjective life forgottcn 
by thought directed toward the world. What is the proper interest of this transcend en
tal life ,  and what rationality does it add to the rationality of na tural consciousness 
aiming at the world? The passage to transcendental life, first accomplished on the 
Cartesian path , seems to seek certainty. From the inadequate evidence of the 
experience of the world,  the path traces its way back to reflect ion on the cogitations 
of which experience is made, in order to measure the degree of certainty or 
uncertainty of this experience. We are still within a phi losophy of knowledge-of 
being and the Same-within a theory of familiarity . But we could also say that , 
supported by the certainty of reflection,  Reduction liberates sensible thought from 
the world itself, from norms of adequation , from obedience to the completed work 
of identi fication , from the being that is only possible as an assemblage complete 
within a theme, as the representation of presence . Transcendental reduction would 
thus not be just another fold i n  the certainty of the cogito , a standard of all mean ing 
true in i ts manifestness and adequate to thought; it would be the teach in g  of a 
meaning despite the failure to achieve knowledge and identification ,  a failure 
affecting the norms that the identity of the Same commands.  Nevertheless ,  i f  the 
reduction does not complete the incompletion of perception and of the science that 
bears upon the world , and where full coverage of what is targeted i s  impossible 
through seeing, i t  recogn izes and measures this failure adequately, and is thus 
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called apodeict ic .  In the adequation of reAection , a kind of knowledge thus fu lfills 
i t self and closes in upon i tself, a knowledge that is at once knowledge of knowledge 
and of nonknowledge , but always sensible psychism.  

IV 

And so it is that in the Cartesian Meditations ( § §6 and 9), this apodeictic 
rat ionali ty of a reAection upon reduced consciousness is no longer the condition of 
the adequation between intuition and the signative that it fulfills .  Apodeicti city is 
lodged in  an inadequate intuit ion. The i ndubitable character or principle of the 
apodeictic is not the result of any new piece of evidence, any new light.  It i s  the 
result  of a l imited portion, a core of the field of consc iousness considered "properly 
adequate. " And i t  i s  there that ,  with emphasis on the word living, expressions l ike 
" th is  core is the l iving presence of the self to itself' (die lebendige Selbstgegenwart) 

and , further on, "the l iving manifestness of the I am" (wahrend der lebendigen 

Gegenwart des Ich bin) appear. Can the living character of this manifestness or of 
th is  present be reduced to adequate recuperation? (We may ask ourselves , does 
the exception of the Cartesian cogito itself really, as Descartes says , result from 
the lucidity and distinction of its knowledge?) Must the liveli ness of life be interpre
ted from the standpoint of consciousness: isn't it only , under the name of erleben, 

a confused or obscure consciousness , prior only to the dist inction between subject 
and object ,  a prethematization ,  a foreknowledge? Don't we need another way to 
expla in  its psychism? Doesn't the adjective living accentuate the importance, 
from the beginning of Husserl ian discourse, attributed to the word Erlebnis as an 
expression of the mode of the subject? Desigmlted by the term Erlebnis-the l ived
the prereAexive experience of the self is not just a moment of preobjectification , 
l ike a hyle before A uffassen . A living present-we know the importance that this 
term will assume i n  the Husserlian manuscripts on time , and the Phenomenology 
of Internal Time-Consciousness conveys , with the notion of proto impression, its 
explosive and surpris ing character, similar to that of the present in  Bergsonian 
duration .  Unforeseeable , i t  i s  not in  the least anticipated in any seed that might 
bear the past and the ahsolute traumatism that accompanies the spontanei ty of 
its emergence , that is as important as the sensible quality i t  offers to the 
adequation of k nowledge. The living present of the cogito-sum is not uniquely 
based on the model of self consciousness , of absolute knowledge ; i t  i s  the 
ntpture of the equali ty of the "equal soul , "  the rupture of the Same of i mmanence: 
awakening and l ife . 

In the Phenomenological Psychology, sensibility is experienced before hy/e 
ass u mes the function of Abschattung. Its immanence is the gathering i n  passive 
synthesis of the time of self-presence. But this self-presence is  produced accord ing 
to a certain nt pture ,  to the extcnt that the l ived i s  li ved for a self that within 
immanence d is t ingu ishes itself from i t ,  that, beginn ing with the Ideas I ,  is recog
nized as "trans cendence in immanence. " In the identity of self-presence-in the 
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silent tautology of the prereflexive-lies an avowal of difference between the same 
and the same, a disphasure, a difference at the heart of intimacy . This difference 
is not reducible to the adversity that remains open to conciliation and surmountable 
by assimilation. Here supposed self-consciousness is also rupture , the Other fis
sures the same of the consciousness that is thus lived : the other that claims it to be 
more profound than i tself. Waches lch-self in awakening. The sleeping "itself' is 
asleep to . . .  wi thout confusing itself with . . .  Transcendent in immanence, the 
heart maintains its vigil  wi thout confusing i tself with what solicits i t .  "The sleep to 
be looked at closely ,"  writes Husserl ,  "has no meaning except in  relation to the 
vigil and carries i n  itself the potential for awakening. ,,2 

v 

But isn't the Self that emerges and in which the identi fication of the hyle with 
i tself is broken in its turn an identification of the Same? We think that Reduction 
reveals its tme meaning and the meaning of the subjective that i t  allows to be 
signifed in its final phase of intersubjective reduction. The subjectivity of the 
subject shows up t�ere in  the traumatism of awakening, despite the gnoseological 
interpretati on that , for Husserl, ultimately characterizes the element of spirit .  

Intersubjective reduction is not simply directed against the "solipsism" of the 
"primordial sphere" and the relativism of tmth that would result from it, wishing 
to assure the objectivity of knowledge that depends on an accord among mult iple 
subjectivit ies . The explic itation of the meaning that a self other than myself hasfor 
me-for my primordial self-describes the way in which the Other tears me from 
my hypostasy, from the here ,  at the heart of being or at the center of the world 
where, privileged and in this sense primordial, I posi t  myself. But, in  this tearing, 
the ultimate meaning of my "me-ness" is revealed .  In the collation of meaning 
between "me" and the other and also in my alterity to myself, an alterity through 
which I can confer on the other the meaning of myself, the here and there come to 
invert their respective meanings. It is not the homogenization of space that thus 
constitutes i tself; i t  is I-however manifestly primordial and hegemonic , h owever 
identical to myself, in what is "proper" to me, however comfortable in my own skin,  
in  my hic et nunc-who pass to the second level :  I see myself on the basis of the 
other, I expose myself to the other, I have accounts to render. 

It is this relation with the other self, where the self is torn from its primordial i ty,  
that constitutes the nongnoseological event necessary to reflection itself, considered 
as understanding, and, consequently, to the egological Reduction itself. In the 
"secondari ty" in which, before the face of the other (and all the expressiv i ty of the 
other body spoken of by Husserl is the overture and ethi cal demand of the face) , 
the primord ial sphere loses i ts priori ty, subjectiv i ty awakens from the ego l ogical : 
from egoism and egotism. 

Contrary to the simple abstraction that moves from "individual consciousness" to 
"consciousness in  general , "  through an ecstatic or angelic omission of i ts terrestrial  
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weight and , in the intoxication or idcalism of a quasi -magical sublima t ion-the 
Husserlian theory of in tersubject ive reduction describes the aston ish ing or the 
traumatising-trauma,  not thauma-possibility of sobering up in wh ich the self, 
faced with the other, is liberated from the self, is awakened from dogmat ic slumber. 
Reduction , in reordering the d iscomposure of the Same by the Other that is  not 
absorbed in the Same-and does not elude the other-describes the wak ing , beyond 
unders tanding, to insomnia or to the vigil (to the Wachen) of which understand ing is  
only one modali ty .  A fissure of the subject that does not protect the atomic consis

tency of the unity of transcendental apperception . An awaken in g that begins with 
the other-who is Other-who, incessantly , puts into question th e priority of the 
Same. Awaken ing as a sobering up, beyond the sobriety of simple lucidi  ty , which, 
despi te the unsettling and the movements of an eventual dialectic ,  st i l l  rcmain 
conscious of the Same-identity of the identical and the non identical-in i ts 
fu lfil lment and i ts repose. An awakening and sobering by the O ther that does not 
let the Same alone and through which the Same from the outset resembles the l iv ing 
and ,  wh i le it sleeps , is  exceeded.  I t  i s  not an experience of inequal i ty pos i ted in 
the theme of an understanding , it is the very event of transcendence as l ife . Psychism 
of the responsibil i ty for the other that is the l ineament of th is tI"anscendence and 
that i s  psych ism in its essence . Transcendence in which , perhaps , the distinction 
between transcendence to the other man and transcendence to God shou ld  not be 
made too qu ickly.  

VI 

But this is no longer H usser! '  To the end, with him, Reduction remains a passage 
from a less perfect understanding to a more perfect one, a reduction on which the 
phi losopher decides almost miracu lously, motivated only by the contradictions 
emerging in naive understanding . The psychism of the soul or the spi ri tuality of 
the spirit remains knowledge ; the crisis of the European spirit i s  a cris is of Western 
science . The philosophy that starts with the presence of being-equali ty of the soul 
to i tself, resemblance of the diverse in  the Same-will never explai n i ts revolutions 
or its awakenings in terms other than those of knowledge . It nonetheless remains 
the case that, in Husserl, there is, beyond the critique of techn ique born of science, 
a cri tique of knowledge as knowledge , a critique of the ci v i l ization of sc ience 
properly speaking. The intell igibi l i ty of knowledge finds i tself al i enated by i ts  very 
identi ty . The necessity of a Reduction in Hussed's philosophy bears witness to a 
closure at the heart of the opening onto the given, to a drowsi ness i n  spon taneous 
tru th. I t  is what, protesting the unse ttling of transcendence, we have called imbour

geo is ing,  a self complacency. In the ident ity of the Same , in  its return to self where 
i dentifiable Reason pretends fulfi llment ,  in the iden t i ty of the Same to  which 

thought i tself aspires as to repose , we would have to suspect a dazed stupidi ty,  a 
petrification , or a laziness. Isn't the most reasonable reason the most awakened 
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waking, the awaken i ng at the heart of waking, at the heart of waking as a state? 

And isn' t the ethical relation to the other the event in which this permanent 
revolution of sobering up is concrete life ?  Isn't the liveliness of l ife excessiveness, 
a mpture of the containing by the uncontainable , a form that ceases to be i ts 

propel' content already offering itself in the gu ise of experience-an awaken ing to 
consciousness in which the consc iousness of awakening is not the truth , an awaken
ing that J'emains a fust movement-a first movement toward the other of which 

the intersubject ive reduction reveals the traumatism, secretly strik ing the very 
subject i v i ty of the subject? Transcendence. This term is  used with no theological 
presupposi tions, On the contrary, it is the excess iveness of life that all theology 

presupposes. Transcendence,  as the amazement of whic h  Descartes speaks at the 
cnd of thc t h i rd med i t ation ( in thc French text) : the sorrow of the eye excccded by 

l ight, the Same disturbed and kept awake by the other tha t exalts it. If from this 
transcendence of life we think the idea of God , we can say that l ife is enthus iasm 

and that enthusiasm is not drunkenness but sobriety . Sobrie ty always to be sobered ,  
a vigil on the eve of  a new awaken ing . Ethics .  

That  this putting in to ques tion of the Same by the Other, and what we have called 
awakening or life ,  is , beyond knowledge , the condition of ph i losophy , is  not only 

attested by the articulations of Husserlian thought that we have just shown , but 

also appears at the summits of philosophies : i t is the beyond being of Plato , i t  is  
thc entry th l'Ough the door of the agent intellect in Aristotle ; i t  i s  the idea of God 
in  us,  surpassing our capacity as finite be ings ; i t  i s  the exaltation of theoretical 
reason in Kant's practical reason ; i t is the study of the recogni tion by the Other in 
Hegel h i mself; i t  is  the renewal of duration in Bergson ; i t  is the sobering of lucid 

reason in  Heidegger-from whom the very notion of sobering used in this essay is 
borrowed . 

It is not as unders tanding of the world-or of some sort of netherworld nor as 
Weltanschauung that we have tried to explain the transcendence-the awakening 
and sobering up-from which point speak philosoph ies , permanent revolut ions, as 
necessary to a knowledge that is anxious to reduce the naivete of i ts consciousness 

as to one that prolongs itself in  an epistemology that interrogates the mean ing of i ts 
results . A transcendence that does not amou nt to an experience of transcendence ,  
for palpably prior t o  any position of the subject and t o  any perceived o r  assimilated 
content .  A transcendence or awaken ing that is the very life of the hu man , already 
unset tled by the Infinite .  Whence phi losophy : the language of transcendence and 
not the narrative of an experi ence : a language in which the speaker belongs to t h e  

narrative , thus a necessarily personal language to  be  understood beyond what i t  

says , t h a t  is , to  be interpreted . Phi losophy is phi losophers in an intersubjective 
" in trigue" that nobody resolves , while nobody is allowed a lapse of attention or a 
Jack of ri gor.  We wi ll not enter here into the perspect ives thus opened by the ethical 
signification of waking and transcending and , notably , perspec tives on ti m e and 

d iachrony a s  reference to the Uncontainable .  
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Sensus communis :  
The Subj ect in 
statu nascendi 

Jean-Franqois Lyotard 

These will be notes and remarks rather than an expose:  their community, in the 
sense of the i r  reciprocal action that today we often call system, remains to be 
established .  Although they are quite "common" in the sense of trivial, this time. 
My preference is no doubt imposed on me by my unpreparedness but equally by 
the subject. The u�preparedness proceeds from the subject .  No one will ever be 
prepared for this sensus . Every community will forget and will have forgotten this 
sensus . Sensus communis is not intellectio communis , der ge.�unde Verstand, good 
sense, sound understanding, that of communication through the mediation of the 
concept .  Even less is i t  intellectio communitatis, the intelligence of the community. 
It is a question of a community that is still-but that still presents a problem
unintelligent .  Unintelligent, therefore , that is to say, proceeding without intellect. 
And unintellected , too, that i s  to say , one whose concept , ex hypothesi ,  will always 
be missed. And if we are condemned to think it, to think of it, by means of the 
concept (this  is required by the expose, the exposition, the Kantian Exponieren: 
"to reduce a representation of the imagination to concepts

,,
) l , then the said "commu

nity" of sense, and through sense alone, can only be si tuated or put in place in the 
field of the intellectio negatively in my expose in the mode of critical thought 
whenever i t  deals with taste : pleasure but without interest ,  universality but without 
concept, finality but without representation of an end, necessity but without argu
ment. Unpreparedness is the very fact of my subj ect, sensus communis , which 
demands it . It demands that the intellect be at a loss. That i t  has got nothing ready. 
Without a show of readiness , something of which i t  is incapable , because it is 
spontaneous activity, Selbsttiitigkeit . This sensus and this communis appear to be 
ungraspable in  their exposition. The other of the concept. And so a good opportunity 
for metaphysics . 

The understanding ought to stay disarmed, right up to where it touches this 
sense. Immunized against i tself, letting i tself touch , and be touched by,  this 

Translated by Marian Hobson . 
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common. But its "spontaneity ," that activity whose principle is only i n  i tself, i ts 
authori tarian munificence, the generosity of its office, of its mUnllS-which i s  to 
synthesize by itself, off i ts own bat-cannot accept the sharing out of the munit ions ,  
the putting into common ownership of syntheses. The understanding will always 
find itself again in the community ,  it will refer the community back to its own 
power. I t  can only , at most, declare of its own accord that no , there is a synthesizing 
outside i t ,  another way of synthesizing. But even i n  the apparent disavowal that the 
understanding makes of its activity , in the apparent modesty of this negative 
analytics (as one speaks of negative theology) its arrogance in distributing roles , in 
being m aster of communities can only continue to betray i tself. Let us  make no 
mistake about i t :  if thought, insofar as i t  i s  philosophical , consists in  th inking by 
concepts , then with the sensus communis philosophy touches on that thought that 
i s  not philosophical, touches on it precisely because it cannot handle it. And it is 
this that should be understood in sens us .  Is it  by chance that the adverb sensim, 
which should mean "so that i t  can be sensed ,"  mostly means "insensibly"? A 
sensus insensible to the intellectus . A community insensible to the community of 
argumentative syntheses. With the question of this sense we come , in particular, 
to the confines of literature and philosophy, of art and philosophy . These confines 
were called Aesthetics in  eighteenth century Europe. It is a matter of tact or tangent, 
at least for philosophy . Philosophy has difficulty in making contact with the sensus . 
It wants, by vocation, by hypothesis, to keep i tself intact from the sens us ,  to prevent 
i t  from going off on a tangent. But also it wants to think everything, to think 
according to its rule ,  intellection , i ncluding therefore the unintelligent and the 
untouchable. 

So all philosophy can do, just as all I can do only in expositing, is register that 
the concept, my concept, does not manage to touch the sensus communis . This 
sense is  too near, or too far. More l ikely, this difficulty is not even a matter of 
di stance,  of interval .  This sensus is indeed not situated in that space and time that 
the concept uses to know objects, neither in the space-time of knowledge , nor in 
the space time that sensibility in the first Critique prepares precisely for knowledge 
by means of the schemata . For if there is a sensus communis it is made necessary 
by another necessity , another universality , and another finali ty than those that 
knowledge requires.  So that even using these words gives rise to amphibology .  For 
the cognitive commun i ty (the scientific  one in its most determinate modali ty) these 
words "necessity, " "universality , "  "finality , "  are names of categories that can be 
defined and exhibited , applicable in the space-time of experience. For the commu
n i ty that exists in and through sense they designate those movements of the i magina
tion (cal led reflexion by Kant) that proceed obscurely (but this obscuri ty is qualified 
in th is  way by the u nderstanding) , Kant says , through comparison , through Verglei
chung . It is this com pari ng that puts the intelligence in di sarray , makes it unpre
pared in the face of the sensus which rounds it  off: this is what cannot be avoided. 
I t  has to be said clearly: the senSllS does not give rise to an experiencing, in  the 
Kantian sense. The aesthetics of the beautiful is not the aestheti cs of truth.  Taste 
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teaches nothing about the object ,  it has no  object, no  referent. If there are fonns 
in play in these two aesthetics, those of the first Critique are oriented in their end 
toward knowledge, those of the third toward pure pleasure. And everything leads 
one to think that these las t ,  more purely reflexive, more constitutive or productive , 
are diverted and tamed by the former. So, it is not really impossible to forestall the 
sensus communis . The mind will always have got itself pre-pared (after the fact ,  
naturally) , will always b e  able to comment on i t ,  take i t  with itself into the mental 
community, into its authority, and begin it again .  And yet it is i ndeed a question 
with this common sense of something "uncommon, "  out of the ordinary , of a singular 
according to intell igence: 

We often give to the judgement, if  we are considering the resul t  rather than the 
act of i ts reflect ion,  the name of a sense, and we speak of a sense of truth , or of 
a sense of decorum , of justice, etc . And yet we know, or at least we ought to 
know, that these concepts cannot have their place in  sense. (KUK, §40 C), p. 
135) 

Although in short �e know that this sense is not a sense at all , nonetheless ,  Kant 
adds, even to that common understanding, to that minimal intell igence presupposed 
in every man, to the least priv ileged intell igence, the most vulgar but the most 
dist inctive of the human mind, must be accorded this "mol1ifying [krankende] 
honour" of being called "common sense. "  Mortification :  the understanding is de
moted to a sense. Honour: this descent to the lowest is perhaps a new ascent to the 
well-springs of the capacity to judge, presupposed in every activity, intellectual 
even, and voluntary . 

That may be what is at stake in the Critique of Judgement (aestheti c judgement) .  
There would be judgment before the concept, and even before the schema, before 
the operation of synthesis,  which is however very elementary, that brings together 
the pure diversi ty of sense-data (their matter) into unities that are apprehensible, 
reproducible and recognizable , and offers them as an experience to be grasped , to 
the Ergneifen, to the Begreifen, the categories of the understanding. Judgment, and 
so for Kant, synthesi s,  would not consist in determining regularities , as in the 
cognitive law , nor even in preparing them in sensible matter, by constructing spatio
temporal sequences that form objects in experience. A kind of nondenotative 
synthesis , not turned toward the object, and thus called s trictly subjective, that i s ,  
exclusively felt (there's the  sensus, which is feeling). Th is  sentimental synthesis , 
this judgment that is feel ing,  deserves to be attributed to a sensus, unlike good 
sense . For with this sensus we are sent back to the most humble , the most "common" 
level of judgment ,  in  a "state of mind" that as yet owes nothi ng (nothi ng as yet, or 
already nothing) to knowledge and its intrigues .  

And i n  the same way (turning now toward the other elder si ster, the  other great 
faculty , not the theoretical this time but the practical) , there would be judging and 
synthesizing i ndependent of desire, whether it be empirical, as need or penchant, 
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or transcendental ,  as pure will. That is to say , unlike every desire (I would add , 
although it is not Kantian:  whether it is conscious or unconscious) , a judgment not 
having "knowledge" of its end. One could say: a blind judgment, quite blind , 
without even the "clairvoyance" about what it has not got that is necessarily 
supposed by the psychoanalytical hypothesis of the "wish fulfilment" in the symp
tom, and by the accompanying hypothesis that this symptom can be deciphered 
thanks to this aim (even if it were to be illusory) for fulfilment. A judging bl ind to 
every end , but for this very reason ,  not a symptom. Or, as Kant says , "disinter
ested. " Without interest in liberty nor in pleasure in the usual sense . A state of 
mind that owes nothing as yet (no thing as yet or already no more) to the intrigues 
of willing, whatever it may be. This feeling (since this sensus is sentimental i ty) , 
when it is a question of tasting beauty ,  is precisely a fee l in g  of pleasure, but a 
pleasure that does not come to fill up a lack nor to fulfill any desire at all. A pleasure 
before any desire. This aesthetic pleasure is not the purpose of a purposiveness 
experienced (or not experienced) beforehand as desire. It has nothing whatsoever 
to do with an end or purpose. It is final ity, purposiveness i tself, which has no end , 
no purpose in front of it and no lack behind it. So an instantaneous purposiveness , 
immediate, not even mediated by the diachronic form of the internal sense, nor 
by our way of remembering and anticipating. Certainly we (understanding , and 
reproductive imagination, memory) , we remember this instant and we will try to 
reiterate it .  We will try to integrate it ,  to give i t  a place in our intrigues, our 
narratives, our explanations, all our arrangements of every kind. But i t  will have 
been independent of them. On the occasion of a form, which itself is only an 
occasion for feeling, the soul is seized by a small happiness , unlooked-for, unpre
pared, slightly dynamizing. It is an animation or an anima there on the spot, which 
is not moving toward anything. It i s  as if the 

'
mind were discovering that it can do 

something other than will and understand. Be happy without ever having asked for 
it nor conceived it .  An instan t that will seem very long, measured by the clock of 
intri gue,  but that is not i n  the purlieus of its timekeeping ; a flash made of delayings 
(you tarry near beauty) , a form,  a li ttle synthesis of matters in space time, made 
sense ,  sensus . A sense that has to be thought of as absolutely singular. The occasion 
is the case. And it is this absolutely singular sensus that would be communis . So 
the final i ty , the purposiveness is end-less , purposeless, without a concept of i ts 
end . This is why the feeling of the beautiful has nothing to do with perfection, with 
this completion that Vollkommenheit connotes. 

Here it is no longer the phi losophy of intellect that cannot touch this sense , i t is 
our occupational willing, our philosophy of will , of the infin ite will established in 
the West  at least since Descartes and Hobbes down to Nietzsche and Freud,  to 
make no mention of the political all comers bearing very diverse names . -What 
can a communitas be that is not bound to itself by a proj cc t?-this phi losophy 
whispers to us. That has no Idea of what it wants to be and must be? Not having 
the Idea of its unity even as a horizon? These are false questions, directed by a 
line we have not questioned , by the prejudice according to which what comes first 
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is the diverse , chaos (matter, according to Kant himself and many others) and that 
a principle is needed to unify it even if only into elementary forms. A gravitation, 
an interaction , I do not know, that can make a One out of this multiplex. Desire, 
the will ,  this is one of the names of this principle of i nteraction and integration. 
And pleasure or happiness , this will be when the desired, the will having been 
achieved , the synthesis is made between what one is and what one wants or desires 
to be. Even if it is explained to us that this does not exist, that i t  i s  always missed, 
that this happiness of fulfillment is a trap--this changes nothing about the principle 
that community is the desire experienced by d iversity. 

And as we know, this picture tells a story. With the willing of the will , there is 
displayed a time, memory and project, heri tage and program . A narrative .  

But if there really is  a sensus communis , then i t  is a pleasure that has not been , 
will not have been , obtained by desire or willing, that has not come to a conclusion, 
or belted together the two ends of an Odyssey, not even for a moment. It will not 
have the character of a return, of a knot. And the common of this sensus will not 
have been a matter of project. This  feeling creates no chronology, nor even a simple 
diachrony. It is not a question of an historical and social community that people of 
taste or artists , any more than people of science and wil l ,  form or want to form. It 
is not a question o( "culture , "  or pleasure shared in, through, and for culture . And 
there is no progression promised to this pleasure of the beautiful, precisely because 
it is not desired . 

As you see , that makes a lot of "no's" and "not's ." 
I quoted from Section 40 of the third Critique: "We often give to the judgment, 

if  we are considering the result rather than the act of its reflection ,  the n ame of a 
sense. " Sense as a result. Sensus is reflexion, the faculty of judging reHexi vely, but 
considered afterward , and not when i t  is  operating, a little like an instance of 
sensibility. Now at the end of the same section: 

I say that . . .  the aesthetical judgement rather than the intellectual may bear 
the name of a sense common to all [eines gemeinschaftlichen Sinnes], if we are 

willing to use the word "sense" of an effect of mere reflection upon the mind, for 

then we understand by sense the feeling of pleasure (KUK §40; C], p. 1 38).  

The faculty of judgment, according to Kantian vocabulary, acts reflexively. The 
result of this operation (but probably it is not an "operation") , i ts effect  on the 
mind , is the feeling of pleasure. The sensus is  then like the seat of a capacity for 
pure reflexion .  A seat established afterward. We know that Kant does not feel 
happy about assigning a place of residence to the i ntermediate faculty in the layered 
geography of the faculti es-doubly layered (faculties of the soul , faculties of 
knowledge) ,  each faculty being endowed with its a priori principle and with its 
domain or territory of reference-in this transcendental geography; the intermediate 
faculty , the "go between" whose mission it  is to make the link between intellection 
and desire ,  between theoretical understanding and practical reason . This  capacity 
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to negotia te is called, i n  the soul ,  thc faculty of pleasure and pai n ,  an d in knowlcdge 

is called simply the faculty of judging. 
Yet one judges everywhere , i n  every domain, and in all of them there is some 

sensus at work , a state of mind, even if it knows and wills . For the one that 

knows, Kant only explains things occasi onally . There is, however (and this is 
transcendentally required) , a feeling of pleasure,  a euphoria associ ated wi th knowl

edge ,  that is, with the cooperation of sensibility and understanding requ ired by 
k nowledge , a subjective euphoria from the subsuming of an intui t ion under a 

concept ,  which guarantees objectiv i ty . This is transcendentally requ ired to such 

an extent that Kant has recourse to i t  in his deducti on of the sensus communis in 
Section 21 of the third Critique. But this sentimental aspect of knowledge is kep t 
rather c landcstine .  The transcendental sensus of ethical pract ice ,  on the contrary , 
has had considerable success, as we know, via the analysis of Achtung, of respect , 
in the second Critique . The fact remains that if we judge i n  cth ics as we do i n  
knowledge,  the faculty of judging, the "go-between ,"  must be i n  act ion here as  well 
as in  aesthetics.  But i t  is hidden , and stays so. The intermediary erases itself, 
s l ides away, the faculty of judging leaves the office of synthes i s  to its elder sisters . 

Bringing together i s  the mission of the concept and/or of the reproductive imagina
t ion (the schema) in knowledge as such , and the mission of reason in moral practice.  

The preliminary work of feel ing is operating more openly in the latter case, in  the 
name of respect (and in the name of its counterpart, humil iat ion of the emp iri cal 
individual's presumption and self love). But it is kept at the level of "motive , " of 
Triebfeder, of the spring that projects an impure act of wil l ,  hung up i n  pathological 
motivations , toward the pure moral law. In this way, the facu lty of judgment in its 
most humble form , feeling (here ,  pleasure and pain ,  for the feel ing of obl igat ion is 
mixed) is  brought down, as in  the case of the imaginative schema, to the rank of 
a mere sketch of a synthesi s , is reduced by critical analysis to the role of mere 
precursor and sign of the veri table a priori ethical synthesis ,  of the true condition 
for morality that is not obliga tion but l aw ,  the free synthes is of "thy" action and of 

universal l iberty , free , thanks to the free play of the "as if, " of th e  so daj3 between 
the prescription to "act" and the universal principle of legislation valid for a 

commun i ty of reasonable and practical beings (also called "persons") . 

50 the sensus and the commune are necessarily separated in the case of knowledge 
and i n  the case of ethics .  The cognitive community or the commun i ty of people of 

learn ing is ,  as Habermas would say, "discursive , "  or as K .  O .  Apel would put i t  
"one of argu ment. " I t  i s  mediated by agreement, required pragmatically , over the 
ru les for establ ishing a true judgment. And the ethical commu nity,  if there i s  one , 
can only indeed be an ideal of practical reason, a suprasensible soc iety formed 
from beings wi th free will ,  but even so, it too is mediated by the recogni tion of the 
suprasensible character of freedom , by the Idea (which is an Idea of reason, and 
not a concept of understanding) of a moral law that contains tau tologically ,  so to 
say, the principle of this commun ity in its determinateness. In any case ,  i t is nei ther 
feel ing nor respect that makes up an ethical communi ty,  nor even that requ ires i t .  
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Obligation only requires community because the law, whose feel ing  obligation i s ,  
contains th i s  communi ty in i ts definition. 

I mean that there is no moral sensus communis , but only a reason that is common 
in its practi cal ethical use . Or again ,  the seat of the common, when it is a question 
of being just, is not in the feeling (even if the latter can forewarn us) ,  but in an 
"unfathomable" concept, not found in experience, the Idea of freedom. Ethical 
community cannot be immediate, i t  must be mediate , mediated by an Idea of 
reason. So that i t  is subject a priori (but that must be argued  for, proved ) to a 
progress ion that is the progression of susceptibility (Empfanglichkeit) to the Ideas 
of reason. This is the question of culture , of the culture of the will , that is of reason 
in its practical use .  In the end, there is only a possibili ty of progress and progress ion 
if there is a concept , if the ambitus (the register) of what is conceived (th rough the 
understanding and through reason) becomes wider, and richer. Now it  is  consti tutive 
of the concept that it develops in its scope (its quantity) or i ts tenor (its quality) : i t  
is impelled by maximization, says Kant ,  haunted by the infi nite . I t  i s  polarized by 
the principle of something suprasensible, whether cosmological or ethical. Th is i s  
also why the  feeling that can serve as  a signum of the progress of  humani ty toward 
the best is not the itpmediate pleasure of the beautifu l , and cannot be (even if the 
beautifu l  is a passable analogue for the good) ,  but  is  the feeling of the sublime, 
which far from being immediate and simple is divided in itself and needs the 
representation of the I dea of freedom , and so the development of pure practical 
reason. History too has the infinite in it only through the concept .  

But  what m ight an  aesthetical suprasensible be? The sensus communis, if we  take 
sensus in the sense of feeling, cannot and must not be mediated by a concept . 
There , in aesthetics, the pure faculty of judgment, the capac ity of bringing together 
the manifold without having the rule (concept) nor the law (Idea) of that bringing 
together-this i s  the definition of reflexivi ty-must operate without any additions ,  
within the  modesty of  an immediate synthesis,  the form, that makes the  subjective 
synthesis ,  the feeling, immediately . In  other words, reason in the broad sense, the 
theoretical faculty of intellectio, the practical faculty of acta, has no interest in i t .  

We are never done with the true and the just, but the beautiful does not develop .  
The feeling that i t  is does not  belong to process. 

The section in  the first Critique, the Dialectic of Cosmological Ideas , that points 
out three interests of reason , theoretical , prac tical , and popular, needs analyzing  
i n  detai l .  These i nterests can be  contradictory. What is  meant by  popular? What 
we call polit ical , at least in part ,  in the part of i t  concerning the "public" or 
Offentlichkeit . But aesthetics, which is certainly concerned in this latter, is not 
dependent on i t ,  not at all ,  through its principle. For through its princ i ple , on 
principle , aesthetics i s  not suscept ible to any interest. Reason , be i t  popular , 
practical, or theoreti cal, can find no advantage in it .  Of course this is because the 
aesthetic feeling is not mediated , whether by concepts or Ideas, and because i t  
does not obey the impulse , which drives the concept, to extend the register of its 
domain of application . Because this feeling is  not in the service of any concept, is 
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not even subject to that kind of conceivable time that is the schema. In the pleasure 
of the beautiful ,  feeling is enough , absolutely enough . It announces nothing further. 
Is of no use to anything. A go between in  the process of coming and going, 
transmitting no message . Being the message . A pure movement that compares, that 
afterward we put under house-arrest in a seat called sensus . But this house arrest 
is itself only analogical . One that we project on an object when we call i t  beautiful .  
But  the object is merely an occasion . It is still impossible to capture in a name the 
capac i ty for reflection by and for i tself, and the objectivity of beauty is still 
impossible to establish . 

As for the common of this "sense ,"  the "community" or communicabil ity that 
qualifies it, that i s  certainly not to be observed in experience. It is certainly not 
what we call a "publ ic . "  Not the society of art-lovers in  museums, galleries, 
concerts, theaters , or who today look at reproductions of works (and , I may add ,  of 
landscapes) i n  their homes. The sensus must be protected from anthropologization. 
I t  is a capacity of mind. And yet . . .  , only if the mind i tself is not taken aback ,  
interrupted by pure aesthetic pleasure . Only if the anima or  the  animation procured 
by the beautiful does not put the mind in a state of suspense. Only if, to sum up,  
the mind is not l imi ted to the office and the exercise of intrigues.  

So a secret common, that i s ,  put aside, separated,  secessioned , and as the 
expression goes in Latin securus, put out of reach of cum, of care , a common with 
no cares. Sorgen/rei, as Heidegger could never have wri tten in  1927. Kant calls 
anima, soul, this mind free of care. 

We know how Kant comes to detcct this common in the analysis of taste. If 
pleasure is aesthetic ,  it is disin terested and without concept, but it also has to be 
universal i n  i ts quantity, unlike a particular preference, and i t  has to be necessary 
in i ts modali ty,  unl ike the pleasure that can be procured by an object in general 
(this pleasure is only possible , and the modality of i ts synthesis with the object will 
only be problematical) , i t  has to be necessary also in opposi tion to the pleasure 
procured by an agreeable object (where the modali ty of the judgment made is ' 
assertoric :  de facto, that pleases me). 

If it were not to fulfil these conditions of necessity and universality, the first 
relative to the enunciation, the second to what is enunciated , a judgment of taste , 
the aesthetical feeling could never be isolated as such. And there would be no art 
because there would be no pure pleasure, independent of empirical or transcenden
tal interest.s. 

We are satisfied by an object that we find agreeable.  But we do not require that 
this sat isfaction be shared by every one, nor that it be posited as inescapable. 

This sa id ,  neither the necessity of judging like this nor the universality of the 
attribution of the predicate "beautiful" to this rose can be deduced . Kant says, 
abou t un i versality , that the singular judgment of taste is enjoined (ansinnen) on 
everyone , and, about necessity, that it is not given apodictically , as the conclusion 
of a p iece of reasoning,  but as an example, always singular for a rule or norm of 
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aesthetical feeling to which everyone should give their consent, but which always 
remains to be found, which is never found . 

Before specifying, as far as an expose can, the nature of this consent, enjoined 
and promised at the same time , just one observation: the analysis of quantity and 
that of modali ty , respectively, universality and necessity of the feeling of the 
beautiful, converge towards a strange pole, "surprising" says Kant, the Einstim
mung or the allgemeine Stimmung: the beautifu l must be declared in one single 
voice, in a chorus . This  notion of Stimme , of voice,  is introduced in  Section 8, and 
is  not developed . Should it be understood as what is voiced, or vocal i zed , what 
sounds "before" any consonant ,  before any conceptual syn thesis? It  can also be 
understood as a unity of votes in an election, here , that of a singular pleasure raised 
to the digni ty of pure pleasure, of universal valid i ty . What voice,  what voices are 
concerned here? Whose are this or these voices? Those of empirical individuals? 
But what would these be doing in the transcendental determining of taste? I 'm not 
saying that the Kantian text does not ask in passing for this anthropological read ing .  
But the contrary recommendations-to stay inside strict critical analysis-are 
many , and seem to me to exclude understanding and hearing these voices as if they 
were phenomena. It , is not a matter of social consensus, and even less of one 

obta ined by ballot. The beautiful does not get elected like Miss World. 
But the prel iminary observation that I wanted to make is the following: the 

analysis of the quantity (universal) and the analys is  of the modality (necessity) of 
the aesthetic jud gment proceed by means of the same mainspri ng , I would say the 
mainspring of the other, or to use the word with which Kant designates the operator 
of reflexion ,  the mainspring of comparison, of Vergleichung. A sort of "pragmatics, " 
excuse the word , for lack of something better, comes here to take over from the 
fai ling of the logical approach . For if the necessi ty is not apodictic ,  what can i t  be 
then? Exemplary, says Kant , and this makes us reflect on what an example is in 
transcendental logic . The state of the subject that is  called taste , pleasure,  or 
beauty , is a paradigm , a model for i tself, at the same time that as a mere example 
it cannot turn i tself into a model , fix itself as a thinkable Idea (to tell the truth , it 
can, there i s  an ideal of the beautiful, but the price paid i s  that an Idea of reason 
and an empirical concept are allowed to intervene in taste , and thus it loses its 
exemplary puri ty , i ts singulari ty) . 

And if universal i ty is not in the attri bution of a predicate to the subject of the 
statement, that is to say, to the object of knowledge, what can i t  be? Subjective, 
answers Kant. And that does not mean individual, that means :  relative merely to 
the relationships of the faculties with each other in  the subject. If there i s  a 
"pragmatics , " that i s ,  an examination of sense in terms of its destination (taste 
constitutes an example for the subject), then the senders and the receivers in 
action in this destination ,  in this Bestimmung, are the constitutive instances of the 
supposed "subject": imagination, understanding, at least . And the Einstimmung, 
that would be the chorus made up by these voices. A singular chorale, made piece 
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by piece , one flower of vocal polyphony, another flower, then another, their suite 
not making a melodic intrigue, each one sufficing for itself i n  the intemal comparison 
of voices , the suite only being constructed afterward , to make a whole. The compari
son does not take place from one chord to the next, but on each occasion between 
the sounds.  

Here is where the true difficulty of understanding (and h earing) the sensus 
communis begins , once the anthropological temptation has been chased away. That 
it really is a question of this harmonic agreement for Kant , when he does not let 
himself be carried away by the an thropological reading of what he is trying to think, 
can find a proof in Section 21 of the third Critique, where the authorization to 
presuppose the "sensus communis" is extorted ,  one might say , from reason , by 
means of a demonstration whose amplitude is surprising , in  that i t  goes back to the 
communicabi l i ty of every piece of knowledge of an object and of the sensatio (of 
the Stimmung) that accompanies it , and that even precedes it " in" the subject. 

An argument directed agains t Hume and based on anti scep t i c ism . If knowledge 
is not an empty subjective game, then it must be communicable . But besides , and 
first of all, knowledge would not be possible if the faculties in action to produce it 
d id not come into harmony (here is the Stimmung) with one another, "on the inside" 
of the subject , so to speak . This harmony must not be less commun icable than 
knowledge itself, since i t produces knowledge. 

What does this harmony, this agreement consist in? In a proportionali ty between 
the respective activity of the faculties that cooperate in knowledge . Now the propor
tion varies according to the objects of knowledge. (I imagine here a sort of transcen
dental chemistry of combinations of the faculties: the proportion of imagination , of 
sensibility ,  of understanding, of reason is not the same when that which is at stake 
is establishing a truth of experience , or a dialectical argument, or a pedagogical 
rule, or a moral principle. But we shall see that it is a ques tion of music rather 
than one of chemistry .  Of an interior music . Or better: of an intimacy of sounds . ) 
The subject (but wh at subject-that is the point , as we shall see) is warned by i ts 
state about this variable proportion , or rather the feeling is at the same time this 
state and the signaling of this state. The sensus is index sui. This is the voice , the 
Stimme: the subject gives voice to itself "before" it sees i tself or conceives of itself. 

(I shall not develop this point here, though it seems to me highly important. It 
is always said that time,  the internal sense,  is the auto affection of the subject . 
But the pure sentimental sensus is an auto-affection even more pure , a kind of 
transcendental coenesthesia, which "precedes" all diachronization . The agree
ments , the c hords are only organized in a melodic line secondarily , through the 
organization of rhythm into diachronic t ime. And there is  not even a harmon ic rule 
or tempering to predetermine (inside themselves) their beauty or their  s ingular 

exemplarity. The proport ion Kan t speaks of is not harmonic ,  archi tectural , because 
it is not the object  of a concept. I t is a "proportion" of t imbres , of colorings , of 
vocal l ights . ) 

So what i s  given voice in taste is the division of the  subject as a div i sion 
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acc(h}orded for one moment, called together in convocation. The demonstration in 
Section 21 ends by saying "it is  necessary"-it is quite necessary that , in the scale 
of all the possible proportions among the faculties in action for a piece of knowledge 
(always in the broader sense) , there should be one that is "more appropriate . " 
Appropriate to what? Kant says : to the knowledge that is in question . It seems that 
this is to give back an unexpected and unwelcome privi lege to the cogni tive function, 
the referential and determinant one (as if the concept came back i nto the description 
of the sensus). If, however, we give to the word "knowledge" the broad sense that 
it must have , and that it often has in Kant, especially in this text , the "appropriate
ness" of the said exemplary proportion can only be applied to this proportion itself, 
in the state in which the subject finds itself when such knowledge occurs , and of 
which, Kant reminds us straightaway, only feeling warns the supposed subject by 
"animating" it, by waking it up. This feeling is nothing other than this animation. 
Conclusion : it follows that this agreement, I dare not say and one must not say, 
perfect ,  but beautiful, or about beauty , or in beauty , ex cellent like the knowledge 
that is i ts occasion, is a priori universally communicable. And as the sensus 
communis is necessari ly presupposed in the communicability of this agreement, 
since this sensus is only the name given to the "seat" (invented afterwards) where 
these proportions, including the excellent one, are woven ,  it i s  indeed reasonable 
to accept the sens us  communis . 

I have said :  the authorization to accredit a sensus communis is "tom" from reason 
by this demonstration. An uncertainty remains, or a confusion about the identity 
of the terms put into common ownership by the sensus: is it a question of faculties, 
as I am claiming, or of individuals? Written out i n  ordinary language , with all the 
risks that implies, the conclusion means that, seen transcendentally , every empiri
cal individual is necessarily the possible seat of such a euphony (rather than 
euphoria) .  And, indeed, that is not too difficult . This  is part and parcel of the 
general logic of the cri tique, in the very notion of an a priori condition of possibility. 
Kant does not say that the said euphony is necessary to every piece of knowledge . 
He says that a proportion among faculties is necessary for every piece of knowledge , 
and that it is necessary for one among all the possible proportions to be preeminently 
euphonious. It  happens or does not happen empirically, and with anyone. But it 
must be able to happen. 

We could stop there , have done here , on this strictly transcendental basis for 
the sensus communis. But the matter is a bit more compl icated ,  or, what is the same 
thing, the demonstration in Section 21 is rather too a priori , I could even say :  a bit 
too "first Critique. " What makes matters more complicated, in the third Critique , 
is the way the appeal-let us call it the appeal-for euphony is described, the 
summons ,  the A nsinnen and the wait ,  the promise of euphony. More precisely,  each 
individual internal (or subjective) agreement, each judgment of beauty, each state 
of taste , appeals to the agreement of others ,  in its individuality. And it seems here 
to be indeed a question of empirical individuals. Constitutively so, it seems .  This 
appeal constitutes that which makes aesthetic pleasure into a pleasure dis t inct from 
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every other pleasure . Every other pleasure, including the case where they are at 
first glance mixed in with the beautiful, is in the charge of an interest :  an inclination, 
a theoretical or practical interest. The appeal to the other, contained in  the beautiful ,  
can i tself g ive rise to a mistake about what is meant. And i t  d id not  fail to  happen. 

The appeal can be taken to be directed by an inclination to society. In Section 
4 1 ,  Kant protests against this confusion, which is almost the rule in  English 
aesthetics until Burke ,  and which will be spread rapidly, after him, by Schiller, 
right up  to the neo-Kantian and neo-neo Kantian readings of the third Critique: it 
is said that taste prepares or helps on sociability. However, Kant writes, very 
cl early : "This interest that indirectly attaches to the beautiful through our inclination 
to society ,  and consequently is empirical, is of no importance for us now" (KUK, 

§4 1 ;  C], p. 140) . And he goes so far in disconnecting the "for the other" or the "to 
the other" that are contained in  the empirical sensus from any empirical nature that 
in the fol lowing section he eliminates from pure taste everything connected with 
interest that could enter into i t .  Starting with the taste for human art ,  always 
suspected of "vanity , "  of "trickery ,"  or procuring "social joys" (C],  p .  142), and 
an impure content. A work is always the subject of a "mediate interest" (C], p .  
1 42) , turned toward i ts author's talent , an  interest that has a priori nothing to  do  
with the  aesthetic feeling. On the contrary, the aesthetical pleasure that nature 
procures seems free from such mix-ups. but even there it  will be necessary to purify 
the feeling that can be had from natural beauties , by extracting that element in 
pleasure that comes from what Kant calls the "charms" that these beauties offer. 

I shall not say anything here about these "charms" except that what saves us 
from them, and sufficiently well , if Kant is to be believed, is the contemplation of 
"beautiful /arms" (C],  p. 141 ) .  FOlm i s  imJIlediately felt ,  and is thus without any 
possible interest ,  s ince i nterest requires a finalized mediation. Form is without 
charm . What I wi ll not say on this subject is that as a consequence, if disinterest 
is formal,  then charm is material, that i t  is maller that exercises a charm on the 
mind,  color, t imbre. (This division is worked out in Section 14: l ine against color, 
harmony and composition against timbre . Kant resists with all his might an aesthetic 
of matter. At  least when beauty is i n  question. For the sublime, it is another matter. ) 
So again pleasure i n  landscape has to have expunged from it that which attracts us 
to i t ,  empirical individuals that we are . 

This lawsuit brought against matter, even natural matter, sheds light on the 
constitutive function that going via the other has in the judgment of taste. The 
attraction for a red or for the timbre of the breeze in a poplar tree is not communicable 
immediately a priori , i t  i s  not universalizable without a concept. No more than 
l iking spinach .  Each of us can only demand (enjoin ,  expect) unanimity about forms . 
Why? Because in sensation form is that by which the imagination can put i tself 
i n  agreement with the understanding. The understand ing has no materiological 
competence .  I t  is only the principle of rules . Form is a rule sketched out in material 
presence. Relying on form, we rely ori the universali ty of the potential rules of the 
understanding. But did I not say that the aesthetical forms of the third Critique are 
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precisely not the schemas of the first ,  that they are freed from any cogni tive 
destination? 

Indeed, the freer form is from concept, and thus independent of schematic 
structures the purer the euphony of the two faculties will be. B ecause it is not ri ght, 
either, that form should be subsumed directly under the concept , for that belongs 
to the constitution of objectivity; but it is necessary for .Laste that form, however 
dissonant i t is in relation to the concept, however much a stranger, in i ts free 
production ,  from what the understanding can regulate, should ind icate, however 
(even in  its dissonance),  a possible task for the faculty of rules . And this is how 
form animates that faculty , one would like to say: that form provokes , excites the 
understanding. Thc di ssonant agreement, lack of harmony do not scare Kant-on 
the contrary. 

Thus beauti ful form does not need to emancipate itsel f j us t  from m atter, but also 
from the concept. The more dis tant (I would even say: improbable) the resemblance 
of the form to the schema and with it  to the concept, the more free is  beauty , the 
purer is taste. And thus: the more communicable, since i t  is guaranteed agai nst 
any cognitive interest . The imagination producing forms freed from matter and 
concept,  but forms that still invoke possible rules, this i nvocation or evocation 
being the secret of the true convocation of the faculties the one by the other, as 
faculties that make up the subjective euphony . Now to make certain of this formal 
purification is the mission of the comparison with the other person's judgment. 

But under the sensus communis we must include the idea of a sense common to 

all [die Idee eines gemeinschaftlichenSinnesJ, i . e . , of a faculty of j udgment which, 
in its reflection, takes account (a priori) of the mode of representation of all other 
men in  thought ,  in order, as i t  were, to compare its j udgment with the collective 
reason of humanity, and thus to escape the illusion arising from the private 
condi tions that could be so easily taken for objective, which would injuriously 
affect the judgment .  (KUK, §40; el, p. 136) 

And Kant adds, as if to aggravate the evidently anthropological character of this 
definition of the universalizing procedure,  which to my great irritat ion seems 
completely to ruin the transcendental reading that I have just suggested : "This is 
done by comparing our judgment with the . . .  judgments of others . " After which , 
Kant continues on about the famous "maxims of common sense, " to think on one's 
own, to think by putting oneself in an other's place , always to th i nk in agreement 
with oneself. Maxims of which the second, called the maxim of "enlarged thought , "  
i s  expressly assigned t o  the faculty o f  judgment. 

The dossier seems heavy against my thesis or my hypothesis ,  ac cording to which 
the common is transcendental , that it is an agreement, an uncert.a in polyphony , 
whose euphony is not measurable, preparable , but which most assuredly can "take 
place, " as the phrase goes,  on occasion, between faculties each endowed with their 
own timbre .  The articles in this dossier suggest something quite different: the 
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universality that is enjoined and promised in every judgment of taste is obtained 
by each human being when he compares his judgment with that of all the others . 
"This is done ," writes Kant , "by comparing . . . . " 

Let  us look at it more closely. What is obtained,  first of all? The Idea of a common 
sense, and you know what a Kantian Idea is , is a concept for which there is no 
corresponding intuition in  experience. In  Section 8, Kant writes: "The universal 
voice [die allgemeine Stimmel is, therefore, only an idea" (KUK, §8 ;  C), p. 51 } .  
The "only" indeed says that there is no question of  finding i n  experience a reality 
that corresponds to the Idea. Unless by succumbing to illusion , to transcendental 
appearance ,  against which all the Dialectic of the first Critique constructed the 
powerful defense mechanisms of the paralogisms, the antinomies, and the imposs i
bil it ies of pure reason . But none of t.his will have stopped all well meaning people ,  
philosophers, politicians , theoreticians of art, from joyously going i n  between this 
impermeability of the Idea to experience. 

In the third Critique , the antinomy of taste is organized in the same way around 
the status as Idea of the sensus communis. Thesis: there is no concept in the 
judgment of taste. If there were one, i t  would be possible to decide on the beautiful  
by means of a proof, by having recourse to the presentation of "realities" in  
experience . Antithesis: concepts are involved in  the judgment of  taste , otherwise 
we would not even "claim for our judgment the necessary assent of others" (KUK, 
§56; C), p. 184} . 

This seems to lead to the conclusion that the appeal In the sensus communis can 

be imputed to the part of the composition of taste that is the concern of the faculty 
of conception, that i t  draws its communitas from the necessity and the universality 
proper to the concept. And this also confirms the privilege accorded to form over 
matter in  the purification of aesthetic pleasure. But the Antinomy also explains that 
th i s  concept remains indeterminate and indeterminable, that is, without a possible 
intui ti ve proof in presentation, and that thus it is not a concept of understanding 
but a concept of reason, an Idea . 

Is it a ques t ion of the Idea of sensus communis i tself? No, the sensus communis 
as unanimity about the beautiful ,  unanimi ty required and promised in each singular 
aesthetic judgment, is the witness or the sign (and not the proof) "at the heart of' 
(but this must be investigated) subjectivity, the witness or sign of an Idea that 
relates itself to this subjectivity and that legitimates this requirement and this 
promise.  This Idea is that of the suprasensible, explains Kant i n  the "Remarks" 
that follow Section 59. An Idea of a "suprasensible substrate of all his faculties" 

, , (C), p .  1 89} , faculties of the subject, he  writes. It is the Idea that it i s  in the nature 
of the subject (it is this "nature" that is the suprasensible in question in aesthetics) 
for all his facult ies to agree to make possible knowledge in general . Understand by 
knowledge: though t ,  and thus judgment, and the most elementary, the most misera
ble ,  of the modes of thought, reflexi on. 

This principle of unification, or rather of unison, of the diverse voices of the 
facult ies ,  a princ iple that on the mind's side makes certain the possibil i ty of 
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knowing, i .  e . , of thinking, that makes certain that even the most free form in the 
imagination keeps an affinity with the power to understand. And even more : this 
principle of subjective unison is even more enlivened, the "life" of the chorus of 
the faculties is even more intensified , when form seems to escape the intelligence. 
This suprasensible is brought into action in aesthetics as "the general ground of 
the subjective purposiveness of nature for the j udgment" (KUK, §57;  C}, p .  185). 
The Idea is thus that of an "interior" purposiveness, which is not voluntary , nor 
conceived of, nor interested i n  any way, but which is natural to the mind, which 
is the nature of and in  the mind. And this is why art at its basis belongs to nature, 
and why subjective nature is at bottom art. 

I said music ,  because music is the art of time, and because time is internal sense 
and the unison in  question is interior to the subject. But th is  time, once again ,  is 
not the schema. And the synthesis that it makes is not diachronic , melodic, 
according to a series that would announce or prepare the ordinal series of numbers . 
The synthesis i s ,  let me repeat, synchronic , an unmeasurable and unforestallable 
harmony, a harmony of the timbres of the faculties, on the occasion of a form. 

Let's take up the thread again .  First , the elaboration of the problem: taste is a 
pleasure without mediation by intelligence or will; this pleasure i s  a judgment , one 
that is always singular; it requests , expects, demands, to  be shared , i t  promises 
itself this; it has not conviction's means of argument, since i t  is i tself unargued 
for; this is, however, why , although miserable and desti tute, aesthetic pleasure 
distinguishes i tself from the pleasures of interest; if we want to avoid making art 
sink into knowledge or ethics , then the spontaneous demand for unanimity implied 
in every judgment of taste must be founded , the appeal to an aesthetic sense 
common to all human beings must be founded .  

So  t he  problem is to be formulated thus: because aesthetic pleasure is stripped 
of all universality, of knowing as of willing, we must find the principle that 
legi timates the claim to universali ty, a claim that is included a priori in this 
judgment that is always singular. 

Now, the elaboration of the solution: aesthetic pleasure is a feeling of pure 
internal euphony ; this euphony can only be the "internal" agreement between the 
two faculties ,  the two modes of functioning of the mind-its capaci ty to make 
something present, to posit i t  there ; its capacity to bring something under rules , to 
take it with , to con-ceive it ;  this agreement is an a priori condition of all "knowl
edge ," not from the side of the "knowable, " but from the side of the "knower";  if 
to present and to conceive were still absolutely heterogeneous operations , then not 
only would there not be any knowable experience, but there would not even be a 
subject; there would be an operator of presentations and elsewhere an operator of 
connections; since such is not the case (since knowledge is possible) , there must 
therefore be an a priori principle of unison of the two faculties ,  which guarantees 
the possibi l i ty of a subject of knowledge in general ; this principle cannot be itself 
knowable in the strict sense, since knowledge presupposes a unified or un ifiable 
subject according to this principle; there is therefore only an Idea of i t ,  or, which 
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comes to the same thing, the principle is a "suprasensible substratum" and can be 
stated : there must be an affinity betwcen the facult ies for there to be knowledge in  
general . 

At last , the solution of the problem is :  if the euphony singularly fel t  in the 
pleasure of the beaut iful or the judgment of taste brings with i t  righ t away the 
demand for universal ity ,  by appeal ing to a sensus communis , it is because this 
euphony is the immed iate sign of the affini ty of the faculties, which is universally 
required ; taste is the fee l ing of the "natural" destination of the faculties to subjectiv
i ty ;  the principle of such a "nature" being universal ly val id ,  the feel ing of this 
destination must also be so; this is why aesthetic pleasure can legitimately claim 
to be universalizable by demanding the consent of everyone.  

Thi s  pattern of argument ( I  have given i t  the form, dear to Kant , of the logical 
or mathematical problem, of the A ufgabe) , this pattern of argument that is also a 
"deduct ion" in the Kantian sense ( to deduce is to establish the legi timacy of a 
"c laim , "  to establ ish that a synthesis is well-founded when it claims truth or 
goodness or beau ty) , this pattern of argument calls for a large number of observations 
and questions . I shall formulate some of them. First ,  a correction. 

I have said that the sensus communis called forth by taste is  the sign "at the heart 
of' the subject of an Idea that relates to that subject . And that this "at the heart 
of' should be further inves tigated . The metaphor is not a good one. There is no 
heart ,  no interiori ty , in the j udgment  of taste . In so far as it calls for i tself to be 
shared , pleasure in the beautiful is not experienced by an already consti tu ted and 
unified subject . This sensus is not the internal sense , the aesthetic sentiment is not 
the auto-affection of the subject . The knowledge of experience ,  in  the first Critique, 
demands a supreme princ iple of unification, . the I think, as the originary synthetic 
unity of apperception . If this is accorded to Kant, it is  quite easy to show that such 
a unity cannot grasp i tself except in  the form of the internal sense, which is t ime, 
for I is always behind on its knowledge ; even when it tries to anticipate i tself. 

Compared to this deferred originari ty of the I, the synthesis at work in aesthetical 
pleasure is at the same time more rad ical , less graspable , and wider in scope. For 
this synthes is is reflexive and not dctermining. In apperception, the I no doubt 
determines and redetermines i tself ceaselessly from one moment to the other, but 
it remains haunted by determination. In the pleasure of the beautiful, heterogeneous 
powers find themselves in unison. Because the implied judgment is reflexive, and 
not determi n ing, the unity is not presupposed , it is a state of "compari son , "  a 
sudden pairi ng up of the faculties. This pairing up does not establish a pari ty, the 
two parties are not a pair, they remain incomparable . There is no common measure 
for "presenting" someth ing and for explaining i t .  The two parties defy each other. 
Between them there i s  defiance and mistrust, and , therefore , at the same t ime, 
confidence. I should l ike to say "fiance, " "affiancing. " There is too much for the 
understand i ng to think in the forms , especial ly the very free ones , that imagination 
del ivers to i t ;  and the imagination remains threatened by that regulation that the 
facilIty of concepts could always impose on forms, by the intellectual "recuperation" 
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of forms.  It  is  according to this competition of the two powers that, on occasion , 
sometimes ,  their possible concert can be heard . Then the proportion will have been 
right. But that proportion remains indefinable, it cannot be prepared or forestalled . 
The sentimental congruence of the faculties is never brought to ligh t in the d etermi
nation. When the understanding tries to take over this affianci ng,  it can only 
determine the schematism,  only the form that is aready determined and prepared for 
the concept .  And it can only attribute this determinate synthesis to the determining 
faculty, that is ,  to itself. In this effort of determination,  the deduction of the 
synthesis of forms leads necessarily to legi timating the synthesis ,  the synthetic 
apperception said to be originary, by the I think. For this is the origin of all the 
determining and determinable syntheses .  

But i t  i s  not an origin for the reflexive syntheses.  These happen without any I 
think. In a different light, in a different time. The critique of taste tries to make 
heard this bringing to light ,  this birth of a fiance between faculties . I t  finds its time 
and place in the light of reflexion,  violent and gentle like a rivalry. It cannot be 
questioned. It is analysis,  the Analytic that deduces its legi timacy from the principle 
of a substratum of affinity .  This substratum is not a subject, not the subject ,  only 
an Idea that is  not ,  implied in the concert, but in the analysis of the concert . If we 
try to keep at the level of the pleasure in the beautiful ,  when describing it ,  then 
we must not say that it  is experienced by the subject, it is an uncertain and unstable 
sketch of the subject. A subjectivity hears itself from far off and intimately at the 
same t ime , in this frai l  and singular unison , the subjectivity i s  being born, but it 
will never be born as such . Once born, the subject is only the Ich denke. And the 
aesthetical pleasure will always come along to disconcert it ,  to make i t  indeteminate , 
to make it be at a loss through its own concert ,  and i ts reflexive relation to itself. 

And since the pleasure that is the affiancing cannot be inscribed in determination , 
even in the determination belonging to the temporal schema, this pleasure does not 
synthesize with itself in the course of time, and consequently i t  forgets i tself. It is 
immemorial .  This is  also why each pleasure in beauty is a birth. Why the community 
of faculti es remains discrete , secret, separated from itself, not inscribing i tself in 
synthesi zable time. But this is not at all the same reason why the cognitive I misses 
itself in i ts effort to determine itself. There simply is no aesthetic transcendental 
I. At the most a pre-I, a pre-cogi to , a floating synthesis between the faculties ,  
where the I of these faculties is not in charge , but,  rather, nature is .  

Consequently, it cannot be said that the Idea of a "natural" purposiveness of the 
subject for knowledge indicates itself by aesthetic pleasure "at the heart of' the 
subject ,  for this s ign of pure pleasure cannot be inscribed "in" or "on" a subject 
since the subject is  not present either as a temporal support or as a synthesizing 
power. The community has no interior that needs protecting. 

And lastly it  should not be said ,  ei ther, that the community will have an interior 
once the subject is born , that we will move from sentiment to  the concept ,  from art 
to philosophy, from sensus communis to intellectus communis , which is the I think. 
For thi s  passage does not exist .  There is no transition here between reflexion and 
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determination , between the substratum of the faculties' affinity and the originary 
synthetic unity of apperception_ Suhstance cannot make itself into subject. It is 
essential to the subject to misrecognize i tself as substance. Sentiment is not tran
scribed in the concept, it is suppressed , wi thout being "sublated. "  This sublation is 
the presumption of the concept. Knowledge demands that the imaginative syntheses 
should be subordinated to the understanding, subsumable under its rule. Knowledge 
puts an end to the rivalry. Forms are forced to keep step with the categories, in 
order to act as a test for them. Another proportion. 

So much so that the community of faculties in the knowledge of the true is quite 
different from that which is in play in  the sentiment of the beautiful .  The first is a 
hierarchized , archi tectonic community, the second is free, and rather out of breath .  
I shall  not develop this point. One of its implications is that we can wait  without 
undue worry for this "death of art" prophesized by the philosophies of the concept. 
This does not mean that there is nothing to think about on this subject, especially 
when conceptual computable syntheses invade and occupy the field of art's materials 
and the domain of their forms .  This I leave for discussion. 

A second observation. The fact that the aesthetic community is  transcendental 
does not absolve Kant from going back through anthropology in order to explain its 
nature. I return to the text of paragraph 40: "But under the sens us  communis we 
must include the idea of a sense common to all, i . e . , of a faculty of judgment which, 
in its reflection, takes account (a priori) of the mode of representation of all other 
men in thought"-to which Kant adds,  as we have seen : "This is done by comparing 
our judgment with the possible rather than actual judgments of others" (KUK, §40 ;  
C), p.  1 36) . This operation of  comparison apparently occurs in a collectivity 
of individuals. Interpreted like thi s ,  this operation induces a realist empirical 
anthropological definition of the said sensus. How many illusions or political crimes 
have been able to nourish themselves with this pretended immediate sharing of 
sentiment? 

However, looking more c losely at the sentence, things are most hesitant. Kant 
writes "possible rather than actual judgments. "  And he reaffilms the condition for 
universalization already stated "by putting ourselves in the place of any other 
man . . . .  " Now, in correct Kantian philosophy, the whole of all the others , as a 
totality, is not a category for which there can be a corresponding intuition in 
experience. I t  cannot be a question of an intuitable ensemble. This whole is the 
object of an Idea. 

The required comparison is eideti c .  The task is to form a pure aesthetic judgment 
by "imaginary variations , "  as Hussert would have said.  The purposiveness of this 
mental "technique" is  to remove from the pleasure in the beautiful any empirical 
i ndiv idual charm or emotion. And thus to make certain that what is left after this 
"degreasing" is communicable. I t  will be communicable if it is well purified . 

At the end of the same paragraph, Kant writes: "We could even define taste as 
the faculty of judging of that which makes universally communicable (wit hout the 
mediation of a co,ncept) our feeling in a given representation" (KUK, §40; C], p. 
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138) . This definition is somewhat provoking ("We could even define") : the condition 
of the universal communicability of pleasure is enough to distinguish aesthetic 
pleasure from any other. It will be pure if it is really communicable. How to go on? 
The communicability is in proportion to the purity , transcendentally . Empirically,  

the purity can be gauged by the communicability .  Let  us say: the communicability 
is the ratio cognoscendi of purity, and the latter is the ratio essendi of the former. 
The formula of the eidet ic comparison that makes certain communicabil i ty can 
seem "arti ficial , "  wri tes Kant, because it is "expressed in abs tract formulas" (KUK, 

§40; CJ, p. 136) . Nothing in itself is more "natural" than this abstraction. And , 
indeed , it is only a matter of letting oneself be guided by the principle of a 
substratum of affinity between the faculties, which is the suprasensible "nature" of 
the subject , or rather of the presubject-in order to elim inate the scori a of material 
interests and charms .  

The sensus communis remains, therefore, a hypotyposis: i t  is  a sensible analogue 
of the transcendental euphony of the faculties, which can only be the object of an 
Idea, and not of an intuition. This sensus is not a sense , and the sent iment that is 
supposed to affect it (as a sense can be affected) is not common, but only in  principle 

communicable. There is no assignable communi ty of senti ment , no affective consen

sus in fact .  And if we claim to have recourse to one, or a fortiori to create one, we 
are victims of a transcendental illusion and we are encouraging impostures.  

The essential is this: the sentiment of the beautiful is the subject just being born, 
the first pairing off of incomparable powers . This feeling escapes being mastered 
by concept and will . I t extends itself underneath and beyond their in trigues and 
their closure . This is what Kant understands by the "natural substratum" that he 
takes , deductively, as  his beginning. Thus i t  is a region of  resistance to institutions 
and establishments where there is inscribed and hidden that which happens "be
fore" we know what it is and before we want to make it into anything at all . This  
pleasure is an inscription without support, and without a code by  which  it can  be  
read off. Miserable, if you  like. It  is the task of  literatures and arts , the  task of 
what is called writing , to reinscribe it according to i ts misery, without overwhelming 
i t ,  and without getting rid of i t .  

Notes 

1. Kritik der Urteilskraft (henceforth KUK) (Suhrkamp Verlag; 1 974) , vol. 10, § 57 ,  note 1; i n  Engl ish 

see Critique of Judgement. Henceforth CJ. trans. J .  H .  Bernard (New York : Harner, 1 95 1 ) .  p .  180. 
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I;Interloque 

Jean-Lue Marion 

I 

Phenomenology has perhaps never had a more pressing task to confront than the 
determination of what-or possibly who-succeeds the subject. Nevertheless , it 
has never definitively decided between two kinds of succession, between either 
abolishing the subject forever, i n  order to replace it  with the very absence of an 
heir (as Nietzsche claimed he had done) or hesitating to repeat, each time , the 
function of subjecti (vi)ty according to an always new mode. On the subject of the 
subject ,  phenomenology has never ceased oscillating between one and the other 
postulate , between the possibili ty of a heritage and that of a "new beginning. " 
This hesitation allows us to inscribe phenomenology at times within the field of 
metaphysi cs,  at times outside of its l imits. The question of the subject's posterity 
wi l l  therefore not find even the outline of an answer as long as the way in which 
phenomenology claims to go beyond the subject, and hence beyond the metaphysical 
subject ,  has not i tself been sketched out. Asked in another way: does phenomenol
ogy offer a path that leads to the overcoming of the subject? We shall examine this 
question through the obviously priv i leged case of Dasein, whose ambivalence 
Heidegger defined in Being and Time . 

We ask then :  to what extent does the analytic of Dasein accomplish the abolition 
of the metaphysical subject? Dasein reaches its specific and authentic tru th in the 
figure of care (Sorge) , which identifies i t  as anticipatory resoluteness:  "Dasein 

becomes 'essentially' Dasein in that au thentic existence which constitutes i tself as 
ant ic ipatory resoluteness [vorlaufende Entschlossenheit] . "I We must therefore ask 
if thi s ultimate d etermination of the meaning of Dasein's Be ing enables it to succeed 
the subject-or if we should still expect another. 

Translated by Eduardo eadova and Anne Tomiche 
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II 

There wouldn't be any sense in denying that Dasein subverts the subject, even and 
especially when the subject is understood in terms of the Husserlian transcendental 
phenomenological subject .  Being and Time not only calls into quest ion the transcen
dental Kantian I; it calls into question the phenomenological 1 in general as welJ 
as the very core of this 1,  even when th i s  1 is understood in the sense given to i t  
in  the Logical Investigations .  I n  what does this questioni ng cons is t ?  Subjecti (vi )ty 
no longer has as i ts objective the objectivization of the object, because the ultimate 
i nstrument of this objectivi zation-intentionality-no longer aims at the c onstitu
tion of a n  object but at thc opening of a world .  The intentionali ty c onst i tuti ve of an 
obj ect rcmains, but i t  is  l imited to the status of a parti cular case of the fundamental 
determination of the Being-in the-worId of the one who, from then on, renounces 
the title of "subject , "  since he  abandons the objective of the obj ectivization of the 
object ,  in favor of the t i t le of Dasein. One must not be mistaken : the analysis of 
instrumental i ty occupies a central role in the analytic of Dasein because i t  estab
li shes thaI what is in the world is  not at first there in the form of objects constituted 
according to the objectiv ization exercised by a subject,  bu t in the fonn of a specific 
manipulabi l i ty that ,  in return, determines Dasein i tself, handled,  as i t  were , by 
that which it handles . Dasein i s  not in the world as a spectator, nor even in a 
constitutive way, but as a party possibly challenged by what it encounters. The 
world never amounts to the sum of constituted objects, s ince it i n  no way consists 
of objec ts, but is disclosed in the making of a (whole) world of objects. However, 
it can only be opened in this way inasmuch as, more essentially , Dasein produces 
the opening in general , by going into ecstasies. Dasein's ecstasy lies in  that, far 
from ground ing i tself i n  its being,  or from grounding its being in i tself, it is the 
entity for which what i s  at stake ,  each time, is nothing less than its Being-even 
better, the en tity for which what is  at stake , when what is at stake is  its being, is 
also the Being of all other entities .  Such an appropriat ion of Being to the [-"The 
Being of any such entity is  in each case mine [jemeines]" (Being and Time, §9 ,  p .  
67)-must not be interpreted a s  a subjection o f  Being to the figure o f  t he  ego, 
indeed to that of egoism ; if Being is each time mine, it is because Dasein is  
incapable of attain ing Being in  any other way than by staging itself i n  the first 
person, exposi ng i tself to the possibility of death ; Being is disclosed to Dasein only 
as a possibil i ty reserved for the one who engages himself by naming himself as an 
irreplaceable first person. The "mineness" of Being no longer i mplies that the 1 
would assume a substantially ineradicable subjectivity,  but rather that Being re
mains inaccessi ble to Dasein as long as it does not risk exposing i tself without 
reserve , without appeal , and wi thout certainty, as i f  to  the possibil ity of the 
impossible .  From intentionality to "mineness , "  the subject, master of i ts being, 
and owner of its objects,  disappears in order to give way to Dasein, which sets 
against the subject a double paradox: first, Dasein fails to consti tute an object ,  but 
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exposes itself to manipulation ; second , Dasein has no substantiality , but arrives at 
its own Being only by taking the risk of exposure in person. 

III 

That Dasein realizes i ts own Being by risking i tself in person is evidence that it 
sublates the subject. "Mineness , "  by which what is at stake is always only me in 
my being and even in Being, disqualifies all claims to the self-foundation of an 
unconditioned I. However, once understood,  this still does not prevent us from 
asking another question:  Under what condi tion does Dasein realize the "mineness" 
that characterizes its mode of being? The li teral answer lies in a formula: "Resolute
ness [Entschlossenheit] i s  a distinctive mode of Dasein's disclosedness [Enschlossen
heit]" (Being and Time, §60, p. 343).  Dasein's disclosedness displays itself, in  a 
distinctive mode, at the moment of resoluteness . Resoluteness , understood as 
anticipatory resoluteness,  brings out Dasein's being as care (Sorge) and enables 
access to the meaning of being as temporality, thought in terms of the future . It is 
a question then of determining how the ecstatic structure of care (Sorge) is realized 
phenomenologically : What does resoluteness resolve, what decision does resolute
ness lead Dasein to, in relation to what does i t  manifest Dasein? Resoluteness 
can be located in several phenomena that are organized around it: anxiety, the 
consciousness of guilt ,  Being towards-death as anticipation. Each of these presents 
a common characteristic : 

(a) Anxiety leads to the phenomenological experience of the nothi ngness of all 

entities, unchanging or else manipula�le: "In that i n  the face of which one 

has anxiety, the 'It is nothing and nowhere' becomes manifest" (Being and 
Time, §40, p. 23 1 ) .  That this nothingness might, and even shou ld be, 

interpreted as the world, does not in any way change the fact that anxiety 

opens upon nothingness , with nothing more than this very no th ingness . 
(b) The conscience that experiences its guilt (whatever this guilt might be) hears 

a call in this  experience; however, this call neither evokes nor requires any 

compensation, any obl i gation, any ontically ascribable price. "What does 

the conscience call to him to whom it appeals? Taken strictly , nothing . The 

call asserts nothing, gives no information about world events , has nothing 

to tell" (Being an.d Time, §56, p.  3 1 8) .  Conscience does not open Dasein 

onto the enti ty of the world but onto its own transcendence; strictly speak ing 

i t  opens nothing to Dasein, except itself. 

(c) Being-towards death apparently marks an exception: so far as we know i t  

is nowhere indicated that it migh t open upon the nothing t o  which the 

analysis nevertheless seems to appeal. It only opens Dasein onto the poss ib i l 

i ty of impossibi l i ty.  But, more precisely, the anticipation of Being towards

death (or rather in it) ultimately opens Dasein to absolute poss ibi l i ty

absolute since i t  even embraces the impossible that priv i leges i t  as an 

ontological entity. If, "in Being towards-death , Dasein. comports i tself 10
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wards itself as a d istinctive potentiality for Being" (Being and Time, § 5 1 ,  

p .  296), one must conclude that i t  does not relate i tself towards anything 

else. Thus the three phenomena that determine Dasein's Being as care only 

define anticipatory resoluteness as an ecstasy opening upon-strictly

nothing. 

Or, rather, anticipatory resoluteness leads to nothingness i nasmuch as it is  then 
a question of an entity's nothingness ; but, by this very nothingness, it "isolates" 
(vereinzelt) Dasein by referring it to the ontico ontological transcendency that sets 
i t  apart from the intramundane entity. Such isolation does not by itself or first of 
all mean that Dasein should , following a traditional theme (Augustinian, for exam
ple), in se redire . Dasein's isolation does not lead it  back to itself, but realizes its 
essential determination:  to be, without any possible substitution, i tself. What was 
formulated at the beginning of the analytic of Dasein as "mineness" (Jemeinigkeit) 

is pronounced at the end as "Selfhood" (Selbstheit) : "Dasein's selfhood has been 
defined formally as a way of existing . . .  " (Being and Time, §54, p. 312) .  Dasein 

exists as itself. Resoluteness does not resolve anything because what is at stake is 
the possibility of Dasein venturing towards its own destiny: to be the entity in whose 
being what is at stake is Being itself. Selbstheit must resolutely be understood as 
constancy of the Self (Selbst standigkeit), as Heidegger tells us directly : 

Selfhood [SelbstheitJ is to be d iscerned existentially only in one's authentic 

poten tiality for-Being one's-Self that is to say, in the authenticity of Dasein's 

Being as care. In terms of care the constancy of the Self [Stiindigkeit des Selbst],  

as thc supposed persistence of the subjectum, gets clarified . But the phenomenon 

of this authentic potentiality-for-Being also opens our eyes to the constancy of the 

Self [Stiindigkeit des Selbst] in the sense of i ts having achieved some sort of 

posit ion . . . .  Existentially, 'Self-constancy' [Selbst-standigkeit] s ignifies nothing 

other than anticipatory resoluteness. The ontological structure of such resolute

ness reveals the existential i ty of the Selfs Selfhood [der Selbstheit des Selbst] .  

(Being and Time, §64, p .  369) . 

Whether one understands the Selfs Selbst standigkeit in the sense of an "auton
omy," a "constancy of the self, " or a "self positing,,2 does not ultimately matter 
that much , provided these approximations really aim at thinking the prodigious 
paradox of the analytic of Dasein: for the ecstasy of care nevertheless leads to the 
radical autarky of Dasein, standing alone by itself, as the singular Self. Autarky: 
as paradoxical as i t  seems, the term is appropriate since all the extensions of 
intentionality (Being in-the world , anxiety, conscience , Bei ng towards death) 
never have as their end the disclosure of an entity but rather-in order to lead 
Dasein back to its "mineness ,"  then radicalized in a self positing Selfhood-the 
disclosure of the nothingness of all entities . Resoluteness itself discloses the world 
through the ecstatic structure of care only by posi ting Dasein's Self in itself and as 
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Self alone. Is it possible, then, that Dasein may only overcome the subject by once 
agai n miming it? 

IV 

Posi ted as such the SeWs Selfhood-nonsubsti tutable ,  by v irtue of care and 
according to anticipatory resoluteness-defines Dasein in terms of a speci fic exis
tent ial autarky . Assuming that it is actually achieved , this resul t  gives rise to two 
i nterrogations directly linked to the question of a possible overcomi ng of the subject 
and of the seriousness of its succession. 

(a)  The first i n terrogat ion po ints to an aporia that  is external to the proj ect of 
Being and Time; if  the SeWs au tarky st i l l  defines Dasein, to what  ex ten t 
does Dasein still "destroy" the metaphysical project of a transcenden tal I 
uncond i ti oned because self constituted? Da sein doubtless overcomes all 
su bjec t i (v i) ty by challenging the permanency of the hypokeimenon or of the 
subj ect of the res cogitans . However, the SeWs au tarky remains connected 
wi th the strange motto of a " . . .  standig vorhandene Grund der Sorge, "  
i . e . , constantly present at hand hasis o f  care (Being and Time, §64 , p .  
322) ,  i n  such a way t h a t  the  reflexive characteristics o f  "to m a k e  up one's 
mind,"  "to exhibit oneself, "  "to precede oneself,"  "to angu ish oneself, " 

etc . there each lime for nothing else than the Self m ight seem to m ime 
the self-reflexivi ty that has been understood as self const i tutive  of the tran
scendental subj ect , indeed of all subjectivity . Dasein's confron tat ion with 
metaphysical egology (from Descartes to Hegel) may rem a in incomplete and 
even undecided ,  like a battle that is suspended before the winner is known . 3 
Above all , Dasein may not completely overcome the thematics of the subject ,  

as Heidegger's proj ect for the "destruction of the h is tory of on tology" never
theless expressly implies in  i ts  second section. In short, we can risk the 
follow ing hypothes is :  the analytic of Dasein des i gna tes not so much that 
which succeeds the subjec t , but rather the last heir of the subject i tself, to 
the extent that Dasein offers a path whereby i t  may tear i tself away from 
subjectivity, wi thout being successful .  What or who mus t come after the 
subjec t will no doubt only be brough t to the l ight of day through Dasein, but 

also after Dasein, indeed against i t . 

Hence the second in terrogation , 

(b) which designates an aporia that is internal to the proj ect of Being and Time : 
If the SeWs au tarky defines Dasein's specific transcendence, how m igh t  this 
au tarky which no en ti ty can d isrupt (precisely because i t  only manifests 
i tself by transcend ing absolutely all entities) care i n  any way for the 
question of Being in  general ? The d istortion very vis ible,  even i f  not  always 

d iscovered-between the qucs t ion of Being in general and the analytic of 
Dasein, a d i s tort ion that traverses Being and Time and almos t necessari ly 

de term ines i ts i ncompleteness ," does not stem from a weakness in  the 
presentation of Dasein; quite  the contrary, i t  is precisely the exemplary 
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success of this presentation that i nstalls Dasein in the autarky of Self

posit ing, wi thout any other determination than i ts own resolve toward its 

own opening; inasmuch as the analytic definitely leads,  in the two sections 

of the published version of the text, to the identification of Dasein with the 

Sel f  of autarki c  resoluteness, i t  never confirms the project evoked by the 
"In troduction" to Being and Time that of establish ing phenomenologically 
a strict equivalence between the question of Being in general and Dasein's 

Bei ng in partic ular . Section 83 of Being and Time should perhaps be read 

as the in fine acknowledgment of the absolute impossibi l i ty of a regulated 

and phenomenologically guaranteed transition from Druein as au tark ic Self 

to the question of Being in general: "Can one provide ontological grounds 

for ontology , or does it also require an ontical foundation? and which entity 

mllst take over the function of providing th is foundation?" it is i n  terms 
such as these that the "problem of princ iple which still remains 'veiled' " 

is finally acknowledged (Being and Time, §83, p. 487). The aporia therefore 

lies in a contrad ic tion that is all the more radical because it emerges from 

the exemplary success of the analytic of Dasein: the Self, posi ting itself as 

sllch through an anticipatory resoluteness towards possibi lity, does not 

accept any extrinsic determination: neither the world (wh ich this resolute

ness opens and therefore precedes), nor the entity (which i t  transcends) , 
nor time (whose authentic temporali ty becomes phenomenologically accessi

ble only through this resoluteness) so that nothi ng , not even nothingness 

i tself, can here evoke,  say, or even sense Being. Here, Being does not yet 
exert any neu tral i ty to the detriment, for exam ple , of an other; on the 

contrary , neu tral i ty goes against Being , according to the absolutely indeter

minate au tarky of the Self absolutely indeterminate , except for i ts own 
resoluteness, the ultimate phenomenological face of Druein. The Selfs 

neu tral i ty disqualifies Being itself. 

Dasein may not accede to the question of Being in general as an autarkic Self; 
it may not appeal , at the moment of anticipatory resoluteness, to Being, since, in  
any  case, i t  appeals only to  itself: "Dasein is a t  the  same time both the  c aller and 
the one to whom the appeal is made" (Being and Time, §57, p.  322) . Heidegger 
found the solution to this paradoxical aporia only at the expense of the Kehre , 
which ,  in a sense, sacrifices everything that Being and Time had managed to 
thematize-the analytic of Dasein-in order to conform to what it had not achieved 
but only aimed at: the question of Being in general. This heroic reversal i s  marked , 
among other innovations, by the disqualification of Dasein's autarky; since anticipa
tory resoluteness, as the seWs appeal to itself, runs aground on ontological neutral

i ty , it must submit to an appeal that it neither performs ,  nor controls, nor decides:  
this appeal-the appeal by which Being claims Dasein a s  the phenomenological 
agency of its I .lanifestations-is called, in  the "Postface" to What is Metaphysics ? 

as well as in the Letter on Humanism, the Anspruch des Sei/IS . Contrary to Being 
and Time , where the appeal is always an appeal to itself (Ansprechen seiner selbst) 

(Being and Time, §25,  p.  15 1 ) ,  here Being's appeal claims Dasein, as it were , i n  
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advance and from the outs ide ;  a choice must be made between the Selfs anticipatory 

resoluteness and the c laim of that which is, from now on, called man (and not 

Dasein) . Heidegger has chosen-the Anspruch des Seins comes before and therefore 

"destroys" Dasein's autarky . Man answers a call that claims him for Being , instead 
of Dasein decid ing about and resolving i tself to its own possibi li ty as Self. By man 

one must understand ,  against all "humanisms , "  the one who comes after the subject , 

but also after the Self, because he lets himself be claimed by the A nspruch des 
Seins . He should be called der A nge.�prochene, the one upon whom a claim is made . 
After the subject, even beyond Dasein, emerges the one who knows how to hear 

Be ing's claim. 
Th is thesis marks Heidegger's  second advance beyond subjecti {v i ) ty ,  a more 

radical move than the first , although more silent. This thesis ,  however, gives rise 

to a questioning that is even more redoubtable than the difficulties it had managed 
to overcome .  For if Dasein indeed undergoes an analytic , which reveals it as resolute 
toward and in its autarkic Selfhood, the one who is interpellated , who is  called 

upon by the claim of Being , does not ,  at least explici tly , benefit from such an 
analytic . But if Dasein answers the question of Being in general as interpellated 

much more than as resolute, the "new beginning" remains subjec t to an analyt ic of 

the claiming interpellation, which is precisely what is  lack ing. Dasein comes after 

the subject by renouncing the self-constitution of the transcendental I, bu t it still 
claims itself by the autarky of resoluteness; i t  remains for Dasein to let i tself be 
claimed by an agency other than i tself (here,  Being) , in order to finally succeed the 

subject w i thout still inherit ing subjecti {vi)ty . Only the one who is in terpellated 
breaks with the subject, but Dasein does not yet abandon itself to interpe llation . 

v 

The c laim , then, calls me. I have not yet said I, since the c laim has already 
hai led me,  hence named and summoned me as me. Moreover, the only appropriate 

answer to the claim that names me is a "This is me!" without any I. Contrary to all 
appearances , i t  is not a question here of the classical critique of the object ive lime 

by the transcendental ! (as it is in Kant, Husserl ,  and Sartre) : for, to be precise , 

by denounc ing the transcendent I as an empirical or constituted obj ect ive , the 
cri t ique reestablishes an even more radical transcendental I, nonconsti tu ted pre
cise ly because consti tu tive ; here , in a metaphysical regime , the relati vity of the 
emp irical I stresses all the better the absolute primacy and ,  i n this sense , autonomy 
of the consti tut ing I. On the con trary, when the claim interpellates me, the !Ime 

that i t  i mparts to me thus designates not any autonomous and unconditioned 
transcendental !, but rather only I.he in terpellation i tself. The experience of the me 

whom I hear speak myself does not offer any proof of a transcendental I, but, as a 
pure and naked experience ,  i t  ass igns me to the claim. The pole to which the lime 

refers cannot be any h idden I-invis ihle because always already there, the s ingular 
pole of an already determined phenomenological horizon-but is rather an uncon-
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ceivable , unnameable , unpredictable agency: the claim i tself to be precise .  No 
doubt,  upon hearing myself interpellated , I  an interpellated me, but, 
li terally, I experiences a me orphaned of any  and constitutive I; I 
experience myself means that the I (simple , without being double) experiences i tself 
as a myself/me . I experience myself being claimed , that is, called upon in the 
accusative-interpellated as suspect and not as subject, named in the accusative 
and therefore dispossessed of any nominative function. The interpellated me marks 
the absence of any constituting I, under the-in this respect , totali tarian-authori ty 
of the claim.  The me no longer testifies a contrario to the I, but acknowledges the 
nullity of the I under the authority of the claim which interpellates me. 

The disaster of the I, that is, the sole overcoming of the subject, only occurs 
with the claim .  However, does the extent of this disaster still allow the me , barely 
the phantom of a subject, to be named by a concept? We shall designate the me as 
the ·"interloque" (Angesprochene) : 

(a) Interloque, first, because it is  summoned by the claim, with a radicality and 
a power that deny i t  not only the autonomy of a subject constituting itself in 
i ts atomic substantiali ty, but also the autarky of a resoluteness that is  
determined by nothing; the interloque discovers i tself always already com
pelled to a relation ; in  metaphysical tenns , it would be necessary to say 
here that the derivative and secondary category of relation which, i n  

principle, must never apply t o  what is substantial , the primary category
not only applies to i t ,  but also subjects it to the point of disqual ifying i t :  thc 

interloque finds i tself the derivative pole of a relation in which it no longer 
has any of the (au tonomous,  autark ic) substantiality implied by even the 
least subjecti(vi)ty. 

(b) Interloque, then , because the me experiences a surprise. The surprise here 

is strictly opposed to ecstasy (the ecstasy of intentionality as well as that of 
anticipatory resoluteness) ; ecstasy, indeed, institutes the subject outside of 
i tself, but still in terms of i tself as the originary pole of its own overcoming. 

On the contrary, the claim's surprise surprises the interloque to the extent 
that it is  deprived of any polari ty of i ts own; surprise seizes the interloque 

in the sense that it  seizes all polarity of subjecti(vi)ty in the me: the interloque 

is less torn away from the me-since it perceives itself precisely wi thout 
even the least self than constituted by an unassignable claim as a me 

without ground, wi thout subject, without any place other than this very 
in terpellation. Surprise, in the interloque, is a reprisal against i ts very 
ecstasy: surprise dispossesses (deprend) the interloque of i ts ecstasy. 

(c) Interloque finally , in the sense of an interlocutory j udgment; interloquer 

means, according to ancient French judiciary language, "ordonner qu'une 
chose sera prouvee ou verifiee , avant qu'on prononce sur Ie fond de I'affaire" 
(Littrl) , to establish the fac t  before speaking the law, and, in the mean time, 

to suspend the procedure. The interloque is submitted , in  a more essential 
sense, to an interlocutory judgment ,  since all quidjuris? questions concern
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ing its transcendental subjectivity, its powers , its l imi ts ,  and i ts figures 
(including that of Da.sein) must acknowledge that they are preceded by the 
question quid facti? 

The irrevocable fact here consists in the claim i tself, which, already and defi
nitely , redefines all of the interloque's characteristics ;  nothing can be said of the 
interloque-neither according to truth , nor according to evaluation,  nor according 
to resoluteness-that would not at first be determined by the claim. The sole a 
pri ori , the claim still does not come from either conscience or the horizon, which 
i t  rather precludes.  The sole fact ,  the claim, nonetheless comes before all l imi ts 
and all rights, s ince this fact is not the fact of any subject and , perhaps , not even 
the fac t  of itself. Summons, surprise, precedent ,  the claim therefore institu tes the 
in terloque, without defining it in any other way than by i ts status as interloque. For 
before I am anything, before in me I exists or I invent ,  the possibil i ty of being a 
subject or a Dasein, surprise must indeed summon me, interloque. In the beginning, 
amazement; at first ,  admiration. 

However, the thesis that only the interloque comes after the subject is open to 
an objection : the claim can only install the interloque as such if  some agency 
performs it; it is necessary then that the claim ultimately be referred to a pole whose 
initial word tears subjecti{vi)ty. Who or what claims the interloque? If we mention 
here God , the other, moral conscience , auto-affection, figures of difference, Being 
itself, etc . ,  this only enables us to name the difficulty, not to solve i t :  as a matter 
of fact the interloque would become in all eases a derivative and regional agency
a simple variation of the subject,  situated or placed in relation to another agency; 
the interloque would ' therefore regress to the level of a particularized subject .  This 
objection relies , however, on an illusory assumption : that i t  is  necessary to be able 
to name this agency that makes a claim on me, in order to know myself i nstituted 
as interloque; on the contrary, according to the order of phenomenological descrip
t ion, I i dentify myself as interloque before being aware not only of my subjecti v i ty 
but also of what or who leaves me interloque. The imprecision, indeed , the confusion 
of the claiming agency does not weaken the claim but rather testifies that the 
i n terpellation of the interloque as such occurs from the very beginning;  just as 
surprise surprises the subject ,  surprise surprises the surprisor himself; the I dis
covers i tself interloque precisely because it knows , at the moment of the claim,  
neither by whom nor  by what i t  i s  claimed. Only the  indeterminacy of  the claiming 
agency enables the claim that, otherwise, would not surprise and hence would not 
inst itute any interloque. What is at s take is an anonymous a priori , which functions 
perfectly, without identifyi ng itself, since i t  consists only in  the following: the 
interloque's recognit ion of a minimal a priori : the claim i tself-the I recognizes 
i tself as interloque as a consequence of the claim itself. The interloque provi des the 
beginning- the most basic ,  hence the first, determination-that abolishes the 
subject :  selfhood is in i tially wounded by the very fact that, before the self can 
consti tute i tself, the claim has already exiled it outside i ts "mineness . " The wound 
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that originally tears selfhood obscurely manifests the origin i tself-the interloque. 

Before ever knowing by what or by whom, the J surprises itself, as interloque, and 
has always done so.  

Notes 

1. Being and Time, trans. 10hn Macquarrie  and Edward Robinson (New York: Harper and Row, 

1962) , §65, p .  370. All subsequent c i tations from th is text are to Ibi s  ed i tion and wi II be ci ted 

parenthet ical ly within my essay as Being and Time, section number, page number. 

2 .  Selbst -stii.ndigkeit is trans lated as "self-maintenance , "  "maintien tk Soi-meme (alttonomie)" in  Etre 

et Temps, translated by Martineau (Pari s , 1985), pp. 227 and 316,  and as "Self-constancy,"  

"constance de soi -meme" i n  EIre el Temps, translated by F. Vezin (Pari s ,  1 986) , p. 382.  The 

ambigu i ty of the Slandigkeit at tributed to Dasein, whose Self has jus! been emphasized (ra ther than 

opposed 10) as "stlindig fJOrhantkne Grund" (my emphasis) seems 1 0  jusl ify the use h ere of Ihe 

Kanlial1 lerm positing. 
3. On I h i s  poi n l ,  al low me 10 refer 10 my essay, "L'ego el le Da..ein: H eidegger et  l a 'destruction' de 

Descartes dans Sein Itnd Ze it, " in Revue tk Metaphysique et de Morale 1 ( 1987) .  

4.  Sim i larly , on Ihis  point see "Difference ontologique el  question de l 'etre un indeeide de Sein und 

Zeit , "  in Tijdschriji fJOor Filo .• ofte 3 ( 1987). 

5. I d raw here from my  d i scussion of the emergence of the A nspruch des Seins in "L'angoisse et I'ennui : 

Pour i n terpreter Was i.., Metaphysik?" in A rchives de Philosophie 1 ( 1980). 
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After What 

Jacques Ranciere 

"What comes after the subject?" this author is asked. How would he know? And 
how would he demonstrate it? Does his audience not remark , repeated ly, that they 
do not know where he is headi ng? He also knows, of course,  that not knowing is 
too easy a way of creating his own image as a philosopher, all the easier in that 
philosophical questioning habitually knows more than its audience. Not knowing 
who to name, then, also means settling down in an after that , by designating the 
place or the home of the unknown one, perhaps says a lot in the end about his or 
her identity. 

Questions about t ime are always advantageous. To talk about the end , the after, 
the post- lends a heroic t int to any idea concerning the end of a t ime when things 
were well ordered and their meaning established. In the days of old , not so very 
long ago, there was-it is said-a time when all events took place in the l ight of 
grand narratives abut the self and the world, about God and people . Then would 
come the daring time of new days and adventurous paths. . . . But the very act 
with which this abandonment manifests i tself as heroic effort or joyful drift restores 
a tranquil certainty concerning ties and places: we are now in the end or the after. 
All ruins hide a habitable temple, a temple already inhabited . The time defined as 
a time of loss ,  i s  still part of the continuum, of archaeology, and of our heritage. 
It makes sense and space. This means that it also gathers : to speak of epoch or 
epochal is to bring together, within the same destiny, the gathering of those who 
think in terms of an after and the indistinct masses who supposedly inhabit the 
ruins without knowing i t .  'flley are defined by that very supposi tion and thereby 
give to the corporation the mission of thinking for them that which is verified in 
their very muteness . 

We know that the tranqui lity of this dual relation is not without its jolts .  From 
time to time current events make it obvious that nine tenths of human ity,  or even 
a little more ,  suffer from that which the epoch has already passed beyond : the 

Translated by Christina Davis 
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ancient stories of hunger, fai th ,  and peoples . Gloomy sermonizers or pugnacious 
prosecutors then denounce the duplicity of the thinkers who think in terms of the 
after. Tragicomedy and vaudeville make game against a backgrou�d of holocaust. 
Now the guardian of the temple announces betrayal by the corporation: we must 
return to the previous assurance of the subject who gathers up meanings and assigns 
values. Soon the keeper of the morgue comes to shame the guardian whose values
or whose forgotten values-have served the assassins. Yet again ,  the corporation, 
once proud of daring voyages far from the paternal lands of the subject, closes 
ranks in order to protect from any attempt at parricide the thinker of the end of 
metaphysics,  the thinker who is also the only distinguished member of the corpora
tion to have maintained some link, however tenuous , with the assassins. 

These tri bunals, periodically established where the affairs of the corporation 
encounter any affair or any sense supposed common, are perhaps the ransom for 
the commodity that it took over: that of the interminable capitalization of a misfor
tune whose resolution is indefinitely suspended. The temple and the charnel house, 
summoned up at its borders as concrete manifestations of i ts forgotten origins or its 
unacknowledged end , denounce at either limit the space/time where philosophical 
activity deliberately set up shop: that of the beginning of the end. 

Indeed , whateve
·
r the philosophical good will put to radicalizing the question of 

the after, the terrain has been clearly marked by three mise en scene schemas that 
have become doxic configurations . Psychoanalytic theory first made the t ime after 

into the time of the advent of the subject, perhaps thus dissimulat ing the enigmatic 
task of fideli ty to the time to come hidden behind the visibility given to the parricidal 
event as ori gin of the meaningful sequence. Then comes the schema of extermination 
which represents the annihilation of the subject, not simply in the form of the mass 
liquidation of individuals, but also as a death without any remainder-no trace ,  
monument, or  immortali ty .  Thus opens the  horizon of  a beginning of  the end , 
projected into the two dimensions of past and future. On the one hand, the genealo
gies of horror trace , according to an origin that is always retreating, the beginning 
of an evil h istory ,  that of the subject bearing death; they follow its most minute 
advances. On the other hand , thoughts of tomorrow establish themselves in the 
twil ight times that begin with the advent of the unthinkable .  But behind the enigma 
and the horror comes a third schema, ever more triumphant, that of the particular 
redemption that is  i nvolved in the development of patrimonial policy. The latter 
brings into play a new immortali ty, henceforth attached to a monument and no 
longer to that which the monument represents: a colossal assurance against death , 
the holocaust and parricide, an ability to immortalize anything, to restore any 
temple, but also to monumentalize every object ,  to familiarize any strangeness in 
the filiation of a meaning that has escaped death. 

The ordering of these three configurations gives us infinite resources as well as 
a plurality of times. To voice the beginning of the end , to speak in  its name is to 
appropriate fo; oneself the powers of suspended death and the voyage through time.  
We speak i n  the present of raising the anchor, undoing the image , or erasing the 
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name.  But above all we settle i n to t he singular schema of a retrospective apocalypse . 

We rewri te i ndefini tely ,  in the past tense , the prophecy of the wrong beginning (of 

forgetfu lness , of disguise or, j ust as well , of the lure of disguise or of forgetfulness) 
that mak es us suffer endlessly the sequence of evils that result from the wrong 
schema,  from the forgetful schema of subj ectivity. An ethical fideli ty to the recog
nized uncertainty of the s ubject and to the act of its time to come then reposes on 
the though t  of extermi nation in order to i nstall i tself wi th in the retrospective 
prophecies of the beginning of the end. But apocalypse in the past also continuously 
exchanges i ts performatory powers of threatening death with the resources in 
i mmortal i ty of the patri monial enterprise .  Thus does phi losophy succumb to the 
charms of rewri t i ng , with the i nfni te possibili ties of metonymy authori7.ed by the 
richness of the text , the ph rases of i ts history . Phi losophy proposes i t self as 

interm inable future and offers ,  as t h e  destiny of any gi ven epoch,  the rewri t ing that 

marks every phrase of the text  with the threat of death and cvery ut terance of a 

present event wi th the d isplaced repetition of a phrase of the tex t . These comings 

and goings between the text and an event ,  between the past and the fu ture , between 

death and immortal i ty , define the schema of an infn ite resource that s trangely 
resembles the reserve in  which He idcgger's discourse on the apocalypse recogni zes 

the essence of technological domination. Patrimony , the new technology of immor
tali ty ,  has perhaps become the vital element of that very ph ilosophy that finds i ts 
force by denouncing  this technological domination. By assuri ng phi l osophy a new 
t ime in which to make its statemen t , patrimony allows i t  to identify the i nventory 

of i ts  own heri tage by deciphering the mortal enigma of the new t i mes , and ensures 
i ts revenge on the soc ial knowledge that had put i t aside.  From there , phi losophy 
takes on a prominent  role in  all manifestatiol).s that conceive  of and celebrate the 

monument,  the arch i ve , or the museum,  the consequences of whieh seem posit ive. 
Th i s triumphant use of the beginning of the end should no doubt be considered 

wi th i n  the con tinuity of the schema that I had earl ier indicated : the determin ing 
funct ion of time, of i ts avai labil i ty or i ts  absence, as the d ividing l ine that stages 
phi losoph ical act ivi ty by separating those who have the leisure to think from those 
whose business is  not th inking. 1 I had indicated the con t inu i ty lead ing from the 
forthright affirmation by Plato of the privi leges of the O"XoA 1J to the tortuous Sartrian 
analysis of the effects of a fat igue that takes away from the proletarian the t ime to 
t h i n k .  The substitu tion of the t ime of urgency and the time of the beginning of the 
end for that of the leisure for ph ilosophy should be though t about in terms of the 

sch emas that today redefine the staging of philosophical activity and organ ize i ts 
o6(a u nder the new condi t ions of that activity in relation to its other: a mastery 
announced in the very name of t i me characterized by abandonment ,  a discourse 
whose grav i ty of u tterance is  due to i ts accounting for the common destiny of 
h u man i ty , but which  at the same t ime divides (as in the seventh book of the Laws) 

the wat chmen of the begi nning of the night from the sleep of the obl i vious masses . 
I am int erested , h owever, in somethi ng else: the manner in whi ch this plural i ty 

of t i mes plays with horror and death , summons them up at the edge of d iscourse 
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and then keeps them at arm's length indefinitely . There philosophy is pl aying with 
what was once its own: the assumption of death,  the confrontation with fear and the 
passions that spring from fear-the frustration of "not yet having enough" and the 
fear of "no longer being" that accompany the destiny of the l iving possessed by 
word and representation. In the infinite reflection of apocalyptic prophecy and of 
redemption through patrimony , a certain logos unfolds whose paradoxical principle 
was once des ignated as the very principle of passion:  the confusion of t imes , the 
perpetual enjambmen t of the present,  this present that the Stoic mas ter recom
mended circumscribing in order to keep at a distance the in termingl i ng pass ions 
of expec tation and regret .  On the contrary, right before our very eyes that present 
cont inues to di late , swel l ing with the comings and goings , the gains and losses 
i ncluded in the idea of the begi nning of the end , in the exchange be tween holocaust 
and patrimony . Everything happens as if displaying the representation were a 
perfect replacement for the "use of representations , "  as if passion-that i s ,  the 
confusion of times-had become the method . 

Of course the anachronism is only valid here as displacement of perspect ive . 
We have at our disposal neither a "nature" nor a "hegemonic principle" that wou ld 
guarantee this use. ,But this is precisely the problem: Do the themes of the end or 
the probably interm inable death of the subject not live off the identification of any 
subjective schema with the archetypes of the subjectum or of the substantia? Is this 
identification of the "subject" with the wrong schema of presence (and thus with 
the presence of ev i l ) not an only too convenient manner of getting rid of the question 
of the present, that is  to say, el i m inating the question of reason as well ?  If we had 
to play the familiar game of "forgetting" and "returning" I would wi ll ingly propose 
that what today is most forgotten or undermined is not Man, Though t , Rational i ty , 
Meaning , or any other of the vic tims over wh ich the mourners hover, but simple 
reason in its nuclear definition: the art, for each one of us, of set tling accounts with 
the confusion of t imes and the passions of expectation and regret that spring from 
i t ,  an art of the present all the more necessary in that we have lost the ass urance 
of the clearly delineated presence of a subject capable of preced ing i tself. Does not 

eliminating "the" subject with this schema, the present wi th the presence, mean 

abol ishi ng the agency of that which-that who-is involved with the regulating of 
t ime and of fear? 

What comes after the subject? We can say in a way that nothing comes after the 
subject, for it is precisely nothing that comes after, that risks continuing on i ts own 
account a text already s tarted or a story already begun , that risks transforming ,  as 
Zarathustra said ,  the es war into a so wollte ich es , the very act in which the present 

is requ i red to compensate for the lack of its own t ime , Identifying under every 

c i rcumstance this will to risk wi th a "will to will" conceived of as the ul timate form 
of forgett ing comes down to leaving in the background , behind or beyond the 

"subj ect" only the schema of a some one to whom nothing ever happens : a nonsubject 

unable to d iscern the specific schemas of forgetti ng , distress , or death, free from the 
necessi ty of verbal i z ing this discernment of those schemm! and of doing something-
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some deed-based on that declaration . Beyond the subject as thus defined , beyond 
his  ich wollte, remains only consent to what is happening, in which some one can 
substitute for any other in the darkness of the indiscernible. Let us look , for 
example , to the commentary made in 1946 by Heidegger on a poem by Rilke giving 
voice in  1925 to the poetic schema of this "wish to risk" : the very splendor of the 
commentary that reproaches the poct with having thus missed the bottom of the 
abyss is also that of the si lence created around a hole , around the interven ing 
twenty German years of which noth ing clear is nameable in the discourse . After 
the subject, in the identification of the after with the beginning of the end, there is 
no longer any use for t ime. 

Thus must we th ink of the now, as i t  were , in the fOlm of the after, in the form 
of the dissociation of the presence and the present. But if we so posit the death of 
the subject or its exhaustion, we abandon the only thing that counts , that makes a 
difference: the interval between es war and so wollte ich es . On the contrary, we 
know only very little of this interval, of its use of time , in a word , of the effect of 
subject .  And this very little that we know is , precisely , linked to the overly generous 
credit we give to the appearances of the subject's consistency , especially when this 
subject takes on the aspect of the other who supposedly i s  at repose in its blessed 

presence, becoming one with its representation. 
This i s  at least what I attempted to demonstrate by confronting the schema 

of that privi leged other of our pol i tical moderni ty , the subject called variously 
"proletari at ," "working class , "  or "labor movement," successively represented as 
the hero of a glorious epic , the instigator of the holocaust , or, finally, the subjec t 
of an archaic narrative, dead from obsolescence . 2 I tried to deconstruct the fiction 
of this animal laborans com ing out of the caverns of the factory , the mine, or the 
slum , creating i ts image of self through contemplation of, and pride in, the tools of 
its trade , and gathering for the attack under the banners of its collective existence. 
As the basis for the forms of identification and the specific d iscourse creating the 
idea of a c lass and its combat, I suggested recognizing the singular phenomenon of 
a production of meaning that was neither the systematization of the ideas generated 
from the usages of the animal laborans itself nor the awareness of an avant garde 
trained in the reasoning of objective science. I saw rather the product of the activi ty 
of a random network of ind ividuals put, by way of different itineraries, in the 
pos ition both central and out of bounds of spokesmen: not men and women bearing 

the word of the masses, bu t beari ng simply the word ; individuals separated from 
their supposed fellows because they had been led into the c ircu i ts of a word 
come from elsewhere and drawn into endorsing the discourse of the class and the 
movement, to give them an identity precisely because they could not create it on 
their own. Behind the supposition of an animal laborans waving the banner, heroic 
or deadly, of a new homo politiclLS , was necessari ly to be seen the schema, both 
common and singular, of an animal rationale, believing in the words on its banners 
as does every being endowed w i th speech , every mortal in possession of language ; 
as we believe, i n  general , in what we say-under the cover of dupl ic ity . The Hercule 
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chretien celebrated in the 1840s by the editor of Atelier takes on the same appearance 

as the horseman-or centaur-in the starry sky of Rilke's sonnet: the union of two 
who go together without meaning or intending the same thing as their journey's aim; 

the always sufficient and forever disappointing schema of the bond: and in general 
any junction of words and every meeting of speaking beings rallying round certain 
words. 3 To think in terms of an after where we can exist in relation to the h istory 
of this connection requires at minimum that we take into account the not yet , the 
just a minute , and the already no more that mark it in cach of its tenses and without 
which it would not be a story. 

From this example, which is  more than an example si nce it touches on the 
exemplary schemas of the other and the mourning which have structured our times, 

I shall offer this sole modest moral : he who wishes to say something about the time 
to come must also repudiate the schema of the beginning of the end and that of the 
supposed naIvete of the other. Discourse on time and discourse on the other 
constitute a common system and closure. He who wishes to extricate himself-and 
no one is required to do so-must confront the question of the subject, its reason 
and its passion, insofar as this question is not only the business of specialists but 
also of all those who live with the discrepancy of representation , the work of 
deciphering oneself in the es war and the essential fragility of the pact that makes 
of a singular reading the principle of a new community. He must face up to the 
necessary effort to deliver this roving search for meaning, this philosophy outside 
of i tself, from all the cages-classes , cultures , mentalities, etc .-where it must 
unceasingly be locked by a learned reason both careful to guarantee its specificity 
through the naturalizing objectification of i ts other and desirous of disposing of this 
substantial world of meanings. This effort corresponds to what I analyzed in another 
study as the verification of equality: the exercise of a reason that can only be grasped 

through repudiation of any temporality proper to one who knows , of any presumed 
sharing between an elite of night watchmen and a mass of sleepers . 4 I t  can also be 
called an exploration of unknowing reason: that little bit of reason suspended from 
its singular decision to remain faithful, brought into play each time in the adventure 
that leads toward the end of the phrase , the exactitude of the word , the sign of 
understanding, the junction/disjunction begun over and over again .  

Now, after . . .  -the t ime is  right for exploring the unknowing reason, that li ttle 
bit of reason mixed in each one with the folly of the world, ever suspended from 

the act leading to its end , from the unexpected countenance of its decoding. A 
moral that is defini tely temporary , accompaniment to an absent nature . Now,  after 
. . .  -therein is the place where this adventure comes to pass: the subject who 
speaks its truth in division and finds its peace in connection. Therein is the fragility 
of the reasonable community that holds together speaking beings without the 
guarantee of any law from before the law;  a community that grants the leisure to 
search for the exact word while protecting itself from its wounds at any cost .  Now, 

after . . .  -i t is time to return to sender not the all-knowing question but the 
brotherly solitude of the place from which it continues to reappear: 
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Sieh, nun heiss! es zusammen ertragen 
Stickwerk und Teile, als sei es das Ganze. 
Dir helfen w i rd schwer sein. 5 

Notes 

1. Le Philosophe et  ses pauvres (Pari s :  Fayard , 1983). 

2. The Nights of Labor, trans . lohn D ru ry (Philadelphia: Temple University Press , 1989). 

3 .  The Sonnets to Orpheus , First Series, Sonnet I I .  

4 .  Le Maitre ignorant (Paris : Fayard , 1987). This text will  soon appear i n  English as The Ignorant 

Schoolma..ter, trans. Kriston Ross (Stanford : Stanford University Press). 

5.  "See, now we must bear the pieces and parts together, as if they were the whole. Helping you w i l l  

be ha rd . "  The Sonnets to Orphcus, First Series, Sonnet 16.  Translated b y  A.  Pou l i n ,  J r .  (D/Lino 

Elegies and The Sonllets to Orphc/Ls: Boston :  Houghton Mifflin Company ,  1977). 
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